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Cavallari.. The Santarelli family further provided generous financial support for the two
excavationn campaigns of 1996-1997.
Thankss are also due to the Comune di Latina for kindly giving us permission to lodge
ourr students in the elementary school at Borgo Le Ferriere during the excavations.
Thee Dutch Institute in Rome has contributed a great deal towards the completion of this
study.. During the long years of research I was a regular guest at the Via Omero, while the
Institute'ss staff offered all kinds of assistance during our annual excavation campaigns.
Heree I would like to mention Mrs. Kitty van der Linden, Mrs. Tineke van der Laan and
Mrs.. Ivana Bolognese and, in particular, the late Director of the Dutch Institute, Dr Th. J.
Meijer. .
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11 INTRODUCTION

Inn 1980 a necropolis was discovered at the village of Borgo Le Ferriere, which is situated
c.. 60 km south of Rome and generally accepted as the site of the ancient settlement of
Satricum.. It was excavated between 1980-1987 and more than two hundred inhumation
gravess dating to the fifth century were brought to light. The results were published in
1992.1 1
Thee Southwest Necropolis, as it is now called, has since aroused great interest. It is the
firstt organized burial ground from fifth-century Latium to be found with regularly
furnishedd graves. Prior to its discovery there had been a striking absence of formal
cemeteriess from the sixth and fifth centuries in this region. This was in marked contrast to
thee rich burial record of the preceding centuries, which are characterised by large
cemeteries,, often with richly furnished graves. Various explanations have been proposed
forr this remarkable lack of burial evidence.2
Thee fifth-century graves in Satricum, which so far have no parallels elsewhere, have
beenn attributed to the Volscians. These were an indigenous people from Central-Italy,
knownn primarily from the literary sources. Here they are frequently depicted as a
quarrelsomee mountain tribe, one of the participants in a general invasion by Central Italian
mountainn peoples of the coastal plains along the Tyrrhenian Sea. From the early fifth
century,, when they succeed in occupying the southern part of Latium, the Volscians
featuree prominently in the historical sources, remaining a constant nuisance to Rome for
thee next hundred and fifty years. Ancient Satricum, lying in the heart of the war zone and
reportedlyy captured by the Volscians in 488, is one of the towns most likely to reveal
evidencee of their presence. With the discovery of the Southwest Necropolis this
suppositionn appears to be confirmed, but fundamental disagreements about the implications
off the find have yet to be resolved. They will form one of the main themes of this book.
Thee discovery of the Southwest Necropolis in Satricum has given a new impulse to the
studyy of the rather obscure fifth century, which some have described as the 'Dark Age' in
Latiall archaeology due to the general scarcity of archaeological remains.3 In 1987 this
periodd was the subject of a colloquium organized by the French School in Rome, entitled:
CriseCrise e transformation des sociétés archaïques de L'Italie antique au Ve siècle av. J.-C.4
Inn his contribution ('Roma, I Volsci e il Lazio antico') Filippo Coarelli characterised the
periodd as "uno dei periodi piü oscuri della stora dell'Italia antica" and suggested that the
onlyy way to achieve a better understanding of it was by systematic archaeological
research,, especially in Latium.5
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Gnade 1992a.
See below, Ch. 3.3.1.
33
Coarelli 1990, 135; Attema 1993, 227-229.
44
The colloquium was published in 1990 (Crise et tranformation 1990).
55
Coarelli 1990, 135.
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Coarelli'ss proposal has proved to be sound, at least in the case of Satricum. In the thirteen
yearss that have since elapsed, intensive and systematic archaeological research in Satricum
hass yielded enough finds from this period to create a break in the archaeological impasse.
Thesee finds and their interpretation form the basis of the present study. They offer
convincingg evidence for the continuity of the settlement, which has become an important
issuee in the study of the site ever since the discovery of the fifth century graves.
Itt is commonly assumed that the settlements in southern Latium underwent major changes
aroundd the turn of the sixth century. The assumption is based, amongst other things, on a
remarkablee shift in the archaeological record of the main Archaic centres, characterised by
thee sudden absence or marked reduction of archaeological data. This lacuna in the
archaeologicall record covers a period of approximately one and a half centuries and is
generallyy seen as closely linked to the military activity described in historiography.
Thee archaeological lacuna has recently been confirmed on a regional scale by a
systematicc field survey, conducted in the southern part of present-day Lazio,6 which
yieldedd remarkably few finds that could be dated to the fifth and early fourth centuries.
Wheneverr finds were attested to this period they were dispersed, in striking contrast to the
densee distribution of finds from the previous period. The hypothesis which has developed
fromm this disparity is that the Archaic nucleated settlements in southern Latium came to an
abruptt end sometime during the late sixth century and were subsequently abandoned. The
populationn was assumed to have dispersed within the region and to have survived in small
settlementss or isolated farmsteads. The changes observed in the archaeological record have
thenn been explained in terms of a general and severe economic decline in the region,
whichh in turn is linked to the earliest phases of Roman territorial expansion.7 Moreover,
thesee changes are seen in conjunction with the main military and political events recorded
byy the ancient historians, such as the Volscian wars and the establishment of the early
Romann colonies. This accumulation of events is seen as having had a disastrous effect on
thee existing Archaic settlements.
Fromm this perspective, the period in which the changes took place is portrayed as one of
transitionn from Latin protohistory to Roman history - a period of roughly one and a half
centuriess which sees the disintegration of Archaic society and its gradual replacement by a
neww society defined according to a Roman model. In order to underline its transitional
character,, the period has been labelled 'Post-Archaic'.8
Itt has been suggested that the settlement of Satricum, in spite of its rich and
fundamentallyy different archaeological record, underwent a similar or even more radical
changee at the beginning of the fifth century than that experienced in the rest of the
region.99 This view leans heavily on differences observed in the use of specific areas of
thee sixth-century settlement. One example is the fact that a burial ground is laid out within
thee sixth-century perimeter of the town. Another is the striking absence of structures
66
The survey was carried out between 1987 and 1993, in the transitional area between the Monti Lepini and the Pontine
region,, north of the Via Appia. The selected archaeological sites were Norba, Cori, Sezze, Sermoneta (Contrada Casali),
Caracupa/Valviscioloo and Cistema. The results have been published in Attema 1993.
77
See Attema 1993, 17-18, 212.
** See Attema 1993, 91.1 follow Attema in the denomination of this particular period as Post-Archaic, with an initial date
off 500/480: i.e. the date of construction of the last monumental temple, generally referred to as Temple II or the LateArchaicc temple.
99
See for instance Maaskant-Kleibrink 1992, 36-37; Attema 1993, 226, 227-229.
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datablee to the Post-Archaic period which is observed on the acropolis. The conclusion
drawnn is that the town was abandoned somewhere at the beginning of the fifth century.
Thee barely completed Late-Archaic temple and surrounding structures on the acropolis are
heldd to have been destroyed and never rebuilt. According to this view, some religious
activityy may have continued (the ruined sanctuary supposedly still frequented by pilgrims)
butt the former nucleated settlement would have been replaced by a small settlement of
simplee peasants with their own burial ground. These peasants are assumed to have lived
onn the periphery of the former settlement area and to have been economically dependent
onn religious activity related to the sanctuaries via the production of votive objects.10
Thiss image of Post-Archaic Satricum is, in my view, far too simple. Without doubt, the
townn did suffer from the effects of the general economic decline in Latium. And, of
course,, this would have had socio-economic consequences which, to some extent, might
accountt for changes noted in the archaeological record. But the rich and varied nature of
thiss record in Post-Archaic Satricum demands a much broader approach, one which is also
willingg to examine the various aspects of continuity and discontinuity from a ethnohistoricall perspective. In what follows, I will be arguing that changes in the archaeological
recordd of Satricum actually point to a cultural break with the previous period and as such
testifyy to a shift on an ethno-cultural level. A revision of our image of Post-Archaic
Satricumm based on all the available data, both archaeological and historical, is therefore
required. .
Studiess concerning the Volscians are thin on the ground, no doubt because of the scarcity
off available material. This mainly consists of literary references. The main synthesis of the
subjectt is by G. Radke, published in 1961.11 His work is widely considered to be a
thoroughh and valuable survey of the ancient literary data and of the archaeological
evidencee available at that time. A. Alfoldi, in his important Early Rome and the Latins,
examiness the annalistic references to the many Roman-Volscian encounters and evaluates
theirr historical credibility from a hyper-critical standpoint.12 In the light of the discovery
off the Southwest Necropolis at Satricum, Coarelli re-examines the arrival of the Volscians
inn southern Latium, their possible place of origin and the impact of their presence on the
economic,, social and political situation in the Pomptine plain.13 In 1992, as a direct result
off the 'discovery' of the Volscians in Satricum, the annual congress of Latial Archaeology
adoptedd the Volscians as its theme. Their case was re-evaluated from three different points
off view: historical, epigraphical and achaeological.14
Mostt studies, however different their line of approach, place the decisive moment in the
Volsciann appearance in the Pomptine plain not earlier than the 490' s, rejecting annalistic
referencess to earlier contacts between Romans and Volscians as unreliable.15 Moreover,
theree seems to be general acceptance of the traditional image of the Volscians as a

100

Attema el al 1992, 75-86; idem 1993, 227; Nijboer et al. 1995, 1-38; most recenüy, Kleibrink 1997, 147-151.
Radke 1961, in RE, cc. 773-827. Cf. also Manni 1939.
122
Alföldi 1965, 365-377.
133
Coarelli 1990, 135-154.
144
I Volsci 1992.
155
An exception is D. Musti who argues for an earlier Volscian presence in the Pomptine region (see his contribution to
thee Latial conference on the Volscians, Musti 1992, and below Ch. 4).
111
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quarrelsomee mountain tribe (or a bunch of barbarian highland brigands) whose main
occupationn was making predatory raids upon settlements in the plain. I will examine both
thesee assumptions (esp. in Ch. 3.3 and 4), and will attempt, in the light of the new
discoveriess in Satricum, to revise some of the stereotypical views of the Volscians which
havee long been accorded almost the status of fact.
Sincee the publication of the Southwest Necropolis, further research and excavations
conductedd in various parts of the urban settlement have brought to light many
archaeologicall finds dating to the Post-Archaic period. These finds show an intrinsic
coherencee comparable to that of the preceding periods.
Threee areas of the settlement are important to the study of Post-Archaic Satricum. In the
firstt of these, the acropolis, a large deposit of artifacts covering a period of at least three
centuriess (from the beginning of the fifth to the late third century) provides a presumably
sacrall continuity (Ch. 3.1.1). In the fifth century, alongside its sacral function, the
acropoliss is also used as a burial place (Ch. 3.1.2). The second area is the Poggio dei
Cavallari,, situated in the lower settlement, to the northwest of the acropolis (Ch. 3.2). This
hass yielded the remains of a monumental road dating from the Late-Archaic period, which
coverss the remains of an earlier Archaic road. Several strata dating to the fifth and fourth
centuriess have been recorded on top of the road. The material recovered from these strata
attestss to two phases of restoration, as well as to the continued habitation of the site
throughoutt the entire period. A series of graves dating to the fifth century has also been
discoveredd to the north of the road. The third area is the southwest corner of the
settlement,, which contains the Southwest Necropolis. This comprises more than 200
graves,, dating to the fifth and early fourth centuries (Ch. 3.3). The discussion of these
threee areas is supplemented by data deriving from the 1907-1910 excavations which have
onlyy recently been published.16 Post-Archaic buildings are, as yet, absent from the
archaeologicall record. However, domestic activities can be inferred from ceramics
collectedd over the entire settlement area.
Interrelatedd study of the various phenomena outlined above will deepen our
understandingg of developments in the occupation pattern of Satricum during the PostArchaicc period. In the process we will establish that the town of Satricum continued to
existt in the fifth and fourth centuries, albeit with some significant changes.
II will also attempt to establish the nature of the community that populated Satricum in
thiss period by relating the archaeological remains to the historical data (Ch. 4). Whilst
awaree of the dangers implicit in such an approach, I am convinced that the case of
Satricumm supplies the ingredients necessary for testing (and possibly reconsidering) current
viewss regarding the interpretation of archeological data in relation to historical sources.
Thee exceptional correspondence between the archaeological and the historical records of
fifth-- and fourth-century Satricum is something which should not be neglected. On the
contrary,, its potential should be explored to the full.

166

Ginge 1996.
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22 SATRICUM IN THE ARCHAIC PERIOD: NEW DISCOVERIES
INN THE LOWER SETTLEMENT

Introduction n
Duee to its exceptionally rich and varied archaeological record, ancient Satricum is
commonlyy regarded as a key-site for the study of Latial settlements.17 The evidence it
hass yielded presents a unique range of features which document life, death and worship in
aa Latial community for a continuous period of more than three centuries. From its
beginningss as a modest hut compound on a tufa plateau beside the river Astura somewhere
inn the ninth century, Satricum developed during the eight and seventh centuries into a rich
andd flourishing centre. At its peak it was one of the major urban settlements in Archaic
Latium.. Its favourable position at the crossing point of the region's main communication
routess can be regarded as one of the main reasons for its prosperity and growth.
Satricumm was at its largest in the sixth century, when it covered an area of approximately
400 ha. Apart from the tufa plateau (which is commonly identified as the acropolis of the
site)) the settlement area then extended to the adjacent lower plateaus of the Poggio dei
Cavallarii and the Macchia Santa Lucia. The area was presumably surrounded on all sides
byy natural or artificial defences (Figs. 1, 3).
Untill recently, our knowledge of Satricum during the Archaic period was based solely on
archaeologicall evidence from the acropolis. The rest of the urban area had been thoroughly
ploughedd and levelled in the 1960's, probably destroying most of the ancient remains.
Besidess the impressive tufa foundations of three successive temple buildings, the acropolis
hass yielded numerous other foundations (Fig. 2). These indicate a large number of
structuress with a variety of ground plans. The majority of these were discovered in the
westernn part of the acropolis; that is, in front of the central sanctuary.18 Systematic
excavationn of this area, conducted by the University of Groningen between 1979 and
1989,, greatly extended the discoveries made at the end of the nineteenth century.19 The
planss of several buildings could now be completed. A reconstruction of the building
historyy of the Archaic period was proposed in three distinct phases, each of which was
linkedd to one of the successive structures of the central sanctuary. These in turn were
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See, most recently, Smith 1999, 453-475, reviewing five of the recent publications on Satricum.
In reality the area in front of the sanctuary is situated in the SW segment of the compass but, for convenience sake, it
iss usually referred to in cartographical terms. Unfortunately, the orientations used in the various publications do not
correspond.. The front side of the sanctuary is indicated either as the west side or as the south side. I follow the
orientionss used by the excavators from the Dutch Institute: i.e. west for the area in front of the sanctuary.
199
On the excavations conducted at the end of the nineteenth century, see Barnabei 1896, 99-102; Barnabei/Cozza 1896,
23-48,, 69; Barnabei/Mengarelli 1896, 190-200; Mengarelli 1898, 166-171; for the results of the recent research in front
off the sanctuary, see Maaskant-Kleibrink 1987; eadetn 1991; eadem 1992.
188
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providedd with a new chronology,20 which was fundamentally different from those
previouslyy proposed and which remains controversial.21
Archaeologicall research of the acropolis is now largely focussed on the area behind the
sanctuary,, where the first excavation was begun in 1980 by the Dutch Institute in
Rome.222 The project was taken over by the University of Amsterdam in 1991. A
substantiall part of this area has since been uncovered, revealing the stone foundations of
severall new buildings.23 Broadly speaking, these appear to be much better preserved than
thee remains in front of the sanctuary, thanks to the fact that the modern ground level is
higherr here. They also appear to differ in plan and/or building technique from the
buildingss excavated in the western part of the acropolis. As matters stand, the remains
behindd the sanctuary do not fit easily into the rather schematic reconstruction of the
buildingg history of the acropolis, based as it is upon the remains in front of the
sanctuary.24 4
Thee excavation behind the sanctuary is still going on and will probably reveal new
structures.255 A revision of the building phases (and of their chronology) is therefore to be
expectedd in the near future.
Despitee the disagreement surrounding the building history of the acropolis and its
chronology,, there is general acceptance that the sixth-century settlement demonstrated a
rangee of urban features. The monumentality and embellishment of the main sanctuary, the
organizedd lay-out of the hill, the defensive system surrounding the settlement area, are all
enterprisess which require collective effort and presuppose a central political authority.
This,, in turn, is widely regarded as a characteristic feature of urban organization.26
Lately,, this list has been supplemented by new evidence of sixth-century infrastructural
organization.. For example, the remains of a monumental road were discovered in the
Poggioo dei Cavallari, to the northwest of the acropolis, probably connecting the lower
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For the seven building phases distinguished on the acropolis, see Maaskant-Kleibrink 1992, 13-17. Phases IIIA (590580/70),, IIIB (580/70-540/30) and IV (540/530-510/490) correspond to the three successive stone phases of the
sanctuary.. Phases I (830-725), HA (725-650) and IIB (650-600/590) cover the previous hut settlement.
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For a survey of the architecture and the proposed chronologies of the temples of the sanctuary see, most recently, De
Waelee 1997, 67-83. The most striking departure from earlier proposals, which is worth mentioning here, is the updating
off the chronology of the First monumental temple (Temple I) by at least 40 years to 580-540. The new chronology is
coupledd to a drastic shortening of the ground plan of the same temple. Both changes are directly related to a new
interpretationn of the Archaic Votive Deposit as a primary, open deposit (see below, Ch. 3.1.1). The architectural
improbabilityy of the new reconstruction of Temple I has been convincingly demonstrated by De Waele, 1997, 77-79. For
stratii graphical arguments against the new chronology, see the short discussion below, Ch. 3.1.1.
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For the excavations behind the temples, see Stibbe 1981, 306; idem 1983a, 52-53; Heldring 1984, 98; eadem 1987,
285-287. .
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Gnade 1997a, 42-48.
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For a first presentation of these remains in relation to those in front of the sanctuary, see Gnade 1997a, 42-48.
255
So far only about 20% of the area behind the sanctuary has been excavated. Given the density of the wall remains
discoveredd in front of the sanctuary, as well as the number of newly discovered remains behind it, we can legitimately
assumee that this pattern of occupation is continued in the remaining area.
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For the problems connected with the process of urbanization in the ancient Mediterranean world and for the wide
rangee of criteria which are variously used for the definition of the urban centre, see the publication of the conference on
urbanizationn held in Copenhagen in 1994, "Urbanization in the Mediterranean in the 9th to 6th Centuries BC", Acta
HyperboreaHyperborea 7, 1997. Forthcoming, Proceedings of the Congress "From Huts to Houses" held at the Danish Institute in
Romee in 1998. For a discussion on the issue of the transition from hut to house, or from village to urban centre, see C.
Ampolo,, MEFRA 92, 1980, 567-576; see idem, Periodo IVB (640/630-580 a.C), in Laformazione della Citta nel Lazio,
DialArchDialArch n.s. 2, 1980, 165-192; idem, La citta antica, Opus 2, 1983, 425-430. For a synthesis of the Latial urban centres,
seee Guaitoli 1984, 364-381.
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settlementt with the acropolis. To date, this road is the only one of its kind known in
ancientt Latium. In the following section we will present its remains in some detail, since
thee relatively good state of its preservation provides insight into various aspects of a largescalee public work. Furthermore, the stratigraphical picture presented by the Poggio dei
Cavallarii is of great value to the reconstruction of the broader building history of ancient
Satricum.. In contrast to the acropolis, which has so far failed to yield any evidence of
buildingg activity in the Post-Archaic period (see below), the Poggio dei Cavallari offers a
stratigraphicall sequence which bridges the implausibly sudden break between the Archaic
andd Post-Archaic periods. Close study of the remains encountered there may therefore help
too distinguish the differences and the resemblances between the two periods.
Itt is no exaggeration to say that the road makes a major contribution to our (limited)
understandingg of Satricum as an urban settlement. All our previous estimates of the extent
off the urban area, as well as our knowledge of its features (such as the road system and
fortifications),, were based on the drawings and photographic documentation of the remains
excavatedd at the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth centuries,
supplementedd by descriptions of whatever could still be seen of those remains in the early
1960's.277 Unfortunately, with the large scale topographical transformation of the area and
thee destruction of more than 80 percent of ancient Satricum by agricultural activity, all
hopee of a better understanding of its urban organization appeared to have been lost.28 The
samee regrettable situation pertains to many Latial sites. The excavations in the Poggio dei
Cavallarii provide a small opening in this archaeological impasse. At the same time, they
alsoo supply much new data which will contribute to the discussion about the Post-Archaic
continuationn of the settlement (see Ch. 3.2).

2.11 THE ROAD IN THE LOWER SETTLEMENT (POGGIO DEI CAVALLARI)
Introduction n
Onee of the very few parts of the urban settlement which has remained partly 'intact', and
thee only one yet to have yielded a stratigraphical continuity covering the Archaic and the
Post-Archaicc periods, is the 'Poggio dei Cavallari'. Today it is locally referred to as the
'proprietaa Santarelli', after its owner.29 This terrain (of almost 4 hectares) is situated
aboutt 200 m to the northwest of the acropolis (Fig. 1). It lies along the northeastern edge
277

On the lower settlement of Satricum: Bamabei/Mengarelli 1896, 197-200; Mengarelli 1898, 166-171; on the agger and
thee various entrances, the road system in the necropolis and the urban area of Satricum see the map of Mengarelli; cf.
aeriall photograph of Satricum taken in 1936 (Castagnoli 1963, fig. 1; Schmiedt 1970, pi. 21; Waarsenburg 1995, pi. 6).
Further,, Castagnoli 1963, 505-518 (with, among other things, descriptions and photographs of the agger, 511-512, figs.
7-9;; on the road-system, 515-516); cf. also CatLazio primitivo 1976, 325; Stibbe 1981, 305-309; Guaitoli 1984, 370;
CatGrandeCatGrande Roma 1990, 231.
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The enormous extent of the destruction wrought in the nineteen-sixties has been noted on various occasions; e.g.
Castagnolii 1963, 505, 516; Guaitoli 1984, 370, n. 49, 'la totale cancellazione dell'area urbana, ad eccezione del settore
sud-estsud-est dove è stata recentemente scavata una necropolV. Recent research in the presumed area of the agger confirmed
itss destruction. The only sign of its former existence is provided by a large ditch, which probably formed an integral part
off the defense work, see Gnade 1999.
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Parts of this text have been published earlier in the preliminary publication of the 1996 excavations; see Gnade 1997b,
93-103. .
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off the Satricum tufa table and is bordered on the south by the modern road between Nettunoo and Cisterna. Unfortunately, when the land was levelled for the planting of vines in
1983,, more than a metre of earth was removed from the surface. With it, undoubtedly,
wentt a wealth of archaeological information, including part of a Roman villa which had
beenn long known about.30 Only a very small section was left untouched: a heap of
groundd located next to the modern road, containing ancient tufa blocks which projected
fromm all sides.
Thee area was investigated in three excavation campaigns, which more or less established
thee extent, character and date of the surviving ancient remains. In 1984 an emergency
excavationn was carried out, which resulted in the documentation of some 1000 m2 of the
Romann villa and the discovery of a series of long parallel walls constructed of large
rectangularr blocks of tufa.31 The walls were traced in an east-west direction for a
distancee of at least 140 m, which included an interruption of about 50 m. A few other,
shorterr walls were also identified. At least two building phases could be established on the
basiss of the colour and size of the tufa blocks. Pottery finds indicated a long period of use,
fromm the sixth to the fourth centuries. Two hypotheses were then put forward as to the
functionn of the walls: being long, parallel and monumental, they were either part of a
fortificationn situated along the northern side of the urban area or they belonged to a major
roadd (like the one excavated between Cerveteri and its harbour Pyrgi).32 Unfortunately,
followingg the first excavating season further access to the land was denied. For the next
tenn years it was referred to as 'the area of the long walls'.
Inn 1996 the excavation was resumed.33 The primary objective was now to explore this
veryy large area as quickly and efficiently as possible in order to establish the presence and
thee extent of the ancient remains. To this end, thirteen long trial trenches were dug in
variouss directions using a bulldozer (Fig. 3, nos. 1-13). The secondary objective was to
acquiree information which would throw light on the relationship, chronology and function
off the walls excavated in 1984. These were uncovered for as much of their length as was
feasible.. To obtain detailed stratigraphical information, three large transverse trenches were
dugg (labelled sections I-III).
Inn 1997 the third and (presumably) final excavation was carried out. Sections I-III of the
previouss year were continued, two new sections were set out (sections IIA and VI) and
somee new, larger units were explored (area IV and V) (Fig. 3).
Inn total, about 800 m2 of the area has now been investigated. On the basis of the stratigraphicall information thus gathered, at least three (successive) building phases have been
identified:: an Archaic (or possibly Orientalizing) phase represented by the remains of a
pavementt which probably belonged to a road running towards the acropolis; a LateArchaicc phase, dating to the last quarter of the sixth century and the early years of the
fifthh century, represented by a monumental rebuilding of the road, its destruction and
subsequentt restoration; and a Post-Archaic phase, represented by graves dug next to the
roadd and by a raising of the road level, together with a rampart-like construction on the
southernn side (see Ch. 3.2.1).
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The Roman villa was discovered during the Italian excavations at the end of the nineteenth century; see
Barnabei/Mengarellii 1896, 199.
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For the reports of these excavations, see Heldring 1985, 72-75; Heldring/Stibbe 1987, 234-238. For the Roman villa,
seee also CatSatricum 1985, 173-175.
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See Colonna 1967, 342-348; idem 1968, 75-87; idem 1970, 17, 639.
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Gnade 1997b, 93-103.
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Apartt from two interim reports, the discoveries in the Poggio dei Cavallari have not yet
beenn published.34 The definitive publication is still in preparation, and therefore only a
generall survey of the excavation results will be presented here, illustrated by a selective
samplee of relevant finds. This chapter will deal with the history of the road in the Archaic
period;; i.e. its original lay-out and the monumental rebuilding. In Chapter 3, which deals
withh the Post-Archaic history of Satricum, the later history of the road and its
surroundingss will be discussed.
Late-Archaicc phase
Thee remains associated with the Late-Archaic rebuilding of the road are the most
impressivee and are therefore described first. They consist of two long parallel walls
runningg east-west and following a slightly curving course (c-d) (Fig. 4). These are constructedd of large rectangular blocks of red-brown tufa of very regular size. They are of the
typee used to build the second temple of Mater Matuta. The walls were traced over a total
distancee of 140 m, which included an interruption of about 50 m. They are located
betweenn 5 m and 6 m apart and appear to have been constructed at the same time. They
standd in a wide and probably natural depression in the virgin soil and are adapted to its
sometimess irregular course. Towards the east they follow the incline downwards, while
towardss the west they correspondingly rise. The walls generally consist of two neat coursess of red-brown tufa blocks with a total height of about one metre (Fig. 8a-c, e-h; Pis. 34).. A third course of blocks has sometimes been added, clearly reflecting the irregular lie
off the land and ensuring that the tops of the walls run at a constant height (Fig. 8e; Pis. 12).. The blocks are regular in size: 0.55 by 0.80 by 0.40 m.35 Most are laid as stretchers,
interruptedd at regular distances by a header projecting on the inner sides of the walls,
obviouslyy to give the wall more strength. At the bases of the inner sides of the lowest blocks,, at the junction with the virgin soil, there is a very compact and tough stratum of
compressedd tufa chips, which probably acted as a kind of concrete laid to stabilize the
wallss at the point where they rest on the soil (Pis. 3-4). At the same time it may have
servedd to protect the bottoms of the lowest blocks from damage by water. The tufa
stratumm probably consists of fragments chipped from the blocks, which were worked in
situ.situ. This is demonstrated by the continuous chisel marks found on adjacent blocks. (PL
4).. The space between the walls and above the tufa stratum contained a filling consisting
off mixed layers of clay and sand, sometimes with intentional layers of pottery sherds oftenn from large storage jars - and roof-tile fragments, mixed with chunks of tufa. The
fillingg was laid on top of a thick, distinct and remarkably clay-like bottom layer. A
pavement,, more or less corresponding to the top of the walls, covered the filling. This is
onlyy sporadically preserved and differs from place to place. In the largest preserved parts
itt consists of small chunks of white tufa stuck together, covered in places by small blueish
pebbles.. Such remains were recorded in section I (PL 6), along and partly on top of road
walll d and in section II. In the latter a strip of similar (but burned) pavement was recorded
forr about 0.50 m along the inner side of wall c.
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See preceding notes.
Cf. Lugli 1957, 189-193, on the measuring standard in the Archaic and early Republican periods of the Osco-Italic
foott of 0.275 cm. The general size of the tufa blocks in this period is 2 x 3 feet (0.54-0.58 x 0.80-0.88).
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Inn other places the pavement consisted of a thick layer of densely packed pebbles (c. 0.10
m)) covering half of the uppermost tufa block and lying on top of a thick sandy underlayer.
Thiss situation was recorded in section HI, in relation to wall c (PL 5). Section IIA was
deepenedd just enough to reach the top of wall c, and revealed the surface of a similar
pebblee paving which again ran along the inner side of the wall.
Itt was thus established that the walls acted both as the lateral limits of the road (or rather
off its filling) and as foundations supporting a pavement. The builders seem to have made
usee of a natural depression in the virgin soil (or perhaps a ditch) about 10 m wide. The
foundationn walls were built along the sides of the depression and the space between them
wass filled with different layers of materials, probably chosen to facilitate drainage. The
wholee construction was finally paved. On the basis of the general character of the pottery
sherds,, the filling between the walls can be assigned to the Archaic period.
Thee road also appears to have been provided with a drainage system. A large gutter was
identifiedd along the south side of the southern wall. In three different places in the western
partt of the excavation (sections II, IIA, III), a stratum of (originally) complete red Archaic
roof-tiless was recorded. It appeared that the roof-tiles were lying in their original position,
probablyy side by side in pairs, with their top sides up, covering the trench between the
walll and the edge of the depression. Due to the pressure of the earth above, the tiles were
foundd broken in situ (Pis. 16, 32).36

Structuress beside the road
Stretchess of other walls were also identified alongside the road. These, like walls c and dy
aree constructed of identical blocks of red-brown tufa and probably date from the same
period.. In one case (in the western part of the excavation, north of wall d) they form part
off a rectangular structure, with three walls creating a U-shape and an open side to the
northh (e-f) (Figs. 5, 7). The walls of this structure are also two blocks high. A similar (but
larger)) structure appears immediately to the west (i/g). Although the long E-W wall of this
structuree (g), which can be followed for a length of at least ten metres, appears to be a
continuationn of wall e, this is not in fact the case.37 The walls i/g rather appear to be part
off another structure that, unlike that formed by e-f, has walls only one block high, resting
onn a thick sandy layer (PL 17). As will be shown below, this structure presumably belongs
too a later phase, probably a restoration of the road (see Ch. 3.2.1). Structure j can also be
attributedd to this phase and will therefore be dealt with in the next chapter.
Thee chronological connection between structure e-f and the Late-Archaic road is suggested
nott only by the equal heights of their respective walls, but is also suggested by the
substantiall remains of a pavement recorded on top of walls e-f and covering their
intramurall space (Figs. 7, 10, 12; PL 6). This pavement consists of a thick and very hard
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Cf. Gnade 1997b, 96, where a concentration of tiles, recovered in section II and covering road wall c, were mistakenly
interpretedd as part of a collapsed roof datable to the end of the sixth or the beginning of the fifth century.
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This suggestion was made in the preliminary report of the 1996 campaign (Gnade 1997b, 96). However, during the
19977 excavation a new stretch of wall (f) was brought to light. This appeared to form a right angle with wall e. The
deepeningg of the excavation trench at the same time revealed that the presumed continuation of wall e was only one
blockk high and was resting on earth, rather than on the sandy virgin soil like wall e. For this reason I have assigned the
walll to another structure from a subsequent building phase and renamed it wall g (see below Ch. 3.2.1, for the discussion
off wall g).
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layerr of densely packed white tufa chunks covered with pebbles. About 20 m2 appear to
bee preserved. The fact that the pavement covers walls e and ƒ suggests that they were an
integrall part of the road's lay-out and served as the foundations of the pavement.
Onn the other hand, it is also possible that the pavement belonged to the succeeding
buildingg phase associated with wall i of structure g/i (see above and Ch. 3.2.1). A small
soundingg taken through the highest point of the pavement, next to wall i, revealed a very
thickk and hard layer of closely packed white tufa lumps (c. 0.50) which could have
belongedd to two pavements laid one on top of the other (Fig. 12). Furthermore, the greyish
layerr underneath the sectioned pavement in section I revealed a concentration of closely
packedd fragments of storage jars and small tufa lumps which seemed to have been laid
downn intentionally (Fig. 7; PI. 6). This layer may have acted as a substratum to the
pavementt which actually covers the walls, but it may equally be the remains of the
pavementt belonging to the walls. Its surface was more or less at the same height as the
topp of the walls.
Eitherr way, side-structure e-f must have been part of the same lay-out as the LateArchaicc road on its south side and may be tentatively identified as the foundation of a side
walk.38 8
AA structure that can also be ascribed to the Late-Archaic phase is a stretch of high wall
(/i),, laid out diagonal to the north side of the road and constructed of red-brown tufa
blockss (Fig. 5; Pis. 7-8). It is situated in the centre of the excavation area, at the end of
thee preserved western section of the road, and has at least five courses of tufa blocks
measuringg c. 0.40 m in height and c. 0.80 m in length. The blocks are laid as headers and,
onn the north side, each course slightly projects beyond the one below. At first sight it
lookss as if the blocks may simply have shifted over time, but their regularity indicates that
thee projections were probably part of the original construction. The scale of the wall, its
orientationn and its position in the terrain (which is steeply inclined at this particular point)
suggestt that the wall acted as a kind of contraforte to the road. On the other hand, it could
bee argued that this wall too functioned as a side wall, retaining the fill of a possible side
roadd bridging the deep hollow in the ground.39 In any case, the lowest blocks of wall h
hadd not yet been reached by the end of the excavation campaign in 1997.
Inn the eastern part of the excavation, south of wall c', two other walls were identified. One
rann parallel and at 0.50 m distance to wall c', while the other was connected to it at a
sharpp angle (c. 50 degrees) (Fig. 6; PI. 9). Together the two walls form a triangular
structure.. Although this structure appears to have been constructed at the same time as the
road,, a plausible theory for its function is not yet to hand.
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A similar type of construction has been identified in the road between Cerveteri and Pyrgi (see below).
For a similar (but much later) type of construction, with blocks projecting on one side, see the section of the viaduct
off the Via Flaminia which bridges the valley of the Treia, Quilici 1989, 501, fig. 19.
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Archaicc phase
Ann earlier, probably Archaic phase was recorded in the last year of research in places
wheree the excavation between and beside the road walls reached the virgin soil. In two of
thee transverse sections dug across the road, the remains of earlier pavements came to light
(sectionss I and EI). A thin stratum of very small tufa chunks mixed with small blueish
pebbless was unearthed beneath the lowest clay-like layer of the filling between walls c and
dd in section I (PL 3; Fig. 10). It also appeared immediately under the tufa stratum against
thee lower blocks of these walls, directly on top of the virgin soil. In some places this
stratumm was more substantial, consisting of densely packed brownish tufa chunks and concentrationss of large, blueish pebbles (section HI; Pis. 5, 13).
Inn one area (at the far end of the preserved western section of the road, south of the
contrafortecontraforte wall h) this stratum was covered by another (thicker) pavement of white tufa
chunkss (Pis. 10-11). This strongly resembles that found between and on top of walls e and
ƒ,, but given its much lower level (about 0.50 m below the lowest blocks of walls c and d)
itt must belong to an earlier phase. This pavement was found very well preserved and
coveringg a large area of about 25 m2. The depression of the original cart-track running
east-westt was still visible. Like the pavement of the road above, this stretch was also
borderedd by a row of tufa blocks (PI. 12). Here, however, they were irregular, much
smallerr in size and of different types and colours.
Thee remains of pavement of the earlier road in section III, were found on either side of
walll c. To the north, underneath the compressed tufa stratum (see above) against the
lowestt blocks of the wall, a large concentration (c. 0.30 wide) of irregularly shaped tufa
lumpss was recorded (Pis. 5, 33, 36). To the south, in the space between the wall and the
edgee of the depression, halfway down the lowest block, a stratum of large, blueish pebbles
mixedd with a considerable amount of pottery and tile fragments (c. 130 fragments) was
broughtt to light (see below on these finds) (Fig. I, nos. 3-12; Pis. 13, 43). This stratum
wass probably lying on top of the same tufa lumps as were found on the other side of the
wall.. Although it was not possible to reach this level by the end of the excavation
campaignn in 1997, the situation clearly resembles the pavement recorded in the area south
off wall h.

Chronology y
Withh regard to the chronology of the different road phases we have little hard data. There
is,, for example, no clue as to the date of the lay-out of the early road, the paving of which
seemss to have been laid directly on top of the virgin soil. Although only a few datable
artifactss have been found on top of the paving, these may still help us to estimate the
lengthh of time over which the road was in use. At the very least, they may supply a date
forr the last moment of its existence.
Thee best information so far comes from section HI, where the earlier mentioned
concentrationn of pottery and tile fragments was found amongst the pebbles to the south of
walll c (Pis. 13, 43). Leaving aside many undiagnostic fragments such as Archaic coarse
waree pottery and c. 40 red Archaic roof-tile fragments, these finds comprise a dozen Iron
Agee impasto fragments, a large fragment from the wall of an Etrusco-Corinthian jug and
111 bucchero sherds of different quality (among them a kantharos handle) and 7 fragments
off so-called Campanian roof-tiles. Apart from the impasto fragments, the general
impressionn given by the finds is Archaic. If we assume that the finds were indeed related
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too the earliest road, either as an integral part of its pavement or as incidental fragments
scatteredd over its surface in the course of time, we can safely assume that the road was
usedd during the larger part of the sixth century. As said above, the most recent finds also
supplyy a date for the last moment the road was in use. At the same time they provide a
terminusterminus post quern for the lay-out and construction of the road on top.
Thee pottery fragments cannot be dated precisely as they occur throughout the whole
sixthh century. For the moment, therefore, the Campanian tiles appear to be the most
helpfull dating tool. In Satricum, roof-tiles of Campanian fabric are associated with the first
monumentall temple (Temple I), which is generally dated 540/530.40 Thus, the presence
off the Campanian fragments on the surface of the earliest road implies that the road was
stilll in use around 540/530 and presumably for some time after that (allowing for a
reasonablee time-lapse between the original use of the tiles on the roof and their secondary
appearancee on the road). Given the absence of the Late-Archaic roof-tiles associated with
thee next monumental temple (Temple II), a date of 500/480 can here be cautiously
proposedd as the lower limit of the period during which the road fell out of use and was
subsequentlyy rebuilt. The Late-Archaic terracottas have been firmly dated on stylistic
groundss to 500/480.41
Thee stratigraphy and finds related to the second road appear to support the proposed
chronology.. No Late-Archaic terracottas have been documented in its layers.42
Furthermore,, the fill between the side walls revealed predominantly Archaic coarse ware
potteryy and very worn fragments of red Archaic tiles.
Ann important find with regard to the chronology of the second road was encountered in
thee foundation trench of wall c, in section I. A nearly intact carinated bucchero bowl was
heree found against the outer side of the lowest block in the wall (Fig. I, cat. no. 2; Pis. 1415).433 Many parallels for this rather common type of bowl can be cited. The best, so far,
aree found in Rome and in Acquasparta (Etruria), both dated to the second half of the
sixth/beginningg of the fifth centuries.44
Thee bowl supplies a terminus post quern for the construction of the second road. It had
clearlyy ended up in the foundation trench before this was covered by the roof-tiles of the
gutter.. Because of its position and its relatively intact state, we might suspect that the
bowll had some special significance, perhaps as a propitiatory sacrifice to safeguard the
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This date is linked to the closing date of Votive Deposit I, which was enclosed in the substructures of Temple I. See
Knoopp 1988, 205-207, 214-216, for the attribution of the Campanian roof-system to Temple I. Ibidem, 196 and 228-229
(Appendixx B, 'Fabric 2'), for a description and petrographical analysis of the clay of the Campanian terracottas.
411
See Lulof 1996, 207-208, on the dating of the Late-Archaic decorative terracottas.
422
As will be shown in the next chapter, some Late Archaic tiles and many vessels manufactured in a similar LateArchaicc fabric do occur in the dump stratum on top of the road (Ch. 3.2.1).
433
For the first publication of the find, see Gnade 1997b, 96. The bowl is of a quite common type which occurs in Rome
andd in southern Etruria throughout the sixth and early fifth centuries. See Rasmussen 1979, 124, pi. 41, 248 (bowl type
1)) (from S. Giuliano) with a date in the first or second quarter of the sixth century. Cf. specimens from S. Giovenale (I.
Berggren,, S. Giovenale 1.5). On the carinated bucchero bowls, see CatEnea nel Lazio 1981, 183 (Lavinium), with
parallels. .
444
For Rome, Via Sacra, see Gjerstad I, 93, 97, figs. 122a, 142 (a complete specimen associated with a Italo-Corinthian
kylix;; size of bowl: Diam. 15.5; H. 6); for other parallels in Rome, ibidem, 99, fig. 82; Votive Deposit at S. Maria della
Vittoria,, Gjerstad III, 147, figs. 96, 37; Diam. 15; Gjerstad IV.2, fig. 115, 10. For Acquasparta, see D. Monacchi in NSc
1988-89,, 91-92, figs. 5.3, 6.3 (Diam 16.5; H. 5.2, tomb 1).
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foundationss of the road. A comparable ritual function can perhaps be attributed to
anotherr find recorded in the same foundation trench (this time in section OT). Immediately
underr the stratum of broken roof-tile fragments which originally formed the gutter, the
upperr part of a jar was found. The jar is made of a densely tempered orange coarse ware
(thee filler of which contains many augite particles) and has a flaring rim decorated with
twoo concentric grooves. (Fig. I, cat.no. 1; Pis. 16, 43). This type of jar and decoration
havee a long tradition covering the late seventh and sixth centuries. However, the
combinationn of the shape with this particular fabric points to a date in the last quarter of
thee sixth century.
Thee jar was found broken in fragments but, like the bucchero bowl, constitutes a
remarkablyy large artifact in the predominantly empty upper layers of the filling of the
foundationn trench. A similar phenomenon has been recorded in the foundation trench to
thee north of wall d', in the eastern part of the excavation. Here several small clusters of
potteryy (mostly large pieces of small jars) were found at regular distances, level with the
topp of the road's foundation wall.
Additionall support for a construction date for the second road in the last quarter of the
sixthh century is offered by the roof-tiles used in the gutter encountered along the south
sidee of wall c. All the tiles belong to type II, whose first appearance in Satricum and other
placess (such as Acquarossa) has been set at 550, after which they are manufactured
continuouslyy for more than fifty years.46 Again assuming that the tiles were reused after
spendingg some time on the roof (an average of one or two generations has even been
suggested)) the date of their secondary disposal can safely be set in the last quarter of the
sixthh century.
Thee evidence presented above supports the conclusion that the monumental rebuilding of
thee road took place in the last quarter of the sixth century. It can be argued, however, that
thiss period should be narrowed towards the end of the century and that the construction of
thee road was closely linked to that of Temple II. In my view the large-scale rebuilding of
thee road is best explained as part of the town's Late-Archaic building programme, which
wass centered around the second monumental temple. Such a building required a proper
andd worthy approach.
Quitee apart from the clear correspondence in their monumental appearance, the road also
matchess the Late-Archaic temple from a technical standpoint. Similar red-brown tufa
blockss were used in both projects, for example. It is also clear, based on what has so far
beenn discovered, that the ancient road was constructed with the same degree of care as the
temple.. This is visible, for example, in the almost equal heights of the foundation walls,
theirr neatly hewn blocks of very regular size (c. 0.60 x 0.80 x 0.50 m), and the attention
paidd to small details such as the regular insertion of a header.
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Gnade 1997b, 97. Cf. also the acropolis for a possible parallel. An almost intact, small bowl was here found next to
walll b \ near to its comer (Maaskant-Kleibrink 1987, 48, Fig. 17; Cat. p. 153 for illustrations). Cf Chiaramonte Treré
1986b,, 79-89, on building offerings in Civita Tarquinia; esp. 87-88, on the offering of a fifth-century olla with bronze
fragments.. Cf. also eadem 1986a, 178-186. Cf. also Str0m 1993, 115-117 for a similar phenomenon in Pontecagnano
wheree two vases, which originally formed a drinking service, were after use deliberately cut into halves and placed in
thee foundation trench of a building from the late fourth century (with reference to comparable practices in the Greek
world,, Wells 1988). For a survey of different kinds of Greek buiding offerings and foundation deposits and on their
interpretation,, see Zeis 1994.
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See Knoop 1992, 89-98, on the three types of roof-tiles encountered in the graves of the Southwest Necropolis.
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Alliedd to considerations of decorum, another more practical reason must also have
playedd a role in such a large-scale rebuilding scheme. As has been said, a natural
depressionn in the land had been used for the original lay-out of the road. Lying as it did at
thee bottom of this depression, at a fairly deep level when compared to the two sides, the
roadd must often have flooded during heavy rainfall. Due to the impermeability of the
virginn soil, rain-water would not have easily drained and the road would have needed a
feww days of sunshine to dry out. This must have caused the same kind of regular
inconveniencee that we experienced during the excavations. The decision to rebuild the
roadd completely and to substantially raise its level is therefore quite understandable. This
explanationn receives some support from the excavation baulks left on top of the pavement.
Thesee demonstrate clear traces of what seem to be mud and sand sediments, immediately
onn top of the pavement of the earliest road (see above, for the clay-like layer underneath
thee filling of the second road. See also PI. 3).47 Further, the finds in the sediments and in
thee lower pavements (both pottery and bone fragments) often exhibit levigated surfaces,
apparentlyy caused by regular contact with water.

Parallels s
Bothh the construction technique and the various types of pavement immediately call to
mindd those of the central road on the Satricum acropolis in front of the temples, which
wass excavated at the end of the nineteenth century. Here too the road is constructed in a
deepp natural depression in the virgin soil, which reaches a maximum depth of 3.30 m.48
Recentt research to confirm the road's existence has led to the discovery of three different
road-buildingg techniques, which were linked by the excavators to three consecutive
buildingg phases: Orientalizing, Archaic and late fifth century.49 A thick layer of closely
packedd volcanic pebbles, bordered on the south by a curb wall of headers (wall 76), has
beenn identified as the Orientalizing phase. This road was documented for a stretch of
aboutt 6 m on the north side of Votive Deposit II, and has been interpreted as the western
continuationn of the road in front of Temple II.50 The Orientalizing date was based on the
potteryy finds among the pebbles, which unfortunately have not been published. As in the
Poggioo dei Cavallari, the pebble road is lying directly on the bottom of the natural depression.. According to the excavators the road was repaved in the Archaic period with a
layerr of tightly packed tufa chunks.51 It was bordered on the north by the monumental
curbb wall which was excavated at the end of the nineteenth century (walls 82 and 89).52
Thee western stretch of this wall consists of a row of red-brown tufa headers, the eastern
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Cf. Colonna 1968, 75-68 for a comparable situation in the case of the Cerveteri-Pyrgi road. Here a calcareous layer
('una('una lente di ghiano e sabbia cementata') covering the original Etruscan road level has been explained as a sediment
causedd by rainwater seeping down from above. See also Quilici 1989, 461, n. 16.
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Bamabei/Mengarelli 1896, 193-194, with plan on p. 192.
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During the excavations in the area in front of the latest temple, conducted by the Dutch Institute in Rome, a pebble
pavementt belonging to this road was verified, as were the remains of the monumental curb wall bordering the street to
thee north (to be published). Excavators from Groningen University have excavated parts of the same road in the area to
thee northwest of the temples (Maaskant-Kleibrink 1991, 61; eadem 1992, 18-28; ibidem 20-21, on the interpretation of
thee nineteenth-century data in relation to the results of the present excavations; Bouma 1996, II, 32-34).
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Maaskant-Kleibrink 1992, 21, 23-25 (with detailed description of wall 76 on p. 24): excavation square K10; fig. Ill;
colourr pi. 2; Bouma 1996, II, 32, figs. 28-29, 31. The orientations given are those used by the excavators (see above, n.
188 on the different use of orientations).
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Maaskant-Kleibrink 1992, 21-22; Bouma 1996, II, 32.
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Bamabei/Mengarelli 1896, 193, with plan on p. 192.
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stretchh of a row of stretchers. The Archaic road was the first road to run across the
acropolis.. Another stretch of it (of about 20 m), which consisted of a thick layer (0.30 m)
off brown tufa chunks, was unearthed in the area southeast of the temple ruins.53 This
closelyy resembles the two pavements encountered in the Poggio dei Cavallari: i.e. the
Archaicc pavement south of the contraforte wall h, and the pavement north of the road
associatedd with walls e-f and identified here as a side-walk to the Late-Archaic road (see
above).54 4
Thee north road was repaved for a second time towards the end of the fifth century, when
thee western stretch was paved with irregular chunks of white and brown tufa, plus debris
fromm the roofs of Temple I and II and a small quantity of fragmented pottery. At the same
time,, a new and identically paved road was laid to the south of the deposit.55
Anotherr stretch of Archaic road has been unearthed along the west side of Votive Deposit
II.. This was documented for a length of almost 60 m. Its pavement consisted of white and
brownn tufa chunks, pebbles, sherds of sixth century impasto pottery and fragments of
architecturall elements of Campanian type.56
Althoughh the roads themselves are technically similar, different chronologies have been
attributedd to the respective road building phases on the acropolis and Poggio dei Cavallari.
Thee most striking difference is that the excavators of the acropolis road did not identify a
Late-Archaicc phase or a repaving of the Archaic road, but did define a late fifth-century
phase.. In their reconstruction of the information given in the nineteenth-century excavation
report,, the road in front of the temples and bordered by the monumental curb wall 82/89
wass identified as an Archaic road attributed to the period of Temple I. They further
concludedd that it had still been in use at the time of Temple II.57 No finds are presented
too support this Archaic date, however.58 There should therefore be little objection to a
reattributionn of the road in front of the temples to the period of Temple II.59 Such a
reconstructionn would be supported by the association with curb wall 82/89. Indeed, the
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Maaskant-Kleibrink 1992, 21-22, 28; excavation squares F 18/19;fig.IV; pi. 5; Bouma 1996, II, 32.
The pavements in the Poggio dei Cavallari consist, however, of white tufa chunks. But it should be noted here that
photographss of the pavement of the stretch of Archaic road southwest of the sanctuary give the strong impression of
whitee tufa chunks (Cf. Maaskant-Kleibrink 1992, pi. 5; Quilici 1997, fig. 3).
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Bouma 1996, II, 32, and fig. 28 showing he sequence of three pavements; on the south road, ibidem, 23-29, figs. 1832. .
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Maaskant-Kleibrink 1992, 25; Bouma 1996, II, 30-31, figs. 2, 26-27.
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Maaskant-Kleibrink 1992, 21-22; Bouma 1996, II, 32.
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With regard to the continuation of this road in an easterly direction, it is even explicitly reported that 'the thick layer
off chunks of brown tufa did not contain a single fragment of pottery, roof tiles or antefixes' (Maaskant-Kleibrink 1992,
22). .
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Cf also Quilici 1997, 76, fig. 3. Quilici dates the last road phase (dated by the excavators to the late fifth century) to
thee end of the sixth or the beginning of the fifth century. The photograph, however, is of the pavement southwest of the
sanctuaryy which is explicitly identified by the excavators as an Archaic pavement attributable to Temple I (despite the
absencee of finds). Quilici appears to be either confused or to consider this particular stretch of road as indeed identical to
thee final repavement of the road in front of the temples. Some support for the latter reconstruction is provided by a
photographh of a section through the road north of Votive Deposit II, published by Bouma (see Bouma 1996, II, fig. 28,
onn p. 33). This shows the sequence of three pavements above each other. The upper pavement (the one dated in the late
fifthfifth century on account of the material found embedded in it) appears to bear a strong resemblance to the (undatable)
stretchh found southwest of the temples. It should be further noted that the nineteenth-century excavators interpreted the
architectonicc debris found on top of this road as a dump used to fill in the depression and not as an actual pavement (cf.
alsoo Maaskant-Kleibrink 1992, 20-21).
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materialss and construction of this wall had already been recognised as similar to those of
thee peripteros of Temple II in the nineteenth century .^
Duee to the absence of published finds we cannot verify the Orientalizing date suggested
forr the pavement of the earliest road phase. This consisted either of large volcanic pebbles
orr of a thick layer of densely packed pebbles that covers half the block of a seventh
centuryy curb wall (wall 76). As has been shown, a similar pavement and side wall were
broughtt to light at the bottom of the depression in the Poggio Cavallari, south of wall h
(PLL 11). In this case the pebbles appeared to be covered by a more substantial pavement
off white tufa chunks, which carried traces of wheel ruts.61 Although, a chronological
distinctionn between these two pavements is possible, there is no evidence for it. Both have
thereforee been attributed to the Archaic period, either as succeeding phases or as belonging
too one and the same pavement, i.e. as a preparation layer and the actual pavement. In my
viewview the latter possibility is the more plausible and could also be applied to the situation
onn the acropolis.62
Outsidee Satricum there are few roads with which the Late-Archaic road in the Poggio dei
Cavallarii can be compared. This may be largely due to the fact that many excavations still
awaitt publication. Thanks to the thorough work of Lorenzo Quilici, however, we are well
informedd about the ancient roads of Italy and in particular about construction
techniques.633 Besides an exhaustive survey of all the known roads, he provides much
usefull technical information which can be compared with the data collected in the
excavationn of the road in the Poggio dei Cavallari.
Itt appears that many Archaic roads were still in use in Roman times.64 In almost all the
roadss presented, the earliest tracts lie at a fairly deep level or in ditches. The depth is
explainedd as the hollowing out of the ground caused by continuous use over a long period.
Thiss process only came to an end when a road was raised and provided with a regular
pavement. .
Itt should further be noted that a typical feature of the Roman road is the side walls, the
crepidini,crepidini, which border the pavement on two sides, often slightly elevated above its
surface.. This technique also appears in many Archaic roads.
Anotherr recurring feature is the filling laid in the space between the side walls in order
too provide the pavement with adequate drainage. Most early roads are also provided with
somee kind of drainage system to carry off rain water, such as ditches running parallel to
thee side walls. It thus seems clear that Roman road engineering had its roots in Archaic
times. .
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Baraabei/Mengarelli 1896, 193.
Cf. identical traces in the pavement of the acropolis road on the nineteenth-century plan published in
Barnabei/Mengarellii 1896, 192.
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Cf. the Archaic road stretch in Nazzano (southern Etruria), for a similar arrangement, with different layers of pavement
onn top of each other. In this case they have also been identified as preparation layers for the actual pavement
(Archeologica(Archeologica nella Tuscia 1982, 158-162, pi. LXIII, 1)
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Quilici's most recent publication on this subject appeared in 1997 as a contribution to the exhibition catalogue Carri
dada guerra e principi etruschi (Quilici 1997, 73-82). Here he examines roads from the Archaic period in Italy. In 1989 he
hadd published a survey of the ancient roads in Etruria (Quilici 1989, 451-506). This was followed in 1992 by an article
onn the development of the technical aspects of road building in Central-Italy, a contribution to the volume Technica
straddlestraddle romana (Quilici/Quilici Gigli 1992).
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Quilici 1992, 21-22.
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AA road from the Archaic period which deserves to be cited as a one of the best parallels
forr the Satricum road (partly because of its great width - more than 10 m) is the
monumentall road between Cerveteri and its harbour Pyrgi, which remained in use until the
imperiall period.
Inn 1967 some sections were excavated during an emergency excavation.65 These
revealedd side walls of large tufa blocks (c. 0.95 m in length) and two successive paving
phases:: a first, early Archaic pavement (10.20-10.80 m wide) situated at a depth of c. 1 m
andd composed of pebbles, sand and clay; and a raising of this Archaic road level in the
firstt half of the fifth century, combined with a new pavement of stones and large pebbles.
Inn cross-section, the road exhibited a strongly concave profile between inclined planes.
Thee latter were identified as side-walks for pedestrians. A similar function has here been
proposedd for the remains of the pavement associated with walls e-f to the north of the
Satricumm road, at the northern end of section I (see above). The road remained in use until
thee imperial period.
Inn ancient Latium, the best parallel for the Satricum road (albeit less wide) is probably
foundd in Acqua Acetosa Laurentina, on the periphery of Rome.66 Here a long road tract
identifiedd as the ancient via Lavinate has been uncovered over a length of. c. 800 m, of
whichh 500 m runs through the necropolis of the site and 300 m through the valley of the
Acquacetosa.. This road was in use from the eighth to the fifth centuries. The earliest
phasee consisted of a ditch c. 3 m deep, presumably hollowed into the tufa table by long
andd continuous usage.67 Around the middle or second half of the sixth century, a
pavementt (2 m wide) of different sized chunks of tufa was laid on top of the earlier tract.
Thiss revealed wheel ruts. The new road was not only provided with side walls (crepidini)
butt also with side-walks consisting of a battuta of tufa lumps, which are believed to have
alsoo improved the drainage. In one place where the road crossed a depression in the
terrain,, the side wall reached a depth of 1 m. It was built using a polygonal technique. A
secondd wall, built with a pseudo-isodome technique, was also uncovered at a distance of
1.99 m from the side wall. Due to the more advanced building technique, this wall has been
identifiedd as a later, Late-Archaic restoration,68 An important difference between this and
thee Satricum road lies in the width, recorded at only 2 m.
AA similar narrow width has been encountered in a complex of Archaic roads recently
excavatedd at Tor de' Cenci.69 Here three roads have been brought to light, one of major
importancee with two smaller roads crossing it. Tombs located beside the main road
providee a date in the eight century for its earliest use. It continued to be used until the
secondd century or later. The original road levels were found at the bottom of a hollow in
thee terrain, at a depth varying between 1.5 and 3.5 m. The levels appeared to have been
raisedd twice (in total by about 0.30 m) during the Republican period. The original width of
thee road (c. 2.50 m) was at that time broadened to c. 3 m. The upper pavement consisted
inn one place of una rozza massiciata in scaglie di pozzolana, and in another of a battuta
off larger tufa lumps mixed with pozzolana. On the basis of the pottery found in one of the
sections,, the raising of the road level was dated to the mid-Republican period. Hereafter,
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att least two other raisings are recorded, the final one (dating to the second century)
demonstratingg the use of wooden posts inserted horizontally every 4.50 m in the side wall
andd the sides of the ditch to prevent erosion.
AA third interesting parallel for the road in the Poggio dei Cavallari, again in Latium, is
providedd by a road tract at Tor Bella Monaca identified as part of the ancient road
connectingg Gabii with Rome via the town of Centocelle.70 Although no Archaic level has
beenn recorded, its existence is assumed. Like the examples mentioned above, the road is
situatedd in a depression at a depth varying between 1 and 3 m. The presumed Archaic
levellevel is covered by a pavement laid down in the second half of the third century. This
coverss a width of 4.40-4.70 m and is bordered by side-walls of large tufa blocks laid
lengthwise.. The road was provided with drainage canals, on one side hollowed out in the
topp of the side wall itself, on the other a ditch running along the outside of the wall. An
interestingg feature in relation to the Late-Archaic road of Satricum is the presence of
blockss projecting from the insides of the walls every 12.30-12.80 m.71 A later pavement
consistingg of polygonal basalt blocks has been recorded on top. The width of the road was
thenn reduced to 2.40 m, while the space remaining between the new pavement and the
formerr sidewalls was provided with a battutta and became a side-walk.
AA final parallel which can be cited here is a road in Aquarossa (Etruria). Unfortunately,
itt has not been published and all we have is a short description and three illustrations.72
Thee road connects zona F with the centre of the settlement. It is 4 m wide and bordered
byy large tufa blocks. These appear to be larger in the wall on the south side, probably due
too its position along the flank of the hill. An interesting reference is made to its excellent
construction,, which consists of "un ottimo fondo costruito con pietrisco e pezzi di tufa che
formavanoformavano uno strato resistente e compatto". This strongly recalls the compressed tufa
stratumm found against the bottoms of the lowest blocks of the road walls in Satricum.
Threee different road levels have been identified.

Conclusions s
Thee discovery of the road in the Poggio dei Cavalari has greatly extended our picture of
Satricumm as an urban settlement and at the same time has provided important information
aboutt the level and development of technical knowledge during the sixth century.
Givenn the resemblances to the road phases documented on the acropolis, it is quite
conceivablee that we are dealing with a single main thoroughfare leading from the lower
settlementt to the acropolis. After ascending its northwestern flank, it here became a
genuinee Via Sacra running south-east in front of the temples. It even seems quite possible
thatt this road was an extension of the main thoroughfare approaching Satricum from the
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Quilici 1992, 22-23, figs. 5-8, with references in n. 19.
This particular feature has been recorded in a number of other roads, most dating to the later Republican period. Cf.,
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directionn of Ardea, passing first through the Northwest Necropolis and then through the
wallss of the town.73
Ass on the acropolis, a natural depression in the terrain was used for the original lay-out of
thee road in the Poggio dei Cavallari. A first pavement of brownish tufa chunks alternating
withh a pavement of pebbles was laid down at the bottom. This was covered by a more
substantiall pavement of white tufa chunks, probably during the Archaic period although
theree are no finds or stratigraphical evidence which offer an initial date. Given the
chronologicall range covered by the pottery fragments found on top of this early road, we
cann assume that it was used during the larger part of the sixth century.
Inn the last quarter of the sixth century, the Archaic road was rebuilt: its level was raised
andd monumental side walls of tufa blocks were erected. The reasons for building the new
roadd were twofold: one practical, related to drainage problems arising from the low-lying
coursee of the Archaic road, and one prestigious, related to a general monumentalization of
thee town.
Parallelss in Latium and Etruria suggest that the history of the Satricum road exemplifies
aa wider development in road building. Simple tracts of road become mature roads in the
coursee of the sixth century, their construction reflecting a high level of organization and
ann equally high level of technical skill. Many of these roads constitute the basis of later
Romann roads which in fact use similar construction techniques.
Thee rebuilding and monumentalization of these roads accords with the general trend of
architecturall development during the second half of the sixth century. This is characterised
byy large-scale buiding projects and can be regarded as evidence of the culminating stage
off urban development in the Archaic settlements of Central-Italy around the turn of the
sixthh century.
Withinn this general picture, the Late-Archaic road in Satricum still constitutes an
exceptionn in Latium because of its great width - nearly 6 m excluding the side-walk. This
aspectt is probably directly related to the road's function as the main artery of the town
and/orr to its connection with the Late-Archaic temple on the acropolis. The only other
examplee exhibiting such a width is the road between Cerveteri and the sanctuary of Pyrgi,
whichh must therefore stand as the best parallel.
Itt is probable that the rebuilding of the town was not limited to the road and the LateArchaicc Temple, but that it also encompassed defence works and houses along the main
thoroughfaree and elsewhere. Although most evidence relating to such structures has been
destroyed,, there are various indications of their original existence. On the one hand, there
aree traces visible on aerial photographs taken during the last twenty-five years of research.
Onn the other hand, there are artifacts (pottery and roof-tiles) collected in surveys of the
ploughedd fields in the lower settlement area or found in the layers on top of the LateArchaicc road (see following chapter). The latter clearly indicate a continuity in the town's
existence,, although this aspect is perhaps better illustrated by the later history of the road.
Thiss too will be discussed in the next chapter (Ch. 3.2).
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Barnabei/Mengarelli 1896, 199, reported that the necropolis was intersected by various roads, of which only two are
indicatedd on the plan in their fig. 3. See the RAF aerial photograph of Satricum taken in 1936 for a clear view of the
necropoliss road (published in Castagnoli 1963, 504, fig. 1; Schmiedt 1970, pi. 21; Waarsenburgg 1995, 41, pi. 6); cf. also
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Introduction n
Inn the early fifth century the settlement of Satricum appears to undergo a radical change in
itss pattern of occupation. The acropolis of the town, our main source of information for
thee preceding periods, has so far revealed no building remains which can be attributed to
thee Post-Archaic period. It appears as if all building activity came to an abrupt end after
thee construction of the monumental second temple (Temple II) and the related
reorganizationn of the surrounding area (500/480). An even more radical change, suggesting
aa totally different use of the acropolis area, is implied by the recent discovery of a small
necropoliss along the so-called Via Sacra, at the southwest corner of the main temple (Ch.
3.1.2).. Contemporary with the installation of the burial ground is a large deposit (mainly
off pottery) laid out on the northwest side of the temple (Ch. 3.1.1). Although the presence
off the deposit is not surprising (given the religous context) the presence of burials on the
acropoliss certainly is. Indeed, it is this feature, in combination with the absence of
habitationn remains, which underpins the theory that Satricum was abandoned in the early
fifthh century. According to this view, the settlement had changed, almost overnight, from a
flourishingg urban centre to a mere place of pilgrimage where all activity was centred upon
thee sanctuary.74 The presence of another necropolis, i.e. the Southwest Necropolis (Ch.
3.3),, within the former boundaries of the town has been seen as confirmation of the
theory,, as has the absence of fifth-century remains in the rest of the town.
Thiss rather literal interpretation of the archaeological record is, in my view, too simple. In
thiss chapter I will try to show that the new discoveries on the acropolis and elswhere in
thee settlement, as well as the apparent absence of fifth-century buildings, can be
interpretedd quite differently. As has been suggested on earlier occasions, there are good
reasonss for believing that the sixth-century buildings on the acropolis, and those which
presumablyy existed in the rest of the town, remained in use during the fifth century.75
Thiss idea was first based purely on the presence of fifth-century graves but is now
supportedd by new evidence coming from systematic excavations, such as those carried out
inn the lower settlement in the Poggio dei Cavallari. The Poggio dei Cavallari is one of the
feww areas of ancient Satricum in which the highest contours of the ancient landscape have
survivedd and it can therefore be regarded as the most important archaeological source for
thee changing face of the town in the early fifth century and beyond. Moreover, the mass
off ancient artifacts recovered in this area adds considerably to our knowledge of fifth- and
fourth-centuryy pottery. Compared with the vessels recovered from the fifth-century graves
andd from the deposit on the temple hill (objects that were presumably imbued with a
sacrall or ritual significance), the artifacts found in the Poggio dei Cavallari constitute a
differentt group of material altogether, representing a predominantly secular {i.e. domestic)
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sphere.. As such, the finds provide evidence for believing that the lower settlement area of
ancientt Satricum was indeed inhabited during the Post-Archaic period.
Thee key-site function which Satricum already holds for the Iron Age and Archaic period
can,, it seems, now be extended into the later history of the town. In contrast to the general
scarcityy of archaeological data encountered in other Latial centres, Satricum appears to
offerr a rich archaeological record which documents life, death and religion in the fifth
century.. However, while these remains undoubtedly confirm the continuity of the
settlementt into the later period, its nature and cultural character remain the subjects of
fundamentall disagreement.
Inn this chapter the three areas which have yielded Post-Archaic remains will be dealt with
att length- The significance of the finds themselves will also be discussed, both individually
andd in relation to each other. We will start with the large deposit excavated on the
acropoliss (Ch. 3.1). Thanks to its prompt and detailed publication, this rich source of
informationn has become fully accessible and can be studied in relation to the other find
complexx (i.e. the layers on top of the Late-Archaic road in the Poggio dei Cavallari),
whichh will be dealt with thereafter (Ch. 3.2). Although the final publication of the
archaeologicall remains in this area will still take some time, the present state of study is
sufficientlyy advanced to allow for some tentative conlusions. The final section of the
chapterr covers the Southwest Necropolis, which has already been published but is now reexaminedd in the light of new discoveries, both in Satricum and elsewhere in Latium (Ch.
3.3). .

3.11 THE ACROPOLIS

3.1.11 Votive Deposit II
Inn the 1980's a large deposit containing material dating from the early fifth to the late
thirdd centuries was excavated to the northwest of the temples of Mater Matuta. The
followingg summary is based on the publication of the deposit which appeared in 1996.76
Thee deposit is laid out in a large, natural depression, some 60 m long, 15 m wide and 2
mm deep. It is believed to have been filled with offerings over a continuous period of
almostt three centuries. In the earliest period the offerings consist mainly of simple vessels
forr cooking, eating, drinking and pouring. In the latest phase these are supplemented by
terracottaa votive objects. A relatively small number of spinning and weaving implements,
bronzee sheet figurines, jewelry, weaponry and coins make up the rest of the votive gifts.
Inn total, some 2000 objects have been published.
Accordingg to the excavators, the deposit exhibits a clear stratigraphy. On top of a levelling
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The deposit was discovered and partially excavated by archaeologists of the University of Groningen between 1981
andd 1991. It was published by J.W. Bouma in 1996. The deposit is the third of its kind on the temple hill. In order to
distinguishh the deposits from each other they have been conveniently numbered by the assumed chronological sequence
off their contents: i.e. Votive Deposit I for the so-called Archaic Votive Deposit, Votive Deposit II for the newly
discoveredd deposit and Votive Deposit III for the so-called Hellenistic Votive Deposit.
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layerr (layer 2), at least five layers of gifts have been distinguished (layers 3, 5, 8, 10 and
12),, separated by layers of sand, tufa chunks, pebbles and architectural terracottas (layers
4,, 6, 7, 9 and 11). In the first decades of the fourth century, the area was bordered by
wallss in the southwest.
Thee offerings encountered in the earlier layers (3, 5 and 8), dated between c. 490-375,
aree said to consist of distinct assemblages of pots, often associated or filled with charcoal
andd animal bones. These were apparently surrounded by tufa stones and fragments of
architecturall terracottas, many of which are of the type associated with the Late-Archaic
temple.. Each assemblage is reported to contain a basic set of pottery. The average
diameterr of the assemblages is around 0.60. The vessels and their contents have been
interpretedd as part of a ceremony in honour of the goddess. It is assumed that ritual meals
weree held near the deposit, after which the vessels and part of the meal were left behind.
Unlikee the Archaic and Hellenistic Deposits in Satricum, this 'intermediate' votive deposit
iss not regarded as a dump of votive material, but as a primary site containing a gradual
accumulationn of votive gifts.77
Thee upper layers, 10 and 12 (from c. 375 onwards), appeared to be different in character.
Accordingg to the excavators, there were some concentrations of pottery deposited in the
earliestt phase of layer 10, but apart from these both layers now seem to consist largely of
dumpedd votive material. Some anatomical votives and terracotta statuettes appear for the
firstt time.
Culturall context
Votivee Deposit II is generally considered the missing link between the 'Archaic' and
'Hellenistic'' deposits on the temple hill of Satricum.78 According to the excavators, the
depositt serves as a chronological intermediate and contributes greatly to the study of cult
practicess over a continuous period of almost seven centuries.79 In their view, all three
depositss are associated with the cult of Mater Matuta.80
Thee excavators adhere to the principle that votive gifts (and their related rites) provide
informationn on the social, economic and political organization of the society which
producedd them.81 They further assume that the gifts may also reflect the cultural
backgroundd of the dedicants. For the later period, for instance, a correspondence is noted
betweenn the Roman occupation of the site and the upper layers of the deposit. The first
appearancee of terracotta votive gifts (which can be cautiously identified as 'Roman') seem
too coincide with the moment that a Roman presence is historically recorded in the
Pomptinee region.82 At the same time, the shift from careful deposition of votive gifts
777

For the excavation of the Archaic Deposit (Votive Deposit I) see Barnabei/Cozza 1896, 30-31; Barnabei/Mengarelli
1896,, 190-191. For an extensive presentation of its contents, see the exhibition catalogue CatSatricwn 1985, 40-46; 95117.. The final publication of this deposit is in preparation. On the Hellenistic Deposit (Votive Deposit III), see Bamabei
1896b,, 99-102; 192-193; see CatSatricwn 1985, 149-171 (on the material). This deposit was re-examined in four
excavationn campaigns between 1985 and 1989, see Heldring 1988, 207-209; Heldring 1990, 229-233.
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For the history of the search for the missing votive deposit, see Bouma 1996,1, 35-37.
799
Bouma 1996,1, 4.
800
See Bouma 1996, I, 249-84, on Mater Matuta and the significance of the votive gifts from the individual deposits in
relationn to her cult.
811
Bouma 1996,1, 4.
822
The gifts are identical to those of new rural cult places set up by the Romans in the Campagna romana. These yield
thee typically standarized anatomical votive offerings which are also present in Votive Deposit III and which refer to the
healingg aspect of the goddess.
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(layerss 3, 5 and 8) towards large-scale dumping in the upper layers (from layer 10
onwards)) is linked to a Roman presence in the region from about 400.83
Byy analogy, the excavators believe that the cultural identity of the dedicants performing
ritualss in the earlier phase of the deposit {i.e. the fifth century) must be reflected in the
earlierr layers. By tracing elements of continuity in cult practices between the fifth century
andd the previous periods, they attempt to demonstrate a cultural connection between the
dedicantss of both eras, a connection which they relate to their supposedly Latin origin.
Thee result is the reconstruction of a consistent Latin cult tradition over a period of more
thann four centuries {i.e. from the ninth century until c. 400). Corroborating evidence for
thee Latin identification of the dedicants is found in apparent similarities with cult practices
performedd elsewhere in Latium.84

Comment t
Thee discovery of Votive Deposit II adds a remarkable new dimension to the
archaeologicall record of Satricum. Quite apart from its possible contribution to any
reconstructionn of the religious history of the settlement, the deposit substantially fills the
gapp in the material record for the fifth and fourth centuries.
However,, with regard to the interpretation and cultural classification of the deposit, some
criticall remarks are in order. As mentioned above, the analysis of the deposit has been
markedd by a search for signs of ritual continuity in order to establish its Latin nature. The
mainn arguments used to 'prove' such a continuity are closely related to the earlier, Archaic
Votivee Deposit buried in the substructures of Temple I. Resemblances apparently observed
betweenn this deposit and Votive Deposit II have been taken as strong evidence for
invariantt customs, thereby reflecting the continuous Latin character of the performed cult.
Unfortunatelyy many of these resemblances fail to convince. As I will try to show, some
aree rather speculative and others are even incorrect. They should therefore be viewed with
suspicion. .
Thiss even applies to the interpretation of the site as a primary, open votive deposit. In
myy view, many of its features recall the so-called Hellenistic Deposit in front of the
sanctuary.. This deposit was filled with subsequent dumps of material, probably within
quitee a short timespan.
Sincee the interpretation of Votive Deposit II is fundamental to the reconstruction of PostArchaicc Satricum, we will now review in some detail the main points put forward by the
excavatorss to establish resemblance (and therefore continuity) with earlier customs. At the
samee time, we will reconsider some of their conclusions regarding the stratigraphy and
lay-outt of the deposit.
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Bouma 1996,1, 71-2, 207-208.
Cf. for instance, Bouma 1996, I, 219-220, on the traditional offering of jar and bowl as common elements in many
Latiall votive assemblages.
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Proposedd similarities between Votive Deposits I and II and supposed traditional
elementss in performed rituals
I.I. The open character of Votive Deposits I and II
Perhapss the most far-fetched idea hatched in support of ritual continuity is the proposed
openn character of both Votive Deposits I and n.
Itt is suggested that during the early stages of cult activity in Satricum, votive gifts were
continuouslyy deposited as primary offerings in the area behind the cult place, resulting in
thee gradual formation of the so-called Archaic Deposit (Votive Deposit I).85 This
interpretationn is based on various arguments. Firstly, that the good state of preservation of
thee vessels, in spite of their often thin walls, indicates their primary deposition.86
Secondly,, that the chronological range of the Archaic votive material (which covers more
thann four centuries) is too large for a single dump at a single moment.87 Above all,
however,, the open character presumed for the Archaic Votive Deposit is linked to the
disputedd 'alternative' reconstruction of Temple I. This reconstruction consists of a drastic
shorteningg of the ground plan of this temple and an arbitrary updating of its chronology to
580-540.888 It includes a walled-off deposit created at the rear of the temple, which is said
too have received some 20.000 votive objects over a continuous period of more than four
so o

centunes. .
Thee architectural improbability of this new reconstruction, both of Temple I and of an
adjacentt open votive enclosure, has already been remarked upon (see Ch. 2).90 Quite
apartt from the problem of limited space, there are also stratigraphical objections to the
ideaa of Votive Deposit I being gradually formed behind the successive structures of the
Sacellumm and Temple I. There is, in fact, irrefutable evidence to the contrary: i.e. for the
secondaryy arrangement of the deposit inside the substructures of Temple I. This was found
duringg recent investigations of the foundations of the successive temples.91 The area
behindd the Sacellum (i.e. the presumed location of the walled-off deposit), inside the
perimeterr of the foundation walls of Temple I, revealed the remains of a levelling stratum
consistingg of white tufa chips and (mainly) fragmentary votive material from the same
periodd as the votive gifts in the Archaic Deposit.92 This layer had apparently been laid
downn on top of the sloping surface of the virgin soil so as to create a horizontal level for
thee construction of Temple I. Despite the fact that some of the virgin soil had been
scrapedd off, perhaps to prepare for the levelling stratum, the ground still revealed earlier
features,, such as pits, post holes and trenches, dating to the eight, seventh and sixth
centuries.. However, not a single trace of the Archaic Votive Deposit was recorded in the
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Bouma 1996,1, 6, 61.
Bouma 1996, I, 61; see also Maaskant-Kleibrink 1992, 54, on the arguments surrounding the good state of
preservationn and the intactness of the thin-walled pottery.
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Bouma 1996,1, 61, n. 182.
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Maaskant-Kleibrink 1992, 16, figs. XLVII-III.
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This view recalls that of Colonna, put forward in 1984 with regard to the original location of the Archaic Votive
Deposit.. According to Colonna, offerings had accumulated in the area behind the so-called Temple hut and the stone
Sacellumm which had replaced it. When Temple I was built the deposit was then incorporated into its substructures
(Colonnaa 1984b, 398).
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See De Waele 1997, 77-79.
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See Heldring 1984, 99; eadem, in CatArea Sacra 1985, 127.
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See Heldring 1984, 98-100, on the levelling stratum; eadem, in CatArea Sacra 1985, 127-137, for the levelling stratum
andd a selection of its finds.
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virginn soil, implying that the votive objects of Votive Deposit I must have been deposited
att a level above the levelling stratum (and probably directly on top of it) and thus
contemporaryy with the construction of Temple I.93
Thee investigations also revealed that the levelling stratum had originally been higher. Its
upperr surface, and in some places even the complete stratum, had been removed,
presumablyy by the nineteenth-century Italian excavators searching for votive objects. They
hadd probably reached the virgin soil in places where it was closest to the surface, as in the
areaa immediately adjacent to the back wall of the Sacellum. In other places (for example,
thee area southwest of the cella wall of Temple II) the Italian excavators recognized the
stratumm and halted on top, where they encountered a concentration of votive objects in
situ. situ.

Too explain the largely fragmented state of the finds in the levelling stratum, the
excavatorss suggest that, before the votive offerings were deposited in the Archaic Deposit,
aa selection was made between intact objects and broken or very small items. The latter
wouldd then have been dispersed in the levelling stratum, while the complete ex-votos were
depositedd with some care, in order to keep them intact.95 The fact that most of the
vesselss remained well preserved until their discovery in 1896 is easily explained by their
protectedd location: they were inside the substructures of Temple I and also covered by its
floor.. The broad time span covered by the votive objects is without doubt the result of
theirr primary accumulation, which probably occurred actually inside the earliest cult
buildings.96 6

2.. Continuity in the character of the votive gifts
Thee character of the offerings found in the deposits has also been presented as evidence
forr continuity. One example is the prevalence of pottery gifts, regardless of size, quantity
orr fabric.97 Vessels in miniature form are abundantly present in the Archaic Deposit
duringg the first four centuries of the cult. From the sixth century onwards they appear in
normall size, apparently becoming the basic element in the ritual for the next two centuries.
AA further traditional element is seen in the prevalence in Votive Deposit II of the
ordinaryy jar and bowl, vessels which the excavators present as the basic set of pottery
(especiallyy the jar) in all periods. A comparable prevalence of the same vessels is said to
havee existed in other cult places in Latium, whilst it is simultaneously argued that votive
assemblagess are almost absent for the early Republican period in Latium.98 In spite of
thiss contradiction, the observed similarity is taken as evidence for the traditional character
off these vessel-types in Latial cult practices, and, at the same time, for the continuity of
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Personal comment by B.H. Heldring; but see also the preliminary report of the excavations, Heldring 1984, 99. The
positionn of the deposit on top of the levelling stratum would also account for the fact that some objects in the deposit
seemm to postdate the youngest finds in this stratum (which are two or three fragments of Ionian cups dating to the middle
off the sixth century (published in CatSatricum 1985, 127)). Cf. also Bouma 1996,1, 78.
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In the excavation journal, the custode R. Finelli gives a list of objects that were brought to light in this particular spot
betweenn 1 and 6 february 1896. Presumably this research was conducted less hasty than the one immediately following
uponn the discovery of the deposit, in the centre of the cella of Temple I, cf. Colonna 1984, 396, n. 5.
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See Heldring 1984, 99; eadem, in CatArea Sacra 1985, 127.
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Suggested by B. Heldring.
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Bouma 1996,1, 226-7, 274.
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Bouma 1996,1, 219-20.
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thosee practices in Satricum.
Closelyy related to the supposed prevalence of the jar in all periods is the presumed
continuityy in food offerings. In Votive Deposit II, faunal remains (mainly those of sheep,
cattlee and pigs) have been recorded in close association with almost every assemblage
throughoutt all the strata of the deposit." These offerings, encountered mostly in jars,
havee been linked to the ritual of first-offerings as imputed to the early stages of cult
practicee in Satricum. Symbolic offerings in miniature receptacles, presumably consisting of
aa first grain of corn, a first tooth, a pea, a bean or "even a small portion of meat" are seen
ass being repeated 'life-sized' during the fifth century, mostly in full-sized jars.100 By
analogyy with earlier practices, a combined offering (of a sheep, a cow and a pig) was now
supposedlyy made, the remains of which were placed in Votive Deposit II together with the
potteryy used in the ritual.
Ass far as I can see, the suggested correspondence between the votive gifts of the two
depositss in Satricum (not to mention their presumed resemblance to offerings elsewhere in
Latium)) is untenable. It should be noted, first of all, that the contents of Votive Deposit I
differr completely from the contents of Votive Deposit II, both in character and
composition.. Although this may be partly due to chronological differences and to different
economicc circumstances, an undeniable disparity still remains. Some very marked
differencess spring to mind. There are, for example, the enormous quantities of fibulae and
spinningg and weaving implements, which with c. 3000 and c. 300 specimens respectively,
constitutee the largest groups of objects in the Archaic Deposit. These numbers are totally
incompatiblee with the small quantities encountered in Votive Deposit II. Furthermore, the
simplee pottery shapes in the Archaic Deposit are mainly associated with drinking and
pouringg and not with solid food, while the total number of jars is very limited (c. 20 rim
fragments,, less than 0.1% of the total number of objects!101
Becausee of their specific time-related connotations, the votive gifts in the respective
depositss cannot, in my view, be compared. It is surely fair to assume that the offering of a
vessell in the seventh century signified something quite different than the same offering in
thee fifth century.102 Equally, the fixed combination of the full-sized jar in Votive Deposit
III with other vessels in the domestic repertoire lends this jar a priori a different
significancee to that which might be attached to the miniature receptacles in Votive Deposit
I.. The explicitly votive nature of the miniatures, which is directly associated with the
phenomenonn of first offerings, is essentially different from the nature of a domestic
potteryy set containing the remains of a ritual meal.
Furthermore,, the jar, in its primary role as a simple container of all possible contents,
solidd and liquid offerings alike, is far more universal in its occurrence than the Latial
theoryy requires.103 As to presumed Latial resemblances in the faunal offerings associated
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Bouma 1996,1, 228.
The ritual use of the jar for food offerings is seen as a habit that 'was strongly practised in Latium from the late
Archaic,, but especially from the second half of the fifth c. onwards' (Bouma 1996, I, 223); on the shift from miniature
too full-sized, see ibidem, 274-75.
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These are only a few of many divergent elements. For a detailed discussion, see the final publication of the Archaic
Depositt by D.J. Waarsenburg (in preparation).
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Cf. Bouma 1996, I, 267-275, for the shift from 'nature-centred' to 'man-centred' ritual, a complex and, in my view,
nott very convincing construction devised to bridge the main discrepancies between early (Iron Age and Archaic) and
laterr (Post-Archaic) religious expression and perception.
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withh this particular vessel, it must be noted that there is barely any information available
onn the contents of offered jars. According to the excavators, in the few cases that faunal
remainss or organic material have been found, no direct relationship has been established
betweenn the remains and the jars (see below, on the faunal remains).104

3.3. Food offerings or Suovetaurilia
Accordingg to the excavators, faunal remains (mainly of cattle, sheep and pigs) have been
encounteredd in all layers of the deposit, in close association with almost every
assemblage.1055 These animal offerings have been tentatively linked to the Roman
sacrificee known as the suovetaurilia, the combined offering of sus (pig), ovis (sheep) and
bosbos (bovine).106
Theyy interpret the practice of animal sacrifice as a Latial custom, recurring in other cultplacess in Latium. It is, they say, already present in early times when cults still had a
pastorall and rural character, and survives into the age of urbanised cults. Although
evidencee from Latial cult-places is scarce and largely fragmentary (due to the frequently
unspecifiedd nature of the animal bones), it is still taken as matching the faunal remains in
thee Satrican Votive Deposit II.107 The cult place of S. Cecilia/Anagni is said to offer the
bestt parallel for food offerings in jars.108 In this deposit, in the second half of the fifth
century,, sometime jars containing (unspecified) food remains and seeds were placed in
smalll votive pits. These were surrounded by concentrations of charcoal, ashes and burnt
animall bones, which strongly imply a relationship to animal offerings.109 The same cult
placee is considered a direct parallel for the custom of depositing votive material in clearly
distinguishablee assemblages.110
Furtherr parallels are said to be found in the cult-place of S. Omobono (on the Forum
Boariumm in Rome), where a similar prevalence of certain species is observed in the
offerings.. There is also some correspondence in the less frequently sacrificed animals.111
Thiss adoption of the suovetaurilia should not be allowed to pass without scrutiny. Ritual
animall sacrifice is indeed thought to have been widely practised in ancient communities.
However,, the record of animal offerings shows that by far the most common sacrifice was
thee sheep. This general bias is reflected in Votive Deposit II, where 79% of the remains
aree of sheep, compared with only 12.7% for cows and 7.2% for pigs.112 Yet in spite of
thesee large disparities, almost every single assemblage in the Satrican Votive Deposit is
saidd to have contained the fixed combination of a cow, sheep and pig, apparently revealing
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aa triple animal offering which is then interpreted as the core activity in the ritual. Close
studyy of the various assemblages, however, reveals a much less clear pattern than this, and
onee that corresponds far more closely with the percentages usually encountered in specific
animall remains.113 These observations cannot be said to support the identification of
thesee offerings as suovetaurilia, which is a very specific ritual with very distinct historical,
culturall and cultic implications.
Soo far Satricum is the only Latial site to apparently offer an archaeological record for the
systematicc practice of the suovetaurilia. All comparisons with other cult places in Latium
aree less than satisfactory. Although sacrificial parallels have been suggested, all differ
considerablyy from the Satricum offerings.114 In most cases these parallels consist of
small,, single offerings, often in votive pits. These are far more similar in character to the
Ironn Age votive pits in the Satricum temple area (to which they do indeed offer a direct
parallel)) than to the large-scale offerings in the enormous deposit.115
Ass for the resemblances observed between the faunal offerings in the earliest cult
practicess associated with Votive Deposit I and those recorded in Votive Deposit n, one
hass to say that these are rather speculative. For instance, no faunal remains were ever
encounteredd among the contents of Votive Deposit I stored in the Villa Giulia, nor is there
anyy evidence to suggest that the Italian excavators found any. Although faunal offerings
mayy well have taken place, it seems rather far-fetched to first associate the more than
2,5000 miniature vases (usually related to first-offerings) with food and drink offerings and
thenn to equate them with the jars in Votive Deposit II which contain meat offerings. It
shouldd further be noted that similar miniatures, though few in number, occur side by side
withh the normal sized vessels in Votive Deposit II.116
Finally,, it is surprising to find the custom of the three-animal offering, more than once
describedd as a Latial custom taken over by the Romans, also referred to as a phenomenon
encounteredd throughout the Mediterranean basin.117
Reflectingg on the above, we can conclude that the arguments used to support a
specificallyy Latin character for what was presumably a universal custom of food-offering,
andd to suggest that the ritual observed in Satricum was the forerunner of the official
Romann state offering, are not very convincing. The links, in my view, remain far too
speculative. .
Inn conclusion, it may be instructive to note that these particular animal remains have also
beenn encountered among the mass of pottery finds on top of the Late-Archaic road. Here
theyy have been interpreted as part of an enormous dump containing food refuse, the
remainss representing nothing more than the daily repertoire of food. In fact this dump
layer,, in this and other respects, exhibits remarkable similarities with the votive layers of
thee deposit, especially layer 8 (see below and Ch. 3.2).
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It is, in my view, misleading to explain the striking discrepancies between the species, not to mention the occurrence
off less than three animals in a large number of the assemblages, as the result of "poor preservation and incomplete
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4,4, Architectural terracottas as elements of religious continuity
AA key argument which is taken to underline the Latinity of the dedicants is that of the
ritualritual re-use of architectural terracottas attributed to the various temple buildings.118
Regardlesss of their appearance, these terracottas are said to have formed an intrinsic part
off the votive assemblages. Fragments of roof tiles are observed surrounding the votive
gifts,, while a special position, often in the centre of an assemblage, was apparently
reservedd for the painted or decorative pieces.
II can see no strong grounds for believing that the terracottas in the assemblages had been
intentionally,, let alone ritually, re-used. Likewise, there is little reason to ascribe any
purelyy Latin connotation to their secondary use. Indeed, the numbers of decorative
terracottass actually recorded in relation to the assemblages is rather limited, especially in
thee first two votive layers. The few fragments encountered in these layers are in fact
remarkablyy small and worn.119 Moreover, it is only from layer 8 onwards that larger
architecturall terracotta fragments other than plain tiles have been recorded. Considering
thee rich body of decorative material that must have been availabe (see below), the pieces
appearr to have been selected quite at random. It should further be said that, apart from the
terracottass identified as part of an enclosement of votives or as supporting a vessel,
thousandss of other terracotta pieces, mainly plain tiles, have been found dispersed in each
votivee layer, amounting to a total of 2,796 Dark Red fragments, 374 Campanian fragments
andd 15,958 Late-Archaic fragments in the whole deposit (see Table 1 ). The excavators
givee no explanation for the presence of these enormous numbers. Given the presence of a
comparablee number and variety of stones in each layer, it seems reasonable to explain
thesee terracottas in terms of a large-scale cleaning or levelling of the temple area.120 The
decorativee fragments would presumably have ended up with the rest.
AA more or less comparable situation has been encountered in the Poggio dei Cavallari,
wheree the Late-Archaic road appears to be covered by a dump layer consisting of large
amountss of pottery fragments, large roof-tile fragments and all kinds of stones (see below,
Ch.. 3.2). The pottery, identical to that in Votive Deposit II, often included large fragments
andd even a few nearly complete shapes. It will be argued below that these finds are indeed
thee result of a clean-up of the area, following the destruction of the surrounding buildings.
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Bouma 1996,1, 242.
Layer 3 contained five small decorative pieces: one female head, probably of a (non attributable, Ionic?) antefix (AE
16),, two very worn antefix fragments of heads of Late-Archaic satyrs (AE 64, one not catalogued) and two tiny pieces
belongingg to revetment plaques of Late-Archaic fabric (AE 93, 104); layer 5 yielded only three small fragments: one of a
tongue-framedd Campanian antefix (AE 26) and two fragments of Late-Archaic revetment plaques (AE 73-74).
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The enormous numbers of stones occurring in all layers in the deposit, votive and closing layers alike, have been little
discussed.. In most cases no explanation is given for their presence. Votive layer 5 contained c. 400 tufa stones and more
thann 1100 pebbles. Votive layer 10 yielded c. 3000 large brown tufa blocks (some with worked sides), 600 white and
3000 green tufa stones, and c. 400 pebbles. Votive layer 12 yielded a total of 5348 irregular tufa stones,- 4334 brown,
7911 white and 223 other -, and some 1000 large pebbles. For votive layers 3 and 8, despite the presence of stones of all
kindss and considerable numbers of pebbles, no specifications are given. Reference to the stones is made only in
connectionn to their function as borders for the assemblages. Pebbles are recorded in votive layer 8, next to wall 94, in
thee tufa grit that separated the layer from votive layer 3. Closing layer 11 contained c. 500 large tufa blocks of all
colours,, plus a large quantity of pebbles (the latter are mentioned in the discussion of layer 12).
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Layer/date Layer/date
3-490/480-4500 BC
5-450-440/430 0
8-440/430-375 5
10-afterr 375-dump
11-afterr 375-dump
12-closingg layer

Late-Archaic Late-Archaic
%% %%
DarkDark Red Campanian Campanian
Total Total
22
272 2
36 6
11 1
AAA AAA 161 1
11
318 8
30 0
22
134 4
454 4
,15 5
33
4.215 5
153 3
750 0
5.118 8
22
3.321 1
66
75 5
3.595 5
199 9
22
16 6
4.503 3
120 0
5.481 1
858 8
17
7
11
3.329 9
13 3
694 4
4.035 5
22
15 5
15.958 8
374 4
19.127 7 2.796 6

%%
61 1
70 0
82 2
92 2
82 2
83 3
83 3

TableTable 1. Distribution of architectural fragments from Votive Deposit 11, per stratum and Group

Withh regard to the Late-Archaic architectural terracotta pieces, which constitute by far the
largestt group of terracottas in Votive Deposit II, it is interesting to note that the
excavationss of the so-called Hellenistic Deposit (Votive Deposit III) revealed a similarly
largee number of fragments, both at the bottom of the deposit and in its upper layers.121
Thesee also have been explained in terms of a secondary dump of material thrown into the
depositt (see below).122 An even larger number of Late-Archaic terracottas was
encounteredd outside the deposits, however. Many pieces have been found dispersed over
thee entire temple area, not only in the direct surroundings of the sanctuary but also
embeddedd in the surfaces and on top of the roads to the north and south of Votive Deposit
II.. This applies especially to the majority of the known decorated fragments.123
Comparedd to the quantities found outside the deposits, the total number of decorative
elementss from the Late-Archaic temple recovered in Votive Deposit II is in fact relatively
small.. In the earliest layers (3 and 5), they are quite negligible.124 An intentional ritual
functionn seems therefore unlikely.
Thee conclusion should surely be that the presence of architectural terracottas in the deposit
mustt have been far more a matter of coincidence than ritual intention. Of course it is
possiblee that such items possessed an intrinsic sacred value through their original setting
onn one of the temple roofs, but it is probable that the whole area of the acropolis - in any
casee the immediate surroundings of the sanctuary - would have been regarded as sacred

1211

Around 64% of the c. 17,500 architectural terracottas recovered in Votive Deposit HI are of Late-Archaic fabric. In
Votivee Deposit II the figure is around 83% (15,958) from a total of 19,127 pieces (closing layer 11 included).
Accordingg to R.R. Knoop, the two deposits yielded approximately the same percentages for Late-Archaic decorative
pieces:: 87% of a total of 115 decorative pieces in Votive Deposit II, and 79% of a total of 252 decorative pieces in
Votivee Deposit HI.
mm
Personal communication from B.H. Heldring. See also Heldring 1988, 207-209; eadem 1990, 229-230. for the
preliminaryy reports on the re-excavation of the Hellenistic Votive Deposit.
mm
Cf. Lulof 1996, 3-6 on the find-circumstances of the architectonic terracottas, esp. those fragments belonging to the
Late-Archaicc terracotta statues. See Bouma 1996, I, 22-35, for the report of the excavation of the roads bordering
Votivee Deposit II and for references to various terracotta finds. The road to the south of the deposit, which is dated c.
400,, yielded by far the largest amount of Late-Archaic figured pieces: 10 frr. of ante fixes, 15 frr. of revetment plaques,
199 frr. of sima and crestings. 11 frr. of large statues and 2 frr. of columen- or mutulus plaque.
1244
The total number of Late-Archaic decorative pieces recovered from Votive Deposit II is 73 frr. which include c. 20
frr.. of antefixes (4 in closing layers 11 and 12). 5 frr. of large statues, 1 fr. of the columen or mutulus plaques and 6
frr.. of akroteria ipf Bouma 1996. II, 299, on the cat. nos. of architectural elements - large tiles included - encountered
inn the assemblages; the architectural elements from closing layer 11 are not included).
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depositss (including the most significant decorative pieces) have been encountered.

Votivee Deposit II as a missing link
Thee importance accorded to Votive Deposit II relies, amongst other things, on the claim
thatt it fills in the chronological gap between the two other deposits on the temple hill.
However,, in the diachronic interpretation of the cult (which requires evidence for
continuityy of custom) the existence of a gap of some 40 years between the two deposits
hass been quietly forgotten.125 It seems that the practice of votive offering comes to a
suddenn halt after around 540/530, the closing date of the Archaic Votive Deposit, and is
onlyy resumed around 490/480 or (if we rely on the earliest fixed pottery dates) somewhere
inn the mid fifth century (see below on this discussion).126 This hiatus is surprising, given
thee large-scale reorganization of the sanctuary, the levelling of the area and the
constructionn of the first monumental temple which apparently took place around 540/530
(myy chronology).
Thee nineteenth-century Italian excavators were already convinced that there had to be
anotherr deposit containing votive gifts for the period between Votive Deposits I and III.
Theirr desperate search in the area between the sanctuary and Votive Deposit III was,
however,, without result.127 As far as the excavators of Votive Deposit II are concerned,
thee search is now at an end.128 Yet the possible existence of another deposit relating to
thee first monumental temple is still an option which deserves attention. As has been said, I
doo not agree with updating the building of Temple I to 580-540 (see also below), nor with
thee interpretation of the intermediate period between 540/530 and 490 as a phase
necessaryy for the construction of Temple It. According to this view, here was a period of
generall economical recession (due to various wars) during which all resources were used
forr the construction of a new temple.129 Thus is the apparent absence of imported
ceramics,, for instance, explained. The same chronological hiatus is imputed between the
destructionn of the courtyard buildings and the initial date of Votive Deposit II.130 A
similarr discrepancy between sacred building and votive material is observed in a number
off other Latial cult places and this has been used as confirmation of this theory. However,
thee comparison refers to the situation in the early fifth century and therefore does not
hold.131 1
Myy own view is that Temple I was built shortly after 540/530, on top of the levelling
stratumm (see below). Without doubt the temple was visited throughout its existence by
dedicantss offering gifts, as will have been the case with Temple II. Enough fragments of
importedd pottery have been discovered in and around the temple area to testify to such

1255

Cf. the short discussion on the absence of votive offerings for this period, in Bouma 1996, I, 84-85.
I refer here to three kylix fragments (K1-K2 and one not catalogued) in the earliest votive layer 3. These are the only
itemss providing a Fixed date.
1277
Barnabei 1896, 167; Bamabei/Mengarelli 1896, 191.
1288
See Bouma 1996,1, 36-37.
1299
Bouma 1996,1, 169.
1300
Bouma 1996,1, 85 and nn. 285 and 287.
1311
See Bouma 1996,1, 85, with reference to 217, n. 9. This, however, refers to cult buildings and an absence of building
activitiess in the fifth century.
1266
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offerings..
Thus far their original provenance within Satricum is unknown.
Nevertheless,, I would tentatively suggest that they indicate the existence of yet another
deposit,, the location of which remains obscure.133

Stratigraphyy and relative chronology of Votive Deposit II
Ass has already been mentioned, one of the most important conclusions to be drawn about
Votivee Deposit II relates to its primary character: i.e. the belief that its contents were
graduallyy accumulated over time. This conclusion is primarily based on its vertical
stratigraphy,, in which clearly discernable layers have been interpreted as successive
chronologicall strata. Almost each layer of ex-votos is said to have been covered by a
closingg layer before a new deposit layer was begun.134 In line with this reading of the
stratigraphy,, the layers have been provided with initial and final dates, neatly linked to
eachh other and implying a continuous chronological sequence, regardless of the primary or
secondaryy character of the layers. The presumed diachronic development from bottom to
topp is alledgedly confirmed by the appearance of new vessel-types in every new votive
layerr and by signs of technical development in the fabric and surface treatment of the
pottery. .
Althoughh this chronological framework appears to be solid, it seems to me that some
criticall comments would not be not out of place, especially regarding the arguments upon
whichh the initial date of the deposit is based.
Itt is generally acknowledged that architectural terracottas in a stratigraphical context can
neverr provide the date of a specific layer, but can only be used as a terminus post
quern.quern.135135 Yet in spite of this, the proposed dates of the earliest two layers of the deposit
(i.e.(i.e. levelling layer 2 (8th cent.-530) and votive layer 3 (490/480-450)), both seem to
dependd on the architectural elements encountered within them.
Inn the case of layer 2, the final date of 530 is linked to the occurrence of 14 fragments
off Campanian rooftile attributed to Temple I.136 According to the excavators of Votive

1322

For a survey of the various fragments of imported pottery dating to the period between the two deposits, see Bouma
1996,, II, 83, n. 275 (Attic fragments present in the Hellenistic Votive Deposit) and 84, n. 283. Cf. also ibidem, 34 and n.
122 on the presence of material in the Villa Giulia store rooms which post-dates the closing of the Archaic Deposit. This
material,, among which are 18 fragments of a black-glazed Laconian crater and many other black-glazed fragments, was
recoveredd during investigations in the temple area conducted by Maria Santangelo in the 1950's. The recent reexaminationn of the Hellenistic Votive Deposit by the Dutch Institute in Rome, revealed another 30 fragments of Attic
potteryy dated after 540/530 (personal comment from CM. Stibbe).
1333
Cf. Stibbe 1978, who reports on soundings at the southeast corner of the temple.
1344
It is repeatedly stated that the deposit contained a series of layers with votive gifts, which were nearly all covered by
closingg layers before the next votive layer was laid down (see, for instance, Bouma 1996, I, 309). This is easily
translatedd into the rather simplified picture of a neat vertical stratigraphy, with separate layers of votive gifts alternating
withh layers of sterile earth, each of which serves as a bed for the following depositions, cf. Prummel, in Bouma 1996, I,
420.. In reality the situation is far more irregular: for instance, the first levelling layer of sand (no. 4) is in fact lying next
too the votive assemblages of layer 3, which it is supposed to cover (cf. figs. 33 and 46, Bouma 1996, II); equally, the
secondd levelling layer (no. 6) only partly covers the assemblages of layer 5 (cf. figs. 48 and 53, Bouma 1996, II) and
appearss at the same time to be much smaller than the votive layer (no. 8) above it (cf. figs. 53 and 54, Bouma 1996, II).
Thee latter, for that reason, is in many places lying directly on top of votive layer 3 (cf sections 1-2, on p. 126 and
sectionn 4, on p. 128, Bouma 1996, II)
1355
See Knoop 1997, 120-121; also Bouma 1996,1, 86, who agrees with this principle.
1366
Bouma 1996, II, 45.
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Depositt II, this temple was destroyed prior to 530.137
Inn the case of layer 3, the presence of Late-Archaic terracottas attributed to Temple II is
takenn to indicate the initial date of this layer. The first appearance of these terracottas in
Satricumm is set around 500/480, the date of construction of Temple II.138
Inn neither case is the proposed date (final and initial respectively) corroborated by the
associatedd pottery finds, despite suggestions to the contrary. The three fragments in "oatmeal"" fabric from layer 2 can hardly be considered a serious candidate for absolute dating.
Soo far, this kind of pottery is practically unknown.139 Among the other datable pottery
sherdss mentioned are three fragments of red-slipped bowls, a fabric which (after its first
appearancee around 540/530) covers the whole of the fifth century.140
Inn the case of layer 3, the only secure dates are provided by three fragments of kylikes
datedd to 475-450.141 Instead of corroborating the proposed initial date of 490/480, these
fragmentss can only serve as a terminus post quern for the layer and its deposition, i.e. after
475-450.. Moreover, the very fragmented and worn condition of the kylix fragments seem
too me to indicate a much later date of deposition.
Onee gets the impression of circular reasoning here, presumably in support of earlier
proposalss regarding a new chronology for Temples I and II.142 On the one hand, the
occurrencee of roof elements from the two temples in successive layers of Votive Deposit
III is used to date the layers, while on the other hand the dates suggested for the layers is
usedd as evidence for the proposed destruction dates of the two temples.143 There is,
however,, no evidence whatsoever to support a date around 540/530 for the destruction of
Templee I.144 In fact, the combination of the closing date of Votive Deposit I (540/530)
andd the fact that "Ionian" elements from the earliest temple (Sacellum or Temple 0) were
foundd both in this deposit and in the levelling layer underneath Temple I, provides
irrefutablee evidence for dating the building, and not the destruction, of Temple I around

1377

See Maaskant-Kleibrink 1991, 51, 105; eadem 1992, 139; Bouma 1996,1, 86. This date is untenable on stratigraphical
groundss (see below). On the final date of layer 2, see Bouma 1996, I, 309; II, 45.
1388
On the date of construction of Temple II see, for instance, Lulof 1996, 207-208. In the view of the excavators of
Votivee Deposit II, the occurrence of Late-Archaic terracottas in layer 3 also implies that Temple II was already in ruins
att the time this layer was deposited (Bouma 1996, II, 51). The idea that Temple II was destroyed shortly after its
erectionn was first launched in 1992, in connection with the presence of fifth-century graves on the acropolis, see
Maaskantt 1992, 142-43. No sign of this destruction has yet been found in the archaeological record. On the dating of
layerr 3, see Bouma 1996, I, 309; II, 51.
,399
Bouma 1996, II, 42, 45 and cat. nos. 413-414, pi. XXVI; see ibidem, 42: "As yet, this fabric is only known from this
areaa [= south of the temple]". See Maaskant 1992, 25 and 87 on the oat-meal fabric.
1400
See Bouma 1996, II, 45, 47 and cat. nos. 358-360, pi. XXV.
1411
Kylikes cat. nos. Kl (assemblage 1) and K2 (assemblage 8) and another specimen, not catalogued, Bouma 1996, I,
405;; II, 274, pi. CXLIV. Cf. Stibbe 1992, 69, for a similar specimen in the Southwest Necropolis (grave 58.6) with a
proposedd date of c. 470-450, with references (Gnade 1992a, fig. XVII). For the other pottery in layer 3 consisting of jars,
bowls,, teglie and amphoriskoi, all without fixed dates, see Bouma 1996,1, 309 n. 28.
1422
One of the major claims made for Votive Deposit II is that it provides stratigraphic information which facilitates the
reconstructionn of the building history of the sanctuary, see for instance Bouma 1996,1, 37.
1433
See Bouma 1996,1, 85-88 on the dates of Temples I and II, according to data supposedly provided by Votive Deposit
II. .
1444
Strangely enough (despite a suggested final date of c. 530) a date for the deposition of levelling layer 2 could not be
determined.. The suggestion is made that it must have taken place after its closing date, somewhere between c. 530 and
490/4800 (Bouma 1996, II, 48, n. 60). Obviously, this further undermines the argument for the destruction of Temple I
aroundd 530 (i.e. the presence of Campanian roof-tile fragments in this layer).
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540/530.1455 We have nothing to tell us how long this temple stood, apart from the
apparentt terminus ante quern supplied by the terracottas of Temple II. Theoretically,
Templee I may have been destroyed immediately after its construction, but there is no
evidencee to support this possibility.
Neitherr is there any direct archaeological evidence to place the destruction of Temple II
inn the early fifth century.146 The only legitimate conclusion that may be drawn from the
presencee of the Late-Archaic pieces in layer 3 is that the destruction of Temple n, if it
everr happened, could only have taken place after the middle of the fifth century (based on
aa terminus post quern provided by the worn black-glazed items which occur in the same
layer). .
Lett us now examine the grounds upon which the relative chronology of the other layers of
Votivee Deposit II is based. Although not explicitely stated, the final date of c. 450 for
layerr 3 seems to be provided by the black-glazed fragments.147 Most of the other vessels
cannott be dated precisely. They occur throughout all the votive layers of the deposit but,
ass will be shown in the section on the Poggio dei Cavallari which follows, they are also
recordedd in late sixth-century contexts elsewhere in Latium.
Noo fixed dates are available for closing layers 4148, 6!49 and 7150, or for votive
layerr 5.151 Their relative datings are determined by their positions between layers 3 and
8,1522 and by the absence of material which is present in the layer above. For the initial
datee of layer 8 (440/430) there are again no arguments given other than that it must be
laterr than layer 7, because it was deposited on top of it.153 In fact the chronological
limitss of layer 8 (440/430-c. 375) seem to be provided by the time span covered by the
bulkk of the material which it contained. Earlier dated material is present, but not taken into
account.1544 Other material dated after c. 375 is similarly ignored in the chronological
1455
On the closing date of Votive Deposit I, see CatLazio primitico 1976, 329 and Waarsenburg (forthcoming). On the
"Ionian"" terracotta decoration of Temple 0 or the so-called Sacellum, see Knoop 1987, 13-71; idem, in CatArea Sacra
1985,, 105-111. On the sacellum, see De Waele 1981, 24-29; CatArea Sacra 1985, 117-119. On the levelling stratum, see
Stibbe/Knoopp 1983, 173; Heldring 1984, 98-100; eadem, in CatArea Sacra 1985, 127.
1466
As matters stand, there is no 'hard' archaeological evidence for a later date of destruction either. The historical
referencee to Temple II being struck by lightning in 207 (Livy 28, 11,1-3) must therefore be regarded, for the time being,
ass the only 'evidence' for the continued existence of Temple II until that time.
1477
Cf. Bouma 1996,1, 309, where it is incorrectly stated that the kylikes provide the initial date for the layer.
1488
Dated to c. 450. See Bouma 1996, II, 60-61, on layer 4.
1499
Layer 6 is identified as a secondary stratum of different origin. The material covers the Orientalizing and Archaic
periodss and should be considered independent of the stratigraphical sequence which dates the deposition to 450-440/430.
Seee Bouma 1996, II, 66-69, on layer 6.
1500
Dated to 440/430. See Bouma 1996, II, 70-73, on layer 7.
1511
A clear example of the neat chronological linking of the successive layers is illustrated by the dating of votive layer 5
too 450-440/430. According to the excavators there are no direct criteria available for these dates. The final date has been
determined,, firstly, by the absence of vessels which occur in layer 8 and, secondly, by the initial date of 440/430 which
iss proposed for that layer (Bouma 1996,1, 310, n. 29). Layer 5, however, has yielded three black-glazed bowls for which
aa date well into the late fifth century is suggested (B36, 87-88) and also a number of jugs of types I or II with parallels
inn Veii dating to the late fifth century (Bouma I, 310, and nn. 30-31). This dating is regarded as too late by the
excavators,, who prefer to adhere to the initial date they have proposed for layer 8, i.e. 440/430 (see below). On layer 5,
seee Bouma 1996,1, 309-310, and II, 61-66.
1522
But see n. 134 on the position of the various layers in relation to each other.
1533
On votive layer 8, see Bouma 1996,1, 310; II, 74-103.
1544
Cf. for instance, three kylikes with inset lips dated c. 470-450 (K3-5), which supposedly provide the final date of
layerr 3. The presence of these earlier dated pieces in layer 8 is considered unsurprising, given the occurrence of similar
specimenss in Votive Deposit HI (Bouma 1996, I, 405). It should be noted, however, that the contents of Votive Deposit
HII are the result of a secondary dump (see below).
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delimitation. .
Thee initial dates of the next two layers, 10 and 11, are brought in line with the final date
off layer 8 (i.e. around 375), although an earlier date is also considered possible.156 From
thiss level onward the deposit is said to change in character, from a primary offering place
too a deposit receiving either large concentrations or dumps of votive material (layers 10,
12)) or dumps of architectural terracotta fragments (layer 11).
Thee general date of layer 10 is set in the fourth and third centuries, from c. 375
onwards.. This date is based on a large amount of black-glazed pottery and on other
datablee material like Genitalia plates and sovra dipinta ceramics.157 The broad time span
off the layer is underlined by a small number of Roman coins. Two bronze coins dating to
275-2555 were found amongst the material deposited in the western part of the layer, near
thee bottom (!). In the eastern deposition two silver coins dating to around 405-400 were
recovered,, near the top (!). Their worn condition is seen as an indication of their
depositionn some decades later, well into the fourth century.158 On account of the coins
andd their position one can reasonably conclude that layer 10 must indeed have been a
secondaryy dump. In this case, however, its deposition can only have taken place after 275255. .
Layerr 11 - interpreted as a closing layer of architectural elements - contains
predominantlyy Late-Archaic material and many small, pottery fragments resembling the
potteryy in the previous layers.159 The date given for the deposition of this layer appears
too depend on the chronology provided for the layers underneath. The southern part, west
off wall 94, is presumed to have been laid down after 375 (probably via a terminus post
quernquern provided by layer 8); the deposition of the northern part is set towards the end of
thee third century. No arguments are given for either dating.
Thee fifth and last layer of votive material, layer 12, represents a dump of votive material
resemblingg the contents of the previous votive layers (and likewise containing animal
remains!).. The architectural elements are predominantly of Late-Archaic fabric. The
depositionn of this layer is set after that of the architectural closing layer 11, with a
terminusterminus post quern provided by late third-century black-glazed jugs (not catalogued).160
Thiss review of the relative chronology of the various layers brings us back to the
occurrencee of architectural terracottas throughout all layers, and more specifically, to those
fromm the Late-Archaic Temple. We have already referred to the great volume of terracottas
(seee Table 1). The only plausible explanation for 15,958 Late-Archaic pieces seems to be
aa destroyed temple roof. The conclusion which follows must be that the terracottas were
availablee either at the time the deposit was laid out (in the case of a primary deposit) or at
1555

See Bouma 1996, I, 310, n. 39. For example, there are parallels from Artena for the decorated jar type Illf and the
teglieteglie cat. nos. 28-29a, which are dated to the late fourth/early third centuries.
1566
See Bouma 1996, I, 311, n. 44 with examples of possible earlier pieces, such as bowl types X and XI and teglia nos.
35-36.. The marked difference in fabric between the bowls in layer 8 and those in layer 10 (i.e. depurated in layer 8 and
coarsee in layer 10) is considered a technical development which is assumed to be chronologically defined. However,
thesee pieces apart, there are many more instances of earlier dated vessels recovered from layer 10, such as teglia nos. 31,
34,, 38-39, 41, 43, 45 (for which parallels from Veii are given with a terminus ante quern of 380). Furthermore, layer 10
hass yielded two black-glazed kylikes, one with inset lip dated 470-450 (K6) and one with continuous wall dated 440-430
(K13). .
1377
Cf. Bouma, 1996, I, 311; on layer 10, see Bouma 1996, II, 104-117.
1588
Bouma 1996, I, 311, n. 43.
lsyy
See Bouma 1996, II, 118-119, on layer 11.
1600
On this layer, see Bouma 1996, I, 311 and II, 120-123.
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primaryy deposit) or at the time the deposit was closed (in the case of a secondary deposit).
Ass has been mentioned above, the Late-Archaic terracottas present in the Hellenistic
Depositt are regarded as an integral part of an enormous dump of material thrown into the
deposit,, most likely in separate waves, possibly shortly after each other, somewhere in the
secondd century.161 This reconstruction explains the vertical stratigraphy observed in the
filll of the deposit, which exhibits clearly distinct layers often sloping towards the centre,
ass well as Late-Archaic terracottas in both the lower and upper layers.
Inn the case of Votive Deposit II we are, by contrast, invited to accept the gradual
accumulationn of its contents over quite a long period, apparently reflected in the
diachronicc sequence of its layers. In my view, however, the large numbers of LateArchaicc terracottas present in all the layers are difficult to reconcile with such a
chronologicall progression. To do so would require us to believe that, over a period of
moree than a century during which the deposit was in continuous use as a primary offering
place,, the terracottas were lying dispersed over the temple hill. The idea of dedicants
offeringg their gifts in carefully composed assemblages amidst total ruin, closely observing
traditionall 'rules' while surrounded by the debris of their most important building, is
franklyy implausible. Even if we accept the assumption that the temple was no longer
standing,, it is likely that the Latin dedicants would have cleared the cult area in the same
wayy as they obviously cleared and prepared the depression which was to receive the
offerings. .

TableTable 2. Relative distribution of architectural terracottas in Votive Deposit II

Personall communication from B.H. Heldring. See also Heldring 1988, 207-209: eadem 1990, 229-230, for the
preliminaryy reports on the excavation of the Hellenistic Votive Deposit.
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Furthermore,, if the deposit had indeed filled up gradually, it would be reasonable to
expectt that the earliest and lowest depositions would yield a higher percentage of the Late
Archaicc roof-elements than the later, higher layers. The numbers of roof-elements would
thenn diminish in the course of time. The opposite is in fact the case: the number of LateArchaicc terracottas, decorative as well as plain pieces, increases proportionately with each
layerr (see above and Table 2 on the relative distribution of architectural terracottas per
layer).. Even when the considerable differences in quantity and duration of the separate
layerss are taken into account, the internal distribution per layer of the main fabric groups
onlyy begins to exhibit an almost complete Late-Archaic predominance from layer 8
onwards.. It is therefore much more likely, in my view, that the consistent and predominant
presencee of Late-Archaic terracottas in the upper layers is the result of a secondary dump
(orr series of dumps deposited shortly after each other), which took place much later than
thee beginning of the fifth century.

Otherr observations regarding the stratigraphy of Votive Deposit II
Inn the presentation of Votive Deposit II as a gradual accumulation of separate offerings,
layerr 8 is seen as another primary votive layer despite the fact that it is the one stratum
whichh clearly invites a different interpretation (i.e. as a layer containing large dumps).
Quitee apart from the actual presence of vast amounts of material, pottery and roofelementss alike, there is even a reference from the excavators themselves to the
phenomenonn of large-scale dumps in relation to this very layer.162 Several other features
alsoo imply its secondary character. There is, for instance, the enormous concentration of
materiall at its top level, as revealed in two photographs.163 Then there is the very
characterr of the assemblages, which implies a less structured deposition of the layer. The
excavatorss seem to recognize the latter, given various references to the shared, vague or
absentt enclosures of the individual assemblages. At the same time they appear to assume
thee deliberate deposition of some offerings which do not in fact reflect any system at
all.1644 Finally, there are various references to the steep slope of the layer (and of those
underneath).1655 In my view all these factors indicate that, in this case at least, there was
noo careful deposition of assemblages.
Onn several occasions we have already referred to the resemblance between the contents of
votivee layer 8 and those of the dump stratum covering the Late-Archaic road in the Poggio
deii Cavallari.166 This resemblance is underlined by the stratigraphical position of both

mm

See Bouma 1996, I, 72, n. 221.
Cf. Bouma 1996, II, figs. 55, 66.
1644
There are various references to the deliberate deposition of votive material either upside down or the right way up or
inn a horizontal position. See, for example, Bouma 1996, II, 75-76.
1655
See, for instance, Bouma 1996, II, 76-77. But the strong inclination of the depression is already mentioned as the
reasonn for the fact that part of the material had slipped down the slope, even in votive layer 3 (despite the deposition of
levellingg layer 2, see Bouma 1996, II, 50).
1666
The resemblance is especially apparent in the ordinary ware vessels, the dark red tile fragments and the various types
off stones. Most of the ordinary vessels whose fragments are found in layer 8 of the deposit have parallels in the dump
stratumm covering the Late-Archaic road. An important difference is that the dump stratum on the road did not contain
anyy decorative architectural terracottas and only a few black-glazed items. This is hardly surprising, however, given the
absencee of religious structures in the Poggio dei Cavallari and the fact that the decorative terracottas were probably used
exclusivelyy for the temples. It should also be noted that layer 8 itself contained relatively few (and mostly small)
fragmentss of black-glazed ware (c. 60 fragments).
1633
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layers.. As will be shown in the next section (Ch. 3.2), the rich stratum of dumped artifacts
inn the Poggio dei Cavallari is lying on top of a layer of tufa grit which is there identified
ass a walking surface or the sublevel of a pavement (see below, Ch. 3.2). An almost
identicall situation is encountered in Votive Deposit n, where the tufa grit is represented
byy layer 7.167 This layer, in its turn, may be linked to a thick pebble layer (layer 9)
whichh has so far remained outside the discussion of the stratigraphy because of its
northernn position in the deposit. According to the profile drawings, however, it is also
lyingg on top of the sandy sub-layer 6. In view of their stratigraphical correspondence, I
wouldd suggest that tufa grit layer 7 and pebble layer 9 belong to one and the same
stratum,1688 and further that the combined stratum served as a functional surface, rather
thann as a separation stratum between two distinct layers of offerings.169 It is not
impossiblee to envisage a connection between this level and wall z, which stands directly
onn top of it.
Thee resemblances between the stratigraphies of
thee Late-Archaic road seem to extend beyond
shownn in the next section, other corresponding
deii Cavallari, such as layers of sterile sand {cf.
sandd {cf layer 6, deposit).

Votive Deposit II and the strata covering
their respective dump layers. As will be
strata have been recognized in the Poggio
layer 4, deposit) or secondarily deposited

Wee cannot conclude our discussion of Votive Deposit II without paying some attention to
votivee layer 3.170 This is the first layer of votive material and the layer upon which the
interpretationn of an open primary deposit of separate votive assemblages seems to be
based.. It covered only a very small area, c. 4 x 5 m., against the sloping eastern edge of
thee depression. As argued above, this rather steep incline (given as the reason for part of
thee material slipping down) makes the careful deposition of the assemblages most
unlikely.1711 Moreover, it is surprising to note that nine (!) of the ten identified
assemblagess of votive offerings were not completely excavated, and that parts of them
continuedd into the profiles of the respective excavation units.172 The tenth assemblage
touchess the profile. Despite this situation, it is stated that "each [of the assemblages] was
surroundedd by a circle composed of fragments of architectonic elements, tufa blocks and
occasionallyy a storage jar".173 Close study of the profile drawings and other illustrations
furtherr reveals that layer 3 is largely covered by layer 8 and only in some places was
separatedd from it by the secondary layer 6.174 This implies that it is difficult to attribute
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Bouma 1996, II, 41, on layer 7. The grit level has been interpreted as an intermediate layer between layer 6 and the
followingg votive layer 8. In the Poggio dei Cavallari a similarly distinct layer of tufa grit, about 0.10 m. thick, has been
encounteredd on top of a sandy substratum, the contents of which (a mixture of Orientalizing and Archaic finds) strongly
recallss layer 6 of Votive Deposit II. The tufa layer in the Poggio dei Cavallari was found in various places, in one case
directlyy connected with a wall (wall g) to which it has been assigned as a probable walking surface or the sublevel of a
pavement. .
1688
Pebbles have also been recorded as an integral element of the tufa grit, alongside wall z for example.
1699
See Bouma 1996, II, 41, on pebble-layer 9 which is dated after c. 400; see general plan 9 (II, p. 133) for its position
inn the desposit and section 8 (II, p. 130) for its stratigraphical position.
1700
Bouma 1996,1, 309; II, 40; 48-59.
1711
Bouma 1996, II, 50
1722
See the descriptions of the separate assemblages, Bouma 1996, II, 52-59.
1733
Bouma 1996, II, 48.
1744
See Bouma 1996, II, section drawings 1 and 4, figs. 34-35.
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materiall to either of these layers, let alone to identify separate assemblages.175 Given this
combinationn of circumstances, the character of layer 3 must be reconsidered. In my view,
likee layer 8, it should be identifed as a dump layer.
Onee final observation on the suggested primary character of Votive Deposit II remains to
bee made. It is surprising to note that layers 10 and 12, which are regarded as dump layers,
containn faunal remains identical to those recorded in the 'primary' votive layers. This
presumess the existence of another place where the offerings were deposited before they
weree collected and dumped. So while the custom of food offerings has apparently
remainedd the same during the fourth and third centuries, the primary character of the ritual
ass expressed in the depositions has now fundamentally shifted. The change is tentatively
linkedd to the Roman presence in the Pontine region and its impact on cults, including that
practisedd in Satricum.176 New offerings with a highly individual character, such as
anatomicall votives, votive heads and statuettes, appear. According to the excavators of
Votivee Deposit II, these objects replace the former combined group offerings of vessels
depositedd in assemblages, a change which is interpreted as a transition from a communitycentredd perception towards a individual-centred perception of the cult. This interpretation
off the objects as such may well be useful in a general sense (in considering the contents
off Votive Deposit in, for instance). But it is surely stretching the point to connect it with
thee limited presence of partly preserved terracotta votive objects in Votive Deposit II. To
thenn link their presence with the disappearance of the assemblages and the simultaneous
appearancee of large-scale dumps (especially when the traditional food offerings in
domesticc vessels are seen to continue) seems simply unsustainable. The sporadic
occurrencee of the terracotta votive objects and of the small black-glazed fragments
mentionedd earlier (both of which are already present in layer 8) are in my view additional
indicationss of the secondary character of Votive Deposit II. The few "Roman" ex-votos
havee presumably ended up by accident amongst the rest of the dumped material.

Conclusions s
II have tried to show that the evidence presented by Votive Deposit II allows for an
interpretationn quite different from that published by the excavators. Instead of attempting
too trace diachronic aspects of continuity in order to prove the Latin identity of the deposit,
itt seems to me far more sensible to regard it as a completely new phenomenon to be
studiedd on its own merits and in relation to another new discovery in Satricum: the top
layerss covering the Late-Archaic road in the Poggio dei Cavallari, which are largely
contemporaryy with Votive Deposit II and present quite similar strati graphical
characteristics. .
Despitee the persistent search for traditional elements that may reflect earlier customs,
feww have actually been found. The evidence presented for religious continuity as reflected
inn resemblances between Votive Deposits I and II is not very convincing and in some
instancess even incorrect. This applies especially to the apparent resemblances proposed in
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Cf. for example, Bouma 1996, I, fig. 44. Apart from the pottery attributed to assemblage 8 in layer 3, the picture
clearlyy reveals another large concentration of pottery fragments in the northeast comer. It is not numbered on the picture
itself,, nor is it attributed to layer 3 despite being on the same level as assemblage 8. We have to guess as to its
provenance,, but it probably belongs to votive layer 8, which in this section of the deposit lay directly on top of layer 3.
mm
See Bouma 1996, I, 71-72, 207-208.
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supportt of the primary nature of both deposits. But other arguments, such as the alleged
"elementss of Latinity" (the ritual re-use of the "sacral" terracottas, the practice of specific
foodd offerings) put forward as evidence for the continuity of former Latin customs, are
equallyy dubious.
Ass it stands, Votive Deposit II remains a rather isolated phenomenon that lacks direct
parallelss in fifth-century Latium. It is one of the very few known deposits in Central-Italy
(andd the largest so far discovered) containing votive material that can be firmly dated to
thee fifth and fourth centuries. Most deposits pre- or post-date this period and turn out to
bee much smaller.177 There is, in fact, almost a structural absence of votive material that
cann be related to fifth-century sacred places in Latium.178
Thee predominant presence of pottery gifts is a phenomenon for which the only other
knownn example in Latium is the deposit underneath the church of SS. Stimate at
Velletri.1799 Unfortunately, although this deposit is said to consist almost exclusively of
potteryy gifts, the published information is very limited and it cannot serve as a fullyfledgedd parallel. Moreover, the specifically domestic character of the assemblages in
Votivee Deposit II has not been observed in any other fifth-century site in Latium. Even in
thee subsequent period, when the offering of vessels occurs more regularly, pottery has
onlyy been occasionally attested as an exclusive gift. By this time anatomical votives,
terracottaa heads and statuettes have become the prevailing offerings, as is amply illustrated
byy the contents of the Hellenistic Votive Deposit in Satricum.
Soo far the closest parallels to the deposit (in chronological and material terms at least)
seemm to come from within Satricum itself. Comparable assemblages of identical vessels
withh a similar predominance of jars and bowls have been found in the fifth-century graves
inn the Southwest Necropolis (Ch. 3.3) and on the acropolis (Ch. 3.1.2). Although
representingg a different sphere, it is the graves from these cemetries (and the burial
practicess related to them) which in fact constitute the best parallels for the study of fifthcenturyy customs and rituals and for the identification of cultural background.
Furthermore,, identical material has been found in the dump layer on top of the LateArchaicc road in the Poggio dei Cavallari. Partly in very large fragments and in some cases
nearlyy complete, these pottery finds likewise occur in combination with enormous
quantitiess of tile fragments and stones. This find-complex also resembles Votive Deposit II
inn aspects of its stratigraphy.
Inn my analysis of the chronological framework put forward for the individual layers of
Votivee Deposit II, I have been unable to find hard evidence to support the neat
chronologicall divisions proposed. The layers distinguished show either too few datable
elementss or too much chronological overlap. There are even stronger objections to the
initiall date proposed for the deposit.
Itt seems that the whole idea of a relative chronology is based on the assumption that the
deposit'ss stratigraphy is vertical. Close inspection, however, casts doubt on a conveniently
neatt layering. There is in fact a strong resemblance to the stratigraphy of Votive Deposit
III,, which exhibits a series of distinctly sloping layers. The latter have been explained as
1777

Bouma 1996, I, 5, 216.
Cf. Bouma 1996, I, 217, n. 9 with a summary of cult places in Latium dating to the fifth century and lacking votive
offerings. .
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Bouma 1996,1, 217 Fortunati 1989, 57-87; 89-104; eadem, in CatGrande Roma 1990, 199-206.
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thee result of various dumps thrown into the deposit, probably in quick succession, and
datedd (on the basis of a few Roman coins encountered in the top closing layer) not before
thee second century. A similar reconstruction should, in my view, be considered for the layoutt of Votive Deposit n . The same arguments which cast doubt on the proposed relative
chronologyy would seem to support the idea of subsequent dumps. If to these we add the
suspectt identification of marked assemblages, the steep slope of some of the votive strata
andd the occurrence of Late-Archaic tiles in the lowest as well as the highest layers, the
casee for regarding Votive Deposit II as a dump begins to look very strong.

3.1.22 The acropolis graves

Stronglyy connected to Votive Deposit II, both in time and in cultural background, is a
smalll fifth-century cemetery situated along the Via Sacra at the southwest corner of the
sanctuary.. Graves were in fact recorded here in excavations at the beginning of the
twentiethh century. Until recently, however, these excavations were virtually unknown. The
excavatedd material was 'hidden', together with the excavation diary, in the store-rooms of
thee Villa Giulia, and was only discovered by accident, packed in a large wooden box.180
Itt then emerged that the excavations prematurely concluded ten years before had been
resumedd between 1907-1910. Many soundings were then carried out in various parts of the
site,, both on the acropolis and in the lower settlement. At least three graves were
discoveredd during the excavation of a hut feature on the acropolis.181 Their specific
locationn was not recorded, but the description of the burials and of finds related to them
suggestss that the graves can be attributed to the burial ground recently discovered to the
southwestt of Temple II (see below).
Thee graves discovered in 1909 are summarily described in the excavation diary. They are
numberedd 1-3 in Ginge's publication. Grave 1 contained no burial gifts and only some
badlyy preserved bone fragments. The other two still contained skeletal remains, of which
thosee in grave 3 were attributed to a child. Both contained vases of types known from the
Southwestt Necropolis (Ch. 3.3). Among these were a stamnos made of orange buff clay of
aa soft quality (grave 2) and fragments of a jar of reddish brown semi-coarse fabric of the
typee with holes in the lip and a small jug of fine clay (grave 3). A bronze fibula which
wass reportedly found in an Iron Age ditch has also been attributed to the graves (by
Ginge).. The description and the contents of the graves strongly suggest that these were
fifth-centuryy burials identical to those excavated in the Southwest Necropolis.182
Thee three graves then appeared to be part of a larger necropolis, which was finally
discoveredd and partly excavated between 1985-1991.183 Some 35 graves were
documented,, 11 of which have been excavated. As in the Southwest Necropolis, the graves
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The excavations 1907-1910 were published in 1996 by B. Ginge.
This excavation was conducted on April 29-30, in 1909, see Ginge 1996, 125-126.
1822
It is not unlikely that many more graves were discovered on the acropolis already during the excavations at the end of
thee nineteenth century. See, for instance, R. Mengarelli's plan of the western part of the acropolis, which reveals,
amongstt the rectangular Iron Age hut plans, the clear outlines of eight fossae aligned in two different directions
(publishedd in Waarsenburg 1995a, pi. II).
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See the preliminary publication in Maaskant-Kleibrink 1992, 101-105.
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aree aligned in two main directions: i.e. NW/SE and NE/SW. They contain similar vases,
whichh are identically placed in the tombs (either at the head or the feet of the deceased)
andd varying in number between one and six pieces. With one possible exception, no
weaponss have been recorded. Other personal objects occur with some regularity, including
twoo bronze finger-rings, an iron fibula and a glass bead. The graves themselves are of a
typee also found in the Southwest Necropolis. They consist of a simple rectangular fossa,
occasionallyy provided with benches along the long or short sides. Two double burials were
encountered,, each containing an adult and a child.
3.1.33 Conclusions
Bothh Votive Deposit II and the fifth-century graves on the acropolis can be regarded as
featuress deriving from the same cultural background. This conclusion can be justified by
thee resemblances between the objects which are found in the two find-complexes and by
theirr corresponding chronologies. There is not yet agreement, however, as to the ethnic
naturee of this cultural background and this question has come to dominate the debate on
thee fifth-century remains in Satricum.
Ass has been shown, the excavators' interpretation of Votive Deposit II is characterized
byy the search for elements of continuity with previous periods, i.e. with the Latin past. It
iss clear that a similar approach cannot be applied to the phenomenon of the burials. In an
areaa which for centuries had been devoted to the gods, graves are suddenly laid out in
whatt appears to be a formal burial ground. This fact alone is remarkable and can be
regardedd as a marked break with the preceding period. It becomes even more unusual
whenn considered against the background of the general absence of graves in the
archaeologicall record of fifth-century Latium (see below, Ch. 3.3). To explain these facts
inn terms of a changed urban concept, in turn the result of economic decline and a
reductionn in the number of Latin inhabitants, seems far too simple to me.184 The
remainingg Latins would not have abandoned firmly established sacral rules so easily.
Inn the discussion of the deposit, I have argued that the enormous body of vessels
encounteredd in the deposit northwest of the temples should be interpreted as a secondary
dumpp of objects created after (or as the direct result of) a large-scale clean-up of the area.
Thiss implies that the vessels originate from another context. Their general character, which
cann be classified as predominantly domestic pottery, suggests that the majority of the finds
shouldd therefore be attributed to the domestic sphere. As will be shown in the next
section,, identical vessels have been encountered in remarkably similar circumstances in the
topp layers excavated in the Poggio dei Cavallari. There they have been interpreted as the
debriss of destroyed habitations nearby. Unfortunately, as on the acropolis, the remains of
thee dwellings in this particular area have not been preserved. Their original existence is,
however,, to be presumed.
Ass to the faunal remains encountered amongst the vessels in Votive Deposit n, these
shouldd in my view be read as the remains of ordinary meals, without any ritual

Seee Kleibrink 1997, 147-151; cf. also Attema et al. 1992, 75-86, and Nijboer et al. 1995, 2-4.
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connotation.. Similar fauna] remains have been encountered among the pottery fragments in
thee Poggio dei Cavallari, albeit not in the same quantity.
Finally,, on the basis of the sudden appearance of burials, we can conclude that the
acropoliss indeed underwent a major change in occupation during the early fifth century.
Habitationn of the area, however, seems to have continued, despite the recorded absence of
habitationn remains. The people who lived and buried their dead on the acropolis were, in
myy view, not Latins, for the simple reason that such practices were contrary to basic Latin
rules.. For the real identity of these people we must look to other fifth-century graves,
whichh have been excavated in other parts of ancient Satricum. As will be shown, these can
bee identified as the burials of quite another ethnic group, which lived in Satricum during
thee fifth century and practised customs very different from those of their Latin
predecessors. .

3.22 THE LOWER SETTLEMENT AREA OF THE POGGIO DEI CAVALLARI
Introduction n
Thee Post-Archaic phase of Satricum is mainly encountered in the lower urban settlement,
inn the area known as the Poggio dei Cavallari (Fig. 1). As was noted in the preceding
chapter,, this is the only zone of the ancient site that has so far yielded a stratigraphical
continuityy covering the Archaic and Post-Archaic periods. Archaeological research of the
areaa has revealed a monumental road, the course of which has been traced - with an
interruptionn of about 50 m - for c. 140 m. The construction of the road has been set in the
lastt quarter of the sixth century. It appears to have been laid in a natural depression about
100 m wide, at the bottom of which were recorded remains of an earlier road phase.
Comingg from the direction of either Ardea or Antium, the road probably connected the
lowerr settlement with the acropolis and as such would have constituted the main artery of
thee town (see Ch. 2.1).
Thiss chapter will deal with the fifth-century history of the road. This begins with its
destructionn and subsequent restoration, at some point in the late sixth or early fifth
centuriess (walls &, g/i, j ; Fig. 7). The most conspicuous feature of the subsequent PostArchaicc period is a series of long walls situated in the western part of the area (a/b), while
excavationss in the eastern part have revealed the comer of a rectangular stucture (z) that
cann be dated to the same period. The latter lies in the only part of the terrain which has
remainedd untouched by recent levelling activity. In addition, the area to the north of the
roadd has yielded graves that can also be dated to the fifth century (Figs. 4-5, 20; PI. 42).

3.2.11 The later history of the road
Probablyy shortly after its construction (see below) - the exact moment is not yet
establishedd - the Late-Archaic road leading up to the acropolis was severely damaged. This
involved,, amongst other things, a great fire, indications of which have been observed
throughoutt the excavation area. The clearest evidence of the fire was found in section II.
Heree part of the original pavement of tufa chunks had remained in situ, but had clearly
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beenn exposed to heat since the tufa was pink and purple in colour. Elsewhere the
pavementt must have been largely destroyed. In the middle of the road it was absent
throughout,, as if it had been intentionally broken up.
Inn the western part of the excavation area the side walls of the road are generally well
preserved.. Only in the westernmost section, HI, do the tops of the upper blocks show
somee traces of damage. In the eastern part of the excavation area, the destruction was
muchh more comprehensive. In the two soundings which were conducted in the highest
pointt of the preserved land, which is above the presumed continuation of wall c', no
remainss of the wall itself were recorded. However, as will be shown below, one of the
soundingss did yield a substantial terra battuta that may have replaced the older pavement.
Thee western part of the excavation area
Thee events that took place after the destruction of the Late-Archaic road are best
understoodd from the remains in the western part of the excavation area (Fig. 5). These
suggestt that the road underwent a restoration during which the road level was raised by
meanss of a layer of sand. New side walls were erected along its north side and a new
surfacee laid down on top of the sandy layer. It can be argued that the rectangular
structuress g/i and y', and possibly wall stretch k, belonged to this restoration phase. The
argumentss in favour of this reconstruction will be discussed in detail below. Owing to the
factt that the restoration layers have only been encountered in sections II, IIA and III, the
descriptionn of this phase will be restricted to these soundings.

Structuree g/i
Structuree g/i comprises two walls meeting at right angles (Fig. 7; PI. 18). Close to the northernn side of wall d and partially lying against it, a long stretch of wall (g) runs for c. 10
mm in an east-west direction. In contrast to the adjacent wall d, this wall consists of a single
coursee of red-brown tufa blocks (PI. 17). Though rectangular in shape, the blocks are
ratherr irregular in size. In some places they show some damage. It seems that they have
beenn recycled.
Walll g stands on top of the sandy layer which had clearly been laid down to carry a new
roadd surface. In section II, this sandy layer was encountered on both sides of wall g (Figs.
13-14)) - to the south it covered wall d and most of the burnt pavement, while to the north
itt extended for at least 1.50 m, reaching the northern edge of the natural depression in
whichh the road had been laid (see above). The sandy layer was covered by a distinct layer
off tufa grit about 0.10 m thick. This layer was also encountered on both sides of wall g, to
thee top of which it was connected. It consisted of very small pieces of white tufa mixed
withh some larger pieces. To the north of wall g it covered a surface about 2.00 m wide
extendingg to the edge of the depression. To the south it could be followed for about three
quarterss of the width of the road. From this point the layer became vague and probably
joinedd the original pavement of the road, or continued towards wall a/b (see below).
Thee foundations of wall g begin about 0.50 m above the top of road wall d (Figs. 13-14).
Itt seems likely that it was originally connected to N-S wall i, though the actual junction is
disturbedd (Pis. 18-19). Like wall g, wall i is one block high and the likely replacement of
walll ƒ on a higher level (see Ch. 2.1). Its blocks are of rather irregular shapes and sizes.
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Walll i seems to closely follow the course of the natural depression which here widens to
thee north. It seems that this widening has been integrated into the lay-out of the new
situation,, as was done in the Late-Archaic phase of the road via the construction of
structuree e-f (see Ch. 2.1).

Structure,/ /
Sixteenn metres west of wall i, another rectangular structure has been recorded north of the
roadd (structure j). This comprises two walls of large brown tufa blocks similar to those in
thee road walls (Fig. 5; Pis. 20-22). The walls consist of a short N-S stretch of 2.60 m
whichh is connected at right angles to an E-W stretch of 3.60 m. Further excavation
towardss the west would probably reveal the continuation of the E-W stretch, and perhaps a
thirdd wall lying at right angles to its far end.
Comparedd to structure i/g, structure j gives a far more solid impression. Its walls are
foundedd in the virgin soil and the blocks are larger, comparable to those in the road walls.
Thee E-W wall consists of two courses of blocks laid in headers and showing a receding
ridgee along their external edges on the south side. Originally the wall probably had a third
coursee or some kind of superstructure, as is suggested by various holes in the upper
surfacess of the blocks.
Thee N-S stretch has been clearly adapted to the rising level of the depression to the
north,, changing from two courses to one from the south (Fig. 9,a; PI. 22;). An interesting
detaill is here provided by the external facing of the blocks. Following the rising level of
thee ground, the obviously visible surfaces have been smoothened, while the lower parts
whichh were embedded in the earth have been left rough. In order to accomodate the
northernmostt block of this stretch of wall, a rectangular hole has been cut in the virgin
soil.. Two smaller, white tufa blocks have been placed along the north and west sides,
fillingg in this foundation trench (PL 22).
Ann interesting phenomenon has been recorded along the lower exteriors of both walls.
Alongg the N-S stretch, following the slope of the virgin soil down to the southeast corner
off the structure, there were a large number of irregularly shaped lime-stone rocks of
variouss size (Pis. 20-22). These continued in even larger concentration around the corner
off the structure and along part of the E-W wall, obviously filling in the space between the
roadd wall d and the lowest blocks of wall j .
Similarr rocks have been recorded with some consistency in other parts of the excavation.
Theyy were found, for example, in direct combination with road walls c and d, but always
highh up or on top of the walls, as if replacing missing blocks. Obviously they post-date
thee earlier construction of the road, both here and by the walls of structure j .
Thesee rocks are a remarkable feature of the excavation, since limestone does not occur
inn the geology of Satricum. Their provenance is probably to be found in the Monti
Lepini.1855 Outside the road area, similar rocks are few in Satricum. Several limestone
blockss were used in the construction of the enclosure wall (94) of Votive Deposit II, and
onee limestone rock has been recorded in the fill.186 Another block, with hewn and

Personall communication from T. Arnoldus-Huyzendveld.
Boumaa 1996, II, 76.
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flattenedflattened sides, was found in grave 135 of the Southwest Necropolis.
Structuree j , though clearly of a different character, appears to belong to the same
restorationn phase as structure g/i. This conclusion is based on the stratigraphical evidence.
AA similar sandy layer was found against its E-W wall, covering both the limestone fill and
roadd wall d (Fig. 15). The receding ridge of the E-W wall appears to be connected to a
well-definedd layer of compressed yellowish tufa lumps laid on top of the sandy layer and
thee limestone rocks. In comparison to the tufa layer in section n, that in section IIA is
thickerr but less closely packed. Its slope could be followed from the point of the receding
edgee of wall j , down towards the south for a distance of about 1.40 m. Unfortunately, no
connectionn could be established between this layer and the original (burned) pavement of
thee road since the central part of this section has not been excavated.
Thee function of structure j is unclear, but the walls were probably part of a building. As
wee have mentioned, the holes in the blocks of the E-W wall imply a third course of tufa
blocks.. Further, the vague remains of a kind of tufa battuta were encountered on the
insidee of the walls, immediately below the present surface of the ground. In the western
profilee of section IIA, this battuta can be followed for c. 2.50 m to the south (Fig. 15). Its
presencee suggests that the tufa layers recorded on top of the sandy substratum in sections
III and HA should be read as working or preparation levels, lying underneath the actual
walkingg surface, as represented by the remains of the battuta.
Anotherr indication of a higher original elevation for wall j is its solid foundation in the
virginn soil and the additional stability given to it by the limestone fill packed against the
lowestt course of blocks under the sand.188 From a technical point of view, the structure
recallss the solidity that has been generally observed in the construction of the road walls.
Att the same time, it recalls the large building located behind the temple of Mater Matuta
onn the acropolis. This building reveals a similar level of care in the execution of both
structurall and technical details.189

Sectionn III
Thee situation recorded in section in differed from those in the other two sections, II and
IIA.. Here the original pavement of the road was almost completely absent, with the
exceptionn of a small strip on top and against the upper block of wall c (Figs. 16-17; PI. 5;
seee Ch. 2.1). Instead, a greyish sandy layer mixed with pebbles was encountered between
thee side walls (c and d) of the road, just below the level of the original pavement and
underneathh a thick stratum of ancient artifacts attributable to the youngest, Post-Archaic
phasee of the road (see below). This sandy-pebble layer can probably be identified as the
remainss of the substratum of the original pavement of the Late-Archaic road. Furthermore,
aa layer of small, closely packed, reddish coloured tufa lumps was recorded on top of side
walll d to the north (Pis. 23-24). Their position suggests that the function of these lumps
mayy have been similar to that of the tufa layers encountered in direct relation to walls g
andd j in sections II and IIA. The existence of another wall, just like walls g and j , to the
northh of the road, can be inferred from a rectangular indentation in the virgin soil (Fig.

Gnadee 1992a, 344.
Itt is also possible that the limestone rocks were specifically meant for drainage.
Gnadee 1997a, 42-45, figs. 3-6.
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16).. Unfortunately, the remains in this particular section are much less well preserved.

Walll oft
Ass the layers on top of the restored road suggest, there must have been a second and more
radicall raising of the road level. Wall a/b constitutes the most impressive structure that
cann be associated with this last phase of the road (Figs. 4-5). Its remains were uncovered
forr c. 45 m and consist of at least three different stretches of wall, constructed alternately
inn white and red-brown tufa blocks. Its course follows that of the road, implying a close
connectionn between the two. The largest stretch measures c. 34 m and is constructed of
rectangularr blocks of white tufa. Their top surfaces are larger than those of the red-brown
blockss in the other walls, but they are thinner (Pis. 25-27). In length they vary between
0.366 and 1.20, but in width and height they are far more regular: 0.60-0.70 and 0.20-0.30
m,, respectively. The highest preserved section, the western end, still contains five courses
off tufa blocks (PL 33).
Inn contrast to the red-brown walls, the white wall has two different facings. An irregular
surfacee caused by the projecting edges and corners of the blocks suggests that the south
facee was either of no importance or not visible (PI. 26). On the north face, however, the
threee upper courses have been smoothened, while the lower blocks still have their original
roughh surfaces (Pis. 31-32). At the eastern end of wall a (and probably in other places) a
shortt wall of c. 1 m was constructed at right angles to the irregular south face of the white
wall.. Only the lower parts of the lowest course of white tufa blocks were preserved. This
walll (and others like it) may be tentatively identified as supporting walls or buttresses.
Thee long, white wall a was laid in a foundation trench dug into the virgin soil along the
edgee of the natural depression followed by the road. A strip of c. 0.30 m of the foundation
trenchh was still visible along the south side of the wall. Its fill contained both large and
smalll pieces of white tufa. On the north side the foundation trench was less clearly
recognizable.. It could be established, however, that in some places it was cut into the
earlierr fill belonging to the construction of road wall c. The two ends of the white wall are
connectedd on the north with stretches of wall built of red-brown tufa blocks (b): to the
west,, one red-brown wall disappears below the vineyard where it is presumably further
preservedd (PL 34); to the east, the other red-brown wall can be followed for c. 13 m. The
blockss are similar to those of road walls c and d. Despite their different character, both the
whitee and the red-brown walls seem to belong to the same phase of construction. Presumablyy the red-brown tufa blocks of wall b were first used in an earlier structure and then
recycledd when white wall a was built. Be that as it may, the joints between the various
stretchess clearly demonstrate adaptations of one wall to another. For example, in the
easternn red-brown wall b the first two blocks of the upper course are laid as headers,
whereass all its other blocks are laid as stretchers (Pis. 28-29). The headers neatly match
thee last two blocks of the white wall, which in their turn are squarer than the other blocks
inn this wall. A similar, well-considered adjustment is seen on the west side (PL 34). Here,
thee first (and lowest) block of the red-brown wall b is laid as a header, almost against the
northh side of white wall a. The three other visible blocks of wall b are laid as stretchers.
Thee space between the two walls was filled in with smaller tufa blocks.
Alll this suggests that the staggering of wall a/b was intentional, perhaps to strengthen its
construction.. The system of staggered walls probably continued to the east, as is indicated
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byy the fact that the easternmost block of the eastern red-brown wall is again laid as a
header.. Against its south side the lower part of a white block was uncovered, no doubt the
firstt block of a new white wall. Unfortunately, from this point onward, the modern ground
levellevel begins to slope down and the highest parts of the ancient remains in this area have
beenn levelled away.
Thee fact that the foundation trench of white wall a cuts into the foundation fill of road
walll c makes it clear that the former was built after the road. Other evidence collected in
thee highest preserved parts of the area confirms this sequence. In sections II, HA and HI, a
thickk stratum of remarkably clean, almost sterile sand was encountered against the lower
northh side of the white wall a. It also covered the southern road wall b and the adjacent
layerr of tiles (Figs. 13-17; Pis. 31-32, 37).190 This sandy stratum undoubtedly belongs to
thee building phase represented by white wall a. In addition to the creation of a new level,
thee sand also stabilized the foundations of the wall. A similar stabilizing function for sand
hass been observed in relation to walls g/i and j , north of the road (Figs. 13-15).
Myy reconstruction of the building of walls a/b is as follows. White wall a was erected
first,, followed by the eastern and western stretches of wall b, which began just to the
northh of wall a at each end. This sequence can be inferred from section I, where the
foundationn trench along the north side of white wall a is cut through to accomodate the
firstt blocks of the eastern stretch of wall b. After the erection of white wall a, sand was
laidd against the lowest unsmoothed blocks which were thereby rendered invisible. As
remarkedd above, this sand was recorded only in the higher preserved part of the western
areaa (sections II, IIA and HI, Figs. 13-17). Subsequently, the western red-brown tufa wall
bb was constructed on the newly created sand surface. A second layer of sand was then laid
againstt the lowest blocks of this wall. Pan-tiles (probably complete specimens) were laid
inn the sand underneath the lowest corner block of the western red-brown wall, probably to
addd further stability (Fig. 16; PL 30). Among these tiles - and important with regard to the
chronologyy of the wall - is one specimen of Late-Archaic white fabric. A second large
fragmentt of the same fabric occurs in association with this wall (PI. 45). It was found in
thee sand fill, leaning upright against the lowest block.
Onee further detail in the construction of the walls is worthy of mention. The foundations
off western red-brown wall b are markedly less deep than those of white wall a, the redbrownn wall beginning at the third course of white blocks. The reason for this is unclear.
Originally,, both walls were probably higher than their preserved height in section HI,
whichh is five and two courses respectively (Fig. 9; Pis. 33).
Thee upper blocks of wall a were probably chiselled in situ. Section IIA revealed the
remainss of a thin layer of compressed white tufa (0.05-0.10 m), which partly covered the
sandd lying against the lowest unworked blocks (Fig. 15; Pis. 31-32). This layer sloped
downn from the white wall towards the north and was preserved for a distance of about 1
m.. Although far less thick, it recalls the compressed remains of tufa recorded in various
placess against the lowest blocks of road walls c and d (see Ch. 2.1).

Thee tiles have been identified as a gutter covering the foundation trench of road wall c (see above, Ch. 2.1).
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Onee or two phases in the rebuilding of the road?
Itt is tempting to connect the sand stratum against wall a/b with the sandy layer covering
walll d, documented on the other side of the road (see above; Figs. 13-15). This would
simplifyy the reconstruction, identifying wall a/b as part of the same restoration phase of
thee road as the structures g/i and j to the north. No direct connection could be established
betweenn the two layers, however, and in fact their composition is quite different. The sand
stratumm on the north side contains comparatively many finds (cat. nos. 13-35), while that
too the south is predominantly sterile. Nor was it possible to establish a direct connection
betweenn any of the tufa layers associated with the northern structures (g/i and j) and wall
a/b.a/b. Moreover, as will be shown below, the stratigraphy of the upper levels indicates that
thee structures to the north of the road were no longer in use at the time that wall a/b was
standingg erect.
Anotherr important argument supporting a later date for wall a/b is supplied by a
significantt difference in the size of the blocks used in white wall a. Obviously at the time
off their manufacture, another metrical system was current.191 Indeed, wall a/b is so
whollyy different in character that its attribution to a later period is amply justified.
Althoughh well constructed, it gives an impression of having been built in a rather hasty
manner.. There are gaps and holes between the individual blocks that have been filled with
smalll tufa lumps. Similarly revealing is the fact that some of the red-brown blocks in wall
bb did not fit tightly. In section III a large gap between the first and second block of the
westernn red-brown wall b was filled in for its full height with a complete roof-tile (PI. 30).
Suchh solutions are not found in the earlier structures.
Givenn these differences, it may be concluded that the road underwent two successive
phasess of rebuilding. To the first belong structures g/i and j , and probably wall stretch k
(nott excavated). To the second we can attribute wall a/b. As will be shown below, this
walll is connected to a thick stratum of ancient material that appears to have been dumped
onn the road in order to raise its level for a second time.

Thee strata associated with wall a/b
Inn the three sections II, IIA and HI, the sandy layer against wall a/b covered a width of c.
1.200 to 2.00 m towards the north (Figs. 13-17; PL 37). At that point the sand halted
abruptly,, as if it had been dug out, and was bordered by a thick stratum, c. 0.50 m deep,
containingg a large and varied assortment of tufa lumps, a huge number of fragments of
roof-tiless (predominantly red, but also some white Late-Archaic), many large fragments of
potteryy (some nearly complete) and a lot of animal bones.192 The roof-tiles seem to form
twoo separate layers in this stratum, one at the bottom and one at the top (see below for a
discussionn of the contents of this stratum).
Thee composition of this stratum would seem to identify it as an ancient dump. It is
probablyy contemporary with the sandy layer against wall a/b, even though it apparently
cutss through it. Unfortunately, as has been already observed, the sandy layer is almost
sterilee and has yielded only a very few small and undiagnostic finds. However, in section
IIII it appeared as if both the sandy layer and the adjacent dump were covered by a tufa
1911

Cf. Cifani 1998, 363 with references in n. 25, on the different metrical systems applied in the construction of walls in
thee Archaic and Post-Archaic periods; also Lugli 1957, 189-193.
1922
The animal bones are presently being studied by C. Cavallo of the archeo-zoological department of the University of
Amsterdam.. They comprise a broad spectrum of animal remains.
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layerr (Fig. 16). This tufa layer also lay against wall a/b, implying a simultaneous lay-out.
Itss composition is best defined as compact tufa grit. Pebbles are also recorded. It probably
constitutedd the final surface of the raised road, laid on top of the sand against the walls
andd elsewhere on the dump material. Unfortunately, due to the fact that section in was
locatedd in the highest preserved part of the excavation's western area, this layer of tufa
gritt has not been recorded anywhere else in this location. However, as will be shown
below,, a comparable layer (identified as a battuta) has been encountered in the upper
levelss of the eastern part of the excavation.
Thee dump stratum in sections II, HA and UI covered the entire width of the road (Figs.
13-17;; PL 37). In sections II and Ha it continued as a thick stratum above walls g and j ,
clearlyy indicating its later date. At this point it constituted the top layer of the sections,
lyingg immediately under the present humus.
Thee bottom of the dump stratum in section HI was recorded at quite a deep level
betweenn the road walls c and d (Fig. 16). It lay on top of the greyish sandy layer mixed
withh pebbles, presented above as the remains of the substratum of the original pavement
off the Late-Archaic road. The way in which the dump had been used to fill holes in the
roadd and to create a new level is here very visible.
Sectionn HI is the only section in the western part of the excavation which provides a
higherr (and more recent) ancient stratum (Fig. 16). This is c. 0.75 m thick and was lying
onn top of the tufa grit. It contained many fragments of roof-tiles - including a lot of white,
Late-Archaicc examples - and pottery. Although some nearly complete vases were recorded,
thee fragments of pottery were generally smaller than in the dump underneath. Softer and
moree powdery fabrics also seem to occur more often (see below for a discussion of the
contentss of this stratum). The top layer in section III can be equated with the upper levels
recordedd in the highest point of the preserved land in the eastern part of the excavation
(seee below).
Functionn of wall a/b
Walll a/b occupies a special position in the interpretation of the Post-Archaic phase of the
road.. As has been shown, the structure belongs to a rebuilding phase and probably served
ass a side wall to the road. But it also exhibits several striking features that point to an
additionall function, perhaps as a retaining, or even a defensive, wall. There is its
remarkablee staggered course, for example, which may be explained as a structural element
designedd to strengthen the wall. Its preserved height in section III, at least five courses,
exceedss that of all other walls excavated so far. The fact that it extends above the layer of
tufaa grit laid against it may imply that the wall was originally even higher. Further, there
iss the absence of a counterpart on the opposite side. Other interesting aspects are the two
differentt facings to the blocks and the probable presence of buttresses at the back.
Regardingg the difference in facing between the back and front of the wall, it is possible
thatt the blocks have been left unworked because they were going to be invisible. The back
off the wall may have been covered, by a mound of earth and stones, for example. In
severall places the foundation trench along the south side was covered with white tufa
lumps.. Given their position immediately below the present surface, these were initially
interpretedd as the remains of blocks scraped off the top of the wall by the plough.
However,, their occurrence in combination with what look like buttresses at the back may
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indicatee a more specific function. All in all, the structure resembles some kind of rampart.

Parallelss in Antium and Castel di Decima
Noo other example of the wall type represented by wall a/b has so far been recorded in
Satricum.. Elsewhere, however, the facing wall of the agger at Antium offers an interesting
parallel,, without implying any direct relationship between the two walls.193 The
defensivee works of Castel di Decima may also be proposed as a likely parallel, by virtue
off the shape of its back-wall or mura di contra scarpa.m
Thee facing wall of the agger of Antium is constructed in opus quadratum, in the local
stonee called macco. A recently restored section is five courses high with a maximum
preservedd height of c. 1.40 m. A marked resemblance with wall a in Satricum can be
observedd in the shape and size of the blocks. Like those in white wall a, the blocks in the
Antiumm wall are elongated in shape, comparatively shallow in height (between c. 0.26-0.29
m)) and with a thickness of c. 0.57-0.60 m. In length, however, they are far more regular,
measuringg between 0.80-0.90 m. Unlike in Satricum, the Antium blocks are laid in
alternatingg courses of headers and stretchers,195 but a further similarity is observed in the
blockss of the lowest two courses. These are slightly projecting and have been left with
theirr original rough surfaces, which form a kind of embossing. The blocks of the higher
coursess have clearly been smoothened in situ. It is further to be noted that the wall stands
onn rather a sterile stratum, c. 0.50 thick, which was probably put down to form a stable
foundation.196 6
Off course, white wall a in Satricum, being only one course thick (compared to the three
orr four courses in Antium) and with only a vague indication of a mound behind, pales by
thee side of the rampart of Antium. Even in its present state of preservation this
constructionn still recalls its former grandeur, which was celebrated in antiquity.197 Yet
Satricumm was much smaller than Antium, and we would not expect to find such
monumentall defences there. Wall a/b in Satricum, modest though it is, may well have
performedd a defensive function.198 For the moment, we have to be content with
resemblances,, such as in the elongated shape and low height of the blocks and the
embossingg and slight projection along their lower courses. Unfortunately, the date of the

,933

See Guidi 1980, 41-42; Guaitoli 1981a, 83-87; idem 1984, 366, 368, 371. Most recently, Quilici 1994, 150 with
referencess in n. 17.
1944
Guaitoli 1981b, 117-150.
1955
The measurements and observations were made by myself during a visit in the company of D. Madrango from the
Soprintendenzaa archeologica del Lazio in 1997, shortly after a tract of the wall had been cleaned and restored. It
emergedd from my measurements that the blocks of the second and third courses (from below) are slightly higher (0.33
m)) than those of the fourth course (0.26-0.28 m). The length of the blocks alternates per course, reflecting the
constructionn in headers and stretchers: 0.60 m (lowest course), c. 0.88 m (second course), c. 0.57-0.59 m (third course),
c.. 0.80-0.90 m (fourth course), c. 0.60 m (fifth course).
1966
Guidi 1980, 42.
1977
To get an impression of the scale of the rampart, see the photographs published by L. Quilici in Ocnus 1994, fig. 6
(1905),, fig. 7 (1981); ibidem, 150 on the original length of the enceinte of c. 2500 m of which c. 1000 m has been
preserved;; on the current width of the earth mound of c. 30 m and on that of the fossa in front of c. 40 m, with a
spectacularr disparity in level between the two of 12 to 18 m. On the unassailable walls of Antium, see Livy II, 63,6; VI,
9,2. .
1988
Cf. also Guaitoli 1984, 370 and n. 54, who proposes a simpler and smaller type of enclosure for smaller centra, either
forr defensive purposes or to fence in the life stock.
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walll of Antium is unknown.
Anotherr likely parallel for wall a/b and its context is offered by the rampart construction
off Castel di Decima. The parallel consists of a wall that has been defined as a muro di
contracontra Scarpa or retaining wall. It was erected around 600 at a distance of c. 25 m north
off the Iron Age rampart of the acropolis.199 Two courses of rectangular blocks have been
preserved,, the lower consisting of greyish rectangular blocks of a regular size laid in
headers,, the upper of blocks of cappellacio of varying colour and size. The wall was
originallyy higher. As in Satricum, one side of the wall had been smoothened, in this case
thee side facing the inhabited area. The other side - the side facing the filling of the
rampartt - had a slight embossing ('appena sbozzatV). A stratum of irregular tufa lumps
wass lying against it as part of the fill. On the inside, against the lowest course of the wall,
aa walking surface has been identified. This consisted of very small pieces of tufa deriving
fromm the smoothing of the blocks. On top of this surface was a stratum that has been
associatedd with the destruction of the wall. It contained finds that exhibit many
resemblancess with those from the dump stratum on the Satricum road. Most interesting are
thee fragments of large basins manufactured in argilla sabbiata chiara and decorated with
redd or brown painted bands. The stratum has been dated to the second half of the sixth
century.. Other structures a short distance away have been associated with the wall. They
yieldedd similar finds and have been dated to the sixth and early fifth centuries.
Thee eastern part of the excavation area
Mostt of the building phases identified in the western part of the excavation area have also
beenn encountered in the eastern part (Fig. 6). These cover the Archaic road, the LateArchaicc road (walls c' and d\ see Ch. 2.1), and the final phase, the Post-Archaic raising
off the road level. The intermediate phase of restoration that has been recognized in the
westernn part of the area and connected with stuctures g/i and j , has not been recorded
elsewhere. .
Att the highest point of the terrain, about one meter above the top of road walls c' and
d',d', a rectangular structure z has been identified. One of its walls was documented in the
19844 excavation, while a second (short) wall, at right angles to the first, was found in
1996.. During the 1997 excavation both walls were cleaned and their lowest blocks brought
too light. These are standing in a foundation trench in the virgin soil. The short N-S wall
(foundd in 1996) is far less consistent in character than the E-W stretch. Only the lowest
partss of the lowest blocks are preserved. In structure and position, the N-S wall bears
somee resemblance to that recorded against the back of wall a/b. The longer E-W stretch is
composedd of a varied mix of tufa blocks of irregular size and colour. Only at its west end
didd the wall yield three rectangular white blocks of more regular dimensions (0.70 x 0.70
xx 0.30/0.40 m) (Pis. 38-39). Leaning against the north side of the E-W wall, in situ and
coveringg its full preserved height, were found parts of two very large rectangular slabs of
whitee tufa measuring c. 1.20 x 0.60 x 0.20 m. With an interruption of c. 5 m, the wall can
bee followed over a length of c. 14 m in a straight E-W line. Its continuation towards the
eastt may be assumed. The construction of the wall reminds us of the wall of structure z on
thee acropolis of Satricum, which was found partly overlapping the southwest corner of

Thee rampart has been given a terminus ante quern of Latial period HI, see Guaitoli 1981b, 122-137.
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Votivee Deposit II. There the wall has been dated after 400/375. It has been identified
ass part of an enclosure of a sacred area associated with Votive Deposit n.
Theree are few clues as to the function of structure z in the eastern part of the Poggio dei
Cavallari.. However, the E-W wall, though different in structure and situated quite a
distancee away, may well be the eastern continuation of western wall a/b. A similar
protectivee function is strongly indicated by the large slabs against its north side, but the
stratigraphicall evidence is even more compelling. At a distance of c. 3 m to the north side
off wall z, a substantial battuta of white tufa covering an area of c. 10 m2 was recovered.
Thoughh not visually connected to wall z, it probably belonged to the same building phase.
Itt recalls the tufa grit recorded against wall a/b in section HI. Wall z is also associated
withh a stratum similar to the top stratum in section HI, which lies against the upper part of
walll a/b. Not only does it contain similar pottery finds, but it also yields many large
fragmentss of white Late-Archaic roof-tiles. Among these was a fragment of a Late-Archaic
antefixx of a satyr and maenad.
Beloww the terra battuta, associated with wall z and on top of road walls c' and d', a layer
off c. 0.30-0.40 has been recorded which is characterised by a large number of tufa lumps.
Thuss far it resembles a dump layer and in some ways recalls the dump layer in the
westernn part of the excavation area. Here the situation is far from clear due to recent
levellingg activity, but lower down in the eastern part of the excavation and even further to
thee east, a situation similar to that in the western part has been recorded. On top of the
destroyedd Late-Archaic road, a very large concentration of ceramics, roof-tiles and tufa
lumpss was brought to light (PI. 40). It appeared to have been dumped on the road along
thee exterior of the south wall (c'), at the western end of the triangular structure (for the
latter,, see Ch. 2.1) in order to fill up a hole that was probably made during the destruction
off the road. The blocks of the upper course of both road wall c' and the northern wall of
thee triangular structure were also removed during the destruction. In type, fabric and date
thee ceramics strongly resemble those recorded in the dump layer on top of the western
partt of the road (sections II, IIA, III). It must be said, however, that due to a lower
proportionn of white coarse ware (see below), the general impression given is more
Archaic.. Among the finds, which predominantly consist of domestic pottery, is an
interestingg black-glazed fragment of a late sixth-century amphora (see below).

3.2.22 Observations on the pottery and the chronology of the strata on top of the road
Thee strata on top of the Late-Archaic road provide an overview of the pottery shapes that
weree in use in Satricum during the sixth, fifth and fourth centuries. However, as far as the
chronologyy of the individual vessels is concerned, we are faced with the recognized lack
off well-dated published contexts for this period elsewhere in Latium. For the moment it
seemss that Satricum, and the area of the Poggio dei Cavallari in particular, is by far the
richestt find place of Archaic and Post-Archaic materials. It should therefore provide an
excellentt oppportunty to establish a relative chronology for the pottery. There is, however,
thee problem of the secondary nature of the layers, which consist of earth and material
collectedd elsewhere for the purpose of raising the road level. The layers contain a wide

Boumaa 1996, II, 38-39.
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rangee of artifacts covering a broad time span. This makes it very difficult to make
chronologicall distinctions per stratum. Furthermore, the coarse ware pottery - by far the
largestt category in the various layers - comes in a small range of vessel-types that remain
basicallyy unchanged for a long period. These two factors are serious handicaps to
determiningg the chronology of the recognized phases.
Somee help is offered by the meticulous study which has been made of the material in
Votivee Deposit n, not least because of the many references that accompany almost every
piecee of pottery presented.20' Unfortunately, the dates arrived at for the various layers
heree are of little help for the dating of similar finds in the Poggio dei Cavallari. Many of
thee dates proposed for the various categories in the deposit, especially for those of the
coarsee ware, are based either on their first occurrence in, or on their absence from, a
particularr layer. It may be noted, however, that the absence of a certain shape or ware
fromm a given layer cannot be regarded per se as evidence for its absence from circulation,
althoughh this may be the case in some instances. Many shapes have a long history and are
alreadyy known from other contexts prior to the initial date set for the deposit or for the
layerr concerned. An example is provided by the large basin with high vertical walls and
fourr lugs at the bottom {teglia) (see below).202
Inn anticipation of a complete analysis of the strata of the Poggio dei Cavallari - the study
off the enormous quantity of material being still at a preliminary stage - we will here
presentt an initial impression paying attention to the most conspicious elements. We will
alsoo propose a relative chronology for the successive rebuilding phases of the road, based
onn our observation of the pottery. It should be said, however, that this chronology is
somewhatt tentative, based as it is on the study of finds from only a small number of
sections. .
Thee material will be discussed following the sequence of the three main recognized
strata.. These are: 1) the strata immediately on top of the destroyed road, which are
connectedd with structures g/i and j and with a restoration of the road; 2) the dump stratum
associatedd with the construction of wall a/b and identified as an integral raising of the
roadd level; 3) the top stratum which covers the level associated with wall a/b, as recorded
inn the two highest preserved parts of the excavation area.

2011

On the pottery, see Bouma 1996,1, Ch. VII [The pottery and its typology].
Apart from the lugged teglia, other examples may also be mentioned. A good one is provided by the distribution of
thee red-slipped bowls. The initial date for this ware can be set at c. 540/530 on the basis of two specimens occuring in
Votivee Deposit I (cf. Bouma 1996, I, n. 71); their first occurence in Votive deposit II is, however, in stratum 5
(450/440),, which yielded one specimen; the bowls start to appear abundantly only from stratum 8 with a terminus post
quernquern of c. 440/430, see Bouma 1996, I, 314-318 (his ware lb). Furthermore, there is the relatively late occurrence of
coarselyy grained white ware in layer 8 (Bouma 1996, I, 330, his ware Vla-b). This ware is attested far earlier both in
andd beyond Satricum. See below for a discussion of these groups. Another example is offered by the markedly late
occurrencee of most of the ollaforata in stratum 10 (from c. 375), while a relatively large number of this type of jar (49)
iss already present in the fifth century graves in the Southwest Necropolis.
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1.. The strata associated with structures g/i andy
Thee sandy substratum in sections II and IIA has yielded a striking mixture of early
ceramicss {i.e. seventh to sixth centuries) of a varied nature, domestic, ftmerary and votive.
Thiss range clearly indicates the secondary character of the stratum. Among the finds are
somee imported fragments datable to the second and third quarters of the sixth century, and
quitee large pieces of Etrusco-Corinthian pottery. There are also a significant number of
fragmentss of bucchero, which can be dated to the late seventh and sixth centuries (Cat.
nos.. 13-35; Fig. II). The richest spot for this mixture of finds has proved to be the sandy
stratumm to the north of wall g, in section II.
Somee fragments of a more recent date {i.e. the late sixth or early fifth centuries) are also
present,, however. These consist of one fragment of a red-slipped bowl that was found
deepp in the sandy stratum in section IIA and a few light coloured fragments with dense
augitee temper. The first occurrence of red-slipped ware in Satricum has been set at around
540/5300 (for this ware, see below).
Interestingly,, the tufa layers on top of the sandy stratum in sections II and HA are quite
consistentt in yielding fragments of large basins of a characteristic white fabric with a
densee temper of fine augite and a slipped surface (Cat. nos. 37-41; Fig. EH). This type of
vessell is part of a long tradition that begins already in the sixth century and continues
throughoutt the fifth (see below). The white ware, however, seems to occur in Satricum
onlyy from the late sixth century (see below).203 This observation is supported by the fact
thatt the fill between the Late-Archaic road walls c and d did not contain fragments of this
particularr white fabric.204 As was shown in the previous chapter, the construction of the
Late-Archaicc road took place in the last quarter of the sixth century. Given the presence of
whitee ware basins in the layer on top of the road, it is reasonable to suggest that the
restorationn of the road may have taken place not long after the presumed first occurrence
off this ware in Satricum {i.e. in the late sixth or the early fifth centuries). Some support
forr this chronology appears to come from the dump stratum on top, which seems to
containn what may be a later variety of white ware (see below).

2.. The dump stratum associated with wall a/b
Inn order to establish the date of the next rebuilding phase of the road, associated with the
constructionn of wall a/b, the contents of the dump stratum have to be analysed in detail. If
thee reconstruction of the dump stratum as an integral part of the second raising of the road
levell is correct (see above), then the moment of deposition {i.e. the most recent find from
thee dump stratum) will provide a date for the construction of wall a/b and for the
rebuildingg of the road.
Beforee discussing the chronologically significant categories and vessels occuring in the
dumpp stratum, we should first consider one crucial find. This concerns the two white,
Late-Archaicc roof-tiles that were recorded underneath and against the lowest block of the
westernn red-brown tufa wall b (see above; PI. 45). The tiles supply a secure terminus post
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See Nijboer 1998, 121-122, who reports the find of wasters in both fabrics in a late sixth-century oven on the
acropolis. .
2044
This refers to the fill that is directly associated with the lay-out of the road. Section I, at a rather deep level between
roadd walls c and d, yielded a fragment of a rim of a large storage jar manufactered in a white fabric densely tempered
withh augite. The find should be interpreted, however, as an intrusion from the dump stratum above (see below).
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quernquern of 500/480 for the construction of the wall. A later date is even more probable,
givenn the fact that tiles of this type were more likely to have been circulating after the
destructionn of the temple roof.206 This assumption is supported by the fact that the top
layerr in section Ht and that of the highest perserved part in the eastern part of the
excavationn (see below), both of which post-date the construction of wall a/b, each revealed
aa high number of Late-Archaic tiles.207 Apart for a few dispersed pieces, these are
virtuallyy absent in the dump stratum itself.
Thee dump stratum is the most interesting layer from a ceramic point of view. It contains a
greatt quantity and variety of pottery, ranging from impasto, bucchero and coarse ware to
depuratedd clay and black-glazed fabrics. By far the most dominant category is the coarse
waree (Figs. IV-X; Pis. 44, 46).
Manyy larger fragments occur here, especially in coarse ware, some of which are almost
complete.. There is, for instance, a large teglia that was found intact, except for three
missingg lugs, in the top level of the dump (PI. 48). Among the coarse ware shapes are
largee and small storage jars (dolia), some large Etruscan amphorae, a large variety of jars
(ollae),(ollae), mugs, bowls (scodelle), lids (coperchie), large trays (teglie) and many basins
(bacili)(bacili) (PI. 46).
Amongg the datable items is a small quantity of bucchero representing a broad
chronologicall range. Among these are a few sherds of a fine quality that can perhaps be
datedd to the late seventh or early sixth centuries (Cat. nos. 103-104; Fig. XI). The
majority,, however, falls in the second half of the sixth and even in the fifth centuries, and
iss of a poor quality fabric that has been recognized as imitation bucchero. The stratum
containss two or three double-reeded handles that belong to the type of kantharos known
fromm the Southwest Necropolis (Cat. nos. 107-109; Fig. XI).208 A nearly complete
specimenn of a jug in this fabric has also been recorded (Cat. no. 106; Fig. XI).209
Etrusco-Corinthiann ware is present in the shape of a sixth-century Etrusco-Corinthian
lydionlydion and some other, smaller fragments (Cat. nos. 97-102; Fig. XI).210
Ass far as the date of the dump is concerned, the most important finds are a group of
black-glazedd fragments, disappointingly small in number. Their dates range from the late
sixthh century to the first or possibly second quarters of the fifth century. Among them are
onee or two rim fragments of kylikes in imitation of Bloesch C cups (525-475), one wall
fragmentt of a kylix with concave lip and offset rim on interior (475-450) and some other
walll fragments of larger cups with a well preserved glaze of a high quality which
correspondss to Attic ware (Cat. nos. 111-112; Fig. XI).211

2055

In Satricum, tiles of so-called Late-Archaic fabric are related to the Late-Archaic temple of Mater Matuta. The temple
terracottass are dated 500/480, see Lulof 1996, 207-208.
206206
There is no agreement as to the date of the destruction of Temple II. For a discussion of the different opinions, see
Dee Waele 1997, 67-83; see also above, Ch. 2.1 and Ch. 3.1.1.
2077
It should also be noted that the fifth century graves of the Southwest Necropolis did not yield any Late-Archaic rooftiles,, even though tiles were used in at least three graves to protect the deceased. On the roof-tiles in the Southwest
Necropolis,, see Knoop 1992, 89-98.
2088
Cf. Stibbe 1992, 72-79.
2099
This was found in the most eastern part of the excavation area, in section VI, in the layer directly on top of wall c'.
2100
On the lydion and its diffusion in Etruria during the second half of the sixth century, see Martelli 1978, 180-184, with
referencess in n. 96. Parallels for our lydion are found in Cerveteri, see CatCerveteri 1980, 196, fig. 10 (tomb 154: dated
too the second half of the sixth-end sixth century); NSc 1955, 88, fig. 49, 31-33 (chamber tomb 14).
2111
On the Bloesch C cups, see Bloesch 1940; Agora XII, 91-92; 263-264. See Gravisca 1993, types 4 and 12, pis. 2-3, 6
forr direct parallels.
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Theree are also a few fragments of a local type of small bowl with rounded lip thickened
onn the outside and a decoration of painted black bands. In all cases the glaze is worn.
Thoughh no exact parallels seem to be at hand, the painted decoration suggests a date in the
firstt half of the fifth century (Cat. nos. 113-114; Fig. XI).212
Onee rather special piece is a large rim/neck fragment of a table amphora of a Laconian
type,, datable to the last quarter of the sixth century. The inside has a black glaze, traces of
whichh are also visible on the rim and the tops of the handles. The neck was probably
sparedd (Cat. no. 110; Fig. XI). A direct parallel is offered by a type of black-glazed
Laconiann transport amphorae found in Sicily.213
CoarseCoarse ware
Too render the volume of coarse ware accessible, it has been divided into sub-categories
accordingg to colour, texture, temper and clay matrix. Essentially the categories run from
darkk to light, presumably reflecting some chronological development within the Archaic
red-firingg and the Late-Archaic pale-firing clays.214
Inn relation to colour differences, the addition of temper to the clay will have also caused
changess that can be interpreted in terms of a chronological development. This refers to the
obviouss presence of FeMn nodules in the earliest, Archaic groups of coarse ware and their
graduall disappearance as augite begins to be used. The latter goes on to become the
dominantt element of temper and can be regarded as one of the main features of the fabrics
producedd in the last quarter of the sixth and the fifth centuries.215
Theree is one further factor which may be important in the fabric analysis of the coarse
waree and help towards its chronological classification. This is the marked resemblance
betweenn some of the coarse ware fabrics and that of architectural elements, above all of
roof-tiles.. The fabric of the dark-red Archaic roof tiles, characterised by the presence of
FeMnn nodules, is paralleled in that of larger vessels like the dolia. A similar
correspondencee may be noted in the pale-firing fabrics. This applies primarily to the fabric
typicaltypical of the white Late-Archaic tiles attributed to Temple II.216 A similar coarsely
2122

The shape of the bowl and type of decoration 'a fasce' may be compared with those of small bowls found in the
necropoliss of Alfedena, see Parise Badoni/Ruggeri Giove 1980, xvii, with parallels in Etruria and Campania. For the
samee shape in Pyrgi, see Colonna 1970, 225-226, fig. 81, 1-8, 10-12; 468, fig. 370. Though not identical - the shape in
thee dump layer seems to be less shallow and shows a rounded, thickened rim instead of the flat thickened rims of the
parallell pieces - the bowl seems to belong to the same production sphere that is regarded as a predecessor to Campanian
black-glazedd pottery. The bowls have been dated to the end of the sixth and the first decennia of the fifth centuries in
Alfedena,, and to the end of the sixth and the first half of the fifth centuries in Pyrgi.
2133
Cf. Pelagatti, in Lakonika 1992, figs. 38-41; also, CM. Stibbe, Laconian Black-glazed Pottery, Part 3 (forthcoming),
Ch.. 1, Group F, nos. F1-F4.
2144
Five groups have been identified on the basis of colour: brick red or Archaic red, red brown to dark brown, orange
brownn to pale brown tending to grey in core, white in different gradations and bright orange often with a grey core. See
alsoo Bouma 1996,1, 318-330 for an extensive discussion of the various coarse wares (his group B) in Votive Deposit II.
Thesee broadly correspond with our observations of the wares in the dump layer. For the sake of consistency with the
publishedd material on the Southwest Necropolis, die term coarse ware is here used for the non-depurated ceramics of the
sixth,, fifth and fourth centuries that are characterized by various kinds and densities of temper (ceramica grezza).
However,, I am aware of the fact that this is a not very happy definition. Nowadays, the term impasto is the one most
commonlyy used by our Italian colleagues. See Carafa 1995, 126 on the terminologies in use.
2155
This description of course covers only the most visible elements of temper. A detailed analysis of the temper-content
cann only be given after microscopic research of the thin-sections of the material. For the scope of this general
presentation,, however, a broad division according to the most clearly visible inclusions will do.
2166
See Lulof 1996, 12-16 for a description of me fabric of the Late-Archaic terracottas. Also Kars et al. 1987, 57-65. On
thee similarities noted between the fabrics of roof-tiles and pottery, see also Nijboer 1998, 126 with references.
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temperedd clay with identical mineral elements is observed in the large basins that occur
frequentlyy in the dump stratum. The resemblance can also be noted in other objects such
ass the loom-weights. Similarily, there seems to be a correspondence between the fabrics of
somee of the large basins and various smaller vessels on the one hand, and that of the socalledd Campanian roof-tiles on the other. In both cases the pottery is characterised by the
samee fine texture that feels like emery paper. The clay has a high density of very fine
augitee and the same pale pink colour. Like the roof-tiles, the basins appear to have been
decoratedd with broad painted bands.217 Many examples of this kind of ware have been
recordedd in the Poggio dei Cavallari, especially in the dump stratum. The large basin is
thee most common vessel amongst the white coarseware. It has recendy been the object of
severall pottery studies, and thus will be dealt with here at some length.

WhiteWhite coarse ware basins
Largee white coarse ware basins occur throughout the dump stratum, mainly in large
fragments.. The basins encompass a great variety of shapes, ranging from simple, deep
bowlss with curving walls and thickened incurving rims to wide shallow basins with wide
band-shapedd thickenings on the outside of the rims, either convex, straight or concave in
profilee and of varying thickness^ Both types may exhibit encircling ridges on the outside
beloww the rim, either plain or with finger-impressed decoration. In some cases spouts have
beenn preserved, in others vertical loop handles appear on top of the rim (Figs. V-

vn). 218 8

Apartt from the colour of the clay, which may show pinkish, yellowish or greenish hues,
thee most noticeable feature of the ware is the predominant presence of augite. Other
inclusionss are also present but are less prominent. The ware has been variously defined: as
Latee Italo-Geometric (referring to the painted bands), as cream coarseware, as impasto
chiarochiaro sabbioso, as ceramica sabbiata chiara and, most recently, as chiaro augitico.219 It
shouldd be noted here that the various definitions, though apparently referring to the same
ware,, may in fact indicate some real differences. The least ambiguous definition is chiaro
augitico,augitico, which obviously refers to the abundant presence of augite particles in the clay.
Thiss kind of fabric presumably corresponds with the Late-Archaic white fabric of the
terracottass of Temple II.220 The definitions ceramica sabbiata chiara or chiaro sabbioso
seemm to refer to an obviously sandy feature of the clay, which may correspond with the
pale-firingg Campanian-like fabric referred to above. It therefore may indicate an earlier
datee than the chiaro augitico ware.
Amongg the white augite ware in the dump stratum, two groups may be defined on the
basiss of the density and size of the inclusions: a first group with a dense and very regular
temperr of very fine augite and a second group (apparently resembling the fabric of the
decorationn of Temple II) with very large and irregularly shaped particles of augite mixed

2177

See Knoop 1987, 227-31, for a fabric description of the Campanian terracottas of Temple I.
On the white ware in relation to the large basins, cf. Clementini/Rossi Diana 1988, 39-72; most recently Carafa 1995,
232-544 (238ff. on the basins).
2199
Cf. Carafa 1995, 232. The term Late Italo-Geometric was first introduced by Gjerstad (Gjerstad I, 1953, 78, n. 1).
Threiplandd defined the same ware as 'coarse buff or pink ware' in 1963 (Threipland 1963) and in 1970 as 'cream coarse
ware'' (Torelli/Threipland 1970); Guaitoli introduced the term sabbiata chiara for the same kind of ware found in
Laviniumm (Lavinium II, 432).
2200
See Clementini/Rossi Diana 1988, 40.
2188
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withh smaller ones. The first group is mostly encountered in deep basins with curving
walls,, whereas the second group more often occurs in the shallow basins, most of which
havee a thick, broad band on the outside of the rim. However, this is not a strict rule, since
bothh types of basin may occur in each group. It may further be noted that in pots from the
firstt group, the surface is always smooth and without exception exhibits traces of a pale
brownn to yellowish slip. By contrast, the surface of the pots from the second group now
appearss very coarse. They too were probably covered by a slip, however, since vague
tracess of it are still present in several cases. Its presumed disappearance from the rest may
bee due to the coarseness of the clay.
Thee basin as a general shape has many parallels outside Satricum, but nowhere in such
greatt number or variety. They are difficult to date due to their obvious longevity. The
shapee occurs in both sixth and fifth century contexts, but even later dates are known.221
Thee popularity of the basin is perhaps most clearly illustrated by the fact that identical
specimenss occur in both red-firing and pale-firing clays. This is certainly the case in
Satricum,, where basins with slightly curving walls and plain or slightly thickened rims
occurr simultaneously in both fabrics. These specimens may therefore be identified as the
earliestt version of the basin to be manufactured in pale-firing clay.222
Theree is one other shape that regularly confirms the simultaneous use of different clays.
Thiss is the shallow basin with tapering rim and a band-shaped convex thickening on the
outside.. This type seems to occur from the second half of the sixth century.223
Inn setting up a typo-chronology for the white basin in Satricum, it would be helpful if
theree were clear points of reference. One fixed point is of course provided by the
terracottass of Temple II, which are dated to 500/480.224 Given their mutual resemblance,
itt seems safe to connect the second, more heavily tempered variety of white ware with
thesee terracottas. Both were probably produced in the same workshop.225 It was
suggestedd above that the production of white, augite-tempered fabric had already started
priorr to that date. Here we can add that this probably applied to the fabric defined above
ass the first group, which macroscopically reveals a temper-content identical to the second
group,, but finer and with a higher density. This view is supported by the stratigrafic
occurrencee of this group in the Poggio dei Cavallari. As we have seen, the stratum
connectedd with structures j and g/i has consistently yielded fragments of large white basins
assignablee to our first group (Fig. III). Ware from the second group, or so it appears for
thee moment, is absent both in the stratum itself and in the underlying sandy sub-stratum,
butt is abundantly present in the dump stratum on top.

2211

See Carafa 1995, 232.
On the occurrence of this basin or large bowl type in red fabric in Satricum, see Maaskant-Kleibrink 1987, 117. In
generall for Latium, cf. Carafa 1995, 196-231. On the simultaneous use of red and white firing clays, see Nijboer 1998,
121-122,, who reports the find of wasters in both fabrics in a late sixth-century oven on the acropolis.
2233
Cf. Clementini/Rossi Diana 1988, 43, their type F2; also Carafa 1995, 238-242, esp. 242. The type occurs in Votive
Depositt II only from layer 8 (T48) and layer 10 (T 34 and T 38), that is after 440/430, see Bouma 1996, I, 378-379; II,
pis.. CXI-CXII.
2244
See Lulof 1996, 207-208.
2255
Cf. Nijboer 1998, 128. Unfortunately it is not entirely clear whether the wasters found in the oven on the acropolis
aree of Campanian pale fabric or Late-Archaic fabric; see ibidem 122, where it is remarked that the decorated pale
Archaicc tiles found in the sub-structure of the kiln are not reported for the Late-Archaic temple.
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Ann important question with regard to the white basins of Satricum is, of course, the
durationn of their production. Were they still being manufactured throughout the fifth
centuryy and even into the fourth? We here have the relative chronology of Votive Deposit
III to help us. The occurence of the basins in layers 8 and 10 (440/430-375) would appear
too indicate that the shape and the ware had quite a longevity in the Satricum settlement.
But,, as has been shown, the distributional evidence used to date the various categories
doess not provide any fixed dates. Unfortunately, the nearby Votive Deposit HI, which
providess many examples of material affinities, has yielded only one large piece in white
clayy (a white dolium).226 It should also be noted that the fifth-century graves in the
Southwestt Necropolis did not yield a single item of pottery in this ware (although
admittedlyy these graves did not contain large household vessels, as we will see). The
answerr must therefore be sought in the layer overlaying the dump stratum. This layer,
whichh covers the late fifth, fourth and third centuries, has also yielded some white ware
fabricss among which are a few fragments of large basins (see below on this layer). Their
presencee in this layer would seem to confirm a long history of production for the white
basinn in Satricum. Their continued presence in the later layer further suggests that the
basinss in the dump are likely to cover the entire fifth century.
Anotherr example of the longevity of large basin shapes is provided by the traditional type
off basin, the teglia, with its high spreading or slightly curving wall and the characteristic
fourr tongue-shaped lugs on the base. This type of basin, that may be considered the
predecessorr of the white basin, is recorded as early as the late seventh century, but its
productionn seems to have continued well into the fifth and fourth centuries.227 As
reportedd above, the dump stratum yielded one almost complete specimen, but also many
fragmentss of others (Fig. IV).228 Fragments of teglie have also been found in the area's
topp layer.
OtherOther coarse ware shapes
Thee dump stratum has yielded many other coarse ware shapes, including a very large
numberr of storage jars (dolia) of various types and sizes. The oldest types have an
overhangingg rim decorated with concentric grooves (seventh-sixth centuries). The later
typess from the fifth-fourth centuries have a plain rim.
Notablee among the larger shapes are some fragments of Etruscan amphorae (Cat. nos.
70-71;; Fig. VIII). This amphora is known in Satricum from the Southwest Necropolis,
wheree three specimens have been found.229
Ass reported above, plain jars are abundantly present and exhibit an enormous variety of
shapes.. A particularly interesting type of jar is the mug with either two or four lugs under
thee rim. At least twenty specimens have been recorded (Cat. nos. 84-86; Fig. X). This
shapee is less well represented in the rest of Satricum. Votive Deposit II has yielded only
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This is a fragment of a large dolium with a rim thickened and rounded on the outside.
For a discussion of the lugged teglia, see Bouma 1996, I, 376-378 (with references). For the late seventh and sixth
centuryy examples, see Colonna 1963-64, 24-28; for the later occurrence of the type in Artena, in fourth and third century
contexts,, without any obvious change in shape, see Lambrechts 1996.
2288
The wall of the complete specimen shows an intentional perforation which is related to the function of the basin. For
similarr specimens in Satricum, see Bouma 1996, I, 377-78, and nn. 687, 689; for Artena, see Lambrechts 1996, figs. 8081,, nos. 353, 360, 372 (with dates in the first half of the fourth-beginning of the third centuries).
2299
Stibbe 1992, 83-84.
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sevenn specimens and the Southwest Necropolis only two.230 All those specimens
recordedd in the dump stratum are black inside, clearly reflecting their use as cooking pots.
Thee outer surface is often smooth. Fragments of such mugs are still present in the top
stratumm of the area, an indication of the longevity of the shape.
Numerouss lids and lid-bowls have also been recorded. Almost all are of the type with
knobb 'a becco a civetta', which was widely diffused in Etruria and Latium in the sixth and
fifthh centuries but is also known from later contexts.231
Red-slippedRed-slipped bowls
Thee dump stratum has yielded a large quantity of depurated ware. The most conspicious
categoryy is that of the so-called red-slipped bowls (Cat. nos. 87-96; Fig. X; PI. 46). The
bowlss are manufactured in depurated orange or red clay and are usually covered by a red
slipp that may vary in gradation, sheen and quality. The first occurrence of this ware in
Satricumm is attested around 530232 and bowls made of it form a large group in the
Southwestt Necropolis.233 There are a few parallels in Latium, but the ware seems to be
farr more common in the Faliscan area and in Veii.234 As may be inferred from these
contexts,, it had a long life covering at least the fifth and fourth centuries. Unfortunately,
ass with the white basins, the longevity of the red-slipped bowls disqualifies them as a
datingg tool for the dump stratum. However, its early occurrence in Votive Deposit I (two
specimens)) and in layer 2 of Votive Deposit II (two fragments), combined with its
continuouss occurrence in both the dump stratum and the top stratum in the Poggio dei
Cavallarii (see below), can be taken as confirmation of the long period covered by the
dumpp stratum.
Too summarize the above, it can be concluded that the dump stratum contains various
potteryy shapes that originate in the sixth century and probably cover a large part (if not the
whole)) of the fifth century. Fixed dates for the stratum are few and derive only from a
handfulll of black-glazed items that are dated between 525 and 450. This date accords with
thee find of two Late-Archaic roof-tiles underneath and against wall a/b, which are dated to
500/4800 and serve as a terminus post quern for the construction of the wall. In accordance
withh the secondary nature of the dump stratum, any fixed dates of pottery found there can
alsoo be taken as terminus post quern. With these dates to guide us, and taking account of
thee observed continuity in pottery shapes presented above, it seems plausible to set the
datee for the rebuilding of the road somewhere around the middle of the fifth century. This
datee is apparently confirmed by the layer on top, which contains finds from the second
halff of the fifth century onwards.

3.. The top stratum
Thee top stratum that has been encountered in two places within the excavation area (see

2300
See Bouma 1996, I, 386, on the mugs in Votive Deposit II, with references. Gnade 1992a, 86, Fig. XXIV (grave
62.4). .
2311
Cf. Bouma 1996,1, 383-384, (his type I, with many references in note 763). Recently, Carafa 1995, 172-196.
2322
This date is based on the presence of two specimens in Votive Deposit I, which has a closing date of 540/530; for the
bowls,, see CatGrande Roma 1990, 240; also Bouma 1996,1, 314, n. 71.
2333
See Steures 1992, 54-55, where the ware is tentatively defined asreddishbucchero. Also, Steures 1991.
2344
See Bouma 1996,1, 316-317, with references.
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above)) has generally yielded smaller pottery fragments than the dump stratum (Figs. XIIXV).. The majority of these are either heavily worn or appear to have been subject to
secondaryy burning. This is particularly true of the top stratum in the eastern part of the
excavation,, which has a larger surface area and has accordingly yielded a larger number of
potteryy fragments. Coarse ware still constitutes the largest group of material and here is
usuallyy lighter in colour than that encountered in the dump layer. It seems to have been
firedd at a lower temperature, which may account for its generally worn appearance. The
mostt striking feature is perhaps the comparatively thin walls of the vessels.235 A marked
predominancee of orange fabric is also observed.
Inn the top stratum we encounter, for the first time, a large number of Late-Archaic white
roof-tiles.. Among these are a few nearly complete specimens and one fragment of a LateArchaicc antefix of a satyr and maenad (Cat. no. 1711; Fig. XV).
Otherr elements unknown in the lower strata of this area are: a new vessel-type, the highrimmedrimmed jar, often with a characteristic almond-shaped thickening on the outside of the lip
(encounteredd especially in the eastern part; Cat. nos. 141, 144, 174; Figs. X1H, XV); a
coarsee ware jar decorated with a thin plastic cord below the rim, either plain or with
finger-impressionss (frequently attested) (Cat. nos. 163-166; Fig. XIV). Parallels from other
sitess suggest that the decorated jars might date from the fifth century, though the fourth
centuryy is more likely.236 The high-rimmed jar is dated from the mid fourth century
onward.2377 In Satricum itself both types of vessels are as yet only known from Votive
Depositt II. Here the decorated jars occur in all layers, but are most abundant in layers 8
andd 10 (respectively dated between 440/430-c. 375 and after c. 375).238 The fingerimpressedd cord decoration is considered a local taste. The high-rimmed jars occur from
layerr 8 onwards, but are more frequent in layer 10.239
Thee date of the new repertoire of jars accords with a few late black-glazed items that
havee been recorded in the top stratum. Among these are two small cups dated to the late
fourthh and to the third centuries, respectively (Cat. nos. 184-185; Fig. XV).240 Other
probablee fourth-century elements are a high beaked jug of white depurated ware and a
nearlyy complete black-glazed one-handler, both found in the top stratum of section HI
(Cat.. nos. 149, 160; Fig. XIII). The jug has an exact parallel in Frosinone.241 A parallel
forr the one-handler is found in the Southwest Necropolis.242 Another nearly complete
pott in this stratum is a miniature cup with exact parallels in both the Southwest Necropolis
andd the Southwest Sanctuary (Cat. no. 148; Fig. XHI).243
Manyy shapes that are recorded in the dump stratum recur in the top stratum, reinforcing
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Cf. Bouma 1996,1, 368, n. 568, on thin walls as a characteristic of late Republican impasto pottery.
Most parallels for the jars with encircling cord-decoration are found in Artena. These date from fourth-century
contexts.. See Lambrechts 1989. A few earlier specimens dated to the fifth century are known from Veii, see Threipland
1969,, 3, fig. 7, no. 19; no. 21.
2377
On the high-rimmed jars, see Bouma 1996,1, 368-369, with references; see also n. 568 on the characteristic thin walls
off the high-rimmed jars.
2388
See Bouma 1996,1, 348-351 (decorated jar, his type III).
2399
Bouma 1996,1, 369.
2400
The small cups can be classified under Morel type 2783-2787/Lamboglia type 24(-25): late fourth century (specimen
SS 280/3/3, found in the layer on top of the battutta in front of wall z) and Morel type 2783-4/Lamboglia 27: third
centuryy (specimen S 309/13/1, found at the back of wall z).
2411
Cf. Colonna 1995, fig. 12.
2422
Gnade 1992a, grave 8.2, Fig. IV, PI. 2.
2433
Gnade 1992a, grave 167b.5, Fig. XXIV, PI. 10; Ginge 1996, 102, LVD16 (type D), Fig. 29.
2366
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ourr impression of their longevity. This principally concerns coarse ware shapes like the
largee storage jar, the lugged basin, the mug and the lid-bowl with knob a becco a civetta.
Butt production of some of the depurated ware also seems to have continued, the redslippedd bowls in particular. As implied above, the quality of the fabrics appears to be
dwindling.. This is perhaps most clearly shown by some of the red-slipped bowls. These
aree often flaked and their slip is much paler. The clay of these and other depurated wares
alsoo appears to be softer and more powdery. Most of the recurring shapes do not exhibit
anyy fundamental changes, with the exception of the rims of the plain jars that are now
higherr and have almond-shaped profiles. The latter feature may also be noted in some of
thee large storage jars. Simultaneously, a new type of rim seems to occur in the storage jar:
flatt on top and rectangular in profile.
Onee category that deserves some attention is formed by a small, coherent group of Iron
Agee impasto fragments found dispersed throughout the top layer, the majority in the
easternn part of the excavation (PI. 47). Among these are a few fragments of a triple-reeded
handlee of black impasto with a waving ridge on the central reed; two or three wall
fragmentss with vertical ridges that recall the anfora di tipo Alfedena; and several large
fragmentss with an incised geometrical decoration resembling that of sub-Apennine pottery.
Alll the fragments are burnt. The occurrence of these ceramics in a fifth-fourth century
contextt is remarkable. The group appears to constitute a unity and recalls similar 'out of
contextt finds' in earlier contexts in Satricum. On these occasions their presence was taken
ass an indication of transhumance contacts during the Orientalizing period. The typical
'Apennine'' decoration scheme was considered evidence for surviving Bronze Age
traditionss in the Orientalizing period.244 The find of similar sherds in the top stratum of
thee Poggio dei Cavallari, in combination with fragments that probably come from seventhcenturyy amphoras of the 'Alfedena type', gives support to this theory of early
transhumancee contacts.245 One other possibility is that the fragments were part of a grave
outfitt that was dispersed in the area after having been destroyed. An interesting parallel is
offeredd by the find of two similar sherds in the fill of a grave in the Southwest
Necropolis.246 6

3.2.3.. Conclusions
Thee general impression created by the pottery from the three main strata on top of the
roadd is one of continuity. Indeed, the obvious continuation of certain shapes makes it
impossible,, at the present stage of study, to make a clearer chronological distinction
betweenn the three strata other than the one already presented. The few datable items that
aree present in the top two strata tempt one to venture more specific dates {i.e. somewhere
inn the first half of the fifth century for the dump stratum, and somewhere in the fourth and
earlyy third centuries for the top stratum) but the evidence is too thin for such a strict
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See Waarsenburg 1995a, 228-231, with many parallels. See also Cristofani 1992, 13-24, who ventured a similar
hypothesiss with regard to the diffusion of other indigeneous Iron Age elements, such as the amphora of the Alfedena
typee and the fibule a tre bozze. The latter are also present in Votive Deposit I (CatLazioPrimitivo 1976, 328-329, cat.
108,, 44-46, pi. LXXXVIII).
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chronologicall distinction. A bridge between the two is possibly offered by the material
fromm the fifth-century Southwest Necropolis, which appears to have parallels in both.
Apartt from resemblances in the more general shapes (the plain coarse ware jars and
depuratedd bowls) the dump stratum has also yielded the bucchero kantharoi with doublereededd handles, the Etruscan amphorae, some fragments of jars with perforated rims, and a
feww miniature footed bowls (kalykes). As for the top stratum, the poor quality of some of
thee fabrics encountered there strongly recalls similar material from the Southwest
Necropolis,, for example the soft and powdery texture of many depurated wares and the
oftenn flaked surfaces of the red-slipped bowls. There are also a few direct links, such as
thee nearly complete one-handler and the miniature cup in the top layer of section IQ.
Thesee have near identical parallels in the graves of the Southwest Necropolis.
Outsidee Satricum, the material discussed (i.e. the ordinary vessels) has close parallels
elsewheree in ancient Latium, in places like Veii, Castel di Decima, Lavinium and
Laurentina.2477 It therefore fits well into the general panorama of Latial Post-Archaic
potteryy production. Fixed dates are, however, not provided by these other findplaces,
partlyy because particular vessels were produced without notable changes in shape over
suchh a long period and partly because of a lack of well-dated contexts.
Inn Satricum itself, the chronology established for similar material in Votive Deposit II is
off help only in the more general sense, since it is primarily based on 'internal evidence*.
Moreover,, as has been shown, the relative chronology established for the layers of the
depositt is not very solid and the dates proposed there should be adopted only with caution.
Ass will become apparent in the discussion of the pottery in the graves of the Southwest
Necropolis,, attempts to link vessels in the graves with the typo-chronology set up for
vesselss in the deposit have certainly not worked out (Ch. 3.3).
Withh regard to the later history of the Late-Archaic road, three main phases have been
recorded.. Somewhere in the last quarter of the sixth century, probably towards its end, the
roadd was seriously damaged, perhaps even destroyed, by events involving a large fire. The
exactt moment of this destruction could not be established.
Givenn its importance as the main artery of Satricum, it may be assumed that some
restorationn of the road took place shortly after its destruction, i.e. in the late sixth or early
fifthh centuries. Evidence for this restoration has only been recorded in the western part of
thee excavation and is associated with structures g/i and 7', north of the road. It seems that
thee level of the road was then raised and a new pavement laid out.
AA second, more substantial raising of the road level has also been recorded, especially in
thee western part of the excavated area where it is associated with a new wall a/b. A
comparable,, but less well-preserved situation was encountered in the eastern part. Here,
structuree z is tentatively assigned to the same rebuilding phase. In order to raise the level
off the road, an enormous quantity of building and domestic debris was dumped on the
roadd and subsequently covered with a new pavement, as recorded against wall a/b in
sectionn HI. A more substantial, but probably simultaneous pavement was discovered in the
easternn part of the area in the form of a terra battuta. It has been tentatively associated
withh structure z.
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Thee second rebuilding phase is probably not linked to a second destruction of the road.
Certainly,, no signs of any such destruction have been encountered. Given the extent of the
rebuildingg and the proposed function of wall a/b as an encircling wall with a protective
function,, it appears as if the road may have lost its former status as the main route leading
upp to the acropolis.

3.2.4.. Graves to the north of the road
Thee presence of a necropolis to the north of the road relates directly to its later history.
Researchh in this part of the excavation revealed an apparently empty area consisting of
sandyy virgin soil covered by a thin surface layer. The area had obviously been levelled in
recentt times, but in spite of this still yielded evidence of ancient activity. At various
distancess ranging between three to eight metres from the road, four fossa-graves have been
recordedd (Fig. 5). The presence of a fifth grave is assumed. Three graves have been
excavated.. They were probably part of a larger burial ground, as may be inferred from the
discovery,, in two trial trenches, of two other graves at a much greater distance from the
roadd (Fig. 3).248
Thee five graves nearest the road have all been dug into the virgin soil and are arranged,
withh slight variations, NNW-SSE. One grave, ST 2, appeared fairly well preserved to a
depthh of c. 0.70 m. Its surface dimensions are 1.90 x 0.70 m (Fig. 20; PI. 42). The upper
fillingg of the grave consisted of a layer of c. 0.35 m of predominantly white tufa lumps
(diam.. 0.10-0.30 m). Underneath this filling four lateral benches were recorded measuring
c.. 0.25 m in width and c. 0.15 m in height. Between the benches, in the clay-like lower
filling,, a rectangular delineation of the original wooden coffin was visible as a greyish
stripp along the east, south and west sides. On the bottom of the grave were the fairly well
preservedd remains of a skeleton, lying on its back with outstretched legs and the arms
extendedd alongside the body. In the northeast corner, next to the skull and inside the
coffin,, were two vases: an orange bowl at the north wall of the grave and a small stamnos
off plain, soft pinkish ware to the south of it, leaning slightly towards the west (PI. 42). A
bronzee fibula was recorded near the right shoulder of the skeleton. Based on the skeletal
andd dental remains, the individual has been identified as a girl about 15-18 years old.
Studyy of the bones revealed that the girl had been seriously ill and had suffered from
variouss diseases which probably caused her death (see appendix on skeletal remains).
Aboutt nine metres to the northeast of grave ST 2 and about eight metres north of the road,
anotherr grave has been excavated (ST 1). Of the small rectangular fossa only the lower
partt (c. 0.10 m) appeared preserved. Its surface dimensions were c. 1.10 x 0.50 m.
Originallyy the grave had benches along the long sides. These were still present for c. 0.30
mm in the south. On the bottom was a fairly well preserved skeleton of an infant (0-1 years
old).. It was lying on one side, probably with the knees pulled up. On the left and right
shoulderss the poorly preserved remains of two bronze fibulae were recorded, together with
aa few small fragments of bronze on the pelvis.
Thee other grave, ST 3, was almost completely destroyed. Only its bottom level appeared
preserved.. Neither grave gifts nor skeletal remains are recorded. It is lying four metres to
thee east of grave ST 2 and has a preserved length of 1.25 m and a width between 0.45 m

Seee Gnade 1997b, 98-99, where it is suggested that the graves may date from the Roman period.
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(S-side)) and 0.35 m (N-side). Graves ST 4 and 5, situated about four metres north of ST
2,, have not been excavated.
Thee two graves found in trial trenches 8 and 9, at some distance from the road had been
dugg into the tufa table. They still contained skeletal remains. In one case the skeleton was
fairlyy well preserved and could be identified as that of a child c. 2-3 years old (PL ). It
wass lying on its back with outstreched limbs (PL 41). The grave measured c. 0.80 and had
roundedd comers. Due to its position along the foundations of a Roman wall (belonging to
aa villa located in the north part of the excavation area) and to the good preservation of the
skeleton,, the grave was initially identified as Roman or later. However, analysis of the
boness has indicated that they probably belong to the group of burials discovered along the
road.. Their good state of preservation is probably due to the fact that they were lying in
thee tufa table. The assignment of this grave to the group beside the road is crucial to any
assessmentt of the size of the cemetery. It implies that the cemetery covered a considerable
areaa and was probably even larger than the Southwest Necropolis. Confirmation is
providedd by the position of the second grave. This was discovered more to the east, in
trenchh 9, halfway between the road and the grave of the child (Fig. 3). In this case only
thee remains of the pelvis and legs of the skeleton were brought to light. These bones are
stilll awaiting analysis. Unfortunately, both graves were without finds, perhaps due to the
factt that only the deepest parts were preserved.
Takenn together, the type of grave involved and the finds in grave T 2 allow us to classify
thee burials north of the road with the graves in the Southwest Necropolis (Ch. 3.3) and
withh those on the acropolis (Ch. 3.1.2). The occurrence of graves in this section of the
settlementt therefore points to a third necropolis at Satricum that can be dated to the fifth
century.. With regard to their position in the general lay-out of the settlement, it is striking
thatt each of the necropoleis is close to a road. The Southwest Necropolis is bordered on
itss eastern side by the presumed main road entering Satricum from the south, while on its
northernn side remains of a probable pavement consisting of pebbles and large tile fragmentss have been recorded.249 The graves on the acropolis were laid out along the eastern
stretchh of the central road dated to the Archaic period.250 The important inference here is
thatt these roads must still have been in use during the fifth century.251 The continuity of
thee road in the Poggio dei Cavallari during the fifth and possibly the fourth centuries has
beenn illustrated above.
Thee three necropoleis supply ample evidence for concluding that life in Satricum went on,
thoughh clearly according to different norms. The significance of their spatial distribution
withinn the area of the sixth-century settlement, and the historical implications thereof, are
matterss to which we will return.
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3.2.55 Sporadic finds in the lower settlement
Soo far, the Poggio dei Cavallari is the richest archaeological area in the lower settlement
off Satricum. It offers evidence for a continuity of occupation which covers at least the
sixth,, fifth and fourth centuries. The preservation of the archaeological remains is largely
duee to the fact that the ground was one of the last areas of ancient Satricum to escape the
vineyards. .
Inn spite of the major agricultural interventions of the 1960's, the lower settlement of
Satricumm still occasionally yields material that can be linked to the fifth- and fourthcenturyy occupation. For example, large-scale deep-ploughing, carried out in the spring of
19944 on the southern side of the modern road between Nettuno and Cisterna, brought to
thee surface numerous finds dating to the Archaic and Post-Archaic periods.252
Almostt half the surface area of the ancient lower settlement was affected by the
ploughing,, but some of the original undulations of the ground have remained visible. This
mayy explain the clusters of finds from later periods. The Post-Archaic finds, for example,
seemedd to be concentrated along the higher ground at the western foot of the acropolis and
onn top of the elongated hill of the Macchia Santa Lucia, northwest of the Southwest
Necropolis.. The elongated hill has yielded pieces that are comparable in fabric and shape
too others found in the dump stratum on top of the road. These finds can be assigned to a
habitationn area that is indicated on Mengarelli's map as tracce di antiche abitazioni and
havee been variously attributed to the sixth and the fifth centuries.253 Both options are of
coursee possible if one accepts the idea of a continuous habitation of the area (see below).
Certainlyy the deep-ploughing of this hill yielded pottery fragments dating to the fifth
century. .
Aeriall photographs of the ploughed area have further revealed traces of rectangular
structures,, probably ancient, immediately south of the modern road. One large white tufa
blockk which surfaced during the ploughing can be attributed to these structures. The
proximityy of the Poggio dei Cavallari on the other side of the road implies a connection
withh the remains recorded in the top strata there.
Inn 1983 similar agricultural activity in the area of the alleged sixth-century rampart yielded
comparablee fifth-century and also later finds. The area was systematically surveyed in
1984.2544 A considerable amount of material was collected, some of which exhibit close
parallelss in fabric and type to finds both from Votive Deposit II on the acropolis and from
thee top layers of the Poggio di Cavallari.
Thee same area was investigated again, but more thoroughly, in the spring of 1998.255
Tenn large trenches were set out in order to verify the remains of the sixth century rampart.
Contraryy to expectations, the area did not reveal any ancient structures. The highest parts,
locatedd inside the assumed course of the rampart, yielded only virgin soil lying
immediatedlyy below the present humus, thus indicating that the ground had been levelled.
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See Gnade 1997a, 51 for the first report of these finds. Though a concession to survey the ploughed area was given
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Nott a single ancient artifact was found in this area. The probable explanation is that the
originall upper strata were shoved northwards down the slope along the course of the
modernn road, where a modest quantity of artifacts were recovered in small concentrations
duringg the survey of 1984. But it is also possible that these artifacts are from the Poggio
deii Cavallari, on the other side of the modern road. Some evidence for their secondary
depositionn is provided by the discovery of a sealed stratum, datable to the third and
secondd centuries, that was recorded c. 1.20-1.60 m below the modem surface in an
excavationn trench. But whatever their exact provenance, the finds collected during the
surveyy invite the conclusion that this part of the ancient town was also occupied during
thee late fifth century.
3.2.66 Conclusions
Withh the discovery of the Post-Archaic remains in the Poggio dei Cavallari an important
contributionn has been added to the later history of Satricum. The finds are significant in
twoo key ways. Firstly, they provide the only example so far in the archaeological record of
Satricumm of a stratigraphical continuity covering both the Archaic and Post-Archaic
periods.. Secondly, they constitute the link (in both the physical and the archaeological
sense)) between the acropolis and the lower settlement area.
Onee of the implications of the finds in the Poggio dei Cavallari is that during the fifth
andd fourth centuries, the settlement had obviously retained some of its former level of
organization.. The lay-out and construction of the Post-Archaic walls a/b and z, though
displayingg much variation in materials and execution, are in themselves evidence of a
technicall and organizational know-how that was clearly still available. Moreover, the
energyy invested in such a labour-intensive enterprise is certainly comparable to that
requiredd for the construction of the Late-Archaic road.
Itt is likely that the road remained in use for a long period. This may be inferred from the
establishmentt of a cemetery on its north side. Unfortunately, the dates of the few recorded
gravee gifts do not tell us when precisely the graves were laid out: whether this happened,
forr instance, before or after the restoration of the road. However, the similarities of the
gravess with those of the Southwest Necropolis, which cover the whole of the fifth century,
suggestt that the latter option is the more likely.
Withoutt doubt the necropolis must have extended far beyond the five graves documented
soo far. This is strongly implied by the two isolated graves discovered in the trial trenches.
Moreover,, during the excavations many references to the destruction of graves during the
levellingg of the area were made by the local workmen. The present sterile character of the
terrainn alongside the road is obviously the result of these activities. On the south side of
thee road the amount of earth removed must have been far greater. To get an idea of the
scalee of the operation one has only to compare the present lie of the land with that of the
onlyy part of the area which has preserved its former level. The conclusion that much less
groundd was removed from the north side of the road is supported by the preservation of
somee of the graves there. It is probable that the original surface of the terrain sloped down
towardss the north.
Thee excavation of the Poggio dei Cavallari area has yielded new and irrefutable evidence
forr the continuity of the settlement of Satricum during the fifth and fourth centuries.
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Althoughh remains of actual dwellings are unfortunately still lacking from the
archaeologicall record, the quantity and character of the pottery recovered can only be
understoodd in terms of a large community that was living on the spot. Moreover, the
artifactss collected from the few soundings taken must constitute only a very small
percentagee of the whole, given the extent of the area and its consistent stratigraphy.
Thee upper strata of the Poggio dei Cavallari, and especially the dump stratum, are also
significantt in another respect. As a rubbish dump containing building debris (a large
numberr of red roof-tiles, tufa lumps and some bricks) it is quite conceivable that the
materiall did not come from far away but was collected in the immediate neighbourhood,
perhapss when the area was cleared after having been razed. This would certainly imply
thatt dwellings were present in the area, but also that they originated in the sixth century
andd were still inhabited during the fifth. Some support for a construction date in the late
sixthh century is provided by the red tiles, which are all of type II. The white or light
colouredd tiles that were manufactured from 500/480 c. are, with a few exceptions, notably
absentt in this particular stratum.256 And this in obvious contrast to the presence in the
samee stratum of large household vessels in Late-Archaic white fabric.
Itt would not be unreasonable to suggest that this observed pattern of occupation - under
whichh Archaic structures remained inhabited (possibly following restoration) during the
fifthh century - applied to the whole area of Satricum. The striking absence of remains that
cann be linked to late sixth- and fifth-century habitation can be plausibly explained by the
factt that almost all the areas investigated have been stripped of their original top layers.
Evenn the Poggio dei Cavallari, one of the last areas of ancient Satricum not yet covered by
aa vineyard, contained only two small patches with their upper layers still intact.
Ass we have seen, the lower settlement still yields occasional evidence that can be linked
too the fifth- and fourth-century occupation, large-scale agricultural interventions
notwithstanding.. Anticipating our final conclusion regarding the fifth-century occupation
off the town (Ch. 5), already referred to in Ch. 3.1.1, a pattern of occupation similar to that
suggestedd for the Poggio dei Cavallari may here be proposed for the acropolis. This hill is
thee most noted (and quoted) area regarding the presumed absence of evidence for a fifth
centuryy occupation. Although there is no direct archaeological evidence that sixth-century
structuress were occupied in the fifth century, there is certainly none to indicate their
destructionn at the end of the sixth or the beginning of the fifth centuries. Rather, it now
lookss as if the top layers of the entire acropolis are missing, and with them the floor
levels,, pavements and upper parts of the Archaic buildings. The excavated remains are
mostlyy found directly beneath a thin layer of humus. I am therefore convinced that the top
off the hill has also been stripped off and that this is one of the main reasons for the lack
off finds indicating a fifth century habitation. There is, however, indirect evidence for the
occupationn of the hill in the fifth and fourth centuries and it is provided by the contents of
Votivee Deposit II. Comparing the contents of this deposit with the top layers of the Poggio
deii Cavallari, one cannot but notice the remarkable resemblance between the two contexts,
bothh in terms of the types of vessel occurring and the composition of certain layers. Given
thiss resemblance, it could be argued that the enormous quantity of disparate material
(predominantlyy household ware) in the lower strata in the deposit, especially layer 8, is in
factt nothing more than rubbish (pottery, both domestic and votive, and building debris)

Onn tiles of Type II, see Knoop 1992, 89-98.
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collectedd during a large-scale clean-up of the area. As has been shown in our discussion of
thee pottery of the dump stratum of the Poggio dei Cavallari, many coarse ware shapes that
aree present in Votive Deposit II may well originate in the late sixth century, thus before
thee initial date set for the deposit.
Itt is fully legitimate to conclude, based on the abundance of finds datable to the fifth and
fourthh centuries, concentrated or dispersed all over the former Archaic settlement, that life
inn Satricum continued. While some of the former dwellings probably remained in use, new
structuress were undoubtedly erected. At least three specific areas were selected for the layoutt of new cemeteries, probably in the direct neighbourhood of habitation areas but
separatedd from them by roads, which would have acted as actual and symbolic dividing
lines. .
Thiss separation of the dead from the living was reinforced in the Poggio dei Cavallari by
thee erection of wall a/b. The apparent strangeness of its position, if we accept it as an
enclosuree or defensive wall, may be explained by the desire to reinforce this separation.
Thee terrain seems to be far more suitable for the construction of such a wall some hundred
metress to the north. But in that position the wall would have enclosed the cemetery within
thee civic area. On the other hand, we have to bear in mind that the original morphology of
thee area has been fundamentally changed and that the area inside the wall (i.e. to the south
off the road) was probably much more of a slope.
AA comparable division between habitation area and burial zone also existed in the case of
thee Southwest Necropolis. Here, the adjacent hill of the Macchia S. Lucia, located to the
northeastt of the town's presumed entrance road, can be identified as the probable
habitationn area (Fig. 1). Evidence for a residential quarter consists of the tracce di antiche
abitazioniabitazioni indicated on Mengarelli's map. This has recently been extended by pottery
fragments,, dating from the fifth century, which have surfaced as the result of ploughing.
Onn the acropolis, the Via Sacra - west of which the graves were laid out - may similarly
bee interpreted as the "barrière" between the living and the dead.257 The likely habitation
areaa would then have been on its east side.
Thee existence of three cemeteries that at first sight appear virtually identical implies a
dispersedd pattern of settlement in which different groups belonging to the same community
hadd their own burial places.258 To gain an impression of the nature of this community,
wee need to take a closer look at the graves and related burial rites that were practised in
thee largest and best known fifth-century burial ground so far excavated at Satricum, the
Southwestt Necropolis.
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3.33 THE SOUTHWEST NECROPOLIS

3.3.11 Introduction
Thee second area of the ancient town which has so far escaped agricultural interference is
thee southwestern section just inside the settlement boundaries (Fig. 1). It has yielded a
buriall ground which can be dated to the fifth century. Its discovery in 1980 was the first
inn a series relating to the so-called Post-Archaic era. The following summary is based on
myy publication of the necropolis, which appeared in 1992.259
Inn the period 1980-1987 approximately 1,750 square metres of this necropolis was dug up.
Aboutt 210 graves were documented, 167 of which were actually excavated (Fig. 18).
Subsequentt analysis has revealed a picture of a homogeneously organized necropolis,
comprisedd of four different types of rectangular grave. These are laid out along two main
orientationss and are regularly furnished with burial gifts. The graves have been dug in the
virginn soil as simple trenches without stone linings. In at least 70 of the 167 excavated
graves,, ledges along the long sides formed a kind of bench. Nineteen were provided with
smalll rectangular pits in the corners of the floor, and 12 had a niche in one of the long
walls.. The original upper surfaces of all the graves were removed by bulldozers during
recentt levelling of the area. Nothing is known about them.
Inhumationn is the only recorded form of burial. Most of the dead were placed in
rectangularr wooden coffins, either flat-bottomed or with feet which fitted into the pits in
thee floors of the graves. Within the coffin the body lay in an extended, supine position,
withh the arms either at the side or crossed over the pelvis below the elbow. In at least
threee graves the dead were protected by roof-tiles.
Inn general, the skeletal remains were poorly preserved and only in a limited number of
instancess could a gender be established. The teeth, being more 'durable', have been
studiedd closely for what they can tell us about the age and health of the deceased. Recent
studyy of the osteological remains has been able to draw new conclusions pertaining to diet.
Thesee will be presented below. Most of the buried individuals were adults, but there are
childrenn and young adults as well. Children have been identified with certainty in 12
graves. .
Thee dead were usually buried with grave goods. These could vary considerably in kind
andd number. Vases are the most common and were found in 129 burials. In most cases
theyy had been placed near the head, either on one of the ledges or on the lid of the coffin.
Theree was usually a selection of locally made vase-shapes suitable for cooking, eating,
drinkingg or storage. Imported pottery is rare. The number of vases varies from grave to
gravee and there seems to be no standard assortment. The usual range is from one to five
pieces.. However, in 21 instances there were six to nine pieces, while three 'rich' graves
hadd as many as 14, 18 and 24 vases respectively. It is striking that in these cases the
gravess belong to children.
Thee burial practice for children was much the same as for adults. They were placed in
woodenn coffins and given a variety of grave goods. The sizes of their graves were
adjustedd to their small dimensions.

Gnadee 1992a.
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Mostt personal objects lay on top of the skeleton or very close to it. These comprise a
limitedd number of iron and bronze fibulae, iron spearheads and lanceheads, omamental
pins,, miniature lead weapons and lead amulets. Lead was much used for objects with a
rituall or symbolic meaning and was found mainly in the graves of children. The miniature
leadd weapons in these graves may be considered as symbolic substitutes for real weapons.
Onee of these lead weapons, a small axe, has an inscription on one side. The alphabet is
unknownn in Latium and points to a Sabello-Faliscan source.
Thee arrangement of the graves shows a certain degree of organization. The great
majorityy lie along the principal axes of the compass: N-S or E-W. In the northeastern
sectionn the distribution is rather orderly and well-spaced, with some series placed in clear
alignment.. Towards the south, the density of the graves increases. Intersecting graves
appear,, especially in the southwestern section, where there is a large cluster of ten
intersectingg graves.
Withh the discovery of the necropolis in 1980 a new chapter was added to the
archaeologicall record of ancient Latium. Until then, organized burial grounds containing
gravess regularly furnished with burial gifts had not been found for fifth century Latium
(seee below for a discussion of this phenomenon). The Southwest Necropolis constituted a
novelty.. Its very uniqueness led to fundamental discussion about its ethno-cultural
identification.. Was it a Latin burial ground or should it be regarded as a non-indigenous
feature?2600 For many, the coincidence between the archaeological record and the
historiographyy was enough to allow the issue of identification to be raised (see Ch. 4 on
thee historical background).261 This view was not shared by others, who a priori rejected
anyy 'historical interference' with the archaeological record.262
Duee to the absence of comparable finds in Latium, discussion regarding the necropolis
hass necessarily been focused on Satricum itself. The analysis of burial rites has therefore
beenn restricted to an internal analysis.
Thiss situation has not in fact changed after almost twenty more years of research. To my
knowledge,, no comparable burial grounds have been so far discovered in ancient
Latium.2633 Research in Satricum, on the other hand, has yielded even more graves from
thiss particular period and significantly extended the general fifth-century record. Most of
thesee finds and their interpretation have already been discussed. They are particularly
relevantt to the analysis of the Southwest Necropolis, which has thereby been freed from
itss isolated position. Although no dwellings can yet be related to the graves, the finds
yieldd a large body of ceramics that directly refer to the daily activities of the fifth-century
community.. I will refer often to these finds when dealing with the necropolis.
Twoo other necropoleis have been identified - on the acropolis and in the lower settlement bothh of which contain graves identical to those in the Southwest Necropolis. These are
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See Gnade 1992a, 15-16, for the attribution of the Southwest Necropolis to the Volscians. For a reaction see, Attema
etet al 1992, 75-86 (esp. 82-84); Bouma 1996,1, 194-200.
UlUl
Cf. Bouma 1996, I, n. 205, for a survey of the references in favour of the Volscian identification of the Southwest
Necropolis. .
2622
For instance, Attema et al. 1992, 75-86 (esp. 82-84); Bouma 1996,1, 194-200.
2633
A possible candidate is provided by a series of graves discovered and excavated in the 1960's in the town of
Frosinone.. These finds were, however, not published. The objects from the graves have recently been 'rediscovered'.
Theyy have been restored and are now on display in the town's recently opened archaeological museum. I will later return
too this material and to its significance for the discoveries in Satricum.
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onlyy of minor interest to the burial record since the sample of graves is too small and the
informationn they yield does not substantially change our earlier analysis. Their main
importancee lies in their mere existence and in their spatial distribution within the area of
thee sixth-century settlement.
Inn the light of the new discoveries in Satricum, the burials of the Southwest Necropolis
willl be re-analysed from various points of view. The analysis will start with a review of
thee unique status of the necropolis in the context of the general lack of furnished burials
fromm sixth- and fifth-century Latium. The organizing principles behind the layout of the
necropoliss will then be considered, followed by the composition of the population buried
there.. Possible associations between specific grave gifts and the age and gender of the
deceasedd will be reviewed in the light of new results obtained from osteological research.
Next,, the general character of the grave gifts will be re-examined and their chronological
valuee assessed. The analysis will end with a discussion of the nature of the fifth-century
communityy and an investigation into the ethnic identity of the grave occupants.

Thee absence of furnished burials in sixth- and fifth-century Latium
Thee sudden appearance in fifth-century Satricum of furnished graves in an organized and
coherentt burial context stands in marked contrast to the noted absence of grave goods in
burialss in Latium during the sixth and fifth centuries.264 First signs of impoverishment in
gravee outfits are already observed at the end of the seventh century. For the sixth and fifth
centuries,, a very few (and rather exceptional) burials are known which suggest that burial
inn the traditional manner had become an increasingly restricted privilege.265 In Satricum
buriall activities seem even to cease completely at the end of the seventh century, a
developmentt preceded by the shift from the aristocratic hut-chamber in tumulus C to the
modestt tomb with far fewer objects.266 The date of the latest recorded burial in the
Northwestt Necropolis is set at 620/610, after which the necropolis seems to have been
abandoned.2677 No tombs have so far been assigned with any certainty to the sixth
century. .
Differentt explanations have been put forward for the change in burial practices in ancient
Latium.. According to a current theory, the cessation of burial expenditure is the result of a
neww sumptuary legislation of the sort found in the Law of the Twelve Tables.268
Modelledd on the Solonian laws of early sixth-century Athens, the regulation of the Tenth
Tablee would prohibit excessive funeral expenditure.269 In order to explain the time gap
betweenn the absence of furnished burials in Latium and the introduction of the Twelve
Tabless in 451/450, it has been suggested that there may have been an unwritten prototype
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On this phenomenon, see Colonna 1977, 131-65 and 1981, 229-231; Bartoloni 1987, 143-159; Ampolo 1984b, 80-81;
seee also A. Naso, in CatGrande Roma 1990, 249-251; Ross Holloway 1994, 168-170; Cornell 1995, 105-106.
2655
For a survey of sixth- and fifth-centuries graves in Rome and Latium, see Naso in CatGrande Roma 1990, 249-269.
Seee also Guaitoli 1995, n. 29, 560, for an updated survey, with literature. Recently, the excavations in Lavinium brought
too light an exceptional chamber tomb with four depositions, dating from the second quarter of the sixth to the second
halff of the fourth centuries, Guaitoli 1995, 557-562.
2666
Waarsenburg 1995a, 316-17.
2677
Tomb XXIII is dated 620/610, see Waarsenburg 1995a, 119-20.
2688
See Cornell 1995, 272-292, on the Twelve Tables.
2699
See Colonna 1977, 131-165 (esp. 158-159) and 1981, 229-231. On the Tenth Table, see Ampolo 1984b, 81-92.
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off the law in operation. This would not, however, explain the fact that burial practices
changedd 20 to 30 years before the Solonian laws. It may therefore be better to argue that
thee new funerary practices should be seen in the light of a general socio-economic change,
underr which new forms of wealth display were preferred.271 Such a change is placed in
thee context of the development of an urban culture in the Latin settlements, where public
formss of displaying wealth were now encouraged. Resources were redirected from private
burialss to the community, either by means of offering gifts to the gods or, more explicitly
andd more directly related to the elite, by means of expenditure on public buildings and
theirr embellishments. This in order to leave an impressive mark on the urban culture
whichh simultaneously functioned as a permanent memorial.272
Itt can be argued, however, that the socio-economic explanation is so closely linked to
thee elite that it does not immediately explain the general absence of burials, for instance,
inn the settlement at Satricum. This point is countered by the suggestion that, from very
earlyy in the Iron Age (i.e. in the ninth century), public burial within a necropolis may
alreadyy have been a privilege restricted to those belonging to distinct social groups within
thee Latin community.273 Other lower ranked or 'poor' groups may have been consciously
excludedd or, even more likely, could not afford a burial and an outfit. These lower ranked
groupss may therefore be archaeologically invisible, their method of disposing of their dead
leavingg no identifiable traces in the archaeological record.
Thee idea of restricted burial for high ranking classes is quite plausible for Satricum's
Ironn Age Northwest Necropolis given the comparatively low number of burials relative to
thee total population.274 On the other hand, the possibility remains that many graves were
destroyedd during the agricultural activity of the 1960's.
Thee occurrence of furnished burials in fifth-century Satricum is in marked contrast to the
generall picture. Various explanations have been put forward to explain their presence. My
belieff is that the burials represent a group of inhabitants with a different cultural
backgroundd and as such constitute evidence for an ethno-cultural change.275 In reaction,
however,, it has been argued that the existence of fifth-century graves provides evidence
forr believing that Latin burial practices had not been entirely abolished. The presence of
emptyy graves in the Southwest Necropolis - of which there are a considerable number - is
consideredd in line with the sumptuary laws referred to above.276 This suggestion recalls a
similarr hypothesis put forward with regard to a series of empty, or 'poor', graves in the
necropoliss of Castel di Decima.277 Here however, the graves are part of a burial ground
whichh also includes eight and seventh century examples.
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Colonna 1977, 160-161. Cf. also Cornell 1995, 106.
Bartoloni 1987, 143-144; Waarsenburg 1995a, 17.
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Ross Holloway 1994, 170-171; Cornell 1995, 107-108; Smith 1996, 187.
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See Smith 1996, 229-230, on the suggestion that those belonging to lower classes were excluded from burial. See also
Morriss 1987, 97-101, on the idea, formulated with regard to Athenian society, that formal burial was a limited privilege
restrictedd to a certain rank or status.
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See Waarsenburg 1995a, 150, presenting a summary chart of the burials of the Northwest Necropolis.
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Gnade 1992a, 15-16.
2766
See Bouma 1996, I, 200, who does not believe in the complete abolition of the custom of grave offerings. In his
view,, the furnished graves of the Southwest Necropolis should be considered as evidence for the continuation of former
habits.. The empty graves in this cemetery, on the other hand, should be seen either as exceptions to the rule or as
individuall choices and should be labelled - in line with our thinking about the abolition of grave gifts - as Latin graves.
2777
See Colonna 1977, 131-165; cf. Bartoloni et al 1982, 259. See Waarsenburg 1995a, 315-317 for an enumeration of
sitess in which empty graves occur.
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Recentlyy the individuals buried in Satricum Tumulus C have been put forward as ancestors
off the group of people that more than 100 years later reappear in the Southwest
Necropoliss as the gens S. Lucia.278
Thiss highly speculative hypothesis invites a response. The decision to move a burial
locationn must have been well thought out and would have probably been determined by
thee desire to have a separate necropolis. Latins would probably have continued to bury
theirr dead in the original place (see below, for the discussion of this issue). It is, in any
case,, highly unlikely that they would bury their dead on the acropolis, where, as has been
shown,, graves identical to those in the Southwest Necropolis were laid out (3.1.2). It is
heree that we would first plead the case for a Volscian identification of the Southwest
Necropolis.. The distinct cultural background of such a community would explain the
decisionn to bury their dead in another place, one that was physically distinct from the
earlierr cemetery.
Whateverr the explanation for the general lack or even absence of graves in ancient
Latium,, it seems that burials during the sixth and fifth centuries were generally practised
inn ways which leave no trace in the archaeological record. The fifth-century furnished
gravess of Satricum can so far be regarded as the only exception to this rule.

3.3.22 Analysing the burial record
Inn analysing the Southwest Necropolis we are confronted with a well-known theoretical
problemm regarding the burial evidence. Due to the absence of contemporary dwellings, the
necropoliss constitutes our main source of information on the community living in
Satricum.. The obvious pitfall is to oversimplify the daily reality by taking the funeral
recordd as a mirror of society. Generalisations are too easily drawn about the
correspondencee between burials and society, whether these apply to the classification of
gravee goods, the interpretation of their value, or the significance of differences in disposal
orr display. The range of possible interpretations is extensive, as is the number of studies
onn the relationship between the society of the living and the society of the dead.279
Gravee goods might constitute the daily possessions of the deceased, but they might equally
bee luxury objects or prestige goods or symbolic items. Differences between burials can be
interpretedd as reflections of social structure, but can also be explained in terms of
diachronicc development and economic change. As with any other necropolis study, it is
inevitablee that in our attempts to understand the symbolic messages hidden in the burial
record,, choices and assumptions will have to be made which are often not easy to defend.
Itt is thus quite possible that the picture to finally emerge will provide only a partial (or
evenn a distorted) reflection of the community under discussion. In spite of this risk,
however,, the burials in the Southwest Necropolis, like those in any other cemetery, must
bee considered as direct ritual expressions of a living community and as such are a valuable
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See Kleibrink 1997, 150.
The literature regarding the 'archaeology of death' is abundant, having been at the centre of scholarly debate since the
1970's.. For a bright synopsis of the different ways to approach the funeral evidence, giving the most relevant literature,
seee Waarsenburg 1995a, 18-20; also, Bietti Sestieri 1992, 9-20. On the reception of the 'archaeology of death' in Italy,
seee D'Agostino 1985, 47-58.
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sourcee that allows for some tentative observations concerning fifth-century society in
Satricum.2800 The information encapsulated in the burials has to be used, but without
losingg sight of its specific character.

Thee community buried in the Southwest Necropolis
Thee first impression given by the graves of the Southwest Necropolis is that they belong
too a rather simple community, in which social differences were either slight or not visibly
reflectedd in burials. None of the burials are particularly wealthy in comparison with the
gravee contexts of the former Iron Age cemetery. The graves themselves do not
demonstratee obvious signs of status, while specific elements that may indicate social and
economicc differentation are few or difficult to recognize. Such observations may, of
course,, be imposed on us by the simple character of the grave gifts and the rather uniform
shapee of the graves. Both these features apply, without obvious changes, throughout the
periodd that the necropolis was in use. Unfortunately, the lack of contemporary burial
groundss in the region prevents any comparative analysis regarding the social stratigraphy
off the burials.
Becausee of the modest nature of the grave gifts we may not have been able to identify
thosee goods which would normally be considered indicators of social differentiation.
Objectss of an apparently low value might have had some honorific status or intrinsic
quality.. Such a special meaning has been tentatively attributed to the large decorated jars
withh bosses on the shoulders. These occur with some frequency in one specific area of the
necropolis,, where they often constitute the only item.281 A special status may also be
imputedd to unique objects like the large bucchero amphora with double-reeded
handles.2822 Similarly, the only iron knife found in the necropolis may refer to the
elevatedd social standing of the deceased.283 On the other hand, the absence of furnishings
couldd indicate poverty, as could the presence of roof-tiles in some of the graves.284 Such
tiless (secondarily used) may have functioned as cheap substitutes for a wooden coffin, the
productionn of which must have been a rather a costly business. Their occurrence in graves
withoutt gifts may be taken as an argument supporting their association with persons of
loww social standing.285
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Cf. Morris 1992, 1.
On these jars, see Steures 1992, 62-63; cf. also Bouma 1996, I, 190, n. 175 with a similar suggestion regarding the
speciall value of the jars.
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The vase was found in grave 157b, Gnade 1992a, 378-381; Stibbe 1992, 74-76, on the amphora.
2833
The knife was found at the bottom of grave 35b, which for quite other reasons can be identified as the grave of
someonee of high social rank. The grave contained two large vases, a large jar with bosses and an Etruscan transport
amphora.. The latter has only two known parallels in the necropolis (graves 64.1 and 5.1). Further the grave was one of
199 with corner pits. See Gnade 1992a, 173-177 (on grave 35a); 26-27 (on corner pits). On the status function of knifes
andd their association with female burials during the Iron Age in Latium, see Waarsenburg 1995a, 345 and n. 907, giving
thee most relevant literature. Compare also the necropolis of Alfedena, where the knife is a male-defined object, Parise
Badoni/Ruggerii Giove 1980, xiii-xiv.
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In at least 17 graves pottery gifts were absent. In the 42 other recorded cases the absence of pottery may be due to
thee levelling of the upper parts of the graves. See Gnade 1992a, 38 and Fig. 28, on the quantitative distribution of vases;
ibidem,ibidem, 35, Fig. 27, on the presence of other grave goods.
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Tiles as a replacement for coffins have been demonstrated in three graves (80-81, 163) and may be assumed in at
leastt two others (2 and 4), Gnade 1992a, 32-33. For a survey of graves with roof-tiles see CatGrande Roma, Le tombe
dellaa Laurentina, 255-256.
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Att the other end of the scale, some genuinely costly objects (such as imported pots) have
beenn recorded among the regular pottery gifts. The rarity of these 'luxury' goods probably
impliess a superior social status. Many of these items, which comprise 18 vessels of blackglazedd ware and 4 large imported transport amphorae, have been found concentrated in a
sectionn that also provided a high frequency of graves with comparatively high numbers of
gifts.2866 Imported pottery is rare, however, and constitutes only 2% of the grave goods
discovered. .
Differencess which are possibly related to social position may also be noted in the
numberr of items recorded in individual graves. In the topographical distribution, graves
withh comparable quantities of grave goods reveal some clustering, leading to the
identificationn of two specific groups of graves.287
Sociall implications, finally, may also be inferred from features of the graves themselves,
specificallyy corner pits and niches. Because of their rarity - respectively 12 and 19 graves
off the 167 registered - one is tempted to assign them to members of the community with a
certainn social standing.288
Thesee observations apart, however, most attempts to distinguish patterns related to
particularr social groups or individuals have proved unrewarding. As remarked above, only
twoo possible groups of graves have been distinguished on the basis of the quantitative
distributionn of grave goods. But while these may represent particular social groups, they
mightt equally reflect specific customs current at particular times. The choice between
thesee options, however, is hampered by our lack of specific dates for the individual graves.
This,, in turn, is related to the simple character of most of the vessels, which does not
alloww their assignment to specific chronological phases (see below). All this being said,
wee must still assume that some underlying pattern defined the layout of the necropolis.

Familyy groups and the lay-out of the necropolis
Thee chances of our being able to decipher the social identity of the dead in the Southwest
Necropoliss now seem remote. We are left with the impression of a rather simple
communityy whose members have apparently been buried without clear internal distinction.
Thiss impression is underlined by the strong sense of uniformity present in all the burials,
whichh suggests a predominantly egalitarian character for the community.
Apparentlyy all members, regardless of age, gender and social position, had the right to
bee buried in this cemetery. In most cases they had graves of their own. This applied even
thee youngest members, for whom at least 13 graves dug to size have been recorded.289
Againstt this background of communal uniformity and conservative taste, the question
remains:: how should the subtle differences between burials be interpreted? Although the
evidencee is meagre, some clues as to the chronological development of the necropolis may
bee discerned. At the same time, it may be argued that the guiding principle determining
thee layout of the graves is that of related groups of persons, probably members of small
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See Gnade 1992a, 40, on the distribution of black-glazed vessels; ibidem 38, on the quantitative distribution of vases.
A 'NE-group', consisting of 27 graves which either lack pottery or contain a single vase; and a group of graves
situatedd immediately to the south, in the central-eastern section of the necropolis, comprising many graves which contain
aa comparatively high number of grave goods, Gnade 1992a, 38 and Figs. 28, 40, 45.
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familyy groups. Differences observed between the individual burials in the recognized
groupss may then be explained in terms of chronology. Equally, they could be interpreted
ass expressions of the social position of the groups within the commmunity.
Iff we presume the principle of organization by descent groups, we find it most clearly
reflectedd in the placement of the graves. These seem to be laid out - especially in the
centrall and southern parts of the area - in various small units comprising three to five
gravess or pairs of graves. The graves are located either side by side or partially
intersecting.. Often (but not always) their orientation is similar.290 The different graves in
eachh unit are most likely of consecutive date and probably reflect the successive
generationss of one family (see below). More obvious cases of the expression of family ties
-- though less distinct in their spatial arrangement - are provided by multiple burials
consistingg of two or even three bodies in one grave.291
Onee also has to ask how the relatively high number of separate individual graves may
relatee to any presumed family-based organization of the necropolis. It may be significant
thatt many of them, though by no means all, contain comparatively few grave goods or
evenn apparently none. The most substantial group of such graves has been identified in the
northeasternn section.292
Perhapss those buried in separate graves had no specific family ties. This would explain
theirr solitary status and the often separate location of their graves. One could also argue
thatt the material poverty of these burials, at least those in the northeastern part of the
cemetery,, should be explained in terms of chronology. The remarkably orderly and wellspacedd placement of the graves in this section, which reveals a degree of alignment in
straightt rows, may suggest that this was the earliest section of the cemetery. Supporting
evidencee for this assumption is provided by the fact that the northeastern section is the
highestt part of the necropolis. From here there is a gradual slope down towards the south
andd southwest. It is likely that the higher ground would have been selected for the first
burials.. One could speculate that these were assigned to the first deceased members of a
communityy new to Satricum. These were possibly single persons. It is interesting to note
thatt children's graves, which occur with some consistency in the more southerly sections,
appearr to be absent from the graves in the north.
Att the same time, one might reasonably expect clear social differentiation (expressed in
termss of the numbers of grave goods) to be absent from the graves of the earliest
individuals,, since for them economic resources must have been limited. This assumption is
supportedd by the simple nature of the few grave goods found there. The most commonly
recordedd grave gift in this section (as in other separate graves which contain only one
vessel)) is a jar. These jars are either large and coarse or comparitively small and fine. This
mayy imply a distinction, either in terms of gender or social-economic status. We will
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On the organisation of some burials into small distinct units of intersecting graves or series of graves, see Gnade
1992a,, 21-22, n. 26. The clearest examples of family units may be recognized in the two central eastern groups,
respectivelyy comprising five and four intersecting graves with identical orientations (6, 64, 111, 125, 126 and 120-122,
132).. Similar arrangements may also be recognized in the smaller groups of intersecting burials, such as graves 14, 24,
31,, graves 76, 77, 78, 92 and graves 80-81, 91; or in pairs of intersecting graves, like 123-124, 162a-162b/c, 163-176.
Smalll groups of adjacent graves with a corresponding orientation that appear to be spatially separated from the other
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ass graves 17 and 35, 37 and 38, 21/36, 19 and 20).
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returnn to the issue of gender-defined vessels at a later stage.
Itt is probable that the earliest graves set the pattern which subsequent generations were
expectedd to follow. Certainly, the full range of grave-types have been recorded in the
northeasternn section.
Iff we pursue our argument, we would expect successive phases of the necropolis to reflect
aspectss of a more developed community, one which had grown in size and acquired more
economicc substance. And indeed, some changes along these lines are observed. In contrast
too the orderly arrangement of the graves in the northeastern section, the graves down the
slopee to the south are less widely spaced and more densely clustered. Many are set against
eachh other and there are frequent intersections (see above).293 Several distinct plots can
bee picked out. This higher density may be tentatively linked to a growth in population.
Childd burials appear regularly in the central section and are often incorporated in grave
unitss that may belong to individual families. The graves in this section also show an
enrichmentt in their furnishings, both in the number of gifts and in the occurrence of grave
goodss that are commonly regarded as expensive items. The assortment of vessels has
becomee substantially larger. One burial may contain more than one specimen of a
particularr vessel. Most of the imports found in the necropolis have been recorded in this
section,, notably three large Etruscan transport amphorae and the fragments of a Massilian
amphora.2944 In three instances the amphora is associated with a complex of several
gravess and probably acted as a grave marker. The rarity of the amphorae in the necropolis
wouldd certainly seem to indicate the special position of certain individuals within the
particularr group. This is especially visible in the last graves to be dug, which significantly
heldd the largest numbers of grave goods to be recorded in the necropolis. Remarkably,
thesee graves belonged to children (see below).295
Itt appears that the centre of the necropolis was occupied by certain family groups that
overr time had built up a certain level of prosperity.296 This hypothesis is supported by
thee presence of a few empty or 'poor' graves amongst the more richly furnished
examples.2977 In some cases, these are incorporated in a small grave unit next to a very
richh grave. These 'poor' graves may well constitute the first burials in the family line. In
time,, the space around them would then have been filled in, either with the graves of the
samee family group, partly dug into the original grave, or with the graves of neighbouring
familyy groups. It is possible that several plots were in use at the same time. In the case of
onee particular family unit, comprising graves 62, 64, 111, 125, 126, it may be observed
thatt the grave without gifts (111) is one of the earliest to have been dug, whereas the
richestt grave, child burial 62, is the latest (Fig. 19).298 A confirmation of the
comparativelyy late date of the child's grave is provided by a black glazed kylix found
amongg its grave goods, which can be dated to the last quarter of the fifth century or
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See n. 214 on the various distinguished groups.
Etruscan amphorae have been found in graves 5, 35 en 64. Fragments of a Massilian amphora have been found
scatteredd around grave 57.
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This refers to graves 35a, 58 and 62, which held as many as 18, 14 and 24 vases respectively.
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For example graves 111 and 121, both of which are part of a presumed family unit.
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possiblyy later. Incidentally, this grave is one of the latest datable graves in the
necropolis.. The whole plot, comprised of five graves which contain at least seven burials,
providess a fine example of a family unit spanning the whole period in which the
necropoliss was in use.
Ann interesting fact, which may be related to the chronological sequence of individual
burials,, is the difference in depth of the graves. It has been noted throughout the cemetery
thatt grave depths vary considerably, and that deep and shallow graves can occur next to
eachh other, (as can 'rich' and 'poor' graves). At the time of publication no explanation
couldd be offered for this phenomenon.300 In terms of the family group theory now being
proposed,, we could see the deepest graves as the first in the line of descent, to be
regardedd as the ancestor of the group. This suggestion would correspond remarkably well
withh our reconstruction of the early 'poor' graves and the late 'rich' graves. In the case of
thee grave plot 62, 64a/b, 111, 125 and 126a/b, grave 111 - which is the earliest and
withoutt grave goods - is also the deepest (Fig. 19).301 Grave 64b, the second deepest,
containss only one vessel. This grave must also be regarded as special for a number of
otherr reasons. Apart from its depth, it is the only grave of the group to be provided with
cornerr pits and is moreover the largest of its kind (2.55 x 1.00 m).
Similarr observations regarding a depth-related chronology for the graves can be made in
thee adjacent plot, which comprises graves 120a/b, 121, 122 and 132. The deepest grave
120bb contains only one vase, whereas the shallower (and probably later) graves show
comparativelyy richer furnishings.302 Such a reconstruction of course implies that the
intentionn to establish a lineage group of burials was present at the time the first, deep
gravee was dug. The apparent improbability of such a notion is countered, however, by the
occurrencee of multiple-burials in one grave (see above), which are perhaps better defined
ass 'lineage tombs'.303
Itt is further to be noted that the fill of grave 111 contained some 'old' Iron Age sherds
thatt may be tentatively identified as belonging to an amphora of the Alfedena-type.304
Untill recently this type of vessel was virtually unknown in the archaeological record of
Satricum.. As shown, however, similar fragments were brought to light in the upper layers
off the Poggio dei Cavallari.305 There they were interpreted as the remains of a destroyed
grave,, being part of a layer containing predominantly secondary material. The presence of
thesee fragments, together with some other Iron Age sherds in the fill of an otherwise
emptyy grave, could be interpreted differently, however, thereby removing the problem that
thesee graves are laid out in a sterile area with no traces of earlier occupation. We might
heree interpret the sherds as elements intentionally thrown into the fill as part of a ritual
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Grave 62 is the richest grave that has been recorded in the necropolis. It contained at least 24 vessels, among which
aree various black-glazed items. See Stibbe 1992, 69-70 on the kylix; Gnade 1992a, 218-221, on grave 62.
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See Gnade 1992a, 29.
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The fact that the less deep grave 121 did not contain gifts may be explained by the fact that the top layer of this
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revealedd some broken pottery finds.
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Rhodes;; on the significance of grave size and depth, see ibidem, 190-193. In contrast to the 'ancestors' in the Southwest
Necropolis,, the oldest graves in Vroulia were therichestones.
3044
See Gnade 1992a, grave 111, no. 1 and comment on p. 303.
3055
For comparable finds in the Poggio dei Cavallari and for references with regard to the Alfedena-amphora, see above,
n.. 172.
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establishingg a link with the background of the deceased. A comparable early and alien
intrusion,, this time the upper half of an Iron Age impasto jar, has been recorded in grave
122.3066 It has been suggested that this rather badly preserved vase - occurring as it does
amongg much better preserved pottery - may have had a special significance to the dead
person,, perhaps as an heirloom.
Stilll assuming a kinship structure, we could interpret the rather disorderly distribution of
gravess in the soutwestern section as the final phase of expansion in the necropolis. On the
otherr hand, we must concede that the disorderly impression is mainly based on a large
clusterr of at least ten, partly intersecting, graves with rather varied orientations.307 This
layoutt seems to diverge from the general pattern and the whole cluster may be related to a
largee family group.
Thee position of this cluster along the western periphery of the cemetery may also have a
specificc significance, although one which can only be guessed at. To the southwest of the
clusterr there are many isolated graves as well as several small groups of intersecting
graves. .
Inn general, the graves in the soutwestern section are not richly furnished. The average
numberr of gifts appears to diminish again, while empty graves or graves containing a
singlee object seem to occur more often. Some evidence for the presumed chronological
expansionn of the necropolis in a southwesterly and/or southerly direction may be provided
byy the slightly higher concentration of late black-glazed items recovered in this
section.3088 However, it should be said that the basis of such evidence is thin, due to the
generall scarcity of black-glazed vessels in the necropolis.
Thee argument in favour of a layout based on individual family units set against the
backgroundd of a chronological expansion of the necropolis as a whole, largely depends on
thee identification of small, intersecting grave groups. Unfortunately, neither the furnishings
norr the shapes of the graves in question reveal enough distinctive or recurring features to
confirmm the proposed family relations.309 However, the choice to dig one grave partly
overlappingg another seems to have been intentional, at least where graves with similar
orientationss are concerned. Most separate graves are well spaced, which indicates an
awarenesss of where to dig. The occurrence of several burials in one trench offers further
strongg support to the theory of kinship groups. Occasionally two members of one group
mayy have died simultaneously, but it is higly unlikely that such situations occurred in all
casess of multiple burial. The recurrence of child burials dug into or partly intersecting
otherr (usually adult) burials, is further evidence in support of descent groups.
Indicationn of deliberate choice is also provided by the alignment of graves along two
mainn orientations. As yet, the reason for this choice and the ritual underlying it remain
unclear. .
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See Gnade 1992a, 321-22, grave 122, no. 3, Fig. XXII, PI. 8a.
See Gnade 1992a, 21 on the cluster of graves comprising graves 27, 29, 69, 74, 83, 96, 97, 104, 110, 112. Here it
wass also observed that the floor levels of the earliest graves - generally the north-south graves - were lower than those of
thee intersecting (and thus later) east-west graves.
3088
Cf. the late, black-glazed miniature bowls (type 2, Steures 1992, 59) in graves 25 and 43; the St Valentine kantharos
inn grave 54 (end fifth cent.); the one-handler in grave 2; and the oinochoe (c. 425) in grave 7.
3WW
Cf the necropolis of Osteria dell'Osa where the discerned family groups are each characterized by distinctive
elements,, such as a specific type of pottery decoration, a specific use of a particular type of vessel, or an exclusive type
off grave gift, Bietti Sestieri 1992, 551-784; Bietti Sestieri/De Santis 1985, 36.
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Ass far as the composition of the population buried in the necropolis is concerned, a
numberr of further observations can be made. Some apply to the child burials, which, as
willl be shown, occupy a special position in the cemetery as a whole and in some of the
buriall groups in particular. Others relate to the gender of the buried persons and, thanks to
thee results obtained from a re-examination of the osteological remains, allow some new
conclusionss to be drawn.
Childd burials
Onee of the most remarkable aspects of the Southwest Necropolis is the way in which
childrenn were treated. The general custom in Latium was to bury children adjacent to the
hutt or house within the settlement. They do not seem to have had the right to be buried in
thee communal cemetery.310 This practice, amongst others, distinguishes the Latial culture
fromm its neighbours.311 The custom of burying children inside or nearby the house
survivedd into later periods. In Satricum, for example, two suggrundaria were found inside
thee Roman villa in the Poggio dei Cavallari, along the northern edge of the former lower
settlementt area.312
Inn the Southwest Necropolis, however, children were allowed a ritual similar to that
givenn to adults. They were either incorporated into family plots as individual burials or
buriedd in their own graves amongst those of the adults. Their graves seem to have been
treatedd with equal care. Of the 189 burials recorded in 167 graves, about 35 have been
recognizedd as child burials, based on the skeleton itself or on the size of the grave or on
thee grave outfit.313 This number makes up c. 18.5 % of the burials, not a very high
numberr when infant and child mortality must have been high (a mortality rate of 40 to
50%% is considered normal).314 However, in the case of the Southwest Necropolis, the
documentedd graves do not represent the entire community. We can even assume that there
weree twice as many burials. At least thirty more graves remain to be excavated, while the
completee cemetery was undoubtedly much larger.315 More child burials must therefore
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Bietti Sestieri/De Santis 1985, 39-40. See Waarsenburg 1995a, 145, for child burials in Satricum dating to the Iron
Age;; n. 429 for relevant literature on child burials in Latium. On the custom in general, see Gjerstad II, 154-56; on child
burialss in Ficana, see Jarva 1981.
3,11
Cf. Bartoloni et al. 1982, 259-60; Bietti Sestieri/De Santis 1985, 40. Cf. La Geniere 1990, 84-86, on child burials in
Southernn Italy and Sicily.
3122
See Heldring 1985, 74-75; CatSatricum 1985, 173 no. 334.
3.33
See Gnade 1992a, 42-44, for the child burials. Fourteen had been identified via the skeletal remains (11 under the age
off 10) and 19 on the basis of indirect evidence, such as the small dimensions of the grave or the character and size of
thee grave goods. Additional study of the skeletal remains has resulted in the identification of three more child burials in
gravess 115a, 148 and 160c (see Rubini et al. in this volume). In the cases of graves 115a and 148, children of 10-11 and
5-77 years have been respectively identified on the basis of extra dental elements found in the boxes containing the bone
materiall (personal comment Rubini). The same burials were previously assigned to adults of about 25 years (respectively
gravess 115b and 148), see Hoogland 1992, 119. Grave 160 concerns a child of 5+/-6 months, lying in the upper layer of
thee fossa. Its existence was already presumed on the basis of the find of two small vases and the bulging outline of the
grave.. The re-examination of the bones also resulted in a slight correction of the age of the body in grave 109, from
15+/-33 years to 18-20. This removed it from the list of child burials. See Rubini et al. in the Appendix.
3.44
Cf. for instance La Geniere 1990, 84-85, on the different opinions prevailing amongst demographers and
anthropologistss on the ratio of child mortality.
3155
The southern and eastern limits of the cemetery have not been established. The graves in the lower southern section
havee not been excavated; more graves have been registered below and to the east of the modern pig-shed that covers the
easternn part of the necropolis.
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havee been present. It is at the same time very probable that many child burials are no
longerr recognizable due to the poor soil conditions.316 In spite of the small number
whichh have been preserved, the child burials that have been positively identified provide a
sufficientlyy large sample to convey how children were buried in this particular community.
Manyy of the children buried in the Southwest Necropolis seem to have occupied a
significantt position in the community. This may be inferred, as we will see below, from
thee regular presence of miniature lead objects and from the often high number of vases
presentt in their burials. As has been said, grave 62 with its 24 vessels constitutes the
richestt grave of the necropolis. Graves 35a and 58 are solid runners-up with 18 and 10
vasess respectively.
Itt may be recalled that these particular graves were in family plots and were the last
gravess to be dug. The occupants therefore seem to represent the last members of their
familyy lines. The striking display of wealth in the children's graves may perhaps be
explainedd in terms of growing competition between various family groups, possibly
mirroringg the social distinctions of daily life.317 It implies that prestige or rank was
acquiredd through hereditary transmission rather than personal achievement.
Thee special attention given to children marks them as social persons, a phenomenon that
findss parallels in this period only outside ancient Latium. Comparable examples of socially
significantt child burials are found not only in inland cemeteries such as those of Alfedena
andd Campovalano, but also in the southern region of Campania (the cemeteries of
Pontecagnano)3188 and in Etruria (the necropolis of Veii, for example).319 The best
knownn child burials from Magna Graecia are those of the Lucifero necropolis of Locri
Epizefiri.320 0
Thee cemetery of Alfedena, in the central Apennines, may serve as the best parallel
becausee of its more or less contemporary date. During the recent excavations conducted in
thiss necropolis three distinct burial groups have been identified, all of which contain child
burialss in individual graves amongst those of the adults.321 The graves are generally
madee to size and contain small personal objects and vases, often of small dimensions.
Theyy sometimes yield a larger number of objects than the adult burials.322
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On the soil conditions in the Southwest Necropolis, see Duivenvoorden 1992, 435.
A similar process of growing differentation between family groups has been noted, for example, in the necropolis of
Osteriaa dell'Osa during the eight century, see Bietti Sestieri/De Santis 1985, 39.
3188
For child burials in Pontecagnano, see D'Agostino in NSc 1968, 120, nos. 71-73.
3199
The necropolis of Quattro Fontanili in Veii has revealed some child burials of elevated rank, cf. Bartoloni 1993, 275:
tombb OP 5 containing a cremation (NSc 1972, 299-302), fossa grave GG 13-14 with loculus and cist containing a male
childd of seven years (NSc 1965, 112-115), fossa grave HH 6-7 with loculus containing a male child of five years (NSc
1967,, 252-258), fossa grave GG 14-115 with possible wooden coffin, containing a 15 year-old child, probably female
(NSc(NSc 1965, 117).
3200
For the analysis of sex and age classes in this necropolis, see Cerchiai 1982, 289-298; cf. also La Geniere 1990, 8586,, on the burial of children in Southern Italy.
3211
The necropolis of Alfedena covers the period from the late sixth to the fourth centuries. The necropolis, first
publishedd by Mariani in 1901, was more fully excavated between 1974-1979 under the direction of F. Parise Badoni and
M.. Ruggeri Giove. They published the results in 1980.
3222
See Parise Badoni/ Ruggeri Giove 1980, xiii (child burial in thefirstgroup), xxii (second group, with the notably rich
childd burial no. 71), xxix (third group, with the rich burial no. 103). Graves 71 and 103 were each assigned a special
positionn within the groups, being located in the centre among burials with weapons and ripostigli. Some remarkably rich
childd burials were also recorded among the graves published by Mariani in 1901 (L. Mariani, Aufidena, MonAnt 10,
1901,, 225-638), for instance, grave no. 393 (p. 602).
3177
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Off the 35 child burials identified in the Southwest Necropolis, ten contained miniature
leadd weapons marking the deceased as male.323 Remarkably, all these burials lay over an
adultt grave, in four cases that of a male and in one case, a female.324
Ass to the significance of the lead miniatures, we can only guess. Without doubt, they
hadd a symbolic meaning. They were specially made as burial gifts, probably as substitutes
forr real objects, and immediately recall the early Iron Age cremations of Latium where
weaponryy is usually miniaturized. There the weapons have been interpreted as symbolic
substitutess for use in the hereafter.325 However, the Latial custom of miniaturization is
partt of a wider phenomenon that is mainly connected with adults. The miniaturization
oftenn extends to the house of the deceased and sometimes even to his person.326 The
miniaturee weapons in the Southwest Necropolis, on the other hand, seems to be exclusive
too the youngest members of the community, implying a different symbolic
significance.3277 They may of course be explained as symbolic references to the warrior
statuss of the family, or to the 'future' role imputed to the deceased.328 But apart from
thiss gender-based significance, the objects must have held a wider symbolic meaning, one
associatedd with authority and power. Most significant in this respect is the presence of
axes,, in one case even a double-axe.329 As such, the axe is part of a communal ideology
encounteredd in the Phoenician and Hellenic worlds as well as in the Etrusco-Italic
region.3300 Examples of the axe as a symbol of authority are numerous, both in religious
andd in political contexts.331 A good example from the Central-Italic indigenous world is
providedd by the monumental Guerriero di Capestrano, who holds a small axe in his right
hand.3322 Miniature axes are known from various other inland sites. A miniature bronze
axee and two miniature lance heads have been found in the sanctuary of Hercules in
Campochiaro333.. Another miniature bronze axe-head is recorded in the votive deposit of
Carsoli.3344 Several iron axe-heads have been recorded in the necropolis of Alfedena.335
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The graves with miniature lead objects are : 17a, 52a, 58, 70, 94a, 103a, 120a, 124, 143a, 167a. Grave 178 may be
addedd to this list. It contained a small fragment of lead, possibly belonging to a miniature pike.
3244
Grave 17a is lying on top of a grave containing an iron pike; graves 58 and 70 both intersect with graves containing
ann ollaforata that have been identified as a male object (see below); grave 124 intersects with grave 123, of which the
skeletall remains have been identified as male; grave 167a lies on top of 167b and 167c, both of which contained female
skeletonss (see Rubini et ai, Appendix).
3255
See Colonna 1974, 288-92, on the custom of miniaturization in the early Iron Age in Latium; Bietti Sestieri 1992, 45,
forr the significance of the miniature weapons in the necropolis of Osteria dell'Osa. Weapons are considered as indicators
off the social role of the deceased. As a precaution for the living, they have been substituted by miniature reproductions.
3266
On miniature hut-ums, see Bartoloni et al. 1987; on miniature human figurines, see Damgaard Andersen 1993, 7-56.
3277
With the possible exception of the miniature lead axe-head found in grave 94a (see below). It was found in the
disturbedd fill, but high up and to the side of a very long grave (2.70 m).
3288
Cf. Cerchiai 1982, 293, for the significance of miniature objects in the burials of young girls in the necropolis of
Locrii Epizeferi. It has been suggested that some of the miniatures may be regarded as items expressing the 'future' role
off the child.
3299
Graves 17a, 52a, 94a, 124, 143a held single axe-heads; grave 167a contained a double-axe; on the miniature axes in
thee Southwest Necropolis, see Meering 1992, 109-110.
3300
For the diffusion of the 'custom of the axe' and its significance, see Chiaramonte Treré, in CatGrande Roma 1986,
182,, with references.
3311
Chiaramonte Treré, in CatGrande Roma 1986, 182, with references.
3322
Cianfarani 1976, pi. 85.
3333
CatSannio 1980, 208, nos. 5a-c, fig. 68.5a, (resp. sizes: 0.084 (axe), 0.077 and 0.059 (lances), with (mistaken)
referencee to the necropolis of Novilara, where bronze axe-heads of a larger size (0.10-0.15) have been found in five
warriorr tombs, see Brizio 1895, coll. 240-242.
3344
Personal communication M.T. Onorati.
3355
See Mariani 1901, 367 and fig. 83 (0.15 in length).
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Thee connotation of authority presumed to adhere to the axe is strongly supported by the
inscriptionn on the specimen found in grave 94a (Fig. 23). This inscription has recently
beenn interpreted by Colonna.336 It identifies the original owner of the axe as an aedilis,
whoo without doubt should be seen as a person of high social rank with power to
command.. On account of the large size of the grave that contained the axe-head (2.70 m),
thee object has recently been attributed to an adult, quite in accordance with the function of
aedilis.aedilis.337337 Its position in the upper fill of the grave, however, is in line with the pattern
off miniature lead objects associated with child burials which are dug into the graves of
adults.338 8
Thee consistent use of lead in the miniatures from the Southwest Necropolis is another
aspectt that distinguishes them from the miniaturization recorded in other burial contexts.
Inn most other graves, miniatures are in bronze.339 In the case of graves in the Southwest
Necropolis,, a direct reference to the hereafter may have been expressed in the chthonic
propertiess generally ascribed to the metal.340
Apartt from miniature lead weapons, child burials can also contain miniature vessels or
vasess of a comparatively small size. Such vessels have been recorded in 19 child burials,
fivee of which also contained a miniature lead weapon.341 The other five graves with lead
objectss contain either normal objects or no other items at all.342 The significance of these
differencess in outfit is unclear. We do not know, for example, whether the child burials
withoutt lead weapons are those of young girls or whether they may still be attributed to
boys.. Lead objects may occur in both richly and poorly furnished graves, while child
burialss with a rich outfit may lack lead weapons (as is best illustrated by grave 62, which
containss the largest number of vessels). The question of whether age differences are
impliedd by the presence of miniatures alone, or of miniatures in combination with
normallyy sized vases, cannot be resolved. In the 17 cases that an age has been established,
alll kinds of combinations occur. It may be noted, however, that the range of miniature or
smalll vessels found in the child burials is larger than in the adult burials. The vessels
comprisee jugs, bowls, jars and kantharoi, whereas the miniatures in adult graves consist
predominantlyy of small jugs implying a different ritual significance (see below on the
characterr of the grave goods). One might therefore assume that the miniature vases in the
childd burials were intended as actual substitutes for normally sized objects and were given
forr use in the hereafter.
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See Colonna 1995, 3-20.
Cf. Colonna 1995, 11.
3388
See below, for the discussion of the interpretation of the inscription and for the attribution of the axe-head.
3399
Lead miniature weapons were probably also present in the graves on the acropolis, as may be deduced from the
sporadicc find of a miniature lead axe in 1990 (V 2702, not published). The piece has been consigned to the Groningen
excavationn team dealing with the graves on the hill.
3400
See Meering 1992, 111-12, on the magical connotations of lead.
3411
See Gnade 1992a, 41 and n. 76; 43 and n. 89, for the child burials containing miniature objects. Fourteen such burials
weree intially identified. The list of graves with only miniature objects has since been extended by four, following the
reassignmentt of objects to particular burials. These are grave 160b, the newly identified child grave 160c, grave 162b
andd possibly grave 167a; graves 119 and 178 have been added to the list of child burials containing both miniature and
normall objects. Grave 109 must now be removed from the list because the age of the deceased has been corrected (see
Rubinii et ai, Appendix). This leaves a total of 19.
3422
This applies to burials 52a (kylix, plain jar, handled jar), 70 (2 bowls), 94a, 103a, 124. It is possible, however, that
thee normal-sized vessels belong to a deeper grave into which the child burial had been dug.
3377
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Gender r
Initially,, few results were obtained which could lead to the identification of the sex of the
individualss buried in the Southwest Necropolis. Little help was offered by the skeletal
remains.. In general, these appeared to have been poorly preserved and early analysis of
thee remains established the sex of only three individuals.343
Likewise,, the outfits of the graves offered few clues to a differentiation between males
andd females. Nor could any patterns be discerned in the distribution of grave shapes which
mightt have been linked to gender and age. Only in a very small number of cases (and
withh varying degrees of certainty) could the sex of individual members of the community
bee identified on the basis of particular attributes present in the grave.344 Typical genderobjects,, such as a weapon or a spindle-whorl, were present in only 19 graves, a rather low
figuree given the total number of graves.345 The miniature lead weapons, while more
exceptional,, were also identified as gender-objects (see above).
Inn the few cases where a specific gender could be clearly recognized from the presence
off a particular attribute, the observation could not be corroborated by the osteological
remainss themselves.
Recently,, however, the osteological remains have been re-examined using more advanced
methods.. This has led to the revision of earlier conclusions. As well as a slight correction
off the average age and an extension of the sample by ten cases, the gender of 43
individualss could be defined, nine with a high degree of certainty.346
Withh the help of the new data it is now possible to make a connection between the
observedd sex of some individuals and a specific vessel-type that occurs in many grave
furnishings.. This vessel is the olla forata (a jar with pierced lip) which belongs to a
categoryy of grave gift typical to the Southwest Necropolis (Fig. 21).347 Forty-nine pieces
havee been recovered, distributed between 43 graves. My own suggestion, based on the
identificationn of the skeletal remains and/or associations with typical male attributes in the
furnishings,, is that this type of vessel is linked to male individuals in the Southwest
Necropolis.. In six instances the jars were found in burials that were identified as possibly
malee via analysis of the skeleton. In ten other graves the jar was part of an outfit
containingg a typical male attribute, either an iron weapon or a lead substitute. So far, only
onee female (?) burial contained an olla forata?** Other objects, notably vessels
associatedd with wine consumption, appear next to the jars with some regularity and may
confirmm their male connotation.
Thee olla forata is a shape which so far has no parallels outside Satricum, despite
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Hoogland 1992, 117-123. The remains of 94 skeletons were studied. In 67 instances the age of the individual at the
timee of death could be approximated, but only in three cases was it possible to establish the gender.
3444
Gnade 1992a, 41-42.
3455
Iron weapons (comprising lanceheads, spear heads, one butt and one knife) were present in 16 graves. Three graves
containedd a spindle whorl or a loom weight.
3466
Rubini et ai, Appendix.
3477
Steures 1992, 63-68.
3488
This was grave 19, where the identification of the deceased as female is uncertain.
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occasionall references to similar items from other sites.349 The shape in some ways
recallss that of the kernos-jar, of which two specimens have been recorded in Votive
Depositt II at Satricum. This jar is made of a similar depurated ware. The shoulder carries
twoo opposing spouts which run into surmounting shallow bowls. The rim of the jar itself
iss pierced by four perforations placed cross-wise.350 Exact parallels for this kind of jar
aree likewise unknown. The device of applying surmounting bowls to large containers is
widespreadd in the Central-Adriatic regions, where it is associated with wine. Unlike many
off these items, however, the bowls of the Satricum specimens are connected to the main
bodyy via the spouts on the shoulder.351 In spite of this difference, the association of the
kernos-jarr with wine is not to be excluded. The jars with perforated lip from the
Southwestt Necropolis may also be connected with wine or with its preparation, although
anotherr function for them has been proposed.352 In order to explain the holes in the lip,
itt has been suggested that these acted as ventilation holes during the fermentation of kefir.
Forr a number of reasons, other alcoholic drinks were ruled out. In my view, however, it is
stilll worth considering the jar as a fermentation vessel used in the preparation of wine.
Certainly,, there is some correlation to be observed between the olie f orate and the
consumptionn of wine. In more than half the instances where such a jar was found, other
(drinkingg and pouring) vessels generally associated with wine were also present, either of
normall size or in miniature form. In 18 cases a drinking vessel was involved, either a
locallyy made kantharos (11) or a black-glazed cup (7). In the exceptionally rich grave 62,
specimenss of both vessel-types were present.353 In 15 cases (11 of which also involved a
drinkingg vessel) there was a miniature jug.354
Too date, the olla forata and its regular association with particular vessels is the only
examplee in the necropolis of a pattern, either in the contextual sense or in the association
off a vase with a particular gender.
Iff we choose to consider the olla forata as a grave gift confined to male burials, the total
numberr of males buried in the necropolis rises significantly. The effect is to tilt the
generall balance between the sexes strongly towards the males. It could of course be
arguedd that many of the remaining graves must have belonged to women, which would go
somee way towards restoring the balance. However, male burials do seem to be in the
majority.. This can be inferred from the bones themselves, which also indicate a slight
predominancee of males. Further evidence may be derived from a similar (though less
marked)) imbalance in the ratio between the most common gender attributes, the weapons
andd the spinning and weaving items. The latter were present in only three graves,
comparedd with 15 containing an iron weapon and 10 with a lead substitute. That is a ratio
3499

Bouma 1996, I, 373, n. 625 with parallels from Crustumerium, Antemnae and Artena. These specimens, however, do
nott convince because they are rims of plain jars. The only vessel that in some way recalls the olla forata comes from the
latee seventh-century grave no. 153 in the necropolis of Laurentina, cf. Bedini, in CatGrande Roma 1990, 256, no. 10.3.3.
Itt is an ovoid jar with a rim perforated by four holes, made of depurated clay with a grey core and a reddish slip on the
outside.. On the whole, however, the vase shows very little similarity with the vessels from the Southwest Necropolis.
3500
Bouma 1996, I, 347-348. Bouma considers the olla forata a later substitute for the kernos-jar.
3511
Compare an impasto jar from Caporciano, published in Catalogo del Museo archeologico di Campli (a cura di
Vincenzoo d'Ercole e Walter Pellegrini) 1987, 29, fig. 1.
3522
On the suggested function of the jar with holes in the lip, see Steures 1992, 63-66; idem 1993.
3533
An olla forata was found together with a kantharos in graves 13, 29, 40, 42, 59, 62, 99, 122, 142, 145, 161; together
withh a black-glazed cup in graves 62, 64b, 86, 143c, 153, 168, 169.
3544
An olla forata was found together with a pouring vessel in graves 19, 40, 42, 59, 62, 63, 76, 120a, 122, 142, 143c,
145,, 153, 161, 169.
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off 1:8. If we apply the same ratio to the other 161 burials which lack typical gender
objects,, we arrive at a rough estimate of the males represented in the excavated graves, i.e.
165. .
Thesee observations regarding the perforated jar are, of course, somewhat speculative and
cannott be proven. However, the jar is undoubtedly one of the most characteristic items in
thee necropolis, and one which is found in comparative high numbers. As such the vessel
probablyy possessed a special meaning, which in turn makes it a useful marker in our
attemptss to decode possible underlying patterns in the Southwest Necropolis.
Ass far as female burials are concerned, the newly obtained data from the skeletal
remainss also allow for some additional observations, albeit of a more general nature. For
example,, it appears that the graves of females were generally less richly furnished than
thosee of males. Most are either empty or contain no more than two or three vases.

Thee military aspect
Onee factor that unmistakably points to the male gender is the presence of weapons. As has
beenn said, the Southwest Necropolis has yielded remarkably few weapons. Iron weapons
havee been recorded in only 15 graves, or c. 8% of the 189 excavated burials (nine
lanceheads,, three spearheads, possibly a spear-butt (sauroter) and one or two pikes);355
miniaturee lead weapons were found in ten graves which have been assigned to
children.3566 The presence of weapons, however few, indicates that the community was
acquaintedd with military activity and probably participated in warfare. It has been
suggested,, by way of explaining their small numbers, that weapons were too precious to
buryy in graves (although exceptions could clearly be made).357 On the other hand, given
thee extremely poor state of preservation of the weapons recovered, we might suppose that
moree burials may have held weapons which have not survived.358
Weaponryy in graves is a well-known phenomenon in Iron Age Latium. Bronze weapons in
miniaturee are present in ninth-century cremation burials, substituting for real weapons. In
eighth-centuryy inhumation burials they have been replaced by full-sized weapons. An
increasee in warrior equipment is then observed, culminating in the rich warrior and chariot
burialss of the late eighth and early seventh centuries. Similarly, the bronze weapons of the
earlyy Iron Age seem to have been replaced by iron weapons during the eighth century
(periodd III).359 Their reappearance, often combined with iron weaponry, is regarded as a
signn of status.360 Weapons then seem to disappear from the burial record in the course of
thee third quarter of the seventh century. The latest grave in the Iron Age necropolis of
Satricumm with iron weapons is grave V, with a closing date of 650/640.361 Their absence
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hass been explained by the suggestion that they had now become hereditary objects,
transmittedd to descendants.362
Thee general significance of weaponry in graves in ancient Latium seems to be primarily
relatedd to the social rank of the deceased, either in symbolizing warrior status during the
earlyy Iron Age or in marking the deceased as a member of the social élite in the
succeedingg Orientalizing period. The shift in the symbolic significance of weapons - that
is,, from weapons referring to warfare, to weapons referring to status (independent of
gender)) - takes place in the second half of the eighth century. This is demonstrated by the
multiplee presence of bronze shields in single warrior burials; or (in the seventh century) by
thee presence of shields in rich female burials, sometimes even in combination with a
chariot.3633 This change has been explained in terms of a decreasing interest in marking
thee deceased as a warrior.364
Withh regard to the weapons in the Southwest Necropolis, it is difficult to establish their
exactt significance. Do they refer to the actual warrior role of the deceased, or are they to
bee regarded as symbols implying a high social status? Little help is offered by the rest of
thee burial evidence. It has been claimed that the weapons recovered were concentrated in a
particularr area of the necropolis,365 but in view of their presence in graves 88, 89 and
1666 and 182, all situated along the outer limits of the excavated burial ground, their
distributionn would appear to be far wider. In contrast to burials from the Orientalizing
period,, those which contain weapons in the Southwest Necropolis are not otherwise
distinctivee in any particular way, either in their furnishing or in the shape of the
graves.3666 It may be significant, however, that the iron weapons seem to occur
predominantlyy in graves that are attributed to older members of the community.367 In
fourr cases the deceased was older than 33 and in the two other cases the age was between
255 and 30. No weapons were recovered in graves assigned to subadults or adults between
122 and 25.368 Weapons appear again in the burials of the youngest members, but now as
leadd miniatures.
Givenn these patterns, it seems reasonable to interpret the presence of weapons in only a
limitedd number of graves, with a single piece per grave,369 as a particular mark of
honour.. The weapon was undoubtedly related to the former military function of the
deceasedd but it seems also to have had a more specific meaning, perhaps to emphasize or
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symbolizee his persona] achievements as a warrior. These would no doubt have been
greaterr after several years of military activity. The total absence of weapons in the graves
off young men (the most likely group of active warriors) and the presence of single items
addss support to this reading of the weapons as having honorific significance. A single
weaponn can hardly be considered the real equipment of a warrior. The strength of the
militaryy strand in the community's culture is most obvious from the miniature weapons
foundd in child burials.
Characterr of the grave gifts
Thiss discussion of the meaning of particular burial gifts leads directly into the problem of
thee correct interpretation of the other gifts. Are they to be regarded as objects of daily use
orr as funerary gifts that were especially made for the occasion? Thanks to recent
discoveriess made in Satricum, we now have the chance to make comparisons between
findss from contexts with very different characters. Not only do we have the burial context
off the Southwest Necropolis. We also have the objects found in the apparently sacral
contextt of Votive Deposit II on the acropolis. On the other hand we have finds from an
unmistakablyy domestic context, collected from the household debris in the dump stratum
off the Poggio dei Cavallari.
Inn general, a close similarity can be observed in the type, shape and fabric of the vessels
foundd in the three contexts. All contain pots from the same functional classes - eating,
drinking,, pouring and storage. All display a prevalence of the more simple shapes, such as
bowlss and jars, with an obvious dominance of plain varieties.370 But there are also some
notablee differences that may be related to the specific nature of the contexts.371
Shapess that are particularly found in the Southwest Necropolis and may be therefore
assignedd a specific funerary character are the coarseware jars with bosses on the shoulder
(olla(olla bugnata), the small two-handled jars of light depurated clay (stamnos), the jars with
perforatedd rim (olla forata) and the kantharoi with double-reeded handles of imitation
bucchero.. These particular vessels have few parallels elsewhere in Satricum. The small,
two-handledd jar may even be unique to the Southwest Necropolis.372
Vesselss that are notably absent in the graves but which constitute regular items both in
Votivee Deposit II and in the dump in the Poggio dei Cavallari are the large storage jar, the
differentt types of large basins, the lid and the lid-bowl.
Thee assumption here is that the deceased was given a small meal or some provison for his
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Bouma, jar type IV and bowl type III for Votive Deposit II; Steures jar types 2-5 and bowl types 2-5 for the
Southwestt Necropolis.
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I,, 1996, 372-73, on the olla forata in the deposit; 348-351, on the jar with bosses (decorated jar); 380-382, on the
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journey.. This may be inferred from, amongst other things, the primarily domestic character
off the pottery, which presents the most basic shapes. The plain jars (presumably cooking
vessels)) and some of the other shapes, often show greasy black traces on the inside and
sometimess yielded carbonized remains of the original organic content.373 Unfortunately,
thesee contents could not be analysed. The only exception concerned the small stamnos
fromm the burial of the girl in the Poggio dei Cavallari which was discussed earlier. Here
partt of the carbonized contents could be identified as coming from a hazel tree.374 The
woodd may have belonged to a ladle.
Tracess of use, such as the secondary burning observed on the cooking pots, may indicate
aa former utilitarian function in daily life. On the other hand, they could be the result of a
meall cooked at the grave. Neither option can be proven. It should be noted, however, that
thee other shapes do not show obvious traces of use. The most notable characteristic of the
jarr with perforated rim (plla forata) and of the jar with handles is their soft, powdery
fabric.. This would certainly have revealed traces of former use, unless an original surface
hass completely disappeared. The absence of wear on these delicate surfaces suggests that
theyy have never been used in daily life. It also supports the assumption of the primarily
funeraryy character of both jars.
Thee absence of larger vessels (like the large storage jars and the large basins) from the
graves,, seems to be in line with a funerary ritual characterised by a preference for smaller
vessels.. The deceased is often provided with rather small pots. These may have contained
onlyy a small portion of food and drink, just enough to bridge the period of passing from
onee world to the other. The jar with bosses and the small two-handled jars can then be
interpretedd as substitutes for the larger vessels of comparable shape (the storage jars with
andd without handles) which are known from the daily repertoire. The possible function of
thee jar with perforated rim as a substitute for the kernos-jar (equally absent in the
necropolis)) has already been discussed.
Inn general, both the deposit and the dump stratum in the Poggio dei Cavallari have yielded
aa much broader range of type-varieties of certain shapes, among which the more common
shapess of jars and bowls prevail. The absence of some of these vessel-types in the
Southwestt Necropolis, such as the high-rimmed jar and the jar with encircling cord
decoration,, is explained by their relatively late appearance in the pottery repertoire of
Latium.. They only seem to occur after the final date of the necropolis.375 The absence of
otherss might be due to reasons of ritual.
Thee miniaturization of some of the grave gifts suggests that part at least of the grave outfit
wass especially made for the occasion. The clearest examples are, of course, the miniature
weaponss we have discussed earlier. But the miniature vases may also be ascribed to the
funeraryy category.
Thee occurrence of miniature vases in Latium is generally related to the votive sphere. A
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feww examples from graves are known, but these are rather exceptional. The miniature
objectss in the child burials have already been discussed. It is to be noted, however, that
miniaturee vases are recorded in the burial outfits of adults (33) more often than in those of
childrenn (14).377 These consist predominantly of small jugs, which probably had a
specificc symbolic function, perhaps associated with libation.
Summingg up, it seems reasonable to conclude that the gifts in the graves of the Southwest
Necropoliss are more ritually defined than they appear at first sight. Behind their mundane
appearance,, the objects seem to have held a deeper significance that can only occasionally
bee glimpsed. The most obvious cases, of course, are those of the miniaturized objects. The
symbolicc significance of the iron weapons has also been discussed, but unfortunately we
remainn in the dark about that of the vessels. One plausible interpretation is to see them as
imitationss of full-sized versions belonging to the daily repertoire.
Observationss on the chronology of the necropolis
Thee Southwest Necropolis was in use for almost the entire fifth century. This period can
bee approximated on the basis of the few datable items found in the graves.378 Due to the
factt that the majority of grave gifts belong to the category of ordinary ware, no exact
initiall or final date can be established for the necropolis. Nevertheless, provisional dates
havee been proposed. These are: for the initial date, 488 (which accords with the presumed
presencee of the Volscians in Satricum); and for the final date, 420 (which is based on the
datee of the majority of the datable vessels).379 The latter seems to me suspect, since
somee comparative late black-glazed items were left out of consideration.380 Their
presencee suggests, in my view, that the final date of the necropolis could be safely
loweredd to c. 400 or even beyond. The initial date (488) is retained since no new
archaeologicall data seems to have come to hand.
Sincee the discovery of the necropolis, a steady flow of new pottery finds dating to the
fifthh and fourth centuries has extended the Satricum pottery repertoire. Unfortunately, most
off the new vessels belong to the category of locally manufactured ordinary ware, making
thee task of assigning particular vessel-types to precise chronological phases all the more
difficult.. Earlier attempts to establish a relative chronology for the ordinary vessels in the
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Southwestt Necropolis proved unsuccessful, in spite of the presence of some reliably dated
importedd pots and of local imitations of datable prototypes from Greece and Southern
Italy.3811 No significant relationship between any two types of ordinary ware could be
establishedd and thus no relationship between recognized types of vessels and their
distributionn in the necropolis. Considering the short span of time represented by the
necropolis,, the absolute time range of each datable pot was seen as too wide to be useful.
Consequently,, the chances of establishing formal developments within the distinct classes
off this poor material were regarded as very slim.382
Inn reaction to this view, it has recently been suggested that the main obstacle to
establishingg a relative chronology for the ordinary ware may have been an incorrect
typology.3833 Vessels revealing a close morphological relationship with those from the
necropoliss have been recorded in the partly contemporary Votive Deposit II on the
acropolis.. The presumed chronological distinction between the separate layers on the one
handd and the separate depositions in each layer on the other, was seen as the key to setting
upp a typo-chronology for the simple pottery.384 However, the absence of reliably dated
importss to provide a basis for a more fixed chronology is even more marked in the votive
contextt than in the necropolis. This applies especially to the earliest strata of the deposit.
Moreover,, the dates of parallels from other sites have been regarded as too general to be
off any help.385
Wee have already discussed the stratigraphy of Votive Deposit II and its chronological
valuee for individual vessels. In order to underline the non-value of the typo-chronology
thatt has emerged from the meticulous study of the pottery, it may be useful to test it on
thee Southwest Necropolis.
Inn my view, it is doubtful whether the typo-chronology for the deposit pottery would
helpp in any way towards making a clearer chronological distinction between the individual
gravess in the necropolis, or indeed in any other context. The results present a complex
systemm of main types, subtypes, varieties and ware groups of which the usefulness must be
fundamentallyy questioned. For the jars alone, seven main types have been discerned of
whichh type III - the decorated jar - is divided into seven type-varieties and type IV - the
mostt common plain jar - into 53! The bowls are sub-divided into 11 main types.386
Off direct interest to the Southwest Necropolis are the plain jar varieties. This kind of jar,
withh 70 specimens, is the second most common vessel-type occuring in the necropolis. In
Votivee Deposit II it is the most common. Of the 53 type-varieties discerned in the deposit,
233 have been recognized in the necropolis. In only 10 cases are these 'late' jars, i.e. jars
thatt only occur in Votive Deposit II from 450 onwards.387 All the other parallels are
piecess that occur from the earliest votive layer through to the final period of use, i.e. from
thee early fifth century until the end of the third century. Obviously, these jars are of no
chronologicall help for the graves in the necropolis. The same holds for the remaining
specimens,, which occur comparatively late in the deposit. Were these to occur in a grave
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which,, through its position, could confirm a date, they might have been useful for our
purposes.. Unfortunately, this is not the case.
Thee most convincing argument against the usefulness of the jar classifications for dating
particularr graves is provided by the grave contexts themselves, either via well-dated
objectss in the same burials or by the presence of differently dated jars. Grave 35a, for
example,, which contains an owl-skyphos and a kylix that are both dated to the second
quarterr of the fifth century, also contains a comparatively early jar-variety side by side
withh a comparatively later jar-variety.388 Another example is grave 171, which likewise
containss two jar-varieties dated to different periods.389
Similarr observations can be made regarding the typo-chronology of the bowls.390 The
commonn bowl-type HI, which has most parallels in the necropolis, is found in all layers of
thee votive deposit.
Inn view of the above, we may conclude that the more common shapes of domestic ware,
thee plain jar and the bowl, are of no help to us in dating individual graves.
Satricann society during the fifth century
Analysiss of the Southwest Necropolis has thus far produced an impression of rather a
simplee community characterised by a modest standard of living. However, the burial
recordd bears indirect witness to other social factors which may throw a different light on
thee status of the dead and at the same time tell us more about Satrican society in the fifth
century. .
Onee of these factors is the obvious degree of organization that emerges from the burial
record.. The first and clearest sign of organization is the regular layout of the cemetery
alongg two main orientations, a phenomenon for which there is still no acceptable
explanation.. Secondly, there is the observed organizing principle based on family groups,
whichh seems to have been anticipated by the organized arrangement of the first (separate)
gravess in more or less straight rows. Thirdly, there is the continuation of the same burial
rituall throughout the whole period the necropolis was in use. The same consistency is
visiblee in the care bestowed on each separate disposal. As such, the burial record seems to
reflectt a significant level of organization within the community.
Directt evidence for a well-organized, and even politically structured, community is
providedd by the find of the lead axe-head with inscription (see above; Fig. 23).391 The
inscriptionn has been identified as an onomastic formula (in the dative) of dedication or
(evenn more likely) of possession, revealing a personal name - Iukos Comius or Cominius withh the magistratal title of aedilis?92 If this interpretation is correct, it would be the
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firstt written evidence of this title, which was officially introduced in Rome in 494.393
Apartt from its importance as an epigraphical document, and its possible ethnic connotation
(seee below), the inscription implies that the deceased to whom the axe-head was donated ass well as the donor himself - was able to read.394 This is surely quite surprising in a
simplee community. But the inscription implies more, namely that the community was
acquaintedd with official functions inherent to an urban organization. The urban aspect of
thee settlement of Satricum during the fifth century has been suggested by the
reconstructionn of the later history of the road in the area of the Poggio dei Cavallari. It
seemss to be corroborated by the evidence of the inscription, especially considering the
taskss that were subsequently assigned to an aedilis.395 As far as the duties of the official
inn Satricum are concerned, all suggestions are of course a matter of speculation. But it is
nott unreasonable to imagine that his responsibilties would have been similar to those of
laterr aediles, such as the upkeep of streets and public buildings, or the maintenance of
publicc order, or the supervision of the food supply.
Thee inscription is clearly of fundamental importance both for the interpretation of the
funeraryy remains and for any attempt to understand the community using the necropolis.
Whilee analysis of the burials has suggested a group of people with apparently no internal
sociall distinctions, the text on the axe-head points in the opposite direction, suggesting a
hierarchicall social order. As such the inscription represents a warning against making easy
assumptionss on the basis of patterns observed in the burial record. Without it we would be
leftt with a quite different impression of the community, one shaped by the underlying
uniformityy and comparitive modesty of the burials. It now seems reasonable to conclude,
however,, that fifth-century Satrican society was more complex than it would appear at
firstt sight. The consistent evidence of organization reflected in the overall burial record
are,, in my view, in line with this conclusion.
AA further find that implies a relatively high standard of living is a textile fragment
recoveredd from one of the graves in the Southwest Necropolis.396 The textile is of a
remarkablyy fine fabric - probably wool, but even silk has been suggested - showing
extremelyy fine weft threads.397 Apart from the textile, which was found with the remains
off a metal ring-shaped object, the burial contained only a lead amulet and an iron fibula.
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Thee quality of the cloth suggests a certain degree of prosperity which is quite at odds with
thee otherwise simple impression conveyed by this particular burial. A comparable
simplicityy was encountered in the grave containing the axe-head with inscription. Just as
thee inscription provides valuable clues to the political structure of the community, so the
finee quality of the cloth suggests an unexpected level of sophistication.
AA final source of information that sheds light on the fifth-century community is offered by
thee skeletal remains, which have recently been re-analysized.398 The results of this
researchh reveal, in general, a fairly good state of health and a reasonable longevity. Most
notable,, perhaps, is the healthy state of the dental elements. These show a low rate of
caries,, implying some form of dental care, a high consumption of vegetables and a low
consumptionn of sweet food.
Itt was established that the diet consisted predominantly of vegetables and cereals, but
thatt it also contained protein-rich foods such as meat and milk.399 The research thus
providess evidence for a subsistence economy based on agriculture, but incorporating forms
off proteic production such as breeding and (probably) stock-raising (see Rubini et al. in
thee Appendix).
Somee of the skulls show obvious traces of cribra orbitalia, small holes in the vault, a
lesionn that is closely akin to a known Mediterranean type of anaemia, called
thalassemia.thalassemia.400400 This may be the result of protein-poor diets but - more relevant to th
situationn in Satricum - it is also associated with blood loss due to parasites, especially
malaria.4011 Neither, however, prevented the community from establishing a presence that
lastedd for around a century.
Too summarize the above, it is fair to conclude that the circumstances of life in fifthcenturyy Satricum must have been relatively stable, sufficient at least to allow the
communityy buried in the Southwest Necropolis to develop a settled mode of existence.
Further,, their society appears to have been more complex than one might assume from the
modestt funerary remains they have left us. The main evidence for this complexity is the
inscriptionn reference to an aedilis, implying political organization within the community.

3.3.33 A Volscian or a Latin necropolis?
Onee of the most intriguing questions surrounding the Southwest Necropolis concerns the
ethno-culturall identity of those buried in it: were they Latins, Volscians or a mixture of
thee two? In recent years this has become one of the main areas of debate for those seeking
too interpret of the archaeological remains of Satricum in the fifth century.402 It has also
providedd the startingpoint for the present study.
Thee issue of the ethnic identification of the necropolis is closely related to the annalistic
traditionn that assigns a central role to the Volscians in the later history of Satricum (see
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Ch.. 4). The settlement is mentioned in direct association with their name and military
activity,, first in 488 and increasingly during the early fourth century.403 On the basis of
thee literary accounts it seems reasonable to assume that Volscians were living in the area
and,, very probably, within the settlement of Satricum itself. With the discovery of the
fifth-centuryy necropolis and its tentative attribution to the Volscians, this assumption may
havee found its archaeological confirmation.404
Thiss rather simplistic reconstruction raises two important methodological problems. The
firstt concerns the legitimacy of interpreting material remains in the light of historical
sources.. The second concerns the difficulty of identifying and distinguishing ethnic groups
withinn the archaeological record.
Wee will return to the first issue in the next chapter, where the image of the Volscians
portrayedd by the historical sources will be discussed. The second issue will be dealt with
here.. The question to be settled is therefore: can the material remains in the Southwest
Necropoliss be interpreted as Volscian? Or, in other words, are the buried people
Volscians? ?
Thee complex matter of ethnicity has been at the centre of scientifc debate for the last two
decades.. The more or less accepted conclusion to emerge that it is not possible to define
ethnicc identity by objective criteria. Ethnic identity is considered to be essentially a matter
off self-definition.405 According to this view, ethnicity depends on what people say about
themselves,, not on what they do. Shared history, common descent, genealogy and
mythologyy are seen as the defining criteria, whereas other possible factors (like common
language,, shared religion and shared material culture) are considered secondary elements
thatt are subjectively employed by groups to define or maintain their ethnic
boundaries.4066 In line with this view, material culture alone, without supporting literary
evidence,, is considered an insufficient basis for the establishment of ethnic identity. By the
samee token, the idea that ethnic groups are necessarily visible in material culture is
seriouslyy doubted.407
Thiss approach precludes the possibility of deducing ethnic identity from the
archaeologicall record and, as might be expected, it is not one shared by all those working
inn this field of research.408
Ass far as the study of ethnicity in ancient Italy is concerned, the literary tradition presents
aa large number of distinct ethnic groups, each ascribed with its own language, culture,
mythology,, social customs and political structure.409 A major problem, however, is that
thee sources are written predominantly from an outside (Roman) perspective and thus are
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highlyy subjective in nature. Ethnic identities seem to have been constructed to serve the
purposess of Rome as the dominating power.410 In most cases, due to the absence of any
directt written source, there is no way of knowing how the different peoples thought about
themselves.. Yet, despite the Roman perspective, there seems to be general agreement on
thee actual existence of most of the ethnic groupings described. The basic problem
remaining,, then, is how to make connections between these groupings and the only direct
sourcee which exists, the archaeological (and sometimes the iconographical) evidence.
Inn the case of at least one ethnic group, the Samnites, there are - owing to their
longevityy as a cohesive cultural body opposed to the power of Rome - some actual records
likee inscriptions and coins. These on the one hand attest to the existence of the ethnic
groupp as such, and on the other give some insight into its own sense of ethnic and cultural
identity.411 1
Inn the case of the Volscians we have no such records. This is the prime reason for the
absencee of what might be called a Volscian archaeology.412 On the other hand, there
seemss to be little doubt about the existence of the Volscians as a group, nor about their
presencee in the region of southern Latium.413 To interpret the Southwest Necropolis of
Satricumm purely in the light of this 'presence', however, would be very questionable. In
thee history of archaeology, specific burial practices have often been equated with ethnic
identity,, just as changes in mortuary disposal have been connected with the arrival of new
populationn groups.414 The validity of such interpretations has been amply discussed and
inn most cases it has been demonstrated that there is no ethnic significance to distinctions
betweenn particular burial rites. Some archaeologists are even convinced that it is not
possiblee to establish any correlation between mortuary rites and ethnic affilliation.415 A
notoriouss example in the study of early Rome was the assignment of cremation practices
too the Romans and inhumation practices to the Sabines. It has since been convincingly
demonstratedd that the distinction between the two rites is a matter of chronology and has
nothingg to do with ethnic identities.416
Thee presumed Etruscan dominination of Rome is another well-known example of
oversimplisticc interpretation of material evidence in terms of ethnic identification.417
Althoughh Etruscan influence is unmistakably present at all levels, it would be going too
farr to see sixth-century Rome as a town invaded by Etruscans, who are subsequently
responsiblee for all cultural and political change.
Inn the light of the above, the chances of establishing a Volscian presence in Satricum from
thee archaeological record would appear rather slim. Moreover, the presentation of the
layerss covering the Archaic road has demonstrated a clear cultural continuity which
providess no grounds at all for believing that settlement life in Satricum had come to an
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abruptt halt or that the settlement had been invaded by new settlers. The vessel-types
recordedd for the fifth and fourth centuries, falling as they do within the familiar production
rangee of Latial pottery, also indicate continuity. Similarly, technological development as
representedd by differently manufactured fabrics is also in line with that recorded in the rest
off the region. The archaeological record thus seems to offer nothing in support of a
Volsciann presence in town.
Thiss continuity apart, however, the archaeological record also reveals several
fundamentall changes, which I believe can be explained in terms of ethnic diversity.418
Thesee changes are most evident in the field of mortuary practices and their main feature is
thee deliberate decision to bury the dead in places that had been part of the urban area
duringg the sixth century. These even included the sacral grounds of the acropolis. If we
acceptt that the former urban area was still inhabited during the fifth century - and given
thee evidence presented earlier, I see no reason to doubt this - such practices would have
gonee against all Latin tradition. This especially applies to the burials on the acropolis (see
above,, Ch. 2.2.1).
Att the same time, we can assume that the location of the former burial ground - the
Northwestt Necropolis - was still known at the time the Southwest Necropolis was
initiated.. Indeed, its large burial mounds must still have been visible. And yet new burial
groundss were selected and laid out along lines that seem to have nothing in common with
earlierr practices. The decision to bury the dead in these new, empty places - devoid of
memoriess related to earlier inhabitants - can, in my view, be interpreted as a conscious
decisionn to emphasize a distinct identity for a specific group.419 The force of this
argumentt increases when set against the background of the strong ancestral character of
thee Northwest Necropolis. The large burial mounds, used for many generations, are
undeniablee expressions of ethnic affinity.420 By selecting new areas, the connection with
thee earliest inhabitants is deliberately interrupted. At the same time a new ancestral line is
developed,, as has been shown in our reconstruction of the layout of the necropolis in
termss of family groups.
Onee feature widely regarded as distinctive of ethnic identity is a conscious connection
withwith an ancestral homeland.421 In the case of Satricum such a connection is most
convincinglyy demonstrated by the changed name of the settlement. From Livy we know of
thee existence of another Satricum, situated in the interior of the Apennines, or more
preciselyy in the middle Liris valley (see next chapter).422 In addition, the memory of the
ancestrall territory may also be visible in the burial record itself, in objects possibly
possessingg an intrinsic ancestral significance. As shown above, a number of graves in the
Southwestt Necropolis contained objects dating from earlier periods (Iron Age sherds and a
partiallyy preserved Iron Age impasto stamnos). It has been suggested that the sherds may
havee been intentionally thrown into the fill as part of a ritual expressing a link to the
indigenouss background of the deceased. Two of the fragments recall amphorae of a type
knownn from Alfedena, a site in the central Apennines.423 With regard to the impasto
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vessel,, no direct parallel is at hand, at least not in Latium. A provenance from the same
interiorr Apennine area may be proposed. It has been interpreted as an heirloom by reason
off its antiquity.
Apartt from these isolated instances, there is one particular category among the burial
giftss that satisfies the requirements of ancestral indices in a much more consistent manner.
Thiss is the kantharos or amphoriskos with double-reeded handles of imitation bucchero, a
vessel-typee alien to the Latial repertoire, and one that finds its most direct parallels outside
thee Pomptine plain, especially in the necropolis of Alfedena (Fig. 22).424
Sincee the publication of the Southwest Necropolis in 1992 several additional specimens
havee been discovered, mostly it must be said in the Satricum context.425 The occurrence
off the shape in Arpino426, Frosinone427 and in the Votive Deposit of Anagni (S.
Cecilia428,, which yielded six specimens) confirms the connection with the inland areas
andd the circulation of the shape along the N-S route of the interconnected valleys of the
Saccoo and the Liris.429 As an obvious development of an Archaic shape that occurs most
frequentlyy in the necropolis of Alfedena, the kantharos may be seen as a marker of
indigenouss strains and thus as an element implying the non-Latin identity of the deceased.
Itt may therefore be interpreted as an artefact consciously selected from within the material
repertoiree as emblematic of ethnic background.430
Thee case of Frosinone
Too help us solve the complex problem of the ethnic identity of fifth-century grave
occupantss in Satricum, we should extend our view to the inland areas. More specifically
wee can look to the town of Frosinone in southern Lazio - situated in the Lepini
Mountains,, along the N-S route of the Sacco and Liris valleys - which now supplies a new
pointt of reference in the 'resurrection' of the Volscians (see below).
Att the time of the publication of the Soutwest Necropolis, in 1992, ancient Satricum was
thee only Latial site with regularly furnished graves dating to the fifth century. Shortly
after,, however, a body of material was rediscovered in storerooms in the town of
Frosinonee that closely resembled that from the graves at Satricum. It appears that
numerouss fossa-graves had been brought to light in the early 1960's, during building
activitiess in the centre of the town. The discoveries were not published.431 Recently, part
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off the material has been collected and restored. It comprises finds from seven graves,
whichh are collectively known under the name De Matthaeis, and objects from another
gravee found under the Banco di Napoli. Since 1994 the collection has been on view in the
Archaeologicall Museum of Frosinone.432 Among the material are vases that are
surprisinglyy similar to those found in the graves of the Southwest Necropolis of
Satricum.4333 These include olle bugnate, which are present in three graves434, a
buccheroo kantharos with double-reeded handles435, two plain bowls436, a small plain
waree bowl437, two plain ware jugs438, a plain ware stamnos with painted bands439, a
buccheroo bowl and a miniature plain ware jug, the last three all found in the same
grave.4400 A few bowls with black painted bands have no direct parallels in the Southwest
Necropolis,, but belong to a category of pottery that has been encountered in the dump
stratumm of the Poggio dei Cavallari (see above). Two iron lanceheads, comparable to those
recoveredd in the Southwest Necropolis but far better preserved, were found in close
proximityy to the graves of the De Matthaeis group.441
Unlikee Satricum itself, Frosinone has also yielded remains of buildings that can be
positivelyy associated with the graves. For the past four years excavations have been
conductedd in a small area along the Viale Roma. The preliminary results of the first two
excavationn campaigns (1996-97) were published in 1998.442 Among the pottery finds are
manyy that have direct parallels in Satricum, either in the Southwest Necropolis or in the
upperr layers of the Poggio dei Cavallari. An assemblage of large storage jars, found
brokenn in situ, is relevant here.443 All jars show the characteristic fifth century orange
fabricc with heavy augite tempering and many are provided with bosses on the shoulders.
Theyy are much larger, however, than their direct parallels in the Southwest Necropolis.
Theree are also fragments of large basins with lugs connected to the base (the Archaic
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feg/wz-type)) and fragments of basins manufactured in densely tempered white clay and
decoratedd with painted bands. Furthermore, there are jars with an encircling fingerimpressedd cord decoration, many lid-bowls of the type con piede sagomato 'a becco di
civetta'civetta' and a large number of more or less rectangular loom-weights in densely tempered
AAA AAA

coarsee ware.
AA most interesting find is that of a perforated lead disc. This has exact parallels in
Satricum,, where such discs were found in three graves in the Southwest Necropolis. On
accountt of their position in the graves - on top of the skeleton, above the heart - the discs
havee there been identified as amulets.445 Their ritual connotation now seems to be
confirmedd by the special find circumstances of the Frosinone disc.446 The object was
foundd in an apparently votive context, one of a small collection of finds consisting mainly
off fragmented vessels. They included a jar with encircling finger-pressed cord decoration
andd several iron objects, including a miniature saw. The finds were in a stratum containing
manyy small pieces of carbon and charred bones and were covered by a set of complete
pan-- and cover-tiles, systematically positioned. The presence of the roof-tiles, combined
withh the charred bones and pieces of carbon, in my view suggests that the assemblage
constitutess the remains of a burial. If so, it would underline the already strong connection
betweenn Satricum and Frosinone.
Soo far, Frosinone is the only place where finds almost identical to those at Satricum have
beenn made, and furthermore in comparable contexts. The importance of these discoveries
iss evident. Their significance lies not so much in the similarity of the individual objects,
butt more in their general coherence and in their associated contexts. It is clear that
Frosinonee was inhabited during the late sixth and fifth centuries by people that practised
thee same funerary rites as those living in Satricum. Certainly, their dead were provided
withh comparable sets of grave gifts. It is true that these discoveries may not provide
irrefutablee evidence for a Volscian identification of the archaeological remains of
Satricum.. However, in my view the contextual analogy of the Frosinone finds, located as
theyy are at a considerable distance from Satricum and in an area that otherwise seems to
havee no archaeological connection with the Latial plain, indicates a high degree of cultural
andd ethnic similarity between the inhabitants of Satricum and Frosinone, be they Volscian
orr not.
Thee significance of the Frosinone record for the Volscian case is further enhanced by
thee location of the town, which stands on the ancient routes which in one direction
connectedd the Apennine interior with the coastal plains and in another formed the main NSS axis used by indigenous groups.447 It is very likely that the Volscians, on their long
migrationn from their Apennine homeland to the coastal plains, settled in Frosinone, just as
theyy presumably did in the numerous other sites traditionally linked with their presence:
forr example, the nearby centres of Sora and Arpino.448
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Itt is evident that the discoveries in Frosinone provide valuable pointers towards an
identificationn of the dead in the Southwest Necropolis. Though no absolute proof in
themselves,, they offer a strong external argument in support of a Volscian identification
forr the necropolis.

Thee lead axe-head with Volscian inscription
Anotherr undeniable reference to the inland areas is provided by the inscription on the lead
axe-head,, the language of which has been tentatively identified as Volscian (see above for
thee interpretation of the text).449 The axe-head may thus be considered the most
convincingg piece of evidence supporting a Volscian identification for the Southwest
Necropolis,, or at least for the individual buried with the axe.
Variouss links have been traced between aspects of the inscription and the South-Picenum
dialect,, establishing a direct linguistic connection with the Sabine-Tiber region, between
Capena,, Cures and Magliano. This implies a more western origin for the Volscians than
thee traditionally favoured Fucino basin. Coarelli, evaluating an antiquarian reference to a
conflictt between the Tiburtines and the Volscians, had already ventured a similar
suggestion.450 0
Accordingg to his interpretation of this antiquarian report, the Volscians at an early stage
hadd advanced to Tivoli along the central valley of the river Aniene. When they did not
succeedd in their attempts to reach the coastal plain, they supposedly moved eastwards to
thee Fucino area, from where they embarked on their later raids into the plain.
Thee plausibility of the inscription as a marker of Volscian identity is greatly enhanced
whenn we combine the personal character and the funerary status of the object with the
languagee specifically used. It seems to me highly unlikely that such a personal item would
havee been given to a Latin, say as a valuable imported piece with a merely exotic
value.4511 An indirect link between the object and the deceased may, on the other hand,
bee inferred from the large size of the underlying grave, into which the child's grave
containingg the axe was presumably dug. We can reasonably assume some connection
betweenn the size of the grave and the elevated rank of aedilis mentioned in the inscription.
Ass suggested earlier, the axe might have acted as a symbolic transmitter of status from
fatherr to child.452
Thiss rather unexpected link between an official magistrature and a 'quarrelsome
mountainn tribe' (see Ch. 4), dating from before any Roman dominion, is supported by
referencess to Volscian aediles in three other Volscian cities: Arpinum, Formiae and
Fundi.4533 The traditional Volscian image, based as it is on the literary sources, is
obviouslyy in need of revision.
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Thee archaeological record also offers some other peculiarities worth presenting in this
surveyy of elements relevant to a reconstruction of the identity of the dead.
Thee use of lead may be mentioned, for example, as a detail that seems closely related to
thee cultural sphere of the group. To my knowledge, its specific combination with
miniaturizedd weapons is not paralleled in other contemporary Latial contexts in the
Pomptinee plain.454
Amongg the pottery in the necropolis there are two vessel-types that attract attention, on
thee one hand because of their * strangeness' to the Latial repertoire, on the other because of
theirr consistent presence. We have already dealt with the kantharoi or amphoriskoi with
double-reededd handles. Another shape that may be considered an alien element in the
necropoliss repertoire is constituted by the olla perforata. The jar has been associated with
thee kernos-jar in Votive Deposit II, for which an origin in the Abruzze has been
suggested.. It seems as if both the kernos-jar and the olla perforata may be local varieties
off indigenous, non-Latin shapes.
Anotherr strong indication of a different cultural, non-Latial background for the deceased is
thee way in which the children were treated. As we have seen, the practice of burying
childrenn in the same necropolis used for adults does not accord with Latin custom. The
practicee itself, and especially the attention given to some of the child burials, find their
mostt convincing parallels in the indigenous Central-Italian world (see above).
AA final point that may be significant in our attempt to determine the identity of the dead
concernss the time-span covered by the burials. It is noteworthy that the burials seem to
disappearr from the archaeological record of Satricum just as suddenly as they appeared.
Thee necropolis thus represents a narrowly defined chronological block. In the discussion
surroundingg the identification of the cemetery, attention is generally centred on its initial
date,, which strikingly corresponds with the historical capture of Satricum by the
Volscians.. As will be shown in the next chapter, a similar correspondence can be observed
withh regard to the final date. From the moment that the Volscians of Satricum reappear on
thee historical stage, due to military action centring on the town, the Southwest Necropolis
iss no longer in use. This observation is all the more remarkable in view of the fact that
lifee in Satricum went on, as may be inferred from the continuation of both the religious
andd the domestic records. The former are reflected in the votive offerings, while the latter
havee been recorded in the upper layers in the Poggio dei Cavallari. Taken together,
however,, the two cases of correspondence between the archaeological evidence and the
historicall account, add credibility to a Volscian identification for the necropolis. It is very
possiblee that, during the period when the name of Satricum does not appear in the sources,
thee community were able to develop a peaceful and - as has been shown in the analysis of
thee burial record - a stable existence. From the moment that Satricum is submerged in
war,, the population associated with the burials in the Southwest Necropolis seems to
becomee invisible. We can imagine that it simply moved elsewhere, or that war had
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disruptedd the normal practices which previously surrounded the careful burying of the
dead. .

3.3.44 Conclusions
Thee evidence incorporated in the burial record of the Southwest Necropolis has offered
somee insight into the fifth-century community of Satricum. During a continuous period of
att least one century this community took care of its dead in a uniform and orderly manner
thatt leaves little room for the interpretation of individual distinctions. Observed differences
inn the grave furnishings - either in the number or the costliness of burial gifts - have been
interpretedd in the light of the general economic development of the community which is
revealedd over time. Individual social distinctions may have been expressed via the specific
orientation,, type or size of the grave, but these cannot be ascertained. However, the find of
thee lead axe-head in the top layer of a very large grave shows that the possibility cannot
bee excluded.
Thee organizing principle in the layout of the burials seems to have been strongly based
onn descent. This is reflected both in multiple burials in a single grave and in plots of
intersectingg or adjacent graves. On the other hand, a certain chronological development
hass been recognized in the spatial arrangement of the graves, the earliest graves occuring
inn the high ground of the northeastern section. Over time the necropolis seems to have
expandedd down the slope towards the south and southwest.
Thee necropolis was open to all members of the community irrespective of age, but male
burialss seem to predominate. All individuals were treated alike, with a similar measure of
caree shown in the disposal of each body within a coffin and grave. The fact that children
receivedd similar treatment is remarkable in the context of Latial practices, where children
weree customarily buried within the settlements.
Thee grave gifts are in general modest in number and character. They seem to have been
givenn to the deceased for their journey to the hereafter, probably containing a small
supplyy of food. Organic remains were still present in a number of vases. Part of the outfit
wass probably made especially for the burial, as is most clearly shown by the occurrence of
miniaturizedd objects. The rarity of some of the vessels in other contexts also implies a
specificc funerary character, as does the fact that the more common shapes tend to be quite
small. .
Gender-definedd grave gifts are few, but have been positively identified by cross reference
withh skeletal analysis in the weaponry provided for men and in the spinning and weaving
attributess provided for women. On the grounds of the regular presence of one type of
vessell - the olla forata - in graves that are positively identified as male, this vessel has
alsoo been identified as a male object.
Thee community buried in the necropolis was probably well-organized and, most likely,
lesss simple than may appear at first sight. These conclusions are based on a number of
principless underlying the layout, as well as on the identification of a magistrate among the
dead. .
Thee burial record is not very informative about the military status of the deceased. Only
aa few iron weapons have been recorded and these can be regarded as honorific items. A
strongg underlying military sentiment may be inferred, however, from the quite regular
occurrencee of miniature lead weapons in children's graves. Agriculture and a moderate
levell of stock-raising were the main forms of subsistence.
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Thee necropolis is dated to the fifth century on the basis of a few datable vessels. As
suchh it is unique in ancient Latium: from the late seventh or early sixth centuries this
regionn is characterised by the general absence of a burial record. The exceptional status of
thee Southwest Necropolis in Latial archaeology is here linked to the presumed residential
presencee in Satricum of a group of people with a non-Latin background; in this case the
Volscians,, who are known from the historical sources. Evidence for a Volscian
identificationn of the necropolis is supplied by the deliberate decision to bury the dead in a
neww burial location and by ancestral links with an Apennine homeland. The presence of a
Volsciann inscription on a personal object can be considered important corroborating
evidencee for a Volscian identification of the burial ground.
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Introduction n
Too understand the historical context of the archaeological remains of Satricum in the fifth and
fourthh centuries, the literary sources for this period deserve to be taken into account. Indeed,
thee site provides rich opportunities to re-assess the value of seeking historical potential in
archaeologicall remains (see below). Equally, it can be used to shed quite a different light on
thee one-sided picture presented by historical accounts written from a Roman viewpoint.
Ass shown in Ch. 3, the archaeological evidence at Satricum reveals an unmistakable
continuityy on most levels of society after the Archaic period. Archaeological research has also
demonstratedd that certain features, notably mortuary practices, differ fundamentally from
earlierr periods and as such reflect profound changes in the character of the settlement. Various
ideass have been put forward to explain these changes. It has been suggested that they are to
bee read in the light of the general economic decline of the Latial region, itself the result of
thee instable political situation during the early Roman Republic and to the many wars which
aree reported by ancient historians.455 In the case of Satricum, this is said to have resulted
inn the abandonment of the settlement (see Introduction). Another view, similarly
correspondingg to the annalistic account, interprets the changes in terms of an etno-cultural
transformation.. The indigeneous Volscians, well-known from the literary sources, are regarded
ass the most plausible candidates responsible for the changes in the archaeological record.456
Accordingg to the historiography, the area surrounding Satricum was in Volscian hands during
thee fifth and much of the fourth centuries. Indeed, in several references the name of the town
iss directly linked with a Volscian presence.
Thee arguments against the first view have been discussed at length in the previous chapter.
Thee questions that immediately arise in relation to the second view are: Who were these
Volscians?? And is it possible to connect their alleged presence with the material remains
discoveredd in Satricum? In my attempts to find an answer to these questions, I have
encounteredd a number of methodological problems which are inherent to the use of historical
sources.. These involve, firstly, the credibility of the historical record and, secondly, the
legitimacyy of interpreting archaeological evidence in the light of literary sources.
Thee main literary sources for the Volscian presence in Latium are Livy and Dionysius, with
Livy'ss account covering the longer period. The two are surprisingly consistent in their reports
off military confrontations between the Romans and the Volscians throughout the fifth century.
Togetherr with other Central-Italian peoples (notably the Aequians, who also feature frequently
inn the sources) the Volscians are regarded as a threat to Rome's security and as a serious
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obstaclee in her efforts to establish supremacy in Latium.457 During the early years of the
fifthh century they occupy the cities of southern Latium, while the Aequians are a constant
threatt to the cities in the east. A Roman campaign against the Aequians and the Volscians is
recordedd for almost every year between c. 495 to c. 455, with their armies occasionally
reportedd at the very gates of Rome.458 Only after the middle of the fifth century do Volscian
attackss appear to become much less frequent.
Thee prominent role which the literary tradition accords to the Volscians in the early Republicann period cannot be ignored.459 The reliability of the Roman sources, however, written
ass they were at a much later period, remains a matter of debate. Firstly, there are questions
aboutt the origin of the sources themselves: i.e. how did information about such a remote
periodd survive and how was it elaborated?460 Secondly, there is the issue of the intrinsic
credibilityy of the annalistic data: i.e. how far can we accept the bare facts concerning, for
example,, the number of military confrontations, victories, defeats etc. between Rome and her
opponents.. The discussion hovers between an hypercritical approach, which rejects most of
thee information about early Rome in the sources as sheer invention and considers other facts
ass untrue unless corroborated by independent evidence, and a less sceptical view, which
assumess the basic authenticity of the annalists' data but recognises that they are presented
withinn an embellished narrative.461 In the view of those who favour the less sceptical
approach,, writing history in Roman times was primarily a matter of giving an entertaining
account.. To this end various techniques were adopted, such as the embellishing of facts, the
usee of rhetoric and the inclusion of speeches.462 Despite these distortions, the basic outline
off events, i.e. the bare record of military campaigns, triumphs, defeats, peace treaties etc. are
too be regarded as fundamentally sound.463 It is argued by Tim Cornell that the rejection of
informationn as fiction or invention unless verified by a reliable independent source, would,
aa priori, rule out almost everything in the historical record.464 Instead, he prefers to take the
inherentt probability of the historical account for granted, arguing that "historians always work
onn the basis of probability" and suggesting that the burden of proof lies with those who refuse
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too accept such information.465 To interpet the annalistic tradition correctly, one should strive
too distinguish between structural data - the 'hard core' on which the tradition is based - and
thee narrative superstructure.466 Unfortunately there seems to be no reliable way to separate
truthh from fiction, to identify with any certainty the distortions and literary elaborations which
Livyy and his annalistic predecessors must have superimposed on their material.467 Each case,
itt appears, should be judged on its own merits. However, there is an obvious difference in
termss of detail between Livy's account of the early history of Rome and his account of the
laterr period468 and there now seems to be a consensus that the former is generally less
reliablee than the latter.
Anotherr problem which is much discussed by those dealing with the annalistic tradition, and
onee which again bears heavily upon its credibility, is the one-sided, subjective nature of the
historicall account. The annalists wrote not only at a much later period, but also from a
standpointt likely to be coloured.469 When consulting the literary sources, we read of many
differentt Italic peoples, each with their own territory, cities, political structure, culture, social
customss and language. But due to the limited range of evidence (which is largely confined
too the annalists) it is virtually impossible to distinguish between genuine and fabricated
elements,, or even to establish clear distinctions between the identities of the various peoples.
Itt is generally agreed that much of the information on the character of the Italic peoples is
providedd to assert the superiority of Rome over the rest of Italy. The result seems to be little
moree than a stereotype of 'otherness', in which typical barbarian characteristics such as
bellicosity,, disorganization and cruelty are emphasised.470 Clear examples of stereotyping
inn Livy are his oft quoted characterisations of the more stubborn opponents of Rome, such
ass the Volscians in the fifth and early fourth centuries and the Samnites thereafter. In the first
casee we read of "Volsci, ferocior ad rebellandum quam ad bellandum gens" (Livy VII, 27,7);
inn the second there is a comparable phrase, the Samnites being described as "...montani atque
agrestes..."agrestes..." (Livy IX, 13,7).471
Yett it would seem to be an over-simplification to regard Roman portrayals of these groups
ass pure invention. As Kathryn Lomas recently stated in her introduction to the volume of
articless on Gender and Ethnicity in Ancient Italy, it would be an injustice to regard the Italic
peopless "as the passive recipients of a cultural and ethnic agenda entirely defined by Rome",
orr to consider these images as simple products of a purely Roman imagination.472 At the
samee time we may assume that Roman accounts contain a kernal of truth. Being a formidable
enemyy does not preclude a capacity for civilisation.
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Thee annalistic account and the archaeological evidence
Inn the search for what constitutes the authentic factual substratum behind the ancient narrative,
thingss seem to become easier from the sixth century onward since help is now offered by the
archaeologicall record. A remarkable coincidence in main outline is noted, for instance,
betweenn the archaeological remains of sixth-century Rome and the literary account of this
period.4733 The two sets of evidence complement each other well and illuminate the subject
too a greater extent than before. Yet despite the apparent coincidence between the two records,
thiss approach holds the implicit danger of circular argumentation: i.e. that we are easily lured
intoo finding within the archaeological record confirmation of that which the literary tradition
hass encouraged us to look for.474 The most notorious example in the early history of Rome
iss probably the connection once made between the historically reported Sabine presence in
Romee and the inhumation burials in the Forum Romanum (see also Ch. 3.3).475 Another
concernss the acceptance of Etruscan domination of Archaic Rome.476 On the other hand, it
cannott be denied that historians and archaeologists are in pursuit of similar, if not identical,
goalss in their attempts to recontruct the past. They merely make use of different bodies of
materiall and apply different methods. Each discipline should therefore make use of the other,
thoughh not without exercising due caution, bearing in mind the disparate nature of the
evidencee they offer.
II happen to agree with Cornell that an historical backbone is present in all archaeological
approachess and that attempts to reconstruct a "purely archaeological history" are
misguided.4777 The point is well illustrated by the debate surrounding the interpretation of
thee archaeological evidence of fifth- and fourth-century Satricum in relation to the town's
settlementt history. Both the economic explanation of changes observed in the archaeological
recordd during the early Republican period and the view that links the archaeological evidence
too the historical Volscians are based on the annalistic narrative. It is, however, in the
elaborationn of the details that divergent paths are taken, leading in the end to quite different
conclusions. .
Thee annalistic record for the fifth century is one of military confrontation, famine and
pestilence,, events that accord well with the general impression of economic decline. They
providee a gloomy background to the social and political conflicts of the period. Some fifteen
yearss ago, Cornell found a close correspondence between this account and the archaeological
evidence,, which was characterised by a notable lack of finds for this period.478 He did
concedee that fifth-century remains might still be awaiting discovery, and even that fifthcenturyy material might not have been recognised, but did not seriously investigate these
options.. Cornell considered the coincidence between the two records as reflections of the
samee historical society, complementing and corroborating each another. Indeed, he accepted
itt as evidence of the reliability of the main outlines in the traditional account.
Too date, the archaeological situation has not essentially changed either for Rome or for the
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majorityy of other places in ancient Latium. However, a different picture has emerged for
ancientt Satricum. Continuous systematic archaeological research has yielded evidence that
pointss unmistakably to the continuity of the settlement and even to a much more 'developed*
societyy than has often been assumed. At first sight, the archaeological evidence seems not to
supportt Cornell*s main conclusion on the correspondence between the archaeological and
historicall records. Indeed, it seems to confirm his speculation regarding undiscovered material.
Yett despite this, Cornell's view of the literary and archaeological records as complementary
cann still be of value. As has already been pointed out in Ch. 3.3, the new finds in Satricum
nott only accord with the historical account but may even corroborate it. As will be shown,
thee correspondence between the two records now appears to be even closer than before,
makingg Satricum a valuable point of reference for the post-Archaic period.
Thatt being said, it seems the right moment to take a closer look at the historical accounts for
thee sixth, fifth and fourth centuries, to give us an impression of the way the Volscians feature
inn the traditional narrative. Clearly, a close reading of the historical record, which has long
beenn our prime source of information for this period, should not be lacking here. In the light
off recent archaeological discoveries, this reading may lead us to the conclusion that a closer
connectionn exists between the historical and archaeological sources than has been previously
thought. .
Wee will start our survey with an evaluation of the information available for the earlier
periodd (which is less consistent) by reviewing the recent debate regarding its credibility. For
thee purpose of placing archaeological data within an historical context, we will attempt to
establishh a more precise chronological framework for the historically recorded Volscian
presencee in Latium.
Theree follows a detailed overview of the more consistent account for the fifth and fourth
centuries.. This covers the many military confrontations between Rome and the Volscians, but
alsoo takes in other political and military events which, directly or indirectly, can be linked to
Volsciann activity.
Thee Volscian episode in Roman historiography
Thee literary sources present a picture of political insecurity in fifth century Latium, with the
Volscianss given a major role. Their activities cover a period of almost two hundred years,
startingg somewhere in the last quarter of the sixth century and ending around 341. In the
earlierr years of their recorded presence they feature rather quietly in the background, but later
becomee one of the main players in the drama of Rome's rise to supremacy. Their activities
aree mentioned on at least 53 occasions, either in brief remarks or in extensive accounts. At
leastt 44 of these references are directly associated with military activity.
Accordingg to the modern interpretation, the numerous confrontations between Romans and
Volscianss are part of a wider context, namely that of a general movement of Apennine mountainn tribes down to the fertile coastal plains along the Tyrrhenian Sea. Population pressure and
poorr natural resources are seen as the primary causes for their intrusion into the Latial
area.4799 The conventional view, however, which is based upon their dramatic reappearance
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inn the literary sources, is that Volscian incursions were part of a sudden invasion in the first
decadee of the fifth century.480
Ann important question which arises in tracing the history of the Volscians turns on their
recordedd presence in Latium already in the sixth century. Although often rejected as purely
fictitious,, some have argued that these early references should be afforded a certain degree
off plausibility (see below).481 It is generally accepted, however, that there is no secure way
off knowing precisely when the Volscians appeared in Latium. Intriguing questions, such as
howw they succeeded in occupying a large part of Latin territory, whether their first infiltration
wass gradual and peaceful rather than sudden, organized and aggressive, which route they took
fromm their homeland and how and where they lived, are widely considered unanswerable. As
aa consequence, ignorance of the way in which the Volscians succeeded in occupying
importantt towns like Antium and Pometia has become almost a tenet in itself.

Thee earliest references to Volscian activities
Itt is during the reign of Tarquinius Superbus that the Volscians start to appear regularly in
thee literary sources. On various occasions both Livy and Dionysius explicitly refer to a
Volsciann presence in Latium during this period, reporting either Volscian military actions or
citiess that are apparently in their hands. Their account can be supplemented by Strabo, who
referss to the Pomptine plain and the town of Apiola (see below) as being Volscian during the
Regall period. He locates the area on the borders of Latin territory, between the river Storas
(Astura)) and Circaeum.**1 Among the towns associated with the Volscians at this early date
aree Velitrae, Ecetra, Antium and Pometia, the last two featuring quite prominently in accounts
off the late sixth century and the first decade of the fifth.
Itt is Dionysius who refers to a Volscian presence during the earliest period. Already in the
timess of the fourth king of Rome, Ancus Martius, they are reported as raiding Roman
territory.4833 Velitrae is mentioned as one of their cities. After its capitulation, following a
Romann siege, the inhabitants are offered peace and a friendship alliance.
Thee next Volscian appearance, this time in the accounts of both Dionysius and Livy, is
aboutt one hundred years later, during the reign of Tarquinius Superbus. Both writers refer to
ann actual Volscian presence in Latium. As part of Tarquinius' political and territorial
expansionn programme, the Volscians are invited to join the Roman-Latin alliance. The offer
iss accepted by only two of their cities, Ecetra and Antium.484 The next step is more
aggressivee and focusses on the important city of Suessa Pometia, which is taken by storm.
Withh the proceeds of the booty Tarquinius starts building the temple of Jupiter Capitolinus.
Bothh Livy and Dionysius mention the capture of this city, but only Livy associates it with the
Volscians.. His description of events is rather casual, but he does cite the capture of Suessa
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Pometiaa as the starting point of a war with the Volscians which will last for more than two
hundredd years.485
Suessaa Pometia occupies an important position in the literary record. It is repeatedly referred
too in terms of its size, the number of its inhabitants, its fame and great wealth.486 Both Livy
andd Strabo associate the city directly with the Volscians; Dionysius locates the city in their
territory.. After its capture by Tarquinius Superbus, the city reappears on three other occasions.
Inn 503 it is mentioned as a Latin colony defecting, along with another Latin colony, Cora, to
thee Aurunci.487 The ensuing battle against the Aurunci is won by the Romans, who
thereuponn slaughter their prisoners and three hundred hostages.
Inn the following year, a second major battle is recorded, this time directly related to Suessa
Pometia.. After initially defeating the Roman army, the city surrenders without a fight when
thee Roman army returns with reinforcements.488 It is razed and its land sold. The final
referencee to the city is for the year 495, when it is reported as acting as a refuge for Volscian
rebels.. It is again besieged by the Roman army and sacked.489
Inn the period immediately after the expulsion of the Tarquinians, the Volscians reappear in
anotherr context. Livy briefly refers to the Romans buying up grain from the Volscians (and
Cumaeans)) in 508, implying that they were already inhabiting the Pomptine plain at the end
off the sixth century.490
Commentaryy on the earliest Volscian presence in Latium
Consideringg the various references to these early Roman-Volscian encounters, it is difficult
too escape the impression that the Volscians were more firmly established in southern Latium
thann is generally assumed. In fact, the sources offer little support for the * sudden occupation*
modell that is often put forward. This view is shared by Domenico Musti, in his recent study
off the image of the Volscians in the historiography.491 He argues that the presumed Volscian
invasionn in the early fifth century is no more than a modern invention which combines the
suddenn frequency of references to the Volscians with a terminus post quern interpretation of
thee Romano-Carthaginian treaty of 508.492 In Polybius' translation of this treaty - which
guaranteess the interests of both Rome and Carthage on the basis of mutual respect - the cities
off Ardea, Antium, Lavinium(?), Circeii and Tarracina and the area between them are
designatedd Latin.493 This explicit reference to the 'latinity' of the area is often taken as an
importantt argument against the reliability of reports of an early Volscian presence in
Latium.4944 However, as Musti points out, the Latin status ascribed to the area is far more
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likelyy to be geographical in nature, rather than political or ethnic.495 If he is right, the
annalisticc references need to be reconsidered.
Anotherr interesting approach to the credibility of references to an early Volscian presence
hass been proposed by Filippo Coarelli. In his view, they may indeed refer to early Volscian
migrations.. Coming from their homeland - which Coarelli locates in the heart of Sabine
territory,, bordering on Umbria - the Volscians would have taken the natural route from the
east,, via Tivoli.496 At a later stage they took the more southerly route, along the valley of
thee Liris. Instead of believing in a sudden large-scale invasion of the Latial plain, Coarelli
suggestss a gradual process of infiltration by small groups of mountain peoples in search of
AVI AVI

neww territory.
Inconsistenciess in Livy and Dionysius regarding the Volscian intrusion into Latium during the
Regall period are considered a strong argument for dismissing the information they give as
altogetherr unreliable.498 A clear example is the siege and capture of Velitrae - described as
aa Volscian city - during the reign of Ancus Martius.499 Dionysius' account of the capture
off the town is not confirmed by any other direct reference and the Volscians then disappear
entirelyy from the record for the next hundred years. It is therefore likely that the Volscians,
withh their notorious reputation, have been inserted to enliven the story of Ancus Martius who
-- as the successor of Servius Tullius - is confronted with many external problems.500
Similarr inconsistencies are observed in reports of the Volscian presence during the reign of
Tarquiniuss Superbus. One example is the apparent lack of agreement between Livy and
Dionysiuss on the Volscian identity of the city of Suessa Pometia.501 Another is Dionysius'
claimm that, after their defeat by Tarquinius, the supposedly Volscian inhabitants of Suessa
Pometiaa sought the protection of the Latin community of Gabii.502 This is regarded in some
quarterss as extremely unlikely, and even as evidence to support a Latin identity for the
capturedd city.503
II would again suggest, however, that a more flexible approach should prevail in such cases.
Althoughh it is true that Dionysius does not directly connect Suessa Pometia with the
Volscianss - he calls the inhabitants Pometini - he explicitly refers to their presence in the
region.. It is 'the country of the Volscians' that is repeatedly raided by Tarquinius' army after
thee capture of Suessa Pometia.504 On the second point (the unlikelihood of Volscians
seekingg shelter in the Latin town of Gabii) it should be noted that, at this early period, there
aree no hostilities reported between Latins and Volscians. The record rather implies that Latins
andd Volscians were living peacefully together. In fact, Gabii is the next target of Tarquinius'
programmee of conquest. Its capture is recorded by both Livy and Dionysius.
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Itt is thus not unreasonable to suppose that the Volscians, until the moment Roman historians
awardd them the role of official enemies of Rome, had been living peacefully in Latin
communitiess amongst the Latin inhabitants. Their early presence may have been the result of
aa gradual process of infiltration, explicable in terms of transhumance contacts which seem to
havee been a regular phenomenon from the earliest times.505 Alternatively, one can equally
imaginee such early migrations as the result of a series of 'sacred springs' iyeria sacra) - the
rituall response to famine, overpopulation and need for larger territories.506 This custom may
havee allowed mountain peoples the chance, at a very early stage, to intermingle peacefully
withh the Latin population.507 It would also explain why, as early as the sixth century, some
citiess are identified as 'Volscian' without any reference to their seizure in a Volscian attack.
Inn communities where Volscians had gradually come to outnumber their hosts, it would be
fairr to assume that they went on to obtain prominent or public positions. If so, cities like
Antium,, Ecetra and Pometia might well become labelled as 'Volscian'.
AA possible argument in favour of the peaceful co-habitation of Volscians and Latins is
offeredd by a passage in Livy. It describes a similar situation, though admittedly a hundred
yearss later.508 In 423, the Samnites, who later took over the city, were admitted to a share
inn Capua and her fields by their Etruscan rulers.509
Suchh stories may add credibility to Strabo's account of Volscians living autonomously in
thee various cities of Latium.510 They also accord with Livy's remark about Romans buying
upp grain from the Volscians as early as 508.511 This suggests that they had established
themselvess in a plain renowned for its grain production.512 If the Volscians had still been
livingg in the mountains, they would have been, as Ogilvie aptly put it "a surprising quarter
too seek grain from".513 Sixteen years later, in 492/491, a similar event is recorded. Rome
iss again in desperate need of grain. This time, however, they are officially at war with the
wholee Volscian "nation", and have to bypass enemy territory by importing their grain by sea
fromm further south, from Cumae and Sicily.514

Thee fifth century
Thee episode which is commonly considered the starting point for a sudden Volscian invasion
off Latium is the epic battle between the Romans and the rebellious Latin cities, at Lake
Regilluss in 499/496.515 The Romans emerge victorious, but among the 29 rebel cities listed
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byy Dionysius, Satricum is mentioned for the first time (see below).516 In his detailed account
off the battle, Dionysius describes the active but futile role played by the Volscians at some
length.5177 The Volscian garrison at Antium sends reinforcements, but the promised
assistancee of other Volscian forces arrives too late.
Inn the period which follows, Rome is confronted with what seems to be a first organized
revoltt by the Volscians, in company with Rome's allies, the Hernicians and Sabines. The
Volscianss however, are betrayed by the Latins.518 They are defeated and lose two of their
mostt important cities to the Romans: in 495, their leading city Suessa Pometia is captured and
itss name completely disappears from the historical record (see below), while in 494 the town
off Velitrae is seized and made a Roman colony.519 In 493, the peace treaty known as the
FoedusFoedus Cassianum is made with the Latin peoples.520 In the same year other Volscian cities,
suchh as Longula, Polusca and Corioli, fall to the Romans.521
Inn the next episode, the Roman advance into Latium suffers a serious setback, when the
Volscianss - led by the Roman general, Gnaeus Marcius Coriolanus, and by the Volscian
leaderr Attius Tullius of Antium - march on Rome, capturing many cities from the Romans
onn the way. Both Livy and Dionysius report the legendary march of Coriolanus and his
Volscianss - each embellishing it with romantic details - but Livy gives a shorter list of
capturedd cities and refers to one campaign instead of the two reported by Dionysius. He also
givess a different sequence of captured cities.522 According to Livy, Circeii, Satricum,
Longula,, Polusca, Corioli and Lavinium are taken and, in the Latin area, Corbio, Vetelia(?),
Trebium,, Labici and Pedum. In Dionysius' account Circeii is again the first town to be taken.
However,, it is followed by Tolerium, Bola, Labici, Pedum, Corbio, Corioli (?) and Bovillae.
Inn a second march the towns of Longula, Satricum, Setia, Pollusca, Lavinium (?), Mugilla (?)
andd Corioli (?) are seized.
Thee legend of Coriolanus ends with his withdrawal from Rome and her territory - persuaded
byy his wife and mother - after which he is tried for treason by the disappointed Volscians and,
accordingg to Dionysius, stoned to death.523
Thee story of Coriolanus' campaign is generally believed to contain a core of truth524.
Thereafterr the accounts continue to present a pattern of almost annual raids on Latin territory,
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eitherr by Volscian or Aequian groups or by both, and of counter-raids by the Romans. The
fightingg seem to diminish only after the middle of the fifth century. In most cases victory
goess to the Romans, but defeats are also recorded: in 484525, in 478526 and in 471s27 at
thee hands of the Volscians; in 469528 at those of the Aequians and in 464529 against their
combinedd forces.
Inn 467, Antium is made a Roman colony, after which the centre of the struggle seems to
shiftt to a strategic point in the Alban Hills, a plateau called Mons Algidus or Algidum.530
Thiss plateau controlled one of the most important Roman roads to the south, the Via Latina,
ass well as the east-west links between the Volscians and their allies, the Aequians. At the
samee time it represented the only possible route between the Romans and their allies, the
Hernicians.. For many years the Romans and the Aequians fought for control of the plateau.
Inn 465, Mons Algidus enters the historical record for the first time with a military defeat of
thee Aequians.531 It then appears on eight other occasions, up until 418, all in connection
withh battles against the Aequians. For two of these, in 449 and 431, the active presence of
Volscianss is also reported. Only at the end of the fifth century do the Romans finally succeed
inn separating the Volscians from the Aequians and breaking through to the south. In 406 they
conquerr Terracina, thus isolating the Volscian towns in the plain.532 In 396, the Volscians
signn a peace treaty with the Rome.533
Theree seems to be general agreement on the reliability of the record as far as most of the
campaignss in the fifth century are concerned. The frequent references to Roman defeats and
indecisivee battles are taken as evidence in its favour. Even Alföldi considered it highly
unlikelyy that the annalists would invent such set-backs, and he therefore accepted the fact of
annuall Volscian raids as a given.534 A similar standpoint is taken by Cornell, who also notes
aa rather low percentage of Roman triumphs in the fifth century when compared to earlier and
laterr periods.535 In his view, this is an unlikely pattern for an annalist to invent and implies
thatt the dismal memory of the fifth century, as a black page in the heroic past, could not be
erased. .
Thee fourth century
Thee story of the Volscians would have ended with the treaty between the Romans and
Volscianss in 396, had it not been for the approaching army of Gauls and the sack of Rome
inn 390.
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Inn 389, the Volscians appear again when they begin a revolt together with the Latins and the
Hernicians,, who had been on friendly terms with the Romans since the battle at Lake Regillus
inn 496.536 They exploit the weakening grip of the Romans, who are preoccupied with the
after-effectss of the Gallic invasion. The centre of struggle again shifts to the Pomptine plain.
Thee military tribune Marcus Furius Camillus is appointed to resolve the problems. He defeats
thee Volscians in their camp, not far from Lanuvium - ad Maecium - and lays waste all their
territory,, forcing them to surrender 'after seventy years of warfare'.537
Thee period covering the first half of the fourth century is relevant to the present study because
off the frequent references made to Satricum, which features quite prominently in accounts of
militaryy actions in the Pomptine area. The town is repeatedly taken and retaken. In 386 it is
capturedd by Marcus Furius Camillus538 (for the first time). In 384 it is made a colony and
twoo thousand Roman citizens are dispatched to occupy it.539 In 381, the town is reconquered
byy the Volscians with the help of the Praenestines,540 after which it is probably retaken by
Camillus,, in a second major victory over the Volscians.541 In 377, a combined army of
Latinss and Volscians is defeated near Satricum. The survivors flee to Antium which, after
severall days, surrenders to the Romans. The Latins, furious at this surrender, utterly destroy
Satricumm except for the temple of Mater Matuta, from which they are kept away by an
awesomee voice - a vox horrenda - threatening them with disaster.542 Satricum reappears in
348,, when Antium establishes a colony to rebuild the destroyed town.543 In 346 it is
destroyedd for a second time, this time by a Roman army sent to the area in reaction to the
militaryy activity of the Volscians of Antium, who had concentrated their forces around
Satricum.. Again, the temple of Mater Matuta is spared.544
Thee Volscians reappear for the last time in 341, again on a massive scale. Privernum is
reportedd to be in revolt, while a Volscian army led by the Antiates is said to have set up
campp at Satricum. The Romans begin by capturing Privernum. The victorious army then
movess on to Satricum where a heavy battle is recorded. This ends indecisively and the
Volscianss flee to Antium.545
Inn his recently published commentary on Livy's book VI, Oakley admits that the various
strandss of Roman foreign policy in the period 389-367 are hard to understand, especially her
relationshipp with the Volscians and Latins.546 The famous battle ad Maecium, where
Camilluss defeats the Volscians, is usually considered decisive for Roman penetration of the
Pomptinee area. However, there has been much discussion about the credibility that can be
attachedd to reports of this battle and to the whole annalistic account for this period. According
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too the extremely critical view put forward by Beloch and his followers, Rome had at that time
achievedd very little and the whole Volscian episode which begins with Camillus' famous
victoryy ad Maecium must have been invented.547 Others perceive a certain internal
consistencyy in the narrative, which they see as confirming its basic credibility.548 An active
Romann presence in the Pomptine area is thought to be plausible in view of the nature of
Romann policy, which was aimed at obtaining new land on which to resettle impoverished
Romans.5499 Evidence in support of such a policy is provided by Livy's references to
disputess about land distribution in 388 and 387550 and to Volscian attacks on settlers in
386.551 1
Withh regard to the various battles reported around Satricum in this period, it is, as Oakley
says,, 'entirely plausible* that a city situated in an area disputed by Romans, Latins and
Volscianss would have changed hands many times.552 On the other hand, he considers it
improbablee that Satricum would have been deserted between 377 and 348.553 The two
referencess to the destruction of the town - except for its main temple - in 377 and 346, he
seess as an obvious doublet which is difficult to disentangle.554 The earlier account - in view
off the bizarre anecdote of a vox horrenda - he considers less likely to be an invention.555
Thee Volscians and their cities in the Pomptine plain
Fromm their very first appearance in historiography, the Volscians are associated with specific
cities,, five of which feature prominently in the accounts. These are Velitrae, Antium, Ecetra,
Pometiaa and Satricum. As we have seen, the references to these cities strongly suggest a
Volsciann presence in the Pomptine plain as early as the last quarter of the sixth century.
Thee first three cities, Velitrae, Antium and Ecetra, appear with some regularity throughout
thee entire 'Volscian' period. However, the city of Pometia occupies an important position only
duringg the earliest phase of Volscian history. As will be shown below, it appears to have been
replacedd by Satricum.
Velitrae e
Thee town of Velitrae (modern Velletri) is situated on a mountain-ridge with natural defences,
onee of the southeastern spurs of the Alban Hills. It dominated the southern end of the pass
betweenn the Alban Hills and the Lepini Mountains and as such must have been of crucial
strategicc importance to both the Volscians and the Romans.556
Velitraee is the first town in Latium which is mentioned in relation to the Volscians. Dionysius
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reportss how the town was captured from them as early as the reign of Ancus Martius.557
Thiss account is generally regarded as unreliable (see above). It is not confirmed by any other
referencee and the Volscians disappear from the literary record for the next hundred years.
Evenn so, it can be assumed that Volscians were living in Velitrae around the late sixth or
earlyy fifth centuries. In 494, having been defeated in a battle with the Romans, the Volscians
fleee to Velitrae, which is subsequently captured and made a Roman colony. The Volscians
aree deprived of their land.558 In 492/491 the colony of Velitrae is reportedly reinforced by
moree Roman colonists but Dionysius still refers to Velitrae as an important Volscian
town.5599 This reference may be indicative of the ambivalent nature of the town and the
problematicc nature of its relationship with Rome. In 401 Velitrae is colonized again,560
whilee later (in the first half of the fourth century) repeated defections from Rome are
reported.5611 In 385, for instance, the Roman settlers of Velitrae (and Circeii) send
reinforcementss to a combined army of Volscians, Latins and Hernicians.562 These accounts
suggestt that the Volscian presence remained strong, implying the peacefull co-habitation of
Romanss and Volscians in one town. It is even imaginable that native Volscians had seized
powerr again.563 A more or less identical situation is recorded in the case of Antium (see
below). .
Evidencee that may support this idea is further provided by the famous inscription on a
bronzee plate, known as the tabula Veliterna. Although there is some discussion about its exact
date,, the inscription is generally accepted as Volscian. Of particular interest in relation to the
suggestedd Volscian domination of the town, is the reference in the inscription to official
magistratess - meddices - which are Oscan in origin.564
Soo far there seems to be no further archaeological evidence in support of the presumed
Volsciann occupation of the town, although a link is suggested by the partial re-decoration of
thee temple of Stimmate in the first quarter of the fifth century.565

Antium m
Antiumm may be regarded as the principal Volscian city.566 This is clearly stated by
Dionysiuss on various occasions and is also evident from its frequent appearance in the literary
sources.. The town is referred to on 18 occasions, all directly associated with Volscians. It is
onee of the first cities to be described as Volscian and one of the last Volscian cities to bow
too Rome (in 338, when it becomes a Roman colony).567 Antium can be considered the
epicentree of Volscian revolt, most clearly during the preparations for the Volscian offensive
off 489/488, but also in later uprisings. It is hardly surprising that the Romans focussed their
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initiall attention on the town, given its strategic position and its function as a seaport.
Antiumm is repeatedly referred to as being too strong to be captured in an assault. This is
archaeologicallyy confirmed by its fortifications, which consist of an agger-vallum (see Ch.
3.2).. It took at least 18 years for the Romans to take the town, but even then it remained true
too its Volscian heritage. In fact Antium might even serve as an exemplum for the peaceful cohabitationn of different ethnic groups. Both Livy and Dionysius describe how the Roman
colonistss of 469 are supplemented by others, among whom are Latins, Hernicians and, most
importantly,, native Antiates or Volscians.568 The Volscians, however, seem to have
preservedd their majority or at least their powerful positions, since in 459 the whole
population,, Roman colonists included, defect to the Volscian army. Although Rome succeeds
inn defeating the Volscians in the vicinity of the town, Antium can not yet be considered
securee and will reappear as the centre of trouble.569
Duringg the final decade of the fifth century Volscian pressure on southern Latium is again
mounting.. After the defeat of the Aequians and the loss of the Algidus pass, the Volscians
tryy to force their way into the area from the south.
Thee last flourish of Volscian resistance is once more centred in and around Antium. The
townn is apparently Volscian again, as may be deduced from Livy's reference to Antium as
'thee capital of the Volscians'.570 The history of Antium in the fourth century is closely
relatedd to that of Satricum. The cities are repeatedly mentioned in one breath and it seems that
Satricumm functioned as an outpost of Antium.
Ecetra a
Evenn though the city of Ecetra occurs only five times in the accounts of Livy and Dionysius,
itt seems to have been a place of considerable importance. It must have existed for a long
time,, no doubt due to its impregnable position. Dionysius describes how the Roman army try
too provoke the Volscians of Ecetra into a fight in 459. The place is referred to as 'the most
importantt city of the Volscians at that time and the most strongly situated'.571 Tarquinius
Superbuss himself seems to have been willing to make a peace treaty with the town, rather
thann fight a battle. In fact there is no record of Ecetra being captured by the Romans, nor
evenn of a military attack. Though considered troublesome, it was probably not seen as worth
thee effort of a long siege nor of an attack which would have certainly resulted in heavy
losses.. As far as we know, Ecetra was not of direct strategic importance to the Romans.
Thee recorded importance of the city was therefore probably based on its impregnability and
onn the security it could thus provide. In 489, for example, it is chosen to host the general
assemblyy of all Volscian cities, which decides to wage war on the Romans.572 On another
occasion,, during the campaign of Coriolanus, the collected booty from Satricum and Longula
iss carried away to Ecetra.573 After 378, the city disappears from the record without ever
havingg become a Roman colony.
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Theree is much discussion about the location of Ecetra.574 Despite various suggestions, no
concensuss has yet been reached.
Thee annalistic references give the impression that Ecetra was a stronghold, situated on the
edgee of mountains (probably the Alban Hills) close to Algidus.575 In 378, for example, the
Romanss send out two armies, one towards these mountains and the other towards Antium on
thee coast.576 It is also likely that the city lay somewhere in the vicinity of Suessa
Pometia/Satricumm (see below). After the capture of Suessa Pometia in 495, the inhabitants of
Ecetra,, alarmed for their own prospects, ask the Romans for a peace treaty.577 This would
seemm to imply that the city was not far away. A comparable interpretation can be attached to
thee removal of the booty from Satricum and Longula to Ecetra; this would make little sense
iff it were not near at hand.
Onn only one other occasion does Livy offer more specific information on the location of the
city.. This is when he reports a battle between the Volscians and the Romans fought in 404/5
inn the area between Ferentium and Ecetra. Based on this reference, Coarelli proposes the area
off the lower Sacco, in the neighbourhood of Supino and Morolo, as the location of
Ecetra.5788 In the same passage, Livy describes the siege, capture and destruction of the
Volsciann city of Artena. This site, upon which the medieval town of Montefortino may have
beenn built, has often been proposed as a candidate for ancient Ecetra.579 Although its
positionn as an invincible stronghold more or less corresponds to the image of Ecetra, the
proposall nevertheless seems untenable, since Ecetra is still in existence in 378 when the
Romann army is sent there to provoke the Volscians to a fight.580

Pometia a
Thee city of Pometia occupies an important position only during the earliest phase of Volscian
history.. There is no disagreement about the existence of the town, which is variously referred
too as Suessa, Pometia or Suessa Pometia, nor is there any doubt about its importance to
Rome.. Both Livy and Dionysios mention it in relation to Rome's foreign policy during the
reignn of Tarquinius Superbus, as well as during the early Republic. One can therefore assume
thatt the town occupied a strategic position in the centre of the Pomptine district.581 Indeed,
itt probably provided the Pomptine region with its name: ager Pomptinus?*1 It must have
beenn fundamental to Tarquinius' policy to gain control of this powerful city and its legendary
riches.. The prestige he would have obtained from its capture would have greatly enhanced
hiss position in Rome.
Ass recorded above, Pometia reappears three times after its capture by Tarquinius, in 503,
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inn 502 and in 495.583 The account of the events of 503 is, however, disputed and often
regardedd as a doublet of the 495 story.584
AA surprising element in the passage for 503, which may be evidence of its unreliability, is
thee key-role given to the Aumnci (see above). It is considered highly unlikely that the
Aurunci,, who occupied the region between the Liris and the Volturnus, would have interferred
inn the affairs of Cora and Pometia.585 Their presence in this area at such an early date seems
improbable,, whereas in 495 it would be much more plausible.586 As a possible substitute
forr the Aurunci, the Volscians have been suggested. The hatred of the Aurunci for the
Romans,, as described by Livy,587 becomes easier to understand if we see them as Volscians,
whosee city Pometia had been recently captured by Tarquinius Superbus.588
Thee mention of the Aurunci, however, is considered by Coarelli as evidence in support of
thee view that the Volscians were not yet present in southern Latium, at least not in large
numbers.. The double name of Suessa Pometia, consisting as it does of a Latin element PometiaPometia - and a probable Auruncan name - Suessa - would thus indicate an Auruncian
identityy for the town.589
Onn the other hand, it is only Livy who describes the war of 503. In Dionysius' account no
mentionn is made of a war against either Pometia or the Aurunci. Instead, he refers to military
activityy under the same consuls, but in the Sabine area and against the Sabines.590
Inn order to explain the doublet in Livy, it has been suggested that something may have
occurredd with regard to the city of Pometia which Livy has interpreted as negative for the
Romans,, a change of government for example.591 Pometia is certainly described as Volscian
againn in 495. The town, most probably, had opened its doors somewhere at the end of the
sixthh century to the surrounding peoples, among whom were the Volscians.592 It is quite
possiblee that the Romans did take the field against Pometia in 502, as Livy reports,593 but
thatt the Volscians retained control of the city after the Roman defeat.
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Pometiaa identical with Satricum?
AA question which has long preoccupied many scholars is that of the original location of
Pometia.. Various suggestions have been made, among which are sites near modern Cisterna
dii Latina594, Caracupa595 and Casale di Sessano596. The most recent and perhaps the
mostt plausible theory identifies Pometia with the ancient city of Satricum (modern Borgo Le
Ferriere).5977 Stibbe suggests that Pometia, which appears for the last time in the literary
sourcess in 495 when it is sacked by the Romans, was renamed Satricum, probably by the
Volscianss who recaptured the town in 488.598 In Stibbe's view, it is highly unlikely that a
cityy as important as the Pometia described by Dionysius on the occasion of its capture in
495599,, could disappear from the scene with no reference in the sources to its final
destruction.6000 Neither Livy nor Dionysius mention any such thing, recounting only the
capturee of Pometia and the subsequent collection of booty. We should therefore assume that
thee town continued to exist.601
Thee theory of a change of name accords well with the absence of any reference to Satricum
inn the historical account of the regal period. The omission is highly surprising in the light of
thee rich archaeological record documented for Satricum. This reflects a rich and wellorganizedd city that can certainly withstand comparison with descriptions of Pometia.602 A
townn with such a high degree of urban development as that discovered in Satricum, obviously
thee result of its central and strategic position, must have been important enough to be
rememberedd by later annalists.
Thee renaming of a town is not an unusual event in the context of captured towns or
foundingg colonies. On such occasions both established and new towns are given names which
echoo places in the home territory. A Volscian example of the process is the renaming of the
cityy of Tarracina, which becomes Anxur. As far as the name of Satricum is concerned, there
iss evidence to suggest the existence of another Satricum, situated in the Volscian
homeland.603 3
Thiss theory has many adherents and can almost claim general acceptance.604 Some
scholarss dispute it, however. Their objections are mainly based on two separate references to
thee name of Satricum before 495. In the first, Satricum is mentioned together with Pometia
inn Pliny's list of the 30 communities participating in the Feriae Latinae on the Alban
Mount.6055 In the second, the name of Satricum appears in Dionysius' list of the League of
Aricia.. This list contains the names of the 29 cities which revolt against Rome in 499, several
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yearss before the attack on Pometia. These arguments are not regarded as very convincing,
however,, since the reliability of both lists is generally disputed.607 For example, as
mentionedd above, Dionysius' list of the Latin League contains the names of cities (Norma and
Setiaa (Sezze)) which did not yet exist at that time, while important cities (such as Pometia,
Antiumm and Terracina) are missing. Moreover, on the much shorter and earlier list of Cato,
whichh also records the members of the Latin League and is regarded as much more reliable,
otherr names occur, including that of Pometia. The name of Satricum is absent.608
Enteringg the written history, however, did not mean that the town (under its new name of
Satricum)) was destined to play a prominent role in general or in even Volscian history, at
leastt not in the fifth century. As we have seen, the name of the town occurs only three times
inn the record for this period and of these only the last, during the campaign of Coriolanus,
iss considered reliable. Satricum then disappears once more from the stage. Having been
'hidden'' during its early existence under another name, it will now remain in the background
forr quite other reasons. Yet, as has been shown, its continuity is archaeologically
demonstratedd and confirmed beyond doubt by its reappearance in the historiography of the
fourthfourth century.

Thee continued existence of Satricum in the 5th and 4th centuries
Thee fact that Satricum is mentioned only once during the fifth century provides an argument
forr those who doubt the continuity of the town. The general view is that it was unable to
recoverr from the Volscian assault which led to its capture in 488. In a period of widespread
politicall unrest Satricum/Pometia seems to have lost its former glory and status almost
overnight. .
Ann explanation for the remarkable absence of the city's name in the fifth century narrative
iss not too difficult to give. Without doubt the town still existed, as has been demonstrated
above,, while the evidence of the written sources is equally conclusive about its existence in
thee fourth century (see below). Why then only the single reference, in 488?
Ass was made clear in the introduction to this chapter, the Roman annalists were often
writingg from a purely Roman point of view. Settlements and peoples were only mentioned
whenn they were relevant to Rome's struggle for hegemony. During the fifth century, therefore,
andd in marked contrast to the preceding 'Pometia' period, Satricum may simply have lost its
relevancee to Rome. After the legendary campaign of Coriolanus, the centre of the struggle
shiftedd towards the Aequians, who threatened Rome from the north, and to another crucial
strategicc point, the Algidus pass (see above).
Itt is only at the beginning of the fourth century, during the final mass revolt against Roman
expansion,, that the city of Satricum reappears. Its name occurs eight times in the fourth
centuryy accounts and always in direct connection with Volscian military activity. Its history
iss closely linked to that of the city of Antium. Indeed, it has been suggested that the town had
becomee little more than a fortified outpost of Antium, but there are good reasons to doubt
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this.6099 Livy clearly implies that Satricum was a town on several occasions. He speaks, for
example,, of the walls, the moenia, of Satricum which were scaled with ladders during the
siegee of 386,610 and referred to again, as a temporary protection for fleeing Volscians, in
346.6111 When the Latins destroy Satricum in 377, Livy is quite specific in his reference to
sacredd and secular buildings surrounding the old temple of Mater Maruta.612 And, in 348,
thee town is apparently important enough to be rebuilt by the Volscians of Antium.613
Despitee this, we may safely assume that Satricum was much smaller and less strongly
fortifiedd than Antium. This distinction probably holds for the entire existence of the two
towns.. The difference between the fortifications of Antium and Satricum in 386 is explicitly
referredd to by Livy. While the walls of Satricum are quite easily taken with scaling-ladders
(seee above),614 those of Antium are regarded as virtually impregnable. Livy states that the
cityy could only be taken with help of artillery and siege-engines.615

Satricum:: a Volscian or a Latin town?
Iff we accept the theory that Pometia and Satricum are one and the same place, then Satricum
mustt have already been Volscian during the late Regal period or, at least, have had a mixed
populationn of Latins and Volscians. The accounts of the Volscian advance in the area, and
moree specifically of the capture of Satricum, appear to confirm the town's Volscian identity.
Itt is, for example, striking to note that while both Livy and Dionysius mention the capture
off Satricum in 488, neither refer to the town being razed or to the population being killed or
soldd into slavery. This is in itself surprising, given the outcome of comparable situations (see
below),, and may be understood in terms of an existing, structural, Volscian presence in the
town.. Situated in the heart of Volscian territory, between the Volscian cities of Antium and
Ecetra,, and (if identified with Pometia) with a long history of Volscian involvement, Satricum
wass probably considered a Volscian town. Since, as we have seen, Pometia had been captured
fromm the Volscians in 495, it is fair to assume that Satricum/Pometia simply changed hands
inn 488.616
Furthermore,, Livy explicitly states that Satricum, Longula, Polusca and Corioli, towns which
thee Romans had recently acquired from the Volscians - "novella haec Romanis oppida" - ,
aree similarly threatened.617 He is obviously referring here to the Roman victories of 493.
Itt may be noted, however, that two years earlier, in 495, Livy reports the capture of
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Pometia,, not Satricum. He thereby reveals his own confusion with regard to the name of the
town.618 8
Itt seems that Volscian policy was significantly less harsh inside their 'homeland' than
outsidee it, a point which supports assumptions of an earlier Volscian 'identity' for some of
thee captured towns.619 Places like Tolerium, Labici, Pedum and Corbio, which were located
outsidee Volscian territory in the eastern part of Latium, were completely destroyed upon
capturee by the Volscians and their inhabitants either killed or sold as slaves.620 The same
fatee was shared by Bola and Bovillae.621
Withh regard to the composition of the population of Satricum during the fifth and fourth
centuries,, we may safely assume that it consisted predominantly of Volscians, despite the fact
thatt the annalists nowhere refer to the inhabitants as Volscians nor to Satricum as a Volscian
city.. It is true that in the account of its capture by Coriolanus in 488 there is no mention of
Volscianss being settled in the town. But if Volscians were already an established part of the
scene,, as suggested above, that would clearly not have been necessary.
Furtherr support for the early Volscian identity of Satricum is offered by its close
relationshipp with the Volscian city of Antium, which was situated no more than 5 miles away.
Thee combined ager of the two towns undeniably acts as the stage for various confrontations
betweenn Volscians and Romans during the fourth century. And finally, as conclusive
evidence,, there are the events of 377. In that year, according to Livy, the Latin allies of the
Volscianss destroy Satricum in a punitive strike against those Volscians whom they consider
traitors.622 2
Conclusionss on the Volscian episode in the sources
Thiss excursion into the Volscian role in the historiography, especially as regards Volscian
cities,, has hopefully provided a useful background to the archaeological remains in Satricum.
Ass was mentioned at the start of this chapter, recent debate on the Volscians has focussed
primarilyy on the exact moment of their arrival in the coastal plain and on the nature of their
presencee there. The idea of individual groups of immigrants, separately penetrating and
settlingg the various Latin communities is, in my opinion, the most plausible. Moreover, it
accordss neatly with the recorded presence of Volscians in the towns listed above. These are
consistentlyy reported as in Volscian hands, long before the alleged mass invasion of the
plains. .
Thiss first generation of Volscians might be best understood as mountain peoples of indistinct
ethnicc background. By peacefully living among the Latins they would have unwittingly
preparedd the way for the much larger scale incursions of the fifth century. With Rome itself
submergedd in social 'unrest, famines and pestilences', this later 'invasion' would have been
seenn as a threat to the privileged position of Rome within the Latial area. As such, the
newcomerss would have very likely been made the 'enemies' and endowed with their specific
image.6233 Indeed, as the 'others' living amongst the Latin kin of the Romans, it would be
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surprisingg if Rome had not projected upon them the role of active aggressors.
Landd and the grain it produced were clearly the main reason for military conflict. This is
illustratedd by the many references to pillage (by both Romans and Volscians) on Volscian and
Latinn fields. It is also implicit in the report of the whole public grain supply being stored for
safetyy in the arx of the Volscian town of Artena.624 The Pomptine district, or ager
Pomptinus,Pomptinus, was of primary importance for the frumentationes.625
Fromm the Roman point of view, the Volscian presence constituted a great danger to their
ownn grain supplies from this area.626 Given the enormous numbers of Volscians, about
whichh the annalists are quite explicit, the Roman reaction seems quite a logical one. In some
battles,, such as the encounter between the Romans and a combined force of Volscians and
Aequianss in the year 462, many thousands of Volscians participate.627 Similar numbers are
recordedd on other occasions. Though undoubtedly exaggerated to enliven the accounts, these
numberss serve to illustrate the Roman perception of the Pomptine plain as crowded with
Volscians. .
Perhapss in order to lend credibility to their portrayal of Rome's opponents, Roman writers
oftenn include characteristics which give the impression of fear or even of barely suppressed
admirationn on their part. In the case of the Volscians, it is their ability to repeatedly mobilize
neww manpower to resist Rome, in spite of many defeats, which particularly impresses
Livy.6288 However, since this convention is an intrinsic part of the literature of the ultimately
victoriouss side, such elaborations should probably be seen as literary embellishments.
Itt is not too far-fetched to imagine a process whereby the formidable reputation imposed on
thee Volscians (and other enemies of Rome) may have provoked the development of a stronger
identityy which could be appealed to in times of war. Such a background is conceivable for
thee organized revolt led by the Roman Coriolanus. Comparable uprisings, albeit internally
generatedd and obviously less successful, are scattered through the narratives of the fifth and
earlyy fourth centuries.
Apartt from these war-like manifestations, the growing self-awareness which is suggested
heree would be likely to generate other expressions of group-identity which would crop up in
thee field of material remains.
Thee Samnites - perhaps the most vigorous Italian opponents of Rome and the subject of a
case-studyy by Emma Dench - provide a good illustration of growing cultural and ethnic
identityy in reaction to Roman influence.629 From the large body of material remains
associatedd with their culture, we sense a close link between the reawakening of a distinct
identityy and an involvement in the Social War.630 Although this case is from a much later
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date,, an hypothetical parallel could be drawn with the Volscians, who may have only become
awaree of their distinct identity under the threat of the Roman advance.
Regrettably,, the hypothesis as applied to the Volscians cannot be tested in the same way as
itt can for the Samnites. Although attempts have been made to do so (via the assignment of
thee Late-Archaic temple (Temple II) to the Volscians and via a 'Volscian-oriented'
interpretationn of the iconography of the terracotta decoration of this temple) I regard them as
ratherr speculative and perhaps premature.631
Onn the other hand, I believe that Satricum is the source most likely to provide a conclusive
answerr in the 'Volscian debate', since it offers an archaeological record covering a long and
continuouss period against which the proposed process of growing self-awareness may be
studied.. If we accept that the cities of Suessa Pometia and Satricum are one and the same,
thenn evidence of an early indigeneous presence should be present in the archaeological record.
Too date this has been only been attested sporadically; i.e. by the presence of pottery with a
typicall 'Apennine' decoration scheme in some graves of the Northwest Necropolis, by the
findd of a small, coherent group of similar sherds dispersed in the toplayer of the Santarelli
areaa (see Ch. 3.2), and by the occurrence of a specific category of fibulae with an indigeneous
originn in Votive Deposit I.632 These finds have been interpreted in the light of early
transhumancee contacts (see above). However, more consistent evidence of a sixth-century
Volsciann presence can be expected from the excavations of the east part of the acropolis.633
Thee story seems to end with the Volscian assertion of themselves as a distinct cultural group
viaa the selection of their own burial ground; namely, that of the Southwest Necropolis.
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Thee aim of this study has been to present the available archaeological evidence for the PostArchaicc period of Satricum and to proceed from this evidence to some conclusions about the
naturee of the settlement during this era. The starting point was the fifth-century necropolis,
discoveredd in the southwestern part of the settlement, just within its sixth-century boundaries,
inn 1980. As such the necropolis constituted a novelty in the archaeological picture of fifthcenturyy Latium, where burial evidence had previously been conspicuously absent. The
particularr nature of the necropolis, combined with its location inside the former habitation
area,, has provoked a fundamental debate about its cultural identification which has thrown
upp two opposing positions. Either the burials were to be attributed to the Volscians, who are
reportedd as having captured Satricum in 488; or they were to be attributed to the Latin
communityy which had continued to occupy the settlement after it had supposedly fallen into
decayy in the early fifth century. Both interpretations are closely linked to the unstable political
situationn in the Latial region, which was characterised by many (historically recorded) military
confrontationss between Rome and the invading Central-Italian mountain peoples. The
possibilityy that this situation is reflected in the archaeological evidence is not to be discarded.
Inn my analysis of Post-Archaic Satricum I have tried to address the issues raised by the
changess observed in the archaeological record of the settlement. How do we interpret them
andd what implications can be drawn in the light of the historical background?
Thee archaeological discoveries of the past twenty years have demonstrated that the settlement
off Satricum continued to exist throughout the Post-Archaic period. In fact, given the sheer
volumee of the discovered remains, the central argument of those who characterise this
particularr period as a Dark Age {i.e. the general absence of archaeological finds) seems to
havee fallen away, at least in the case of Satricum. Direct evidence for an uninterrupted
occupationn of the site is provided by the burial record, which has been documented in three
differentt areas within the sixth-century settlement. In addition to the Southwest Necropolis,
twoo more cemeteries from the same period have been brought to light, one on the acropolis
itselff and one on the north side of the settlement in the area known as the Poggio dei
Cavallari. .
Continuityy of the settlement has further been demonstrated by the abundant artifactual
evidencee found both in closed stratigraphical contexts and dispersed in the lower settlement
area.. Building activity from this specific period has been attested to only a limited degree, but
iss represented by the remains of a long wall along the south side of Satricum's main road.
Thee wall was part of an integral raising of the level of this road and also appears to have
functionedd as a retaining wall with a defensive function.
AA direct link between the Archaic and the Post-Archaic periods is provided by the remains
off a monumental road discovered and excavated in the lower settlement area, in the Poggio
deii Cavallari. I have identified this road as the main thoroughfare of the town. It must have
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ledd up to the central sanctuary of Mater Matuta, in front of which identical remains were
identifiedd at the end of the nineteenth century. On the acropolis the road is generally referred
too as the Via Sacra.
Thee road has been dated to the last quarter of the sixth century. It covered an earlier Archaic
tractt which appears to have been laid out in a wide natural depression.
Thee construction and monumental lay-out of the rebuilding of the road can be regarded as
aa major enterprise which fits well into the general picture of urban development throughout
thee settlement in the late sixth century. The road illustrates the high degree of organization
andd technical skill which had been achieved by this period, aspects of which are also
encounteredd in the monumental construction of the Late-Archaic temple to which the road
wass presumably connected. Although it was seriously damaged (or even destroyed), probably
nott long after its construction, the road retained its function as main artery. This can be
inferredd from evidence of a restoration, during which the level was raised and new side walls
weree erected on the north. Hereafter, from the beginning of the fifth century, the road may
alsoo have served as a demarcation line between the habitation area and the area of the dead.
AA necropolis was laid out along its northern side.
AA similar pattern has been observed in relation to the two other burial areas laid out in the
settlementt during this period: the small cemetery on the acropolis discovered along the west
sidee of the Via Sacra and the large Southwest Necropolis. Apparently the infrastructural
organizationn of the Archaic period was still in use during the fifth century. A similar scenario
iss presumed for the Archaic houses.
Duringg the period represented by the three necropoleis, the town must have been inhabited
byy quite a large community. Although the total number of documented graves may seem not
veryy high (c. 250 graves have been recorded in the whole town), this is probably only a
fractionn of the original total. None of the three necropoleis have been fully excavated or even
beenn completely documented, while the dispersal of graves over a very large area north of the
mainn road implies that here the original cemetery was extensive. A similar picture holds for
thee acropolis cemetery. Although any estimate of the number of inhabitants of fifth-century
Satricumm would be highly speculative, it must surely have been several orders of magnitude
greaterr than the number of documented graves.
Noo actual dwellings have been found which can be associated with these cemeteries, but
habitationn can be inferred from the building debris and pottery remains encountered in a dump
stratumm used to raise the level of the road in the Poggio dei Cavallari somewhere in the fifth
century.. Based on the dates attributed to these finds, I have suggested that sixth-century
structures,, which probably occupied the adjacent area to the south, were still in use during
thee Post-Archaic period.
AA similar hypothesis is here proposed for the habitation of the acropolis, the area often cited
ass evidence for the absence of any Post-Archaic settlement activity. Although stone
foundationss of many Archaic buildings were here encountered in situ, these appeared to lie
immediatelyy under the present surface. No original floor-levels were recorded. This suggests
too me that these have been removed, probably when the top layers of the hill were levelled
inn modern times. All evidence of later periods would then have undoubtedly been destroyed
att the same time. Nevertheless, the acropolis (like the Poggio dei Cavallari) has yielded an
enormouss quantity of artifacts dating from the Post-Archaic period (mainly domestic vessels
andd building debris), the bulk of which can be linked to a contemporary habitation of the hill.
Thiss material was found in a large deposit which was identified by the excavators as a
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primary,, open votive deposit. In my view, however, it should be regarded as an enormous
dumpp of material which probably ended up there following a large-scale clean-up of the area.
Givenn the date of two Roman coins found in one of the upper layers of the deposit, this may
havee happened some time after the middle of the third century.
Inn the case of the Southwest Necropolis, a habitation area is presumed to have existed on
thee adjacent hill in the Macchia Santa Lucia, where the remains of some buildings were
uncoveredd at the end of the nineteenth century.
Despitee the unmistakable continuity of the settlement during the fifth century, there is also
aa marked change in the pattern of occupation in the area of the sixth-century town. This is
bestt illustrated by the selection of separate and dispersed areas for burial. This deliberate
choicee of new burial grounds {i.e. inside the Archaic city boundaries, and especially on the
acropolis),, plus the sudden reappearance of regularly furnished graves after an absence of
moree than a century, constitute the main evidence for concluding that a new population were
livingg in Satricum and practising different customs.
AA thorough analysis of the burials in the Southwest Necropolis has led to a deeper insight into
bothh the social and the ethnic character of this community. Although some of the
interpretationss presented here are admittedly speculative (as is inevitable, given the absence
off external parallels for the Satricum graves) the total sum of our observations presents a clear
imagee of a well-organized group of people who had developed a fairly stable way of life.
Kinshipp must have been a determining factor in the lay-out of the necropolis. This
conclusionn is based on the spatial distribution of the graves, which reveals a pattern
(especiallyy in the central and southern parts of the cemetery) of small groups of intersecting
graves,, or pairs of graves, or multiple burials in single graves. Children seem to have
occupiedd a special position. This is suggested by the care bestowed on their disposal (which
iss equal to that given to adults) and by the nature of their burial outfits. Some are
comparativelyy rich in terms of the number of gifts, while in others symbolic offerings
especiallyy made for the burial are present in the grave. This treatment of children is
remarkablee and alien to previous Latial funerary practices.
Thee burials exhibit a striking uniformity and a relative modesty in outfit over the whole
periodd in which the necropolis was in use. The few recorded differences between individual
gravess (such as varied numbers of grave goods) have here been explained in chronological
terms,, assuming some economic development over the course of the fifth century. This would
havee led to a certain level of prosperity, which in turn may have found its expression either
inn greater numbers of vessels in some graves and/or in occasional imports or 'expensive' gifts.
Thee topographical lay-out of the graves was probably also chronologically determined, in
thee sense that the highest part of the burial ground (in the northeast) was probably selected
forr the first graves. In time the lay-out of the necropolis then followed the slope down
towardss the south and southwest.
Thankss to the analysis of the skeletal remains from the graves, we have for the first time clear
evidencee of the subsistence economy of the Satricum community. It has been established that
thiss was not based solely on agriculture, which would have provided a diet dominated
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byy vegetables and cereals, but also incorporated forms of proteic production, such as breeding
andd stock-raising. The resulting balanced diet seems to be reflected in the fairly good state
off health and the relative longevity of the people buried in the necropolis.
Inn other ways, too, the burial record provides evidence of quite a well-organized community,
partt of a society which was more complex than one would assume from the relative modesty
off the burials. The main evidence for this complexity is an inscription referring to an official
magistrate,, an aedilis. The inscription not only implies that some people could read, but also
thatt they were acquainted with the kind of official function inherent to an urban organization.
Itt further implies a level of political organization within this particular community. The
inscription,, written in a non-Latin indigenous dialect, is also of fundamental importance for
thee ethnic identification of the Southwest Necropolis (see below).
Givenn the general absence of actual building remains (except for the white wall in the Poggio
deii Cavallari) and the lack of archaeological evidence for the date of destruction of the last
templee and its surrounding buildings, any suggestions regarding the nature of the settlement
inn this period must remain speculative. However, we can surely assume that the Post-Archaic
settlementt retained many of the urban features observed in the sixth-century. As has been
shown,, the road system remained in use and was probably kept in good repair during the long
periodd represented by the burials laid out along the various roads. By extension, we can
assumee that similar care was bestowed on the rest of the buildings in the town. My own guess
iss that dwellings from the Archaic period probably remained inhabited, or were restored, by
thee population buried in the fifth-century graves. A similar hypothesis may be proposed for
thee public buildings. As far as the main sanctuary is concerned, any suggestion about its PostArchaicc existence must remain speculative, but some importance should be attributed to
fragmentss of a Post-Archaic restoration of the terracotta decoration of the last temple. Nor
shouldd we ignore Livy's reference to the temple of Mater Matuta existing in 207.
Theree remains the question of the ethnic identification of Post-Archaic Satricum. In my view,
mostt of the arguments justify the attribution of the graves to the Volscians. There is no doubt
whatsoeverr that they populated the region in the fifth and early fourth centuries and must,
therefore,, have lived in Satricum. As argued above, the deliberate decision to bury the dead
withinn the former urban area, especially on the acropolis, while the former Iron Age burial
moundss were still clearly visible, is a strong argument for seeing the burials as evidence of
aa new ethnic group.
Anotherr argument supporting a Volscian identification is the apparent renaming of the town
(fromm Suessa Pometia to Satricum) in the early fifth century. This theory is based on the
disappearancee of Suessa Pometia from the historical record without any reference to its
destructionn (the final reference to the town is in 495). This occurs at almost the same moment
thatt Satricum appears on the scene, as one of the towns captured by the Volscians in 488. At
thee same time, there is evidence to suggest the existence of another Satricum, situated in the
middlee Liris valley. The re-use of the name would imply a conscious connection with the
ancestrall homeland.
Certainn burial gifts, such as the bucchero kantharoi with double-reeded handles, have also
beenn classified in terms of ancestral links. This type of vessel, which is characteristic of the
necropolis,, is alien to the Latial repertoire and finds its most notable parallels in the inland
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area.. Presumably the vessel possessed an intrinsic ancestral significance.
Ann additional piece of evidence supporting a Volscian identification for the Southwest
Necropoliss is the inscription on the lead axe-head, mentioned above. The combination of the
non-Latinn language and the personal character of the object make this a real marker of nonLatin,, probably Volscian, identity.
Perhapss the most convincing link with the inland area is provided by a body of material
discoveredd in the town of Frosinone. The original burial context of these finds, as well as
theirr strong resemblance to finds from the Southwest Necropolis, point to a high degree of
culturall and ethnic similarity between the inhabitants of the two towns. The town of
Frosinone,, with its location on the ancient routes used by indigenous groups from the
Apenninee interior, is one of the places in which the Volscians are likely to have settled on
theirr long journey from their homelands to the coastal plains.
Althoughh any literal correspondence between the archaeological and historical records may
bee regarded as virtually impossible, there is nevertheless a remarkable coincidence between
thee two sets of evidence as regards Satricum. This is first apparent in the late sixth and early
fifthh centuries when Rome's attention was focussed on the ager Pomptinus and its capital
Suessaa Pometia. Whether or not Satricum is identical with Suessa Pometia, both towns must
havee been located in southern Latium. It follows that the archaeological record of Satricum
shouldd reveal traces of destruction related to the military activity in the region. A compelling
example,, which has been discussed in this study, is the damage to (or destruction of)
Satricum** s main road. Although the exact moment of events (involving a large conflagration)
couldd not be established, there is strong evidence to suggest that they happened towards the
endd of the sixth century or at the beginning of the fifth, probably shortly after the road's
construction.. Although the argument is not without flaws, the situation is strikingly
reminiscentt of the annalistic account of events which eventually lead to Suessa Pometia's
capture,, either in 503/502 or 495. Given the archaeological evidence for the restoration of the
roadd which is presented here, the year 488 can also be considered a possible candidate.
Theree are also remarkable coincidences to note with regard to the Post-Archaic period. After
Satricum'ss historical capture by Gnaeus Marcius Coriolanus and his Volscians in 488, the
settlementt seems to have enjoyed a quieter spell. In fact, for nearly a century the written
sourcess do not report any military activity in relation to the town. It is not unlikely that the
Volsciann community in Satricum developed a stable and relatively peaceful existence during
thiss period. This situation seems to be reflected in the burial evidence, which covers a
continuouss period of approximately one century without any obvious changes in the basic
funeraryy ritual. This stability must have changed dramatically from the early fourth century
onwards,, when Satricum was again in the front line of various military encounters and
reportedlyy changed hands several times. It seems likely that the unstable situation led to a
disruptionn in normal burial practices. The necropoleis, at any rate, are no longer used after
thee early fourth century and the population associated with the burials becomes
archaeologicallyy invisible. Taken together, these final two instances of correspondence
betweenn the archaeological evidence and the historical account add weight to the already
strongg case for a Volscian identification of fifth century Satricum.
Wee will conclude by stating that the legendary Volscians, who despite playing a major role
inn the drama of Rome's early struggle for hegemony have remained almost archaeologically
invisible,, have been finally rediscovered in ancient Satricum. Their traditional 'barbarian'
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image,, as related by Livy, is in no way confirmed by the archaeological record, which if
anythingg points in the opposite direction. Within the scientific debate on ethno-cultural
interpretationn of material culture, Satricum in the Post-Archaic period emerges as a valuable
case-studyy in the relationship between archaeological remains and the historical record.
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Dezee studie behandelt de Post-Archaïsche periode (ca.500-350 v.Chr.) van Satricum, een
antiekee stad gelegen ca. 60 km ten zuiden van Rome in de regio Latium. Doel is het karakter
vann de stad gedurende de betreffende periode te reconstrueren aan de hand van de beschikbare
archeologischee gegevens in relatie tot de antieke historische bronnen.
Uitgangspuntt vormde een grafveld uit de vijfde eeuw v.Chr. dat in 1980 werd ontdekt in
dee zuidwest hoek van het stadsgebied, net binnen de zesde-eeuwse stadsgrenzen. Dit grafveld
iss vooralsnog uniek in het vijfde-eeuwse Latium dat vanaf de late zevende/vroeg zesde eeuw
gekenmerktt wordt door een opvallende afwezigheid van formele begraafplaatsen. Deze
uniciteitt heeft, samen met de locatie binnen de voormalige stadsgrenzen en het specifieke
karakterr van het grafveld, geleid tot een fundamentele discussie over de toeschrijving van de
gravenn en de ethno-culturele identiteit van de bewoners van de stad in de vijfde eeuw v.Chr.
Err bestaan twee tegengestelde opvattingen. Volgens de eerste kunnen de graven worden
toegeschrevenn aan de Volsken, een inheems Italische bevolkingsgroep, die volgens de
historischee bronnen Satricum in 488 v.Chr. innam. Volgens de andere opvatting zijn de graven
toee te schrijven aan een kleine, Latijnse gemeenschap die in de stad bleef wonen nadat deze
waswas verwoest in de vroege vijfde eeuw v.Chr. Beide interpretaties zijn direct gerelateerd aan
dee instabiele politieke situatie in het Latiale gebied die volgens de historische bronnen
gekenmerktt werd door talrijke militaire confrontaties tussen Rome en binnenvallende
Centraal-Italischee bergvolkeren. De Volsken die in de historiografie worden afgeschilderd als
eenn oorlogszuchtig en woest bergvolk, spelen in dit scenario een hoofdrol. Zij houden
gedurendee ca. 150 jaar het zuidelijk deel van Latium in hun greep.
Eenn en ander lijkt te worden weerspiegeld in het archeologische beeld van dit gebied. De
grotee Archaïsche centra lijken in verval te raken of compleet te worden verlaten. In
vergelijkingg met de archeologisch rijke zesde eeuw wordt de vijfde eeuw vooral gekenmerkt
doorr een schaarste aan archeologische gegegens, de reden waarom deze periode ook wel als
DarkDark Age wordt aangeduid. De archeologische ontdekkingen in Satricum lijken dit beeld
echterr te nuanceren. Er is sprake van een onmiskenbare continuïteit van de nederzetting.
Hett directe bewijs voor het voortbestaan van de stad wordt gevormd door een aantal vijfdeeeuwsee grafvelden die op drie verschillende plaatsen binnen de zesde eeuwse nederzetting zijn
ontdekt.. Naast de necropool in de zuidwest hoek van de stad, is er een tweede, vergelijkbaar
grafveldd op de akropolis waarvan ca. 35 graven zijn gedocumenteerd. Een vijftal graven in
hett noorddeel van de nederzetting, in het gebied bekend onder de naam Poggio dei Cavallari,
verwijstt naar een derde grafveld uit deze periode.
Continuïteitt van de nederzetting wordt verder gesuggereerd door talloze artefacten uit de
vijfdee en vierde eeuw. Deze zijn zowel in stratigrafische contexten als verspreid over het
terreinn rondom de akropolis aangetroffen.
Eenn directe link tussen de Archaïsche en Post-Archaïsche periodes wordt gevormd door de
restenn van een monumentale weg die in het lagere stadsgebied van Satricum, de Poggio dei
Cavallarii is ontdekt (Hfdst. 2.1). Deze weg leidde waarschijnlijk naar het centrale heiligdom
vann Mater Matuta, aan de voorzijde waarvan resten van een vergelijkbare weg werden
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blootgelegdd aan het einde van de 19de eeuw. Op de akropolis wordt deze weg wel als de Via
SacraSacra aangeduid.
Dee weg wordt gedateerd in het laatste kwart van de zesde eeuw en maakte waarschijnlijk
deell uit van een grootschalige herbouw van de stad waaraan ook de bouw van de laatste
monumentalee tempel van Mater Matuta kan worden toegeschreven. Gedurende de vijfde eeuw
bleeff de weg van Satricum in gebruik. Het niveau werd twee maal opgehoogd wat gepaard
gingg met de constructie van nieuwe zijmuren (Hfdst. 3.2.1).
Vanaff het begin van de vijfde eeuw diende de weg waarschijnlijk ook als een scheidslijn
tussenn het gebied van de levenden en dat van de doden. Langs de noordzijde werd een
grafveldd aangelegd. Een vergelijkbaar patroon kan worden waargenomen bij de andere twee
vijfdee eeuwse grafvelden. Blijkbaar bleef de infrastructurele organisatie uit de Archaïsche
periodee in gebruik. Een vergelijkbaar scenario wordt verondersteld voor de Archaïsche huizen.
Dee stad moet gedurende de Post-Archaïsche periode bewoond zijn geweest door een
omvangrijkee gemeenschap. Hoewel het totale aantal bekende graven niet erg groot lijkt (er
zijnn ca. 250 graven gedocumenteerd over de gehele stad), is dit aantal waarschijnlijk slechts
eenn fractie van het oorspronkelijke aantal. Geen van de drie grafvelden is volledig
opgegraven.. De verspreide aanwezigheid van graven over een groot terrein ten noorden van
dee weg in de Poggio dei Cavallari impliceert dat dit grafveld zeer uitgestrekt was, maar
grotendeelss is verwoest. Eenzelfde reconstructie is denkbaar voor het grafveld op de akropolis.
Elkee schatting van het inwonersaantal van het vijfde eeuwse Satricum is om deze reden
speculatief.. Zeker is echter dat het er aanmerkelijk meer moeten zijn geweest dan het totale
aantall gedocumenteerde graven.
Hoewell er geen vijfde-eeuwse huizen zijn gevonden die geassocieerd kunnen worden met
dee vijfde-eeuwse graven, kan bewoning worden afgeleid uit een 'dumpstratum* bestaande uit
dakpannen,, tufbrokken en aardewerk. Deze laag is op een bepaald moment in de vijfde eeuw
v.Chr.. gebruikt om het niveau van de weg te verhogen. Het materiaal is waarschijnlijk
afkomstigg van Archaïsche huizen die zich op niet al te grote afstand van de weg moeten
hebbenn bevonden. Op grond van de datering van het materiaal kan worden aangenomen dat
dee huizen ook nog in gebruik waren in de Post-Archaïsche periode.
Eenzelfdee hypothese stel ik voor de akropolis voor, het gebied dat door afwezigheid van
vijfde-eeuwsee structuren altijd als bewijs is gebruikt voor het ontbreken van enige
nederzettingsactiviteitt in de Post-Archaïsche periode. De stenen funderingen van de
Archaïschee huizen liggen hier direct onder het maaiveld en zijn in de meeste gevallen
bewaardd tot net onder het antieke loopniveau. Zowel de bovenbouw van deze structuren als
dee meeste oorspronkelijke vloeren en plaveisels zijn verdwenen, waarschijnlijk als gevolg van
modernee nivelleringsactiviteiten. Mogelijke resten die getuigen van Post-Archaïsche
bouwactiviteitenn zijn hiermee ongetwijfeld vernietigd. Desondanks is op de akropolis, net als
inn de Poggio dei Cavallari, een grote hoeveelheid materiaal gevonden dat voornamelijk bestaat
uitt gewoon gebruiksaardewerk en bouwpuin uit de Post-Archaïsche periode. Dit materiaal is
aangetroffenn in een enorm depot dat door de opgravers zelf is geïnterpreteerd als een open
votieff depot waarin gelovigen gedurende een periode van meer dan 150 jaar votief offers
zoudenn hebben bijgezet (Hfdst. 3.1.1). In mijn reconstructie kan het materiaal goed worden
geassocieerdd met een continuering van bewoning van de heuvel in de Post-Archaïsche periode
enn zou eerder gezien moeten worden als het resultaat van een grootschalige opruiming van
dee akropolis. Op grond van de datering van twee Romeinse munten die bovenin het depot zijn
aangetroffenn kan dit hebben plaatsgevonden ergens na het midden van de derde eeuw v.Chr.
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Inn het geval van de Zuidwest Necropool is de aangrenzende heuvel in de Macchia Santa
Luciaa de aangewezen plaats voor bewoning. Hier werden aan het eind van de 19de eeuw de
restenn van gebouwen aangetroffen.
Ondankss de vermoedelijke continuïteit van de nederzetting in de vijfde eeuw, is er ook een
duidelijkee verandering in het nederzettingspatroon van het voormalige Archaïsche stadsgebied.
Ditt wordt het best geïllustreerd door de bestemming van nieuwe, aparte gebieden als grafveld.
Zowell het feit dat deze nieuwe begraafplaatsen zich binnen de Archaïsche stadsgrenzen
bevindenn en zelfs op de akropolis, als ook de plotselinge terugkeer, na meer dan een eeuw
vann afwezigheid, van het grafritueel waarbij de doden met grafgiften worden begraven, zijn
aanwijzingenn dat Satricum door een nieuwe bevolkingsgroep, in casu de Volsken, met
afwijkendee gebruiken werd bevolkt.
Eenn diepgaande analyse van de graven in de Zuidwest Necropool (Hfdst. 4) heeft geleid tot
eenn beter inzicht in zowel het sociale als ethnische karakter van deze vijfde-eeuwse
gemeenschap.. Hoewel sommige van de interpretaties speculatief zijn, wat onvermijdelijk is
gezienn de afwezigheid van parallellen voor de graven buiten Satricum, leidt het totaal van
observatiess tot het beeld van een goed georganiseerde groep mensen die in redelijk stabiele
omstandighedenn geleefd heeft.
Verwantschap,, zo wordt hier betoogd, was waarschijnlijk een van de bepalende factoren in
dee aanleg van het grafveld. Deze conclusie baseer ik op de ruimtelijke verspreiding van de
graven.. Ze vertonen namelijk een patroon, met name in de centrale en zuidelijke delen van
hett grafveld, van kleine groepen van elkaar oversnijdende graven, of van paren van graven,
off van meervoudige begravingen in afzonderlijke graven. Kinderen lijken in deze
gemeenschapp een speciale positie te hebben ingenomen. Dat wordt gesuggereerd door de zorg
diee besteed is aan hun begraving (gelijk aan die van volwassenen) en door het karakter van
hunn grafinhoud. Sommige kindergraven kunnen rijk genoemd worden waar het het aantal
grafgiftenn betreft (een paar van de rijkste graven in het grafveld zijn bijvoorbeeld die van
kinderen),, andere vallen op door symbolische giften die speciaal voor het graf zijn gemaakt.
Dezee behandeling van kinderen is, vergeleken met de Latiale graf gebruiken, opmerkelijk te
noemen. .
Dee graven vertonen een opvallende uniformiteit en een vrij bescheiden grafinhoud gedurende
dee gehele periode dat het grafveld in gebruik was. De paar geconstateerde verschillen tussen
dee graven onderling, zoals de variatie in aantallen grafgiften, lijken chronologisch bepaald en
inn directe relatie tot een mogelijke economische ontwikkeling in de loop van de vijfde eeuw.
Diee zou hebben geleid tot een zeker niveau van welvaart dat tot uitdrukking kan zijn gebracht
inn het meegeven van hetzij grotere aantallen vazen in sommige graven, hetzij in een enkel
importstukk of een 'duur' object.
Dee topografische lay-out van de graven was waarschijnlijk ook chronologisch bepaald. De
oudstee graven bevinden zich in het hoogst gelegen noordoost deel van het grafveld. In de loop
vann de tijd breidde het grafveld zich heuvelafwaarts uit, in zuidelijke en zuidwestelijke
richting. .
Dankzijj de analyse van de skeletresten (Appendix) beschikken we nu voor het eerst over
duidelijkee gegevens over de middelen van bestaan van de Satricaanse gemeenschap. Deze
blijkenn niet alleen te zijn gebaseerd op landbouw, die voorziet in een dieet van voornamelijk
groentenn en granen, maar men moet ook vormen van proteïnerijke productie hebben gekend,
zoalss veeteelt. Het gebalanceerde dieet dat uit een dergelijke gecombineerde bestaanseconomie
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voorkomtt lijkt te worden weerspiegeld in een redelijk goede gezondheid en een betrekkelijk
langee levensduur van de mensen die in het grafveld zijn begraven.
Ookk op andere gebieden zijn er aanwijzingen voor een goed georganiseerde gemeenschap
diee deel uitmaakte van een samenleving die meer complex was dan de relatief bescheiden
gravenn op het eerste gezicht zouden doen vermoeden. Het belangrijkste bewijs voor deze
complexeree samenleving wordt geleverd door een inscriptie (op een loden miniatuurbijltje)
diee verwijst naar een officiële magistraat, een aedilis. De inscriptie impliceert niet alleen dat
sommigee mensen konden lezen, maar ook dat men bekend was met het soort officiële functies
diee inherent zijn aan een stedelijke organisatie. Daarnaast verwijst de inscriptie naar een
bepaaldd niveau van politieke organisatie binnen de betreffende gemeenschap. De inscriptie,
gesteldd in een niet-Latijns, inheems dialect, is ook van belang voor de ethnische identificatie
vann het grafveld (zie verder).
Gezienn de algemene afwezigheid van bewijs voor bouwactiviteiten in de vijfde eeuw, met
uitzonderingg van die van de ophoging van de weg in de Poggio dei Cavallari, is iedere
suggestiee ten aanzien van het karakter van de nederzetting in deze periode speculatief. De
meenn echter te kunnen stellen dat de Post-Archaïsche nederzetting vele stedelijke kenmerken
zoalss die uit de zesde eeuw moet hebben gehad. Het wegsysteem bleef in gebruik en werd
waarschijnlijkk goed onderhouden gedurende de lange periode dat graven hierlangs werden
aangelegd.. Eveneens kan verondersteld worden dat dezelfde zorg werd toegepast voor de
gebouwenn van de stad. Het is zeer waarschijnlijk dat de huizen uit de Archaïsche periode
bewoondd bleven door de mensen die begraven zijn in de vijfde-eeuwse graven. Dezelfde
constructiee is denkbaar voor de openbare gebouwen. Hoewel iedere suggestie met betrekking
tott het voortbestaan van het centrale heiligdom gedurende de Post-Archaïsche periode
speculatieff is, mag enig belang worden toegeschreven aan vele 'late* terracotta fragmenten
diee duiden op een restauratie van het dak van de laatste tempel gedurende deze periode.
Daarnaastt kan en mag ook Livius' verwijzing naar de tempel van Mater Matuta in 207 v.Chr.
niett worden genegeerd.
Tenn aanzien van de ethnische identificatie van Satricum in de Post-Archaïsche periode lijken
dee meeste argumenten een toeschrijving van de graven aan de Volsken te rechtvaardigen. Er
iss geen twijfel dat de Volsken in de regio woonden gedurende de vijfde en vierde eeuw en
zijj zullen ook zeker Satricum hebben bevolkt. De bewuste keuze om doden binnen het
voormaligee stadsgebied te begraven, met name op de akropolis, terwijl de zevende-eeuwse
Latijnsee grafheuvels nog zichtbaar moeten zijn geweest, is een belangrijk argument om de
nieuwee graven te verbinden met deze nieuwe bevolkingsgroep.
Eenn ander argument voor een Volskische identificatie is de verandering van de naam van
dee stad in de vroege vijfde eeuw, van 'Suessa Pometia' in 'Satricum'. Deze theorie is
gebaseerdd op het verdwijnen van de naam Suessa Pometia uit de historische bronnen (de
laatstee verwijzing naar de stad is in 495 v.Chr.), bijna tegelijkertijd met de eerste vermelding
inn de bronnen van de stad Satricum als een van de steden die door de Volsken in 488 v.Chr.
wordenn ingenomen.
Err is in de bronnen tevens sprake van een ander 'Satricum' gesitueerd in de vallei van de
rivierr de Liris, het mogelijke land van herkomst van de Volsken. Het hergebruik van deze
naamm zou kunnen duiden op een bewuste connectie met hun thuisland.
Bepaaldee grafgiften zoals de bucchero kantharoi met 'dubbelloops' handvat kunnen eveneens
wordenn geclassificeerd als objecten met een hoge intrinsieke voorouderherinnering waarmee
eenn bewuste band met het thuisland tot uitdrukking werd gebracht. Dit type vaas dat
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karakteristiekk is voor het grafveld en onbekend is in het Latiale repertoire, kent vooral
parallellenn in het Apennijnse achterland van Latium.
Eenn belangrijk bewijsstuk voor de Volskische identificatie van de Zuidwest Necropool is
dee eerder genoemde inscriptie op een loden miniatuurbijltje. De combinatie van een nietLatijnsee taal met het persoonlijke karakter van de grafgift die als een hanger om de nek werd
gedragen,, maken het tot een echte marker van Volskische identiteit.
Wellichtt de meest overtuigende verbinding met het achterland wordt gevormd door materiaal
datt ontdekt is in de stad Frosinone en afkomstig is uit graven die hier in de jaren zestig
werdenn opgegraven. Vooral de oorspronkelijke grafcontext van dit materiaal, dat sterke
gelijkeniss vertoont met de objecten uit de Zuidwest Necropool in Satricum, wijst op een
sterkee mate van culturele en ethnische verbondenheid tussen de bewoners van beide steden.
Dee stad Frosinone, gelegen op de antieke route die gebruikt werd door inheemse groepen op
hunn tocht vanuit het Apennijnse binnenland naar de kustgebieden, is een voor de hand
liggendee plaats waar zich Volsken kunnen hebben gevestigd.
Hoewell een letterlijke verbinding tussen de archeologische en historische gegevens in principe
onmogelijkk is, kan er desondanks een opmerkelijke overeenkomst tussen beide bronnen
wordenn opgemerkt met betrekking tot Satricum. Dit is in de eerste plaats duidelijk in de late
zesdee en vroege vijfde eeuw wanneer Rome's aandacht gevestigd is op de ager Pomptinus
enn zijn hoofdstad, Suessa Pometia. Of Satricum en Suessa Pometia nu één en dezelfde stad
zijnn geweest of niet, beide steden moeten in Zuid Latium hebben gelegen. Hieruit volgt dat
hett archeologisch onderzoek in Satricum sporen van vernietiging zou kunnen opleveren die
tee relateren zijn aan de militaire activiteiten in de regio. Een tot de verbeelding sprekend
voorbeeldd dat in deze studie wordt behandeld is de gedeeltelijke verwoesting van de weg van
Satricum.. Hoewel het exacte moment van deze verwoesting niet kan worden vastgesteld, zijn
err archeologische aanwijzingen dat dit gebeurde vlak na de constructie, aan het einde van de
zesdee of aan het begin van de vijfde eeuw. Er is hier sprake van een opvallende
correspondentiee tussen de archeologische situatie en de historische weergave van
gebeurtenissenn volgens welke de stad Suessa Pometia wordt ingenomen, in 503/502 of in 495
v.Chr.. De verwoesting zou ook kunnen corresponderen met de historisch overgeleverde
innamee van Satricum door de Volsken in 488 v.Chr.
Err zijn daarnaast ook nog opmerkelijke overeenkomsten tussen archeologische en historische
gegevenss voor de Post-Archaïsche periode. Na de inname van Satricum in 488 door Gnaeus
Marciuss Coriolanus en zijn Volsken, lijkt de nederzetting in een rustiger vaarwater te zijn
beland.. Voor de duur van bijna een eeuw wordt geen melding meer gemaakt van enige
militairee activiteit in relatie tot de stad. Het is niet ondenkbaar dat de Volskische gemeenschap
inn Satricum een stabiel en betrekkelijk rustig bestaan kon opbouwen in deze periode. Deze
situatiee lijkt te worden weerspiegeld in de grafdocumentatie die een continue periode van
bijnaa een eeuw dekt, zonder enige wezelijke verandering in het grafritueel. De stabiele
omstandighedenn moeten dramatisch zijn gewijzigd vanaf de vroege vierde eeuw, wanneer
Satricumm zich weer in de frontlinie van militaire confrontaties bevindt. In deze tijd is de stad
inn wisselende handen. Het lijkt voor de hand liggend dat deze onzekere situatie heeft geleid
tott een breuk in de traditie van begraven. In elk geval kan geconstateerd worden dat de
necropolenn niet langer in gebruik zijn vanaf de vroege vierde eeuw. De bevolking die
geassocieerdd wordt met de vijfde-eeuwse graven verdwijnt archeologisch gezien uit beeld.
Dezee laatste twee voorbeelden van elkaar bevestigende archeologische en historische gegevens
kunnenn gezien worden als een verdere onderbouwing van de voorgestelde Volskische identiteit
vann het vijfde-eeuwse Satricum.
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Dee legendarische Volsken die archeologisch bijna onzichtbaar zijn gebleven ondanks hun
hoofdroll in het drama van Rome's strijd om de hegemonie, zijn uiteindelijk teruggevonden
inn het antieke Satricum. Hun traditionele barbaarse imago, dat door Livius herhaaldelijk wordt
aangehaald,, wordt op geen enkele wijze bevestigd door de archeologische vondsten. Deze
wijzenn eerder in een tegengestelde richting.
Binnenn de wetenschappelijke discussie over ethnisch-culturele interpretatie van materiële
cultuur,, biedt Satricum een verrassende casestudy voor de combinatie van archeologische en
historischee gegevens.
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THEE BIOLOGICAL PROBLEM OF CENTRAL ITALIAN POPULATIONS
DURINGG THE FIRST MILLENNIUM: SATRICUM, A CASE STUDY
Byy Mauro Rubini, Elisabetta Bonafede, Silvia Mogliazza, Stefania Marroni1
Introduction n
Ironn Age Central Italy was characterized by significant political, social, economical and culturall changes which led to the emergence of the Roman state. Analysis of the osteological
remainss of the sites from the whole area may provide precious information about the effects of
thee gradual absorption of heterogeneous groups within the Roman sphere. In this way, the
evidencee from the burials in the southwest necropolis of Satricum (500-300 BC), a case-study
forr Latium, is ]useful in throwing light on the comprehension of the cultural processes leading
too the rise of Roman cities, as well as on the relationships among the populations of Latium
andd those of neighbouring regions.
Inn order to investigate any possible bio-anthropological divergence that might exist between
Satricumm and other coeval and diachronic populations of Central Italy, an odontometric study
ass well as paleodemographical and paleonutritional analyses were carried out.
Thee use of demographical parameters allowed the analysis of the interrelations between
culturall and ecological aspects of adaptation and, more generally, the alterations in livelihood
strategiess over time (Armelagos, 1968-1969; Armelagos et a/., 1981; Coppa, 1988; Green et
al,al, 1974; Hassan, 1979; Howell, 1976; Martin et al, 1984; Nemeskeri, 1978; Van Gerven et
ai,ai, 1981).
Materialss and methods
Thee skeletal materials of the Southwest Necropolis of Satricum are attributable to 82 inhumates,, of which four are generically adults. In the sample, the subadults of neonatal age are
completelyy absent. This datum could be casual, perhaps connected with the extreme fragility
off the young bones.
Thee comparative diagnosis of sex and age at death was formulated by Hoogland and Rubini
accordingg to Acsadi and Nemeskeri (1970) and Ferembach et al (1977-79). Because of the
poorr state of the skeletal remains, the traits normally used for the determination of sex were
veryy limited, so that it was possible to approximate it only in 43 instances (Table 1).
Thee most reliable factor for the diagnosis of age at death was the dental development as
indicatedd by both the stage of eruption of teeth and the wear degree of the chewing surfaces
(Lovejoy,, 1985; Ubelaker, 1978). The paleodontologic analysis involved the dentitions of 66
individualss (17 females, 21 males, 10 children and 18 of undefined sex) referable to the
populationn of Satricum. Extremely worn and broken teeth, as well as those affected by extensivee carious affections, were systematically excluded from the study. Moreover, neither the
11
Servizio di Antropologia SAL, v. degli Stabilimenti 5, 00019 Tivoli (RM). The English of this contribution has been correctedrected by Archer Martin.
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deciduouss dentition were considered, nor the teeth lost intra vitam, post mortem, or never
erupted. .
Off each single crown (from II to M2) the Mesiodistal (M-D) and Buccolingual (B-L) diameterss were measured by a vernier caliper according to Goose (1963).
Ass far as metric traits are concerned, the descriptive statistics both for separate sides (upper
andd lower jaw) and for combined sex included sample size (N), mean values (M), standard
deviationn (DS) and the coefficients of variability (CV) for both diameters (B-L and M-D).
Inn order to evaluate the statistic significance concerning the difference among homologous
teethh of both jaws in the considered series, the "t-Student test" for coupled data was used. The
comparisonn between Satricum and other coeval and diachronic populations of central and
southernn Italy was made using the Anova system.
Amongg the indicators of pathologic and nutritional stress, the enamel hypoplasia was
scoredd (Perzigian et al, 1984; el-Najjar et al, 1978; Goodman et al, 1980; Brothwell, 1981).
Itss position was recorded as the distance from the neck of each tooth in mm. We considered
thee vestibular surface of teeth, both upper and lower, giving priority of information to canines
andd incisors (Goodman et al 1984).
Itss rising age was estimated according to Massler et al (1941) with Swardstedt's revision
(1966).. We also evaluated the position of caries affections on dental crowns, as well as their
importancee (Marafon, 1981) and their percentage of incidence.
Tracee element analysis can give us important information on the dietary habits of past humann populations, always keeping in mind the biasing factor represented by the great number
off the sample itself and its dispersion through time. The data obtained become even more importantt when they can be compared with archaeozoological, paleobotanical and material culturee ones and thus be used to enhance our knowledge of a past society and its habits.
Ass has been well known for more than 15 years, the most useful elements for this analysis
aree calcium, strontium and zinc. These three elements are those least affected by diagenetic
factors,, if analysed with an adequate methodology (Lambert et al, 1979; Bisel, 1980; Schoeninger,, 1980, 1982; Sillen, 1984; Klepinger, 1984; Fornaciari e Mallegni, 1987; Ceccanti,
1994;; Burton e Wright, 1995; Gilbert et al, 1994; Bartoli, 1995). Sr and Zn contents in the
bonee are related to those of Ca, so that we can standardize the values and avoid external contaminantss that are not part of the original bone composition (Bisel, 1980).
Srr properties are known thanks to researches on Sr 90 dispersion after nuclear experiments.
Thiss element has properties similar to those of Ca: it concentrates in the inorganic bone matrix,, taking 99% of Ca's place, and is very stable even after the individual's death and in the
gravee (Sillen, 1981 a, b; 1984; Sillen and Kavanaugh, 1982; Turekian and Kulp, 1956). This
elementt is particularly concentrated in vegetables and other vegetal products, so that it is presentt mostly in herbivores, and also, in high concentrations, in fish. Sr values in human bone are
directlyy proportional to the consumption of vegetables and cereals during life, so that a diet
richh in carbohydrates will give high values of the Sr/Ca ratio. To standardize its concentration
wee also have to know the rate for herbivores living in the same site at the same time and to
correlatee the two ratios: the closer the value gets to one, the higher the consumption of food of
vegetall origin was (correction with the site). This method allows us to compare our data with
thosee obtained for groups living in different areas and at different times as well (Bisel, 1980;
Schoeninger,, 1980, 1981, 1982).
Thee other element widely employed in this study is zinc, mostly present in meat (especially
inn red meat), milk and by-products, in crustaceans and some molluscs and in certain food of
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vegetall origin, such as nuts and beans, i.e. those rich in plantula proteins (Guenguen, 1971;
Fidanza,, 1974; Underwood, 1977; Lambert et al, 1979; Bisel, 1980; Blakely and Beck, 1981;
Klepinger,, 1984; Gilbert, 1985).
Ass far as paleodemography is concerned, the abridged life tables may bring out any existing
connectionss between ecological aspects and cultural aspects of adaptation connected with age,
sexx and different life conditions. Their construction was made following the methods of Acsadii and Nemeskeri (1970) and Buiskra and Mielke (1985). In these tables, drawn up with the
programmee "Tabmor" worked out by SAL (Servizio di Antropologia, Soprintendenza Archeologicaa per il Lazio) and the Institute of Anthropology (University of Rome "La Sapienza"),
adultss were systematically distributed in age classes with five-year intervals, while those
withinn five years of age in a range from one to three. In order to gather the mature-senile individualss whose diagnosis of age at death is more complex, the last class of age was enlarged to
xx (50-x). Such a subdivision enabled us to present standardized data.
Thee representative level both for the Satricum sample and for the others used in the comparisonss was preliminarily tested estimating the sex-ratio values for individuals aged more
thann 20 and 30. The ratio between "not productive and productive", i.e. the index of youth
(indexx "X") and the ratio of deceased between 5-10 years (D5-10) and 10-15 years (D 10-15),
wass also estimated.
Thee metric traits were scored according to the Martin & Sailer method (1957-1966), while
thee calculus of stature was obtained through the Trotter & Gleser (1952) methodologies.
Results s
Inn Table 1 we quote the data about sex and age at death both recorded by Hoogland and by
ourselves.. The disagreement on age (not too influential) can probably be ascribed to the differentt methods used.
Comparativee descriptive statistics of the Satricum odontometric traits are quoted in Table 2.
Thee comparison within the sample did not show substantial differences between males and
femaless (table 3). The slightest variability of the mesiodistal (M-D) diameters in maxillar M3
andd in II, 12 of the lower jaw was indeed underlined.
Thee buccolingual (B-L) diameters of both dental arches show no statistically expressive
difference. .
Thee comparisons between Satricum and other coeval and diachronic populations of central
andd southern Italy (9th-4th cent. BC) revealed a wide dimensional heterogeneity both for B-L
andd M-D diameters (from II to M3). This is particularly clear in the samples from Alfedena,
Campovalano,, and Pontecagnano (Tables 4, 5).
Ass far as variability within the sample is concerned both for Satricum and for the samples
usedd for comparison (Tables 6 and 7), the coefficients of variability reflect those linked to any
singlee element, as well as a spread homogeneity in all the compared populations (except for a
feww cases). Satricum's metrical comparisons, on the contrary, underline a substantial isolation.
Att Decima, Ardea, Osteria delPOsa and Sala Consilina, populations differ from Satricum in
P3,, P4, Ml, M2 and M3 for both jaws, while the incisors and canines are analogous.
Thee observation of morphological characters of dental crowns did not only reveal a dichotomyy presence/absence but also a minimum, medium and maximum degree of expression per
trait. .
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Amongg dental traits, the most recurrent characters concern the upper and lower molars and
premolarss (as the presence or absence of hypocone, of Carabelli's trait, of mesial and distal
accessoryy cusps and their degree of expression), as well as the incisors, especially maxillar
oness (percentage of shovel-shapes).
Thee relation between the population conventionally defined as unproductive with regard to
thee work force and fertility (D 0-15 + D 50-x) and the group defined as productive (D 15-50)
producedd values between 0.24 and 0.80, underlining the existence of communities not much
differentiatedd in structures and growth-rate. This led us to suppose a common economic pattern,, as well as a social context, undirectionally developed from the 9th to the 2nd cent. BC.
Alll the values below unit derive from a common greater number of individuals aged from
155 to 50 years, while the presence of the few children represented may indicate a society with
loww infantile death-rate and high longevity. Because of the total lack of the infantile portion
andd of thefirstjuvenile class in the Alfedena sample, we did not obtain such a result.
Thee values of the juvenile index (D 5-15/D 20-x), included between 0.10 and 0.30, satisfied
thee demand of a demographically probatory sample in Satricum and Syracuse (Masset and
Parzysz,, 1985; Masset, 1986).
Nonee of the areas examined was able to satisfy the ratio D 5-10/D 10-15. Only Satricum
camee near the interval of 1.50-2.00, which are values expected (Masset and Parzysz, 1985;
Masset,, 1986) in estimating the trustworthiness of the mortality model obtained from skeletal
samples. .
Tablee 8 shows the chances of death at birth (qO) and at 10 years (qlO), which are higher
thann at 15 years (ql5) both in Satricum and Syracuse. In the Alfedena necropolis we could not
valuee these ratios.
Tablee 8
q0 0
q10 0
q15 5

Satricum mTermoli i Tarquinia a Alfedena a Syracuse e Ferrone e
--72.09 9
10.87 7
71.44 4 54.55 5
102.55 5 47.32 2
--11.98 8
128.84 4
56.18 8
--32.99 9
87.73 3
4.08 8

Thee ratio M/F >30 seems to be higher than M/F >20, denoting an increase in the mortality of
adultt males in Termoli, Tarquinia, Alfedena and Ferrone, while in Satricum and Syracuse the
resultt is inverse. This last datum, perfectly clear in the abridged life tables, may be associated
withwith a greater incidence of lethal factors for females of nearly 20 years of age as a consequencee of childbirths close in time, post-delivery haemorrhages, puerpery faced in an inadequatee physical state, while in males, on the contrary, an increase of lethal factors, proportional
too the rise of age, may take place (Table 9).
Tablee 9
M/F>20 0
M/F>30 0
Nott prod/prod
D5-15/D20-X X
D5-10/D10-15 5

Satricum m Termoli i
1.66 6
0.25 5
1.18 8
1.00 0
0.26 6
0.56 6
0.20 0
0.05 5
2.03 3
0.00 0

Tarquinia a Alfedena a
0.91 1
1.00 0
1.61 1
1.24 4
-0.24 4
-0.04 4
-0.36 6
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Syracuse e
0.27 7
0.25 5
0.80 0
0.36 6
0.50 0

Ferrone e
1.10 0
1.33 3
0.57 7
0.00 0
0.00 0
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Paleodemographicc analyses may lead both to the identification of any possible structural
anomalyy of skeletal samples coming from cemeteries of archaeological interest. Sometimes
theyy may also underline the rate of infantile mortality, the rates of fertility, the increase of
populationn etc.
Thee abridged life table therefore allows the evaluation of the intercurrent connections betweenn ecological aspects and cultural aspects of adaptation in relation to age, sex and different
lifee conditions.
Thee paleodemographic sample of Satricum was made up of 82 individuals, including 12
childrenn between 2 and 8 years of age, 5 youths between 10 and 16, 61 adults (24 probably
males,, 18 females and 25 individuals for whom a diagnosis of sex was not possible).The
abridgedd life table was thus drawn up only considering 59 of the 82 individuals from the
wholee sample (Table 10).
Infantilee mortality seems not to be particularly high, forming 20.7% of the total and it concernedd especially individuals between 5 and 9 years of age, while no case of death in neo- and
perinatall age was recorded.
Thee analysis of the values stated in the abridged life table showed that the main number of
deathss was in the adult-juvenile class, with values between 13.71 (20-24 years) and 13.94 (25299 years).
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FigureFigure 1 - Mortality in populations of various Italic samples.

Inn the upper age classes, on the contrary, a decrease in the number of deaths was shown,
startingg from the class 35-39 years. The chances of deaths (qx) reach their highest value betweenn 25-29 years (313.28) and 30-34 years (391.16), remaining high, however, even between
15-199 years (119.05) and 20-24 years (235.58).
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Thee values of life expectancy (ex) seem to be low in the first age class and very low especially
inn the range between 40 and 50-x years, while they reach the top (100.00) only at birth.
Thee coeval and diachronic samples used in the comparison point out, as far as the mortalityratee is concerned, that infantile deaths are numerically low in all the first four classes of age,
withh a maximum at Termoli (7.79) in the first age class (0-1 year). In Alfedena the infantile
agee classes and the first youth class were not represented.
Subadultt and adult mortality (dx) is well represented in all the age classes between 15 and
199 years and 50-x with very high percentages in the classes 30-34 and 35-39 years in Tarquiniaa of 62.11% and 61.15%, respectively. In Alfedena, Syracuse and Ferrone, on the contrary,, we have rather low rates (Fig. 1).

FigureFigure 2 - Life expectancy in populations of various Italic sites.

Thee values of life expectancy (ex) seem to be rather low in all the age classes: between 0 and
144 years they are in the range of 22.18-35.03, while they decrease in the following age classes
(althoughh with some fluctuation), so that very few individuals reach a good longevity. Those
whoo reach 50 years of age have a further life expectancy between 4.00 and 9.40 years (Fig. 2).
Thee rate of survivors (lx) confirms the datum with percentages clearly decreasing from the
firstt to the last age classes (Fig. 3).
Ass far as dentition is concerned, among the indicators of episodic stress we went on to analyse
thee enamel hypoplasia consisting of a reduction of the same enamel thickness because of troublee during dental growth as a consequence either of pathologic alterations or nutritional deficiencyy (Goodman et al, 1980). The macroscopic result of such an alteration is the presence of
transversall lines on the vestibular dental crowns. Its rising age, considered starting from the
positionn of the defect on the crown, was valued around 3.361 years. This datum is important
becausee it could indicate the period of weaning. Generally the age of weaning is high in an150 0
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cientt populations and low in modern. However, it is possible to find it low in some particularlyy organized ancient communities, like those of the Etruscans or Sicilians. Especially the
agriculturall communities of the first millennium have a very high age of weaning, like Satricum.. More than the half population of Satricum (60.6%) presented a slight enamel hypoplasia
(firstt degree): the females (4.85%) less than males (10.9%).
Caries,, one of the main dental affections in ancient populations, had a low rate of incidence
(29.55 %) in Satricum, probably in connection with a large use of vegetables and cereals in
everydayy diet or, on the contrary, with a scarce consumption of sweet food. Most of the localizedd caries are on the occlusal surface of molars and in a bucco-lingual position.
Thee recorded data underline a very moderate degree of parodontosis, partially confirmed by
aa scarce presence of tartar on the dental crowns.

comparisonss Ix among populations

—— Satricum
-s—— Termoli
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agee classes

FigureFigure 3 - Survival rates in populations of various Italic sites.

Thee paleonutritional data indicated a prevailing vegetarian diet (table 11) as the principal investigatedd mineral components suggested.
Strontiumm (Sr), present in high percentages in vegetables, is one of the most expressive parameterss in defining a vegetarian diet. Its rate in bones, directly proportional to the consumptionn of vegetal foods, may be calculated considering that 99% of strontium in the body is accumulatedd in bones and only 1% in tissues (Comar et a!., 1963) The rate of strontium in plants
andd animals depends on the available amount of this element in the streams or ground of an
areaa (Sillen et al, 1982; Sillen, 1984). The comparison with the values of other sites necessi-
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tatess a standardization obtained considering another mineral element of the bony matrix
throughh the ratio Sr (in ppm) / Ca (in mg/g) in human bones and in herbivorous animal bones
thatt lived in the same area. When the value gets near the unit, we can suppose that the populationn ate large amounts of vegetables (Fornaciari, 1990). Zinc (Zn), on the contrary, containedd mainly in beef and fish, denotes a meat diet.
Thee analysis of the chemical elements found in the Satricum bones showed a high value of
strontiumm (0.792), while the zinc component was rather low (0.504).
Thee evidence of both chemical elements in samples of other ancient populations underlined
differentt kinds of economy. Samples with similar or higher values were considered agriculturall sites; those with a concentration between 0.4 and 0.6, a mixed economy with balanced
consumptionn of vegetable and proteinic food. A value under 0.4 should represent, on the contrary,, a site with a pastoral economy (Fornaciari, 1990).
Inn a comparison with other Greek and central Italian sites of the first millennium, Satricum
showss a subsistence pattern with a great component of agricultural origin. However, also the
proteicc append, shown by Zn/Ca, is well represented.
Itss economy of subsistence is similar to Ardea, which is geographically near to Satricum.
Bothh show a good status with a well-balanced diet rich in proteic integrations. On the contrary,, the Etruscans of Tarquinia, as is well known, show a diet very poor in proteic appends,
probablyy because the main economical activities was agriculture, integrated with products
derivedd by commercial exchange and not by a primary production like pastoral activity.
Thee morphological characterisation of people at Satricum shows a dimensional dimorphism
betweenn sexes. The males are very tall in comparison with the other populations in central
Italyy (x=170 cm), while the females have an average similar to other central Italian females.
Thiss result could be casual and connected with the low number of the sample (10 males and 6
females),, but it could also be the expression of a genetic drift produced by a migratory phenomenonn interesting only the male sex.
Thiss statural datum, obtained from appendicular skeletal segments, agrees (when it was
possiblee to make a comparison) with statures scored by Marshal Becker in the field through
thee prints of skeletons in situ (Marshal Becker unpublished manuscript).
Discussion n
Duringg the first millennium BC, central Italy presents complex and varied problems of population.. Of these, one has a geographic nature: the Apennines divide the peninsula longitudinallyy into two sides: the Tyrrhenian and the Adriatic. The first faces an open sea with large
islandss densely populated from the prehistoric period, and is therefore the object of intense
commerciall exchanges. Some populations, like the Etruscans, based their economy on these
exchanges.. Even if a real military hegemony is absent: we find biological and cultural Etruscann elements along the whole central Tyrrhenian coast.
Thee second side faces the Adriatic, an enclosed sea, and turns its back to the Apennines
whichh were, in ancient times (but probably even more so recently), a sort of geographic barrier
allowingg a certain cultural permeability; at the same time it was more restrictive as far as the
passagee of bio-dynamic fluxes is concerned. Such a situation is well represented in Fig. 4. The
resultss underlined here were obtained by selecting and comparing genetic markers (Rubini et
al,al, 1997).
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Thee Adriatic populations seem biologically separated from the Tyrrhenian ones, which show
somee affinities with the insular ones in their turn. The explanation lies in a greater human aptitudee for sea-travel than for crossing mountains, a real barrier. Each side, therefore, has its
ownn homogeneity and peculiarity.
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Satricumm contradictorily respects the present hypotheses only in part. From a demographic and
economicc point of view the site seems to be different from the Adriatic populations, while a
fairr integration with the Tyrrhenian ones is revealed.
Moree specifically, the site appears strongly linked to Latin sub-coastal towns like Ardea,
sharingg the same economic pattern of livelihood. As in the whole Italian peninsula and unlike
thee Etruscans, this was based on more or less developed forms of agriculture richly integrated
withh forms of proteic production such as breeding and probably stock-raising. Inevitably, this
willl be reflected in the general health conditions of a community.
Thee paleodemographical aspects, too, underlined Satricum's relatively good state of health.
Theyy show a fair longevity even compared with the Adriatic site of Alfedena, a real ancient
modell of longevity.
Inn spite of the poor observations concerning some skeletal indicators of stress (preventing
ann extensive study from being made), we can suppose that this population, even practising an
extensivee agriculture, was not particularly vexed in its working conditions, which was underlinedd in Ardea, too. The Etruscans of Tarquinia and Ferrone, on the contrary, had physical
workingg activities certainly more stressing for skeletons.
Thee morphological aspects represent instead a contradictory knot. The presence of sexual
dimorphismm of dimensional nature is part of the biological rules of a normal population. In our
case,, the dental metric traits, some postcranial metric traits and the stature of the females seem
too fit the coeval model perfectly. In males, on the contrary, these variables and the stature appearr heterogeneous in the comparison with the central Tyrrhenian and Adriatic models. The
highh statures, and the proportionally extended and thin limbs, represent a more modern shape
whenn compared to other coeval populations, respecting patterns that may be more diffused in
thee southern area of the Mediterranean basin.
Thee univaried statistical analysis of teeth (that are an expression, of human biology) indirectlyy confirms this. The teeth underline a generally spread heterogeneity in comparison both
withh the Tyrrhenian populations and the Adriatic ones (Tables 4 and 5).
Becausee of the high number of "N", this divergence is relatively reliable and can be ascribedd to a phenomenon of familial segregation fundamentally based on endogamy, a custom
widelyy spread during the first millennium BC, largely related and shown (Capasso, 1985;
Bondiolii et al 1984; Rubini, 1986; Rubini et al, 1997).
Thiss led to a peculiar characterisation of Satricum, although merely with regard to males.
Thee above mentioned divergence could also be caused by some migratory strategies coming
fromfrom the Mediterranean basin that brought a male group (more or less numerically substantial)
inn contact with autochthonous people.
Inn this process of biological mixture, the slight chronological hiatus (nearly one and a
quarterr of a century) could have played an important roll, so that the autochthonous and allochthonouss genetic substrata may not have had the time to interpenetrate completely.
Ass recent studies (Bondioli et ai, 1984; Rubini et al., 1997) point out that during the Iron
Agee in Italy 5 or 6 generations may have followed one another in a century, we could have at
mostt 7 investigated generations in the contextual period. This number is too low: so we may
havee a real genetic characterisation with the appearance of particular phenotypes with prejudicee to others. The contradiction among these phenomena may be explained in a simple way:
thee biological aspects need a long time to become part of a context; those linked to social and
culturall models (for instance, economic patterns of livelihood and general state of health, both
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connectedd with special social or working status) should be regarded in a context of the interactionn between man and environment, being strongly tied to surviving events so that they alloww shorter adaptation times.
Ass far as morphological aspects are concerned, the high statures and the above mentioned
longevityy (even if they are the result of the analysis of only a few skeletal remains in a good
generall state of preservation) could indicate a population better suited to coastal than to
mountainouss areas.
AA possible hypothesis of movementsfromthe central Adriatic may be excluded on the basis
off the shown statistical heterogeneity.
Anotherr adaptive factor of coastal plain areas (where intensive agriculture is the fulcrum of
thee economic pattern of surviving) is the small dimensions of teeth, often typical of the agriculturall populations of the countryside.
Conclusions s
Thee population of Satricum was marked, from a paleodemographic point of view, by a scarce
infantilee mortality, altogether absent in the birth class (probably because of chance and the
fragilefragile nature of children's bones). The most numerous deaths were, on the contrary, those in
thee adult-juvenile class, especially in males, so that we can suppose the existence of serious
risksrisks of death linked to particularly stressing occupational activities or to war events.
Thee great concentration of deaths in the intermediate age classes undoubtedly caused not
onlyy a low life expectancy among the population, but essentially a quite premature halving of
itss component.
Thee distribution of dx and ex occurred in a similar way in the coeval and diachronic series
usedd in the comparison.
Ass far as paleonutritional data are concerned, the high value of strontium probably suggests
thee predominant use of vegetables or cereals in the diet and a moderate proteic contribution.
Thiss implies a probable agricultural economic pattern integrated with scanty stockbreeding,
especiallyy of sheep and cattle.
Thee lowfrequencyof affections and the general good state of dental health are an indicator
off a quite rich food supply.
Toothh dimensions, helpful to denote sexual dimorphism, gave us different values in comparisonn with coeval and diachronic populations of Italy. The different metrical values of Satricumm led us to suppose a partial biological isolation for that area in reference to the substantial
homogeneityy of the biological substratum noted for other central and southern areas of the
peninsula. .
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AdditionalAdditional note
Satricum,, Santarelli Area 1997, Tomb 2
Materialee frammentario. Presenti varie parti della calotta cranica, 1'osso mascellare sinistra e frammentii del destro, la mandibola quasi completa; recuperati 24 denti. Lo scheletro post-craniale e rappresentatoo da frammenti relativi a clavicola, scapola, vertebre, costole, epifisi ed esigui frammenti di
diafisii delle ossa lunghe, ossa delle mani e dei piedi.
Individuoo di sesso femminile (vedi morfologia della mandibola, con ramo ascendente molto inclinato;
misuraa della testa del femmore = 38-39 mm).Eta = 15-18, desunta dall'osservazione dei denti e delle
zonee epifisarie (saldatura o meno delle epifisi alle diafisi nelle ossa lunghe e delle teste e delle basi
nellee falangi, nei metacarpi e metatarsi).
Daa notare: cribria orbitalia di grado severo; danno artropatico di lieve-media entita (grado 2 di Sager)
estesoo alia colonna vertebrale; ernia del disco osservabile in una vertebra toracica; possibile valgismo
(vedii rotule ).
Satricum,, Santarelli Area 1997, Trench 8
Scheletroo infantile. Calvario rappresentato in quasi tutte le sue parti e mandibola quasi completa. Presentii 29 denti (17 decidui e 12 permanenti, in formazione); scheletro post-craniale: parti delle clavicole,, delle scapole, della colonna vertebrale, delle costole; omero sn incompleto + frammento di
diafisii del dx; radio sn quasi completo + parte di diafisi del dx; diafisi di ulna; alcune falangi e metacarpi;; parti del bacino (framm. relativi all'ischio, all'ileo, alia superficie auricolare, all'incisura ischiatica);; femore dx incompleto + parte prossimale del sn; parti delle diafisi delle tibie dx e sn; due
framm.. relativi alle fibule; alcune falangi del piede e metatarsi.
Infantee di circa 2-3 anni. Eta ricavata dal grado di sviluppo dei denti (formazione ed eruzione) e dalla
misurazionee delle ossa lunghe complete = omero e radio, rispettivamente di 12,3 cm e 9,2 cm.
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Tablee 1
Comparativee diagnosis of sex and age at death according to Hoogland (H) and Rubini (R)
A== archaeological sex
(H))
(R)
Grave e
age e
sex x
age e
sex x
11
33
44
55
66
99
11 1
12 2
16 6
19 9
23 3
28 8
38 8
43 3
45 5
47a a
47b b
50 0
57 7
60 0
63 3
64 4
71 1
89 9
94b b
109 9
115a a
115b b
116 6
119 9
120a a
122 2
123 3
124 4
125 5
129 9
130 0
131 1
132 2
134 4
135 5
136 6
137 7

11
--

22
25-30 0
c.25 5
17-21 1
17-21 1
c.35 5
25-35 5
21-25 5
adult t
adult t
--

21-25 5
c.25 5
25-30 0
21-25 5
--

21-25 5
adult t
---

c.25 5
c.17 7
33
--

c.25 5
c.17 7
22
--

21-25 5
c.25 5
11
c.25 5
25-35 5
c.25 5
25-35 5
12(2.55 25-35 5
21-25 5
c.25 5
21-25 5

35-40 0
2-4 4
adult t
7-9 9
28-35 5
25-33 3
20-25 5
18-21 1
35-40 0
35-40 0
20-25 5
40-47 7
35-40 0
25-30 0
24-32 2
28-35 5
38-45 5
28-33 3
25-30? ?
33-38 8
40-45 5
23-28 8
14-16 6
25-30 0
18-20 0
18-20 0
10-12 2
23-26 6
16-19 9
5-8 8
10-12 2
27-33 3
20-25 5
3-5 5
35-41 1
25-30 0
20-25 5
33-39 9
12-16 6
30-35 5
20-25 5
20-25 5
20-25 5

--------

FF
------------------------------

MM
----

157 7

--

F? ?
--

M? ?
M? ?
---

FF
F? ?
---

MA A
MA A
F? ?
----..
--

F? ?
--

M? ?
--

M? ?
MM
F?? ?
----

M? ?
--

M? ?
F? ?
FF
FF
--

MM
F? ?
M? ?
M? ?
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138 8
139 9
140 0
141 1
143a a
143b b
143c c
144 4
146 6
148 8
156 6
157 7
158 8
159a a
159b b
160a a
160b b
160c c
161 1
162a a
162b b
162c c
163 3
164 4
166 6
167a a
167b b
167c c
168 8
169 9
176 6
178 8
179 9

c.25 5
21-25 5
21-25 5
21-25 5
55
17-21 1
21-25 5
10-16 6
21-25 5
c.25 5
c.17 7
c.17 7
20-25 5
55
17-21 1
4(1 1
55 -

-----------------

--

--------

c.25 5
22
22
c.35 5
17-21 1
c.25 5
25-35 5
22
21-25 5
17-21 1
21-25 5
17-21 1
21-25 5
--

21-25 5

MM
---------

35-40 0
27-33 3
28-35 5
27-33 3
4-6 6
23-27 7
33-40 0
14-16 6
20-25 5
35-40 0
23-28 8
20-23 3
36-43 3
4-6 6
19-23 3
3-5 5
16-20 0
3-5 5
40-47 7
6-8 8
2-3 3
43-47 7
20-25 5
35-40 0
30-35 5
6-8 8
27-33 3
18-21 1
33-38 8
23-26 6
27-33 3
14-16 6
20-25 5

FF
M? ?
__
..
__
__

M? ?
__
..
..

M? ?
F? ?
F? ?
__

M? ?
-__
__
__
__

M? ?
F? ?
F? ?
MM
__

F? ?
F?? ?
--

M? ?
M? ?
--

MM
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Tablee 2
Standardd statistical description for the b-1 and m-d diameters for both sexes
Maxillaryy teeth

Mandibularr teeth

NN

MM

DS S

CV V

NN

MM

DS S

CV V

II I

b-1 1
m-d d

14 4
18 8

6.83 3
8.02 2

0.72 2
0.73 3

0.10 0
0.09 9

15 5
20 0

5.71 1
5.29 9

0.47 7
0.39 9

0.08 8
0.07 7

12 2

b-1 1
m-d d

21 1
29 9

6.29 9
6.31 1

0.43 3
0.40 0

0.06 6
0.06 6

17 7
25 5

5.82 2
5.67 7

0.70 0
0.46 6

0.12 2
0.08 8

CC

b-1 1
m-d d

37 7
39 9

8.15 5
7.24 4

0.60 0
0.42 2

0.07 7
0.05 5

32 2
37 7

6.95 5
6.38 8

0.92 2
0.46 6

0.13 3
0.07 7

P3 3

b-1 1
m-d d

44 4
44 4

7.79 9
6.65 5

0.59 9
0.40 0

0.07 7
0.06 6

44 4
44 4

6.78 8
6.69 9

0.44 4
0.42 2

0.06 6
0.06 6

P4 4

b-1 1
m-d d

36 6
37 7

7.95 5
6.50 0

0.73 3
0.43 3

0.09 9
0.06 6

44 4
43 3

7.02 2
6.89 9

0.51 1
0.44 4

0.07 7
0.06 6

Ml l

b-1 1
m-d d

41 1
41 1

9.72 2 0.80 0
10.04 4 0.44 4

0.08 8
0.04 4

37 7
38 8

9.29 9
0.58 8
10.377 0.50

0.06 6
0.04 4

M2 2

b-1 1
m-d d

42 2
42 2

9.47 7
9.34 4

0.61 1
0.66 6

0.06 6
0.07 7

41 1
44 4

9.13 3
0.56 6
10.34 4 0.55 5

0.06 6
0.05 5

M3 3

b-1 1
m-d d

45 5
45 5

8.86 6
8.59 9

0.85 5
0.80 0

0.09 9
0.09 9

38 8
41 1

8.69 9
9.70 0

0.06 6
0.08 8

Tablee 3
Insidee comparison between males and females through the "t-Student" test

b-1 1
m-d d

Maxillaryy teeth
tt
0.565ns s
0.362ns s

Mandibularr teeth
tt
0.255ns s
2.593* *

b-1 1
m-d d

0.102ns s
0.187ns s

0.088ns s
3.724** *

b-1 1
m-d d

0.940ns s
1.481ns s

0.902ns s
1.152ns s

b-1 1
m-d d

0.146ns s
0.742ns s

1.274ns s
0.512ns s

b-1 1
m-d d

0.322ns s
0.966ns s

0.759ns s
0.944ns s

b-1 1
m-d d

0.826ns s
1.992ns s

1.104ns s
0.450ns s

b-1 1
m-d d

0.147ns s
0.935ns s

1.026ns s
1.922ns s

b-1 1
m-d d

0.170ns s
2.042* *

0.724ns s
0.072ns s

Legend:: ns=.05<p (not significant) * = 0.01<p<0.05 ** = p<0.001
iDy y

0.60 0
0.84 4
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Tablee 4
Comparisonn between the Satricum necropolis and other coeval and diachronic populations of central and southern Italy
("t-Student"):: Satricum 5th cent. BC, Alfedena 6th-5th cent. BC (Coppa and Macchiarelli, 1982; Coppa and Vargiu, unpublishedd data), Castel di Decima 9th-8th cent. BC (unpublished data), Campovalano 7th-4th cent. BC (unpublished data),
Ardeaa 8th-6th cent. BC (Rubini et ai, 1992), Osteria dell'Osa 9th-8th cent. BC (Alciati et ai, 1977), Pontecagnano 7th4thh cent. BC (Mallegni et ai, 1984), Sala Consilina 9th-6th cent. BC (Coppa and Cucina, 1991).

(l)x(2) )
tt

Maxillaryy teeth
d)x(3) )
tt

(( Dx(4)
tt

d)x(5) )
tt

II I

b-1 1
m-d d

1.769ns s
4.135** *

0.584ns s
0.747ns s

1.273ns s
2.994* *

1.233ns s
0.096ns s

12 2

b-1 1
m-d d

0.106ns s
3.215** *

0.470ns s
0.551ns s

0.991ns s
1.989* *

0.789ns s
1.653ns s

b-1 1
m-d d

2.659** *
6.116** *

0.885ns s
0.116ns s

0.088ns s
3.436** *

0.599ns s
0.593ns s

P3 3

b-1 1
m-d d

8.284** *
1.593ns s

3.268** *
1.171ns s

9.608** *
2.495* *

3.258** *
0.593ns s

P4 4

b-1 1
m-d d

8.284** *
0.725ns s

2.184* 2.184*
0.566ns s

7.820** *
0.973ns s

3.285** *
0.601ns s

Ml l

b-1 1
m-d d

14.630** *
1.651ns s

4.175** *
0.300ns s

13.920** *
0.838ns s

4.595** *
0.279ns s

M2 2

b-1 1
m-d d

16.764** *
0.793ns s

5.773** *
0.656ns s

15.194** *
1.509ns s

7.020** *
0.191ns s

M3 3

b-1 1
m-d d

10.242** *
0.801ns s

3.676** *
2.614* 2.614*

12.061** *
0.340ns s

2.280ns s

II I

b-1 1
m-d d

d)x(2) )
tt
2.162* *
0.213ns s

Mandibularr teeth
(l)x(3) )
(( l)x(4)
tt
tt
1.402ns s
0.033ns s
0.585ns s
2.253* *

(l)x(5) )
tt
1.518ns s
0.554ns s

12 2

b-1 1
m-d d

4.681** *
2.746** *

0.698ns s
1.398ns s

4.053** *
1.906* *

1.527ns s
1.002ns s

b-1 1
m-d d

6.033** *
4.644** *

1.304ns s
0.459ns s

5.330** *
2.209* *

1.015ns s
0.887ns s

P3 3

b-1 1
m-d d

8.258** *
0.352ns s

3.653** *
0.200ns s

8.983** *
0.816ns s

4.816** *
0.103ns s

P4 4

b-1 1
m-d d

11.901** *
0.784ns s

5.557** *
0.347ns s

10.889** *
0.491ns s

5.351** *
1.518ns s

Ml l

b-1 1
m-d d

11.132** *
4.169** *

4.097** *
1.523ns s

9.463** *
2.901* *

6.022** *
2.074* *

M2 2

b-1 1
m-d d

10.286** *
3.779** *

2.502* *
1.631ns s

8.116* *
2.304* *

3.520** *
0.551ns s

M3 3

b-1 1
m-d d

7.216** *
2.238* *

2.684* *
0.577ns s

7.094** *
6.963** *

3.491** *
2.090 0

160 0
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Tablee 4 (cont'd)
Maxillaryy teeth
d)x(6) )
tt
II I

d)x(7) )
tt
3.408** *
3.683** *

(l)x(8) )
tt
0.552ns s
0.369ns s

b-l l
m-d d

0.611ns s

b-l l
m-d d

0.047ns s

0.561ns s
2.503* *

0.105ns s
0.559ns s

b-l l
m-d d

1.715ns s
0.436ns s

0.905ns s
5.641** *

0.573ns s
1.236ns s

P3 3

b-l l
m-d d

5.892** *
0.422ns s

15.970** *
7.229** *

5.486** *
2.980** *

P4 4

b-l l
m-d d

3.951** *
2.033* *

15.214** *
4.298** *

5.055** *
0.809ns s

Ml l

b-l l
m-d d

8.287** *
1.809ns s

20.222** *
5.087** *

6.698** *
0.473ns s

M2 2

b-l l
m-d d

6.528** *
0.706ns s

24.454** *
5.087** *

7.580** *
3.593** *

M3 3

b-l l
m-d d

4.893** *
0.374ns s

12.619** *
0.276ns s

6.762** *
1.425ns s

II I

b-l l
m-d d

Mandibularr teeth
d)x(7) )
tt
tt
5.290** *
0.062ns s
0.273ns s

(l)x(8) )
tt
1.826ns s
0.144ns s

12 2

b-l l
m-d d

0.823ns s

7.988** *
3.742** *

3.288** *
2.028* *

b-l l
m-d d

2.420* *
2.672* *

11.669** *
7.387** *

3.300** *
1.756ns s

P3 3

b-l l
m-d d

13.880** *
0.975ns s

19.918** *
2.634* *

5.167** *
0.655ns s

P4 4

b-l l
m-d d

5.750** *
0.732ns s

21.884** *
5.849** *

5.953** *
2.671** *

Ml l

b-l l
m-d d

6.159** *
4.843** *

22.806** *
10.718** *

5.563** *
0.971ns s

M2 M2

b-l l
m-d d

3.523** *
2.279* *

16.772** *
3.219** *

2.693** *
1.310ns s

M3 3

b-l l
m-d d

3.752** *
3.392** *

14.009** *
2.800** *

5.276** *
0.294ns s

12 2

(l)x(6) )

jLegend:: ns=.05<p (not significant)

* = 0.01< p < 0.05

** = p <0.00l|
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Tablee 5

ANOVAA between Satricum and other coevall and diachronic populations of central and southern Italy (unified sexes)
Maxillaryy teeth

Mandibular teeth

nn

»F' '

nn

"P" "

II I

b-1 1
m-d d

77
88

2.88ns s
5.07** *

77
88

3.90** *
1.72ns s

12 2

b-1 1
m-d d

77
88

1.79ns s
3.07** *

77
88

10.08** *
4.49** *

CC

b-1 1
m-d d

88
88

4.87** *
9.77** *

88
88

10.97** *
8.59** *

P3 3

b-1 1
m-d d

88
88

20.11** *
4.79** *

88
88

20.33** *
1.23ns s

P4 4

b-1 1
m-d d

88
88

17.25** *
5.16** *

88
88

41.62** *
8.39** *

Ml l

b-1 1
m-d d

88
88

51.39** *
2.23* *

88
88

42.57** *
7.14** *

M2 2

b-1 1
m-d d

88
88

53.57** *
4.34** *

88
88

23.13** *
14.55** *

M3 3

b-1 1
m-d d

88
77

30.07** *
2.51* *

88
88

14.70** *
6.76** *

Legend:: ns=.05<p (not significant)

* = 0.01<p<0.05 ** = p<0.001

Tablee 6
Coefficientss of variability at Satricum
Maxillaryy teeth

Mandibular teeth

b-1 1
m-d d

10.54 4
9.10 0

8.23 3
7.37 7

b-1 1
m-d d

6.83 3
6.33 3

12.02 2
8.11 1

b-1 1
m-d d

7.36 6
5.80 0

13.23 3
7.21 1

b-1 1
m-d d

7.57 7
6.01 1

6.48 8
6.27 7

b-1 1
m-d d

9.18 8
6.61 1

7.26 6
6.38 8

b-1 1
m-d d

8.23 3
4.38 8

6.24 4
4.82 2

b-1 1
m-d d

6.44 4
7.06 6

6.13 3
5.31 1

b-1 1
m-d d

9.59 9
9.31 1

6.90 0
8.65 5
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Tablee 7
Coefficientss of variability of coeval populations: Maxillary teeth

11 1
12 2
CC
P3 3
P4 4
Ml l
M2 M2
M3 3

B-L L
M-D D
B-L L
M-D D
B-L L
M-D D
B-L L
M-D D
B-L L
M-D D
B-L L
M-D D
B-L L
M-D D
B-L L
M-D D

Decima a
Campov. . Osteriaa deirOsa Pontecag. .
Ardea a
Salaa Consilina Alfcdcna a
13.9 9
5.14 4
7.12 2
5.86 6
6.05 5
7.29 9
-11.87 7
12.1 1
4.97 7
6.27 7
4.25 5
5.18 8
7.96 6
2.68 8
7.76 6
5.48 8
5.10 0
5.73 3
10.79 9
-3.56 6
14.28 8
9.46 6
15.57 7
8.06 6
14.92 2
9.53 3
1.95 5
12.82 2
12.25 5
7.81 1
6.74 4
7.83 3
1.46 6
13.38 8
8.21 1
5.34 4
5.92 2
4.90 0
5.05 5
7.41 1
6.83 3
2.08 8
3.74 4
11.36 6
11.26 6
6.96 6
11.49 9
15.69 9
15.15 5
6.96 6
6.03 3
3.85 5
6.74 4
6.98 8
2.12 2
10.11 1
7.19 9
5.32 2
7.67 7
6.23 3
7.18 8
2.37 7
14.49 9
7.00 0
6.55 5
4.53 3
6.36 6
4.21 1
1.52 2
5.399
5.77 7
6.14
5.92 2
8.64 4
4.96 6
2.23 3
6.79 9
5.05 5
5.63 3
5.71 1
7.69 9
6.72 2
1.83 3
10.09 9
9.15 5
6.66 6
6.56 6
8.66 6
7.98 8
2.57 7
11.57 7
4.58 8
6.42 2
5.27 7
7.14 4
8.17 7
4.07 7
9.24 4
5.76 6
10.04 4
4.78 8
9.52 2
0.90 0
4.75 5
10.54 4
5.74 4
9.25 5
9.70 0
11.76 6
--

Coefficientss of variability of coeval populations: Mandibular teeth

11 1
12 2
CC
P3 3
P4 4
Ml l
M2 M2
M3 3

B-L L
M-D D
B-L L
M-D D
B-L L
M-D D
B-L L
M-D D
B-L L
M-D D
B-L L
M-D D
B-L L
M-D D
B-L L
M-D D

Campov. . Osteriaa dell'Osa Pontecag. .
Decima a
Ardea a
Salaa Consilina Alfedena a
2.01 1
9.12 2
6.15 5
16.47 7
5.72 2
5.67 7
-18.86 6
11.32 2
4.51 1
6.67 7
3.08 8
18.97 7
18.83 3
2.37 7
6.11 1
5.62 2
5.57 7
5.35 5
15.38 8
-17.24 4
2.90 0
6.51 1
6.78 8
3.55 5
16.86 6
5.21 1
8.12 2
13.15 5
12.90 0
13.47 7
11.27 7
7.34 4
6.95 5
5.72 2
6.41 1
14.70 0
1.65 5
9.38 8
14.70 0
5.75 5
13.15 5
12.90 0
4.53 3
6.41 1
10.0 0
7.27 7
5.81 1
14.70 0
1.65 5
6.41 1
5.72 2
9.38 8
14.70 0
5.75 5
6.74 4
2.24 4
12.65 5
6.81 1
6.25 5
6.90 0
8.03 3
10.0 0
2.55 5
7.00 0
8.93 3
4.72 2
14.36 6
15.29 9
3.88 8
1.54 4
4.12 2
5.81 1
4.33 3
5.19 9
6.43 3
1.83 3
6.25 5
9.31 1
4.03 3
5.10 0
5.51 1
9.51 1
6.18 8
1.80 0
10.26 6
5.73 3
6.59 9
5.36 6
8.10 0
6.13 3
9.34 4
1.26 6
6.23 3
7.72 2
5.92 2
6.71 1
7.09 9
7.21 1
2.69 9
6.01 1
10.93 3
7.12 2
8.11 1
4.58 8
3.11 1
5.97 7
7.61 1
11.91 1
9.18 8
10.01 1

Tablee 10
Abridgedd life table of the Satricum population
Aaee «roup
0-1 1
2-4 4
5-9 9
10-14 4
15-19 9
20-24 4
25-29 9
30-34 4
35-39 9
40-44 4
45-49 9
50-x x
Total l

Dx x
0.00 0
4.00 0
8.00 8.00
3.93 3
7.87 7
13.71 1
13.94 4
11.95 5
9.58 8
5.92 2
2.05 5
1.04 4
82.00 0

dx x
0.00 0
4.88 8
9.75 5
4.80 0
9.59 9
16.72 2
17.00 0
14.57 7
11.69 9
7.22 2
2.50 0
1.28 8
100.00 0

lx x

qx x

Lx x

Tx x

100.00 0
95.12 2
85.37 7
80.57 7
70.98 8
54.26 6
37.26 6
22.69 9
11.00 0
3.77 7
1.28 8

48.77 7
102.55 5
56.18 8
119.05 5
235.58 8
313.28 8
391.16 6
515.22 2
656.91 1
661.37 7
1000.00 0

293.70 0
446.55 5
416.40 0
380.59 9
311.66 6
225.95 5
146.80 0
81.62 2
34.49 9
9.86 6
3.69 9
2351.31 1

2351.31 1
2057.61 1
1611.05 5
1194.66 6
814.07 7
502.41 1
276.46 6
129.66 6
48.04 4
13.55 5
3.69 9

ex x
100.00 0
23.51 1
21.63 3
18.87 7
14.83 3
11.47 7
9.26 6
7.42 2
5.72 2
4.37 7
3.59 9
2.89 9

Tablee 11
Site e
Athens s
Athens s
Tarquinia a
Ardea a

Age e
Classicc Age
Hellenistic c
Ironn Age
Ironn Age

Supposedd economy
Agricultural l
Agriculturall - rich
Agriculturall poor
Agricultural-- rich
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(n)) xM+F+DS
(6)) 0.758+0.182
(17)) 0.681+0.231
(42)) 0.880+0.480
(24)) 0.795+0.163
Sr/Ca a
Correctionn with the site

(n)) xM+F+DS
(6)) 0.432+0.055
(17)) 0.505+0.123
(42)) 0.320+0.120
(24)) 0.551+0.196
Zn/Ca a

..
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SELECTIONN OF FINDS FROM THE POGGIO DEI CAVALLARI

Inn anticipation of a complete analysis of the strata of the Poggio dei Cavallari - the study of the
enormouss quantity of material being still at a preliminary stage - we are here presenting a very small
selectionn of the most significant finds in order to give an initial impression of the whole.
Thee material will be discussed following the sequence of the main recognised strata. These are: 1)
thee surface of the Archaic road (cat. nos. 3-12); 2) the fill of the foundation trench of the Late-Archaic
roadd (cat. nos. 1-2); 3) the strata immediately on top of the Late-Archaic road and associated with
structuress g/i and; and with a restoration of the road (cat. nos. 13-44); 4) the dump stratum associated
withh the construction of wall a/b and identified as an integral part of the raising of the road level (cat.
nos.. 45-125); 5) the top stratum covering the tufa grit associated with wall a/b, as recorded at the two
highestt preserved points of the excavation area (cat. nos. 126-186). The two final items (cat. nos. 187188)) are from grave ST 2. Inventory numbers are given in brackets at the end of each description. All
measurementss are in cm.
Foundationn trench of wall c (sections I and III): surface of the Archaic road (nos. 3-12) and fill
off the trench (nos. 1-2) (Fig. I).
6.. Fr. of rim of globular squat jar. Strongly
thickenedd rim with encircling groove. Bright
orangee coarse clay (red 2.5 YR 5/8 to 4/8),
chalk,, augite, small stones. Diam. est. 34
(S46/19/1). .

1.. Upper part of jar. Outcurving lip with two
encirclingg grooves, slightly tapering rim.
Orangee coarse clay with light grey core
(reddishh yellow 5YR 7/8; core yellowish brown
10YRR 5/6); rather much large augite, hard
baked.. Diam. 15 (S46/15/1&2).

7.. Fr. of rim/wall of hemisperical basin.
Incurvingg wall; slightly thickened rim,
rounded.. Brick red coarse clay (reddish brown
2.5YRR 5/4), augite, sand, sporadical haematite.
Diam.. est. 34 (S 46/19/1).

2.. Bucchero bowl. Low, flaring ringfoot,
outcurvingg edge, flat on top; carinated bowl;
shortt everted lip; slightly thickened rim,
facetted.. Bucchero, dull sheen. H. 5.7; Diam.
foott 7.5; Diam. rim 15.5 (Section I S52/11/8). .

8.. Fr. ofrim/wallof globular jar; short everted
lip,, slightly thickened rim, rounded. Blackbrownn coarse clay (reddish grey 5YR 5/2).
Diam.. est. 16 (S46/19/1).

3.. Fr. of bucchero kantharos (?). High everted
lip,, tapering rim. Dull sheen, core with small
particles.. Diam. est. 14 (S46/15/3).

9.. Fr. of rim of jar; short everted lip, slightly
thickenedd rim, near flat on top. Orange-pale
4.. Ringfoot or knob of lid-bowl. Wide everted
ring,ring, concave underneath; rounded edge with brownn coarse clay (reddish yellow 5YR 6/6 to
6/8),, pale
inside smoothened, fine augite, small
finger-impressedfinger-impressed decoration. Orange
stones.. Diam. est. 18 (S46/19/1).
brownn coarse clay (red 10R 5/8), fine augite.
Diam.. 7 (S46/15/4).
10.. Fr. of rim of jar. Outcurving and tapering.
Redd impasto, burnished, sandy core (reddish
5.. Two fitting frr. of bottom of jar. Flat base.
brownn 5YR 5/4 to dark reddish grey 5YR 4/2).
Whitee coarse clay (very pale brown 10YR 8/3,
Diam.. est. 14 (S46/19/1).
coree pink 7.5YR 8/4), 'Campanian' in texture,
finefine augite. Diam. 5 (S46/15/2&3).
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12.. Bottom of jug (?). Low flaring ring-foot,
concavee underneath, bevelled edge. Black
coarsee clay, core grey-brown (very dark grey
5YRR 3/1), augite. Diam. 6.6 (S46/19/1).

11.. Fr. of wall of basin. Spreading wall.
Ondulatingg surface. Red coarse clay (light red
2.5YRR 6/8 to light reddish brown 5YR 6/4),
smoothened,, sand, mica, grog. 10 x 5 x 1.5
(S46/19/1). .

Sandlayerr associated with walls g/i and j (sections II and HA) (Fig. II).
21.. Fr. of rim of skyphos (?). Tapering.
Bucchero,, high sheen. 2 x 2 x 0.2 (S35/10/1).

13.. Fr. of rim of jar. Outcurving and rounded.
Darkk brown handmade impasto, reddish-brown
inn core. Wash on in- and outside. Diam. est. 16
(S20/3/2). .

22.. Fr. of lip of kalyx/kantharos (?). High
evertedd lip, slightly curving. Bucchero, high
sheen.. Diam. est. 10 (S35/10/3). Cf Rasmussen
1979,, types 2c and 2d; Pis 27, nos. 135-137.

14.. Fr. of rim of jar. Outcurving and rounded.
Blackk impasto, burnished on inside. Femn
(S20/3/2). .

23.. Fr. of lip of kalyx/kantaros (?). High
evertedd lip, slightly curving; tapering rim,
bevelledd on inside. Bucchero, high sheen.
Diam.. est. 11 (S35/10/3). Cf Rasmussen 1979,
typee 2d; PI. 27, no. 136.

15.. Fr. of rim/shoulder of low carinated cup.
Roundedd shoulder, short, near vertical lip,
taperingg rim; short and shallow oblique
groovess on shoulder. Handmade black-brown
impasto,, core red-brown tending to grey;
burnished.. H. pres. 3.6; Diam. 18 (S35/11/1).
CfCf CatArea Sacra 1985, hut MR 2, 165, nr.
114. .

24.. Fr. of rim of bowl. Tapering. Dark greyblackk bucchero with sand. Tapering rim. Diam
ll(S20/4/6). .

16.. Fr. of rim of jar. Everted lip, tapering rim.
Brickk red impasto, grey sandy core, traces of
burnishh (S35/10/1).

25.. Fr. of rim of bowl. Rounded. Dark greyblackk bucchero. Diam. 12 (S20/4/6).
26.. Fr. of rim of bowl. Tapering, two
encirclingg grooves on outside. Dark grey-black
bucchero,, flaking surface. Diam. est. 12
(S20/4/6). .

17.. Fr. of rim of bowl. Rounded. Handmade
orangee to greyish impasto, burnished (burned).
Diam.. est. 10 (S35/10/2).
18.. Fr. of kantharos. Shallow conical lower
body,, sharp carination, high outcurving lip,
roundedd rim (S35/10/2). Black burnished
impasto,, sandy brown core. H. pres. 4.5; Diam.
155 (S35/10/2). Cf. Waarsenburg 1995a, tomb
IX,, cat. no. 8.2, PI. 63.

27.. Upper part of jug (?). Rounded sloping
shoulder;; high everted lip, rim rounded on
outside.. Black bucchero. Diam. 6 (S20/4/6). Cf
Rasmussenn 1979, type 2.
28.. Fr. of lip of jug (?). Concave with rounded
rim.rim. Bucchero, dull black. Diam. est. 8
(S35/10/1). .

19.. Bobbin. Irregular shape. Impasto, pale
brownn tending to grey, sandy core with
sporadicc fine haematite. H. 6; Diam. max. 3.7;
min.. 2.3 (S35/10/2).

29.. Lower part of jug (?). Low base ring,
concavee underneath, rounded edge. Bucchero,
dulll greyish-black, worn surface. H. pres. 3;
Diam.. 4.5 (S35/10/1).

20.. Miniature spindle whorl. Conical. Dark
brownn impasto, sandy core, very worn. H. 1.5;
Diam.. 2 (S35/10/1).
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34.. Fr. of rim of Etrusco-Corinthian goblet.
Curvingg wall; wide, horizontal lip, rounded
rim.rim. Pale brown clay (reddish yellow 7.5 YR
7/6),, black to buff brown paint on inside and
outt (very pale brown 10YR 8/3). Diam. est. 16
(SS 20/3/2).

30.. Fr. of foot. Haring. Bucchero, dull black.
Diam.. est. 6 (S35/10/1).
31.. Large fr. of lower part of small cup. Rather
highh everted ringfoot, carinated cup with
roundedd shoulder. Bucchero, fair sheen on
insidee and out, black in core. Diam. foot 7. Cf
Rasmussen,, type 4b, no. 153 (S 20/3/2).

35.. Fr. of stem of Etrusco-Corinthian goblet.
Highh stem with plastic ring, part of floor of
basin.. Beige clay (very pale brown 10YR 8/3)
withh blackish brown to dark brown paint on
insidee basin; vague horizontal bands on stem.
H.. pres. 4.5. Cf CatGrande Roma 1990, 101,
no.. 4.3.11 (Osteria dell'Osa, tomb 115); (S
35/5/1). .

32.. Fr. of shoulder/lip of "Ionian" cup. Fine
creamyy pink clay (5YR 7/4) with pale brown
(fadedd black?) bands on shoulder and on lower
partt of body, (pale) black on inside. Diam. est.
16.. For type, cf Boldrini 1994, type IV/1, PL
9,, nos. 325. 580-520/500 (S 20/3/2).

36.. Fr. of shoulder/handle of EtruscoCorinthiann jug/oinochoe. Vertical double
reededd handle. Depurated crème-white clay; red
andd black bands on inside of handle. 5 x 5
(S33/3/3). .

33.. Rim fr. of goblet, East-Greek (?), thickened
andd slightly convex on top. Creamy pink clay
(reddishh yellow 5YR 7/6) with traces of
greyishh black paint on outside, on top of lip
andd along upper edge of inside. Diam. est. 10
(SS 20/3/2).

Walkingg level on top of sand layer associated with walls g/i and 7' (sections II and HA) (Fig. III).
outside,, convex on top. White coarse clay,
pinkishh in core; surface wash; very fine augite.
Diam.. est. 48 (S33/2/1).

37.. Fr. of rim/wall of deep hemispherical
basin.. Curving wall, thickened rim, flat on top,
stronglyy projecting on outside, rounded.
Yellowishh coarse clay, white surface wash,
grey-brownn painted band below rim; dense fine
augite,, mica. Diam. est. 40 (S35/7/1).

41.. Fr. of wall/rim of deep basin. Spreading
wall,, thickened rim, projecting on either side,
nearr flat on top; original handle or ridge below
rim,rim, broken off. White pink coarse clay,
surfacee smoothened; augite, grog. Diam. est. 52
(S33/2/1). .

38.. Fr. of rim/wall of deep hemispherical
basin.. Curving wall, thickened rim, flat on top,
projectingg on outside, tapering and rounded.
Yellowishh white coarse clay, tending to pale
brown;; surface wash; dense fine augite, mica,
sand.. Diam. est. 40 (S20/4/2). Cf Bouma
1996,, II, T41, PL CXI (rim less projecting).

42.. Fr. of rim of deep hemispherical basin.
Thickened,, flat rim, slightly projecting on
insidee with two encircling grooves. Orange
coarsee clay, grey in core. Augite, sand, some
chalk.. Diam. est. 32 (S20/4/3).

39.. Fr. of rim/wall of deep hemispherical
basin.. Curving wall, thickened rim, flat on top,
projectingg on either side, tapering and rounded
onn outside, rounded on inside. White coarse
clay;; crème-white surface wash; dense
finee augite. Diam. est. 30 (S35/7/1).

43.. Fr. of wall/rim of shallow bowl. Curving
wall,, tapering rim with band shaped thickening
onn outside, undercut. White coarse ware; dense
andd very fine augite, mica, white-crème surface
wash.. Diam. est. 18 (S20/4/2). Cf Bouma
1996,, II, T 38, PL CXI.

40.. Fr. of rim of deep hemispherical basin.
Curvingg wall, thickened rim, projecting on
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44.. Fr. of shoulder/rim of jar. Sloping
shoulder,, short cylindrical neck, short everted
lipp with three encircling grooves, rounded rim.

Brownn coarse clay, grey core, surface wash;
finee augite, grog. Diam. 0.20 (S20/4/4).

Dumpp stratum covering the Late-Archaic road (Figs. IV-XI)
TraysTrays (teglia) (Fig. IV)

BasinsBasins (Figs. IV-VII)

45.. Tray, nearly intact; three lugs missing. Flat
base,, high spreading almost vertical wall with
vaguee carina on outside, nearly halfway wall;
slightlyy thickened and rounded rim; on
transitionn from base to wall one preserved
triangularr to semi-circular lug with fingerimpressionn underneath, rising upward;
inbetweenn two lugs, just above transition to
wall,, small circular perforation. Pale reddish
brownn coarse clay, dark grey core; few augite,
grogg and haematite. H. 14.6; Diam. 44 (P
3095;; S33/0). Cf Bouma 1996, II, Teglia type
II,, Pis. CV-CVII, esp. T12.

50.. Fr. of wall/rim of wide shallow basin;
taperingg rim with band shaped thickening on
outside.. Orange brown coarse clay (light red
2.5YRR 6/6), well smoothened, light grey in
core;; dense, fine augite. Diam. est. 45-50
(S46/4/1).. Cf Bouma 1996, II, T34, PI. CXI
(lesss shallow).
51.. Fr. of wall/rim of wide shallow basin;
horizontall rim, slightly convex, band shaped
thickeningg on outside. Light orange-white
coarsee clay; much large augite. Diam. est. 40
(S48/1/2).. Cf. Bouma 1996, II, T42, PI. CXI
(flatt rim).

46.. Lug and fr. of wall of tray. Small, semicircularr lug with two finger-impressions
underneath.. Orange coarse clay (reddish yellow
5YRR 6/8), light grey core (5YR 7/1); very few
augite.. H. 4.9; Diam. est. base 45 (S33/1/2).

52.. Fr. of wall/rim of large basin. Transition to
base;; wide shallow basin, horizontal rim,
slightlyy convex, band shaped thickening on
outside.. Pale orange coarse clay, grey core;
muchh augite. Diam. est. 42 (S48/1/2). Cf.
Boumaa 1996, II, T45, PI. CXII.

47.. Lug and fr. of bottom of tray. Flat base;
small,, triangular lug with finger-impression
underneath.. Pale brown coarse clay, light grey
core;; fine augite. Diam. est. base 30 (S48/1/2).

53.. Fr. of rim of wide shallow basin; horizontal
rim,rim, band shaped thickening on outside.
Orange-whitee coarse clay, brownish wash;
muchh large augite. Diam. est. 44 (S48/1/2). Cf.
Boumaa 1996, II, T43, PI. CXII.

48.. Fr. of wall/rim of large tray. Thick
spreadingg wall, rounded rim with encircling
groove;; thick encircling finger-impressed cord
decorationn below rim. Coarse clay, dark red
interior,, smoothened, greyish exterior (burnt);
Femn;; some augite. Diam. est. 50 (S33/1/2).

54.. Fr. of wall/rim of wide hemispherical
basin;; slightly incurving wall, rounded rim,
bandd shaped thickening on outside. Creamy
whitee coarse clay (white 10YR 8/2); much
largee augite. Diam. est. 52-56 (S48/1/2).

49.. Fr. of wall of large tray. Spreading wall,
nearr horizontal rim, thickened on outside;
halfwayy wall encircling cord-decoration. Light
orangee coarse clay (reddish yellow 5YR 7/1),
coree light grey (5YR 7/1), inside washed;
muchh large and small augite. Diam. est. 36
(S297/10/1). .

55.. Fr. of wall/rim of wide hemispherical
basin;; horizontal rim, band shaped thickening
onn outside. Orange semi-coarse clay (reddish
yelloww 5YR 7/8), pale brown slip, core light
greyy (5YR 7/1); very few tiny augite. Diam.
est.. 50 (S33/1/2).
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56.. Fr. of rim of wide shallow basin; facetted
rim,rim, band shaped thickening on outside.
Pinkishh white coarse clay (pink 7.5YR 8/4);
densee fine to small augite. Diam. est. 40
(S33/1/1). .
57.. Fr. of rim of wide shallow basin; slightly
roundedd rim, band shaped thickening on
outside;; partly preserved spout at top of rim.
Pinkishh white coarse clay (white 2.5Y 8/2),
tracess of brownish slip; much and very large
augite.. Diam. est. 40 (S297/10/1). Cf
Torreli/Threiplandd 1970, Fig. 18, Dl-3.
58.. Fr. of wall of deep hemisperical basin;
thickenedd rim, projecting on either side,
roundedd on top; encircling ridge below rim,
rectangularr in pfofile. White coarse clay (pink
5YRR 8/3 tending to 8/4 in core), smoothened;
muchh augite, quarts, grog, mica. Diam. est. 45
(S37/13/5). .
59.. Fr. of wall of hemisperical basin; thickened
rim,rim, projecting on outside, flat on top;
encirclingg ridge below rim, tapering in profile.
Whitee coarse clay (pink 7.5YR 8/4), traces of
palee brown slip; much large augite, mica,
stones.. Diam. est. 48 (S33/1/2). Cf.
Torreli/Threiplandd 1970, Fig. 17, C.
60.. Fr. of wall/rim of deep hemisperical basin;
thickenedd rim, projecting on either side, flat on
top,, rounded edge; encircling ridge below rim,
taperingg in profile. White coarse clay, much
largee augite, grog, tufa. Diam. est. 30
(S48/1/2). .
61.. Fr. of wall/rim of hemisperical basin;
thickenedd rim, slightly projecting on either
side,, flat on top; encircling ridge below rim
withh shallow finger-impressions. Pinkish white
coarsee clay (7.5YR 8/2 to pink 7.5YR 8/4),
whitee slip; much small augite, grog, mica,
chalk.. Diam. est. 32 (S46/11/1).
62.. Fr. of wall/rim of deep hemisperical basin;
thinn curving wall, horizontal lip, slightly
convex,, near straight rim. White coarse clay
(2.5YRR 8/2), traces of brownish slip; much
largee and small augite. Diam. est. 35
(S297/10/1). .

63.. Fr. of rim/handle of deep basin; thin
spreadingg wall, thickened rim, flat on top with
roundedd edge; vertical loop handle on top of
rim,rim, oval in section. White coarse clay, traces
off brownish slip on inside and out; very much
finefine augite, mica. Diam. est. 40 (S48/1/2). Cf
CatGrandeCatGrande Roma
1990, 174, 8.1.10
(Laurentina-Acquaa Acetosa).
64.. Fr. of rim/handle of deep hemisperical
basin;; curving wall, rounded thickened rim,
projectingg on either side; vertical loop handle
onn top of rim, oval in section. White coarse
clay,, traces of wash; very much large augite.
Diam.. est. 32 (S48/1/2).
65.. Fr. of rim/handle of deep basin; thickened
rim,rim, near flat on top; vertical loop handle on
topp of rim, oval in section. Pale orange-white
coarsee clay, traces of brownish slip; very much
veryy fine augite, sandy texture. Diam. est. 32
(S31/11/1). .
66.. Fr. of rim/wall of deep hemispherical
basin;; curving wall, thickened rim, near flat on
top,, projecting to either side. Pale brown to
palee orange (reddish yellow 7.5 YR 8/6), grey
core,, smoothened, traces of reddish slip on rim;
veryy much fine augite. Diam. est. 38 (S33/1/1).
67.. Fr. of rim/wall of deep hemispherical
basin;; curving wall, thickened rim, near flat on
top,, projecting to outside, rounded in profile;
shalloww encircling groove below rim. Yellow
whitee coarse clay (white very pale brown
10YRR 8/2 to 3); traces of yellowish slip; much
finefine augite. Diam. est. 30 (S33/1/3).
68.. Fr. of rim/wall of deep hemispherical
basin;; curving wall, thickened rim, flat on top,
projectingg to outside, rounded in profile;
shalloww encircling groove below rim. Yellow
pinkk coarse clay (very pale brown 10YR 8/3),
pinkishh white core (5YR 8/2); traces of
yellowishh slip; much fine augite. Diam. est. 42
(S48/1/3). .
69.. Fr. of rim/wall of deep hemispherical
basin;; thickened rim, flat on top, projecting to
outside;; shallow encircling groove below rim.
Yellowishh white coarse clay (very pale brown
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decorationn on shoulder. Red coarse clay; hard
baked.. Diam. est. 21 (S48/4/1).

10YRR 8/3), pinkish white core (5YR 8/2);
tracess of yellowish slip; much augite. Diam.
est.. 40 (S48/1/2).

76.. Fr. of wall/rim of large mug. Incurving
wall,, thickened rounded rim; encircling cord
decorationn on shoulder continuing over wide
lugg (one preserved). Orange brown coarse clay;
hardd baked; much augite, mica. Diam. est. 21
(S48/4/2). .

EtruscanEtruscan amphora (Fig. VIII)
70.. Fr. of lip of Etruscan amphora. Short
outcurvingg swollen lip. Orange brown coarse
clayy (reddish yellow 5YR 6/6), grey core (grey
5YRR 5/1); smoothened, hard baked. Fine
augite,, chalc. Diam. est. 20 (S48/4/1).

77.. Fr. of rim of jar. Everted lip, concave on
inside,, convex on outside; slightly rounded
rim;rim; wide encircling ridge on inside of neck
withh circular perforations (14 in total, 3
preserved),, rounded edge; orange-brown coarse
clayy (reddish yellow 5YR 7/6 to 7YR 7/6),
greyy core; augite, quarts, grog, few haematite.
Diam.. est. 30 (S297/10/11).

71.. Frr. of lower wall and base, wall handle
andd lip with adjoining wall of Etrucan
amphora.. Flat base, tapering ovoid body,
outcurvingg swollen lip, vertical handles on
shoulder,, round in section. Light brown coarse
waree (7.5YR 6/4), smoothened on in and
outside,, thick greyish black core; chalk, augite
somee grog; white slip on inside body and
bottomm sherds. H. est. 44.3; Diam. est. max.
37.22 (S33/1/1). Cf. Gnade 1992a, Fig. XXIII;
PI.. 9a.

JarsJars and bowls (Fig. X)
78.. Upper part of ovoidal neckless jar. Everted
lip;; rounded rim with rounded thickening on
outside.. Orange-brown coarse clay (reddish
yelloww 5YR 6/6 to reddish grey 5YR 5/2), grey
core;; smoothened, hard baked; much small
augite.. Diam. 18 (S46/4/3).

LargeLarge jars (Fig. IX)
72.. Fr. of wall/rim of jar. Sloping shoulder;
evertedd lip; thickened rim with rounded
thickeningg on outside; encircling corddecorationn on shoulder continuing into fingerimpressedd decoration over grip (one preserved).
Orangee red coarse clay, grey core; smoothened,
hardd baked; some FeMn. Diam. est. 30
(S33/1/2). .

79.. Fr. of rim of neckless jar. Everted lip,
slightlyy convex; thickened rim with rounded
thickeningg on outside; encircling ridge on
insidee on transition neck to lip (broken off).
Lightt brown to reddish brown coarse clay
(yellowishh red 5YR 5/6), grey core (dark grey
5YRR 4/1); blackened on inside, slight wash;
somee fine augite. Diam. est. 31 (S33/1/3).

73.. Fr. of shoulder of jar with encircling ridge.
Palee brown to orange coarse clay (reddish
yelloww 5YR 7/60, grey core (5YR 5/1); much
largee augite. Diam. est 40 (S33/1/2).
74.. Fr. of shoulder of jar with wide encircling
ridge;ridge; three encircling grooves on top. Browngreyy coarse clay, pink-orange core; hard baked;
muchh small augite, haematite. Diam. est. 46
(S48/1/2). .
75.. Frr. of ovoidal jar (6 fitting frr.,
mended).. Sloping shoulder, short everted lip,
roundedd rim thickened on outside; thin
encirclingg
ridge
with
finger-impressed

80.. Fr. of rim/wall of neckless jar. Everted lip;
roundedd rim with rounded thickening on
outside.. Red-brown coarse clay; augite, mica.
Diam.. est. 0.22 (S33/1/2).
81.. Fr. of wall/lip of neckless jar. Everted lip;
roundedd rim, thickened on outside. Greyish
brownn coarse clay, light grey in core; traces of
burnishh on inside rim; some augite, grog,
Diam.. est. 18 (S33/1/2).
82.. Fr. of wall/rim of jar neckless jar.
Outcurvingg lip; thickened rim, slightly convex.
Yellow-whitee coarse clay (very pale brown
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10YRR 8/3); smoothened, traces pale brown
slip;; dense large augite, grog, mica. Diam. est.
188 (S33/1/2).
83.. Fr. of wall/rim of jar neckless jar.
Outcurvingg lip; thickened rounded rim,
undercut.. Orange-brown coarse clay (reddish
yelloww 5YR 7/6), grey core; smoothened,
tracess of red slip; augite, grog. Diam. est. 18
(S33/1/2). .
84.. Fr. of wall/rim of mug; curving wall,
slopingg inward; thickened rim, flat on top;
horizontall rounded lug on shoulder. Pale brown
coarsee clay (reddish yellow 5YR 7/6),
smoothened,, blackened on inside; fine augite
andd mica. Diam. est. 14 (S33/1/1).
85.. Fr. of wall/rim of mug; vertical wall,
slopingg inward; thickened rim toward outside,
flatt on top; low encircling ridge on shoulder.
Orangee coarse clay (reddish yellow 7.5YR
7/6),, core pinkish grey (7-5YR 7/2),
smoothened,, hard baked; augite, few FeMn.
Diam.. est. 18 (S33/1/2).
86.. Fr. of wall/rim of mug. Thickened rim,
slopingg inward; horizontal, triangular lug on
shoulder.. Dark orange coarse clay, almost
totallyy blackened (red 2.5YR 5/6), dark grey
coree (2.5 YR 4/0); augite, some grog. Diam.
est.. 12 (S33/1/3).
87.. Bowl. Flaring ringfoot; angular body,
almostt carinated, near vertical rim, rounded on
top.. Red orange depurated clay (light red
2.5YRR 6/8), grey core, dull dark red slip (red
10RR 5/6). H. 6.5; Diam. 19 (S33/1/2).

90.. Frr. of wall/rim of bowl. Slightly angular
body,, near straight rim, slightly concave on
outside,, rounded on top. Reddish depurated
clay;; slip varying between brown and orange.
Diam.. est. 20 (S48/1/2).
91.. Fr. of wall/rim of bowl. Curving wall,
roundedd rim with rounded thickening on
outside.. Reddish depurated clay, traces of red
slip,, burned black. Diam. est. 20 (S48/1/1).
92.. Foot and fr. of rim of bowl; low flaring
ringfoot;ringfoot; rather deep curving bowl; tapering
rim.rim. Brown depurated clay, light grey core;
tracess of red slip. H. est. 7.5; Diam. est. 19
(S48/1/2). .
93.. Fr. of wall/rim of bowl; curving wall;
roundedd rim. Reddish depurated clay (light red
2.5YRR 6/8), core light grey (5YR 7/1);
encirclingg traces of red slip on outside,
blackishh on inside (red 10R 5/8). Diam. est. 20
(S33/1/1). .
94.. Fr. of wall/rim of shallow bowl; curving
wall;wall; slightly tapering rim. Reddish depurated
clay,, grey core; hard baked; traces of red slip
onn outside. Diam. est. 22 (S48/1/2).
95.. Frr. (fitting) of wall/rim of bowl; curving
wall;wall; slightly tapering rim; thin encircling
goovee on outside. Reddish depurated clay, grey
core;; hard baked; traces of red slip on outside,
worn.. Diam. est. 24 (S48/1/2).

96.. Fr. of wall/rim of shallow bowl; curving
wall;; incurving rim, tapering; thin encircling
goovee on outside. Light orange to pink
depuratedd clay, grey core; hard baked; traces of
88.. FIT. of foot, wall and rim of bowl. High
redd slip on outside, worn. Diam. est. 20
ringfootringfoot with rounded edge, cylindrical neck, (S48/1/2). .
encirclingg groove on transition to flaring wall;
incurvingg rim, tapering. Brown semi-depurated
FineFine ware (Fig. XI)
clay,, pale grey core, traces of red slip. H. est.
7;; Diam. foot 10; Diam. lip est. 24 (S48/1/2).
97.. Etrusco-Corinthian lydion (many frr.;
reconstructed).. Hollow conical foot, small
89.. Fr. of rim of carinated bowl; rounded
thickeningg in the centre of its underside; low
shoulder,, everted lip, concave on outside,
widee body; cylindrical to flaring neck; thin
thickenedd rounded rim. Orange coarse clay.
ridgeridge at transition to wide horizontal lip,
Tracess of red slip. Diam. est. 19 (S48/1/2).
slightlyy convex on top; tapering rim. Depurated
clayy (pink 7.5YR); pinkish grey paint (7.5YR
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6/2)) on foot, neck and lip (also inside). H.
10.5;; Diam. foot 3; body max. 8.9; mouth 8;
th.. 0.4 (S20/1/3 - SI 102). Cf. CatCerveteri
1980,, 196, fig. 10 (tomb 154).

Diam.. max. body 8.8; Diam. mouth 7.2
(S287/1/3). .
107.. Fr. of body/handle of kantharos. Rounded
body,, double-reede handle on shoulder. Dark
greyy clay, grey core (imitation bucchero).
Diam.. max. body 9.4 (S48/1/2).

98.. Fr. of wall/rim of Etrasco-Corinthian jar.
Slopingg shoulder, outcurving rim, thickened
andd rounded. White depurated clay (pink
7.5YRR 8/4). Black painted band on lip; thin
encirclingg red and black bands on shoulder.
Diam.. est. 10 (S33/1/2).

108.. Fr. of base/wall of kantharos (?). Conical
base,, concave underneath. Greyish black clay,
coree light grey (imitation bucchero). Diam. 2.3
(S33/1/2). .

99.. Fr. of wall of Etrusco-Corinthian shape.
Slightlyy curved. Depurated clay, inside pink
7.55 YR 7/4, slip light brown 7.5 YR 6/4;
encirclingg dark brown bands. 5.6 x 5.4 x 0.7
(S46/5/2). .

109.. Fr. of vertical double-reeded handle of
kantharos.. Greyish black clay (imitation
bucchero).. H. 4.7; Diam. 1.6 (S33/1/3).
110.. Large rim/neck fragment of table amphora
off Laconian type. Cylindrical flaring neck,
roundedd rim, thickened on outside; encircling
taperingg ridge at junction handle and neck; thin
encirclingg ridge between tapering ridge and
rim;rim; vertical strap-handle attached below rim.
Depuratedd clay, reddish yellow to very pale
brownn depurated (7.5YR 7/6); tiny white and
redd inclusions, some mica and organical
particles.. Dull firm black glaze on inside;
tracess on rim and on top of handles; neck
probablyy spared. H. pres. 6; Diam. mouth 14
(S297/11/6).. Cf. Pelagatti 1990, figs. 38-41.

100.. Fr. of wall of Etrusco-Corinthian shape.
Slightlyy curved. Depurated clay, surface
reddishh yellow 7.5 YR 7/6, core white 7.5 YR
8;; decoration of black dots, thin line and band.
3.77 x 2.8 x 0.5 (S33/1/1).
101.. Fr. of base of Etrusco-Corinthian
aryballoss (?). Raised base. Depurated clay
(pinkk 5YR 8/4); black-brown and red-brown
encirclingg bands. Diam. 4 (S33/1/2).
102.. Base of jug (?). Slightly raised base,
slightlyy concave, sligthly projecting rounded
edge.. Depurated beige-crème clay (pink 7.5YR
8.4);; Diam 3.5.

111.. Fr. of concave lip of of carinated cup
(Bloeshh C). Depurated brownish-pink clay
(pinkk 7.5YR 7/4), dull black glaze. Diam. est.
14.. (S33/1/2). Cf. Gravisca 1993, coppe, type
4,, pis. 2-3.

103.. Fr. of lip of kantharos. High everted lip,
taperingg rim. Black bucchero, high sheen.
Diam.. est. 5 (S46/4/1).

112.. Fr. of wall of cup (kylix). Concave lip
andd offset rim on interior (S48/2). Cf. Gravisca
1993,, coppe, type 12, esp. no. 42, pis. 5-6.

104.. Fr. of vertical strap handle of kantharos,
ovall in section. Black bucchero, high sheen.
2.55 x 2.5 (S46/5/2).

113.. Fr. of wall/rim of small footed bowl
(kalyx).. Curving wall; rounded rim with
roundedd thickening on outside. Depurated
beige-palee brown clay (pink 5YR 7/4); some
crushedd limestone, mica. Blueish black glaze
onn rim and body, worn; spared-out band on
lowerr part of rim and transition to body. Diam.
144 (S33/1/2).

105.. Fr. of everted ringfoot. Black bucchero.
Diam.. 8 (S37/13/1).
106.. Jug. Base-ring, handle and some
fragmentss lacking; scar of base-ring, concave
bottom,, ovoid body ending in ridge, concave
neck,, facetted rim; vertical strap handle
missing.. Greyish black clay (imitation
bucchero).. H. (without base-ring) 12.4-12.6;
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114.. Fr. of wall/rim of small footed bowl
(kalyx).. Curving wall; rounded rim with
thickeningg on outside, bevelled. Depurated
beigee clay, very soft. Black glazed band below
rimrim and on inside bowl, worn; spared-out band
onn lower part of rim and transition to body.
Diam.. 10 (S48/1/1).
115.. Lower part of jug (?). Low everted
ringfoot.. Depurated clay (reddish yellow 5YR
7/6),, grey in core; dull brownish black glaze
withh reddish spots due to bad firing. Diam. 7
(S46/4/3). .

119.. Small footed bowl (kalyx). Almost
completee foot and half of bowl and rim.
Evertedd ringfoot with rounded edge, concave
underneath;; convex basin; convex rim,
thickenedd and undercut on outside. Depurated
clayy (yellowish red 5YR 5/6). H. 5.1; Diam.
foott 5.5; Diam. mouth 9 (S287/3/4). Cf. Ginge
1996,, type C, fig. 29.
120.. Fr. of wall/rim of shallow bowl. Strongly
thickenedd rim, convex on top, undercut on
outside;; low encircling bandshaped thickening
beloww rim. Soft, powdery depurated clay (very
palee brown 10YR 8/3). Diam. est. 15
(S46/4/3). .

116.. Fr. of ringfoot of small cup. Depurated
pinkk clay (5YR 7/4); black-glazed, outside
ringfootringfoot spared; diluted painted gloss on 121.. Fr. of wall/rim of small bowl (kalyx?).
undersidee foot. Diam. 7 (S33/1/1).
Roundedd rim with rounded thickening on
outside.. Powdery depurated white clay. Diam.
117.. Foot of bowl. Ringfoot with thickened
est.. 11 (S48/1/2).
edge.. Depurated soft pale brown clay (pink
5YRR 8/4); firm dull black glaze on inside and
122.. Fr. of low ringfoot. Depurated white clay.
out;; underside of basering and bottom spared;
Diam.. 11 (S46/11/1).
onn bottom black dot and circle; vague traces of
redd gloss. Diam. 6.8 (S48/1/2).
123.. Foot of bowl. High flaring foot; wide
basee ring with thickened rounded edge.
Powderyy depurated white clay. Diam. 9.5
118.. Small footed bowl (kalyx). Flaring
ringfoot,ringfoot, concave underneath; convex basin;(S48/1/2). .
thickenedd rim with rounded thickening on
inside.. Orange clay (reddish yellow 5YR 7/8),
124.. Foot of small cup. Flaring foot with
withh tufa particles, few haematite. H. 5.9;
verticall edge; concave underneath. Depurated,
Diam.. foot 6; Diam. mouth 10 (S37/13/1). Cf
whitee clay. Diam. 5 (S48/1/1).
Gingee 1996, type C, fig. 29.
125.. Foot of bowl. Flaring foot with wide
basering,, concave underneath; near vertical
edge;; Depurated clay, pale brown. Diam. 7.8
(S48/1/2). .
Topstratumm Section III (Figs. XII-XIII)
126.. Fr. of foot and floor of basin with
spreadingg walls. Low everted ring-foot with
heavyy finger-tip imprints along edge. Red
coarsee clay with coarse sand and some augite,
tracess of wash. Diam. est. 0.30. (S 46/1/8).

decoration.. Orange coarse clay, grey core
(reddishh yellow 5YR 7/8, core light grey 5YR
7/1),, much augite, large and fine particles.
Diam.. est. 40 (S46/1/3). Cf. Torelli/Threipland
1970,, fig. 17, C.

127.. Fr. of wall/rim of hemispherical basin.
Thickenedd rim projecting on either side,
slightlyy convex lip, sloping downward; below
rimrim encircling finger-impressed cord-

128.. Fr. of wall of basin with spreading walls.
Roundedd rim, thickened on outside; below rim
encirclingg finger-impressed cord-decoration.
Palee brown to orange coarse clay with much
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finee augite (reddish yellow 7.5YR 7/6), traces
off red brown slip on inside. Diam. est. 20
(S46/2). .
129.. Fr. of wall/rim of hemispherical basin.
Veryy large thickened rim, projecting on either
side,, rectangular profile on outside, rounded on
inside,, flat on top. Orange brown coarse clay,
insidee smoothened (burned). Diam. est. 54
(S46/2). .
130.. Fr. of wall/rim of hemispherical basin.
Horizontall rim, thickened on outside; below
rimrim encircling ridge or carinated transition to
wall.. White coarse clay with heavy augite.
Diam.. est. 36 (S31/cL). Cf Bouma 1996, II,
T3L L
131.. Fr. of wall/rim of hemispherical basin.
Horizontall rim, band-shaped thickening
{slightlyy concave) on outside. Pinkish white
coarsee clay (pink 5YR 8/4), dense fine (and
somee large) augite, grog, traces of white slip.
Diam.. est. 32 (S46/1/2). Cf. Bouma 1996, II,
T42;; Torelli/Threipland 1970, fig. 18.
132.. Fr. of wall/rim of hemispherical basin.
Taperingg band-shaped thickening on outside.
Creamyy white coarse clay with heavy augite.
Diam.. est. 40 (S31/cl). Cf. Bouma 1996, II,
T48. .
133.. Fr. of rim/wall of large jar with convex
walll narrowing towards non-distinct lip with
roundedd rim; on shoulder wide encircling
evertedd flange, straight rim with rounded
thickeningg on the outside. Brown orange coarse
clay,, traces of secondary burning, augite, grog,
emeryy paper texture (reddish yellow 5YR 7/8).
Diam.. est. 32 (S46/4).
134.. Upper part of globular jar. Sloping
shoulder,, almost straight lip with thickened
roundedd rim; on shoulder encircling ridge.
Brightt orange depurated clay, pale grey core,
orangee red slip on in- and outside. Diam. 17.
Cf.Cf. Bouma 1996, II, VI, PI. CXXI; Gnade
1992b,, 116.1, fig. XXIV.
135.. Fr. of shoulder/high everted lip. Convex
rimm thickened on outside, encircling thickening

beloww rim and in neck. Brown coarse clay,
augite,, smoothened. Diam. est. 21 (S31/2). Cf.
Boumaa 1996, II, J571, PI. XCII;
Torelli/Threiplandd 1970, fig. 31, 1 (for rim).
136.. Large fr. of upper part of ovoidal jar.
Evertedd lip, thickened rounded rim. Greyish
brownn coarse ware, black inside, some fine
augite,, smoothened. Diam. est. 11 (S31/cl.)
137.. Large fr. of globular-ovoidal jar. Everted
lip,, rounded rim with rounded thickening on
outside.. Orange brown coarse clay, very gritty,
densee fine augite, large grog (Pink 5YR 7/4).
Diam.. 15 (S46/1).
138.. Upper part of small ovoidal jar. Short
outcurvingg lip, slightly thickened rim, convex
onn top. Brown-black coarse clay, fine augite,
blackenedd on inside. Diam. 10 (S46/1/5).
139.. Fr. of rim of jar. Short everted lip,
thickenedd rim, almost vertical in profile,
slightlyy sloping inward, undercut. Orange
coarsee clay (reddish yellow 7.5YR 8/6),
smoothened,, hard fired. Diam. 18 (S46/1/3).
140.. Fr. of rim of jar. Everted lip, slightly
thickenedd rim, convex on top. Orange brown
coarsee clay, few fine augite, fired hard. Diam.
est.. 21 (S46/2/46).
141.. Fr. of neck/rim of jar. High everted lip,
roundedd rim with rounded thickening on
outside.. Pale brown coarse clay, very fine
augite,, small grog, small mica (reddish yellow
7.5YRR 7/6). Diam. est. 7 (S46/2).
142.. Fr. of rim of jar. Everted lip, convex rim
withh thickening on outside. Pale orange coarse
clay,, grey core, small augite, small white
stones,, emery paper texture. Diam. est. 17
(S31/1). .
143.. Fr. of rim of jar. Everted lip, convex rim
withh thickening on outside. Orange coarse clay,
greyy core, small augite. Diam. est. 16 (S31/1).
144.. Large fr. of ovoidal jar. High everted lip,
tickenedd rim, convex on top. Pale brown coarse
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clayy with grey core, few inclusions, fired hard.
Diam.. 14 (S46/1/1).

Whitee depurated clay. Diam. est. 6 (S462).
152.. Lower part of jug (?). Distinct flat base
withh projecting facetted edge. Orange
depuratedd clay (reddish yellow 5YR 7/8).
Diam.. 4.6 (S46/1/4).

145.. Fr. of shallow bowl. Curving wall,
roundedd rim. Orange depurated clay (reddish
yelloww 5YR 7/6), core grey (light grey 5YR
7/1);; red slip (red 10R 5/8); flaked. Diam. est.
122 (S46/1/7).

153.. Fr. of wall/rim of bowl. Slightly angular
body,, tapering rim. Depurated orange clay.
Diam.. 20 (S31/5).

146.. Fr. of deep bowl. Curving wall,
outcurvingg rim, tapering. Depurated clay,
white;; Diam. est. 11 (S46/2).

154.. Fr. of rim of bowl. Incurving rim,slightly
thickened,, rounded. Depurated clay; traces red
slip.. Diam. 19 (S46/6).

147.. Fr. of small footed bowl (kalyx).
Thickenedd rounded rim. White depurated clay
(veryy pale brown 10YR 8/4 to 8/3), soft; traces
off white slip. Diam. est 11 (S46/2).

155.. Upper part of bowl, curving wall, tapering
rim.rim. Depurated clay, bright orange. Diam. 18
(S46/6). .

148.. Small cup. Complete. Base-ring; low cup
withh spreading wall; horizontal rim with
roundedd thickening on outside. Crème
depuratedd clay (very pale brown 10YR 8/4);
red-brownn slip on inside and out; bottom (?),
edgee of base-ring and of rim spared. H. 3.5;
Diam.. base 7; mouth 9.5 (S46/1/1). C/ Gnade
1992a,, 167b.5, Fig. XXIV, PI. 10; Ginge 1969,
typee D, Fig. 29.

156.. Fr. of bowl. Curving wall, rounded rim.
Depuratedd clay. Encircling red-slipped bands.
Diam.. 16.4 (S46/2/1).
157.. Fr. of bowl. Curving wall, thin outcurving
rim,rim, rounded on top. White depurated clay
(Pinkk 7.5YR 8/4). Diam. est. 11 (S31/10).
158.. Fr. of neck. Outcurving lip, slightly
thickenedd rim, straight in profile, sloping
inward.. Depurated pale orange clay (Reddish
yelloww 7.5YR 8/6), pale grey core (White
7.5YRR 8/1). Diam. 14 (S46/6/2 - P 3080).

149.. One-handler (handle and foot missing).
Curvingg body; slightly incurving rim, rounded.
Depuratedd clay (Pink 5YR 7/4); dull, blueish
blackk glaze on outside (inside spared), very
worn.. H. pres. 3.5; Diam. 11.5 (S46/1/4). Cf.
Gnadee 1992a, 35?, Fig. IV.

159.. Fr. of neck or foot (?). Spreading wall,
evertedd lip, tapering rim. Orange coarse clay,
muchh augite. Diam. est. 0.24 (S31/10/1).

150.. Low ringfoot of large shape (skyphos or
krater?),, base-ring with near rectangular
profile.. Depurated orange soft clay (reddish
yelloww 5YR 7/6), lustraous black gloss on inandd outside, bottom spared. Diam. 15
(S46/1/4). .

160.. Upper part of jug with trefoil mouth (two
fittingg fragments). High rounded shoulder,
high-spoutedd trefoil mouth; White depurated
clay.. H. max. pres. 15 (S46/5; S46/8/1). Cf.
Gnadee 1992a, 177a.3, Fig. XLX, PI. 7a.

151.. Fr. of base of small jar, slightly concave.
Topstratumm in eastern part of excavation (Figs. XIV-XV)
shortt everted lip, rounded rim; encircling
161.. Various frr. of body, shoulder, lip and
thickeningg on transition neck to shoulder; two
handless of jar with horizontal handles.
horizontall handles on shoulder, round in
Globularr body, sloping shoulder, short neck,
section.. Pale brown coarse clay (7.5 YR 7/6),
orangee core, with many inclusions: some
augite,, stones, grog. Diam. 17 (S278/2/5).
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162.. Many fir. of base, body, shoulder and lip
off thin-walled jar. Flat base, globular body, no
neck,, everted lip, thickened rim sloping
inward.. Reddish-yellow coarse clay, grey core,
feww small augite, mica, hard baked. H. est.
26;; Diam. base 11; Diam. lip 14
(S298/100/1&2). .
163.. Many frr. of base, body, shoulder and lip
off thin-walled jar. Flat base, globular body, no
neck,, almost vertical lip, thickened rim
roundedd on outside. On shoulder thin
encirclingg finger-impressed cord decoration.
Brightt orange clay, very coarse, grey core,
manyy small and some large augite. H. est. 24;
Diam.. est. base 12; Diam. lip 19
(S298/100/1&2).. Cf
Bouma 1996, II,
decoratedd jar type Ilia, Pis. XLLX-LII.
164.. Many frr. of shoulder and lip of jar.
Ovoidall body, no neck, outcurving lip, rim
withh rounded thickening on outside, undercut.
Onn shoulder and neck thin encircling fingerimpressedd cord decoration. Light red coarse
clayy (light reddish brown 5YR 6/4), burned
grey.. Diam. est. 24 (S280/3/2). Cf Bouma
1996,, II, decorated jar type nib, PI. Lil, J39.
165.. Large fr. of shoulder of jar with two
encirclingg ridges. Semi-depurated orange clay
(reddishh yellow 5YR 7/8-6/8), light orange in
core,, few augite. 6 x 6 x 0.8; Diam. est. 20
(S280/2/2). .
166.. Fr. of lower part of body of jar. Ovoidal
body;; encircling
finger-impressed
cord
decoration.. Pale brown coarse clay (reddish
yelloww 7.5YR 7/6), core dark grey in places,
smoothened,, hard baked; some augite,
haematite.. 12 x 13 x 1 (S297/cl.). Cf Bouma
1996,, II, decorated jar type nif, PI. LIU.
167.. Fr. of wall of thin-walled jar with thin
encirclingg finger-impressed cord decoration.
Orangee coarse clay (reddish yellow 7.5YR
7/8),, much augite, sand. 4 x 6 x 0.2 (S280297/1/1).. Cf Bouma 1996, II, decorated jar
typee Ilia, Pis. XLIX-LII.
168.. Two fitting frr. of wall of jar with thin
encirclingg finger-impressed cord decoration.

Brownn coarse clay, burned. 4 x 6 x 0.2
(S297/1/1).. Cf Bouma 1996, II, decorated jar
typee Ilia, Pis. XLLX-LII.
169.. Fr. of wall/rim of large basin; spreading
wall;; horizontal rim, band-shaped thickening
onn outside. White coarse clay (pink 7.5YR
8/4),, large augite; very worn. Diam. est. 0. (S
280/1).. Cf Bouma 1996, II, PI. CXI, T36.
170.. Fr. of wall/rim of deep basin; flaring wall;
thickenedd horizontal rim, encircling ridge
beloww rim, round in profile. White coarse clay
(reddishh yellow 7.5YR 8/6), much augite. Very
worn.. Diam. est. 40 (S 280/3/2).
171.. Fr. of architectural terracotta, Satyr and
Maenadee antefix. Part of arm of Maenade, with
sleeve.. 8 x 6 . White coarse clay (very pale
brownn 10YR 8/4), much augite; very worn
(S280/2/2). .
172.. Fr. of rim of jar. Everted lip, thickened
rim,rim, rounded on outside. Orange brown coarse
waree with grey core, much augite. Diam. est.
322 (S280/1/3).
173.. Fr. of rim of jar. High everted lip, slightly
thickenedd rim, slightly rounded on top. Orange
brownn coarse clay (reddish yellow 5YR 7/8),
coree grey, fine augite. Diam. est. 30
(S280/200/cl.). .
174.. Fr. of rim of jar. High everted lip,
thickenedd rim, rounded on outside. Orange
brownn coarse clay (reddish yellow 7.5YR 6/6),
insidee burned black, augite. Diam. est. 24
(S280/200/cl.). .
175.. Fr. of rim of jar. Everted lip with
thickendd rim, rounded on outside. Brown
coarsee clay (light reddish brown 5YR 6/3; core
reddishh yellow 5YR 6/8), orange core, black on
inside.. Much augite. Diam. 14. (S280/1/1).
176.. Fr. of rim of jar. High everted lip, slightly
thickenedd rim, near straight on outside. Brown
coarsee clay (light brown 7.5YR 6/4). Diam. est.
188 (S280/1).
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177.. Fr. of rim of jar. Outcurving lip, tapering
rimrim with almond shaped thickening on outside.
Lightt brown coarse clay (pink 7.5YR 7/4),
greyy core (7.5YR N6); many inclusions: fine
andd some large augite, chalk. Diam. est. 23
(S280/1/3). .
178.. Fr. of rim of jar. Outcurving lip swollen
lip,, tapering rim. Bright orange coarse clay
withh grey core. Diam. est. 18 (S280/1/3).
179.. Fr. of rim of jar. Short outcurving lip with
slightlyy thickened rim, sloping inward. Brown
coarsee clay with grey core. Diam. est. 14
(S280/1/3). .
180.. Upper part of jar. Everted lip with slightly
thickenedd rim, straight on outside. Orange
brownn coarse clay. Diam. 10 (S 280/2/1).
181.. Fr. of high flaring foot, slightly thickened
edge,, bevelled. Bright orange semi-depurated
clay,, grey in core (reddish yellow 5YR 7/8). H.
max.. pres. 13; Diam. 7.
182.. Upper part of small footed bowl. Strongly
incurvingg wall, rounded rim. Depurated
brownishh clay, traces of slip; H. max. pres. 4;
Diam.. 10 (S287/3/3).
183.. Fr. of foot of bowl. Everted base-ring,
tapering,, convex on inside. Bright orange semidepuratedd clay (reddish yellow 5YR 7/8),grey
inn core. Diam. 65; Diam. est. lip 10
(S280/2/1&2). .

184.. Fr. of miniature cup, full profile. Low
base-ringg with rounded edge; shallow cup;
slightlyy incurving rim, thickened and rounded.
Depuratedd grey clay (very pale brown 10YR
8/3),, powdery; black glaze, dull. Est. Diam.
foott 3-4; est. Diam. lip 6-7 (S 280/3/3). Morel
typee 2783-2787/Lamboglia type 24(-25).
185.. Fr. of lower part of cup. Very thin wall.
Thinn everted ringfoot Depurated clay, soft
(5YRR 7/6-7/8); black glaze, firm, but very
worn.. Diam. foot 5; th. wall 0.25
(S309/13/1).. Cf. Morel type 2783-4/Lamboglia
27. .
186.. Fr. of stem of goblet (?). Orange coarse
clayy (reddish yellow 7.5 YR 8/6; core pinkish
whitee 7.5 YR 8/2), beige/grey in core. H. max.
4;; Diam. 33 (S280/2/1&2).
187.. Small jar with horizontal handles.
Complete,, handle broken off in three parts. Rat
distinctt base, globular body, vertical slightly
outcurvingg lip, flat rim; two horizontal handles
onn shoulder, reaching level of rim. Depurated
palee orange clay, very soft. H. 12.7; Diam.
basee 7.2; diam. mouth 9.2 (ST 2 - 2; Fig. 20).
188.. Bowl. Disintegrated into worn-out sherds.
Slightlyy everted base-ring, slightly convex
undersidee of bottom; shallow bowl with
curvingg wall; rounded rim. Depurated pinkish
too pale-brown clay. H. est. 4.7; Diam. baseringg 8; Diam. rim 15 (ST 2 - 1; Fig. 20).
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Fig.. 1. Map of Satricum (Borgo Le Ferriere) showing ancient remains and excavation areas

Fig.. 2. Map of the acropolis showing the various tufa foundations

SATRICUMM 1996-97
P r o p r i e f ii S i n t a r e i l l

Fig.. 3. Map of the Santarelli area in the Poggio dei Cavallaiï, showing the
variouss excavation trenches
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Fig.. 20. Grave ST 2 and its finds

Fig.. 22. Bucchero kantharos with double-reeded handles
fromfrom the Southwest Necropolis
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Fig.. 21. Ollaforatu from the Southwest Necropolis

Fig.. 23. Miniature lead axe-head with inscription
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Fig.. I. Finds from the foundation trench of wall c (sections I and HI): surface Archaic road (nos. 3-12)
andd fill of trench (nos. 1 -2)
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Fig.. VI. Finds from the dump stratum: basins
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Fig.. VII. Finds from the dump stratum: basins
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Fig.. VIII. Finds from the dump stratum: Etruscan amphora
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Fig.. X. Findsfromthe dump stratum: jars and bowls
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Fig.. XI. Finds from the dump stratum: fine wares
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Fig.. XIII. Finds from the top stratum in section III
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PI.. 1. Section IV from the north
showingg walls c' and d' consisting of
rectangularr tufa blocks laid in
stretchers. .

PI.. 2. Section IV, wall c' (north side) consisting of three courses of red-brown tufa blocks. The second
upperr block from the left is of white tufa. At the base of the wall, the remains of a stratum of compressed
tufa. .

PI.. 3. Section I from the southeast. In the background, wall d consisting of red-brown tufa blocks laid in
stretcherss with one projecting header. At the base of the wall, the remains of a stratum of compressed tufa.
Inn the foreground and under the tufa stratum are the remains of the earliest Archaic road.

PI.. 4. Section I, inner face of wall d with a stratum of smoothened tufa at its base. Continuous chisel
markss are visible on the adjacent blocks.

PI.. 5. Wall c in section HI partly covered by a pavement consisting of a thick layer of densely packed
pebbles.. At the base of the wall are the remains of the Archaic pavement of brownish tufa chunks.

PI.. 6. Section I, northern part from the east: the sectioned pavement of white tufa chunks partly covering
thee east-west wall of structure e; to the south, two blocks of wall d. To the north of wall e, a concentration of
closelyy packed fragments of storage jars and small tufa lumps, which could either be a substratum to the
pavementt or the remains of the pavement itself.

PI.. 7. General view of the Late-Archaic road walls c and d, from the east. In the foreground, the remains
off the Archaic pavement of white tufa chunks and Late-Archaic wall h. In the background, white wall a.

PI.. 8. Wall h from the southeast.

PI.. 9. Eastern part of the excavation showing wall c' and the triangular structure on its southern side.

PI.. 10. The remains of the Archaic pavement of white tufa chunks at the bottom of the. natural depression.

PLL 11. Detail of the Archaic pavement lying about 0.50 m below the lowest blocks of walls c, at the far
endd of the preserved western stretch of the road. To the right, the earliest phase consisting of large
pebbles.. These are covered by a pavement of white tufa chunks (visible to the left).

PI.. 12. Detail of the Archaic pavement showing brownish tufa lumps bordered by a row of irregular tufa
blocks. .

PLL 13. Detail of the Archaic pavement of pebbles situated in the space between wall c and the edge of the
depressionn in section III.

PLL 14. Bucchero bowl in the foundation trench of wall c.

PI.. 15. Bucchero bowl from the foundation trench of wall c.

PI.. 16. Section III: stratum of roof-tiles belonging to a gutter which covered the space between wall c and
thee edge of the depression. Among the roof-tiles is the upper half of an orange coarse ware jar.
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PI.. 17. Wall g from the north.

PI.. 18. Walls /(below) and /' (on top), from the west.

PI.. 19. Walls ƒ (to the left) and / (to the
right)right) bordering the remains of the
pavementt of white tufa chunks (from
thee south).

PI.. 20. Section IIA: wall g (from the south). In the foreground, the remains of the dump stratum covering
roadd wall d.

PLL 21. Section ELA.: limestone blocks
alongg the east wall of structure g.

PI.. 22. Section IIA: southeast comer of structure g. Limestone blocks along the walls.

PI.. 23. Section III: road wall d covered
byy the remains of a later pavement of
small,, closely packed, reddish tufa
lumps. .

PI.. 24. Section III: detail of the remains of a pavement of reddish tufa lumps overlying road wall d in
sectionn III.

PI.. 25. White wall a from the east.

PI.. 26. Section I: the back (south side) of white wall a.
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PI.. 27. Section II from the north. In the
foreground,, wall g; in the background,
white wall a. In the centre, the probable
remainss of the Late-Archaic pavement
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PI.. 28. Section I: wall c (to the left) and the junction of wall a/b, showing the two final blocks of wall b
laidd as headers.

PI.. 29. Section I: junction of wall a/b, showing the upper final block of wall b laid as a header.

PI.. 30. Section III: junction of wall a/b showing Late-Archaic tiles underneath thefinalblock of wall b

PI.. 31. Section HA: wall a (to the right) with
unworkedd and projecting lower blocks; in front, the
sandd layer partly covering road wall c; to the left, the
remainss of the dump stratum

PI.. 32. Section DA: wall a (to the left) with unworked
andd projecting lower blocks; to the right, road wall c
partlyy covered by the remains of the dump stratum; in
thee centre, roof-riles in situ covering the space
betweenn the virgin soil and road wall c.

PI.. 33. General view of section UI, from
|| the north. In the background, the
junctionn of wall a/b, road wall c and the
C„C„ ' remains of the Archaic pavement at its
"fêjË^ÊÊÊ'"fêjË^ÊÊÊ' 'x base. In the foreground, road wall d
1 1 2 ^ j i l ® S PP covered by the remains of a later
ii
pavement of reddish-brown tufa lumps.

PI.. 34. Section III: junction of wall a/b, from the south.
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PI.. 35. General view of section HI, from
thee north. In the centre, the dump
II stratum covering the Late-Archaic road.
.ffP In the foreground, the remains of a
II pavement of reddish-brown tufa lumps.

PLL 36. South part of section III. In the background, the junction of wall a/b showing tiles underneath the
finalfinal block of wall b and in the gap between two other blocks. In the foreground, the sectioned pebble
pavementt covering road wall c lying on top of a sandy sub-layer. At the base of wall c are the remains of
thee Archaic pavement.

PLL 37. Section IIA from the west showing the dump stratum and sand stratum in front of white wall a.

PI.. 38 Eastern part of the excavation. Structure z from the north showing three rectangular reddish-brown
tufaa blocks and a white tufa slab in front. In the left foreground, the remains of a pavement probably
belongingg to the Late-Archaic road.

PI.. 39. Eastern part of the excavation. Structure z from the northeast.

PI.. 40. Eastern part of the excavation. Large concentration of ceramics, roof-tiles and tufa lumps along the
outerr side of south wall c', at the western end of the triangular structure.

PI.. 41. Child grave found along the
foundationn wall of the Roman villa.
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PI.. 42. Grave ST 2 showing the remains of the skeleton and two vases near the head. The grave has ledges
alongg all its sides.

PI.. 43. Finds from the foundation trench of wall c.
Bottomm left, the upper half of a jar found under the
roof-tiless of the gutter covering the foundation
trench. .

PLL 44. Finds from the dump stratum.

PLL 45. Fragments of two Late-Archaic roof-tiles and of the rim of a dolium, found underneath and against
thee corner block of wall b in section III.

PI.. 46. Selection of finds from the dump stratum: large basins (top), jars (centre) and
bowlss (bottom).

PI.. 47. Iron Age finds from the top stratum.

PI.. 48. Teglia from the dump stratum

